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EAR Reader, it is our pleasure to present to you Posi-
tion Papers of the  18th Conference on Computer Sci-

ence and Intelligence Systems (FedCSIS 2023),  which took
place in Warsaw, Poland, on September 17-20, 2023.

D
Position papers comprise two categories of contributions

– challenge papers and emerging research papers. Challenge
papers propose and describe research challenges in theory,
or  practice,  of  computer  science and intelligence systems.
Papers in this category are based on deep understanding of
existing research or industrial problems. Based on such un-
derstanding  and  experience,  they  define  new  exciting  re-
search directions and show why these directions are crucial
to  the  society  at  large.  Emerging research papers present
preliminary research results from work-in-progress, based on
sound  scientific  approach  but  presenting  work  not  com-
pletely validated as yet. They describe precisely the research
problem and its rationale. They also define the intended fu-
ture work including the expected benefits from solution to
the tackled problem. Subsequently, they may be more con-
ceptual than experimental.

FedCSIS 2023 was chaired by Jarosław Arabas and Sła-
womir  Zadrożny,  while  Przemysław  Biecek  acted  as  the
Chair of the Organizing Committee. This year, FedCSIS was
organized  by  Polish  Information  Processing  Society  (Ma-
zovia  Chapter),  IEEE  Poland  Section  Computer  Society
Chapter, Systems Research Institute of Polish Academy of
Sciences, as well as Faculty of Electronics and Information
Technology  and  Faculty  of  Mathematics  and  Information
Sciences, of Warsaw University of Technology.

FedCSIS  2023  was  technically  co-sponsored  by  IEEE
Poland Section, IEEE Czechoslovakia Section Computer So-
ciety Chapter, IEEE Poland Section Systems, Man, and Cy-
bernetics Society Chapter, IEEE Poland Section Computa-
tional Intelligence Society Chapter, Committee of Computer
Science of Polish Academy of Sciences, and Mazovia Clus-
ter ICT. Moreover, two years ago, the FedCSIS conference
series formed strategic alliance with QED Software, a Polish
software company developing AI-based products,  and this
collaboration has been continued.

In 2023, FedCSIS was sponsored by QED Software, Sam-
sung,  Hewlett  Packard  Enterprise,  Łukasiewicz  Research
Network  –  Institute  of  Innovative  Technologies  EMAG,
MDPI, Sages, Efigo, and CloudFerro.

During FedCSIS 2023, the keynote lectures were deliv-
ered by:
• Lipika Dey, Tata Consultancy Services, India, keynote ti-

tle: Deciphering Clinical Narratives – Augmented Intelli-
gence for Decision Making in Health Care Sector

• Marta Kwiatkowska, University of Oxford, United King-
dom, keynote title: When to trust AI…

• Andrea Omicini, Alma Mater Studiorum – Università di
Bologna, Italy, keynote title: Measuring Trustworthiness
in Neuro-Symbolic Integration

• Roman  Słowiński,  Poznań  University  of  Technology,
Poland, keynote title:  Multiple Criteria Decision Aiding
by Constructive Preference Learning

Moreover,  two  special  guests  delivered  invited  presenta-
tions:

• Gianpiero Cattaneo, Retired from Department of Infor-
matics, Systems and Communications, University of Mi-
lano-Bicocca,  Italy,  invited  presentation  title:  Abstract
Approach to Entropy and Co-Entropy in Measurable and
Probability Spaces

• Jerzy  Nawrocki,  Poznań  University  of  Technology,
Poland, invited presentation title:  Towards reliable rule
mining about code smells: The McPython approach

FedCSIS 2023 consisted of Main Track, with five Topical
Areas and Thematic Tracks. Some of Thematic Tracks have
been  associated  with  the  FedCSIS  conference  series  for
many years, while some of them are relatively new. The role
of Thematic Tracks is to focus and enrich discussions on se-
lected areas, pertinent to the general scope of the conference.

Each contribution, found in this volume, was refereed by
at least two referees. They are presented in alphabetic order,
according to the last name of the first author. The specific
Topical Area or Thematic Track that given contribution was
associated with is listed in the article metadata.

Making FedCSIS 2023 happen required a dedicated effort
of many people. We would like to express our warmest grati-
tude to the members of Senior Program Committee, Topical
Area Curators, Thematic Track Organizers and to members
of  FedCSIS  2023  Program  Committee.  In  particular,  we
would like to thank those colleagues who have refereed all
of the 358 submissions.

We thank the authors of papers for their great contribu-
tions to the theory and practice of computer science and in-
telligence systems. We are grateful to the keynote and in-
vited speakers for sharing their knowledge and wisdom with
the participants.

Last,  but  not  least,  we  thank  Jarosław  Arabas,  Sła-
womir Zadrożny, and Przemysław Biecek. We are very
grateful for all your efforts!

We hope that you had an inspiring conference. We also
hope to meet you again for the 19th Conference on Computer
Science  and  Intelligence  Systems  (FedCSIS  2024),  which
will  take  place  in  Belgrade,  Serbia,  on  September  8-11,
2024.

Co-Chairs of the FedCSIS Conference Series:
Maria Ganzha, Warsaw University of Technology and 
Systems Research Institute Polish Academy of Sciences, 
Poland
Leszek Maciaszek (Honorary Chair), Macquarie 
University, Australia and Wrocław University of 
Economics, Poland
Marcin Paprzycki, Systems Research Institute Polish 
Academy of Sciences, and Warsaw University of 
Management, Poland
Dominik Ślęzak, University of Warsaw, Poland and QED 
Software, Poland, and DeepSeas, USA
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Abstract—In recent research, validation methods for soft
and hard clustering through general granular rough clusters
are proposed by the first author. Large-minded reasoners are
introduced and studied in the context of new concepts of non-
stochastic rough randomness in a separate paper by her. In
this research, the methodologies are reviewed and new low-
cost scalable methodologies and algorithms are invented for
computing granular rough approximations of soft clusters for
many classes of partially ordered datasets. Specifically, these are
applicable to datasets in which attribute values are numeric,
vector valued, lattice-ordered or partially ordered. Additionally,
new research directions are indicated.

Index Terms—Soft Clustering, General Rough Sets, Cluster
Validation, Rough Randomness, Non-Stochastic Randomness,
Axiomatic Granules, Large Minded Reasoners, Ontology of
Clustering, Low Cost Computing, Tolerances, Clean Rough
Randomness

I. INTRODUCTION

BOTH hard and soft clustering with or without additional
semi-supervision are popular tools for classification in

the AIML literature [1]. The problems of cluster validation
is a long-standing one. Numeric measures are known to be
unreliable, inconsistent and mathematically unjustifiable [2],
[3]. Known proofs often proceed from questionable statistical
and topological assumptions [1], [4] about the context asso-
ciated with a dataset. Recent attempts to solve the problem
from an axiomatic granular rough set perspective [5], [6] are
proposed by the first author in the paper [7]. Ortho-partitions
are related to three-way clusterings in other recent work [8].
In the present paper, the focus is on clustering contexts that
can be coerced into granular tolerance frameworks. It is not
necessary that the clustering be distance-based.

Suppose a soft clustering S is defined as a finite sequence
of ordered pairs of cores and their fringes. The underlying
philosophy of the invented methodology is that S is valid
relative to a granular rough model R if and only if the
components of S are definite objects or are very closely
approximated in R.

In the earlier work mentioned [7], a rough model is es-
sential for cluster validation. The meaning associated with
the construction of the approximations is the basis of the

The first author’s work is supported by grant no. SR/WOS-A/PM-22/2019
of DST, India

framework. For example, blocks of a tolerance [9]–[11] can
be interpreted as maximal sets of mutually similar objects,
and approximations formed as unions of blocks have a simple
disjunctive meaning (over higher order concepts of similarity).
However, if no rough models seem to be reasonable, then can
they be discovered/constructed? A solution for this problem is
proposed through a slightly lengthy process involving concepts
of clean rough randomness, large minded reasoners, and
invented algorithms based on recent advances in the theory
of tolerances. Research directions are additionally provided.

A. Structure of this Paper

Some background is provided in the next section. The
concept of rough randomness is explained from a different
perspective, the associated polysemy is fixed, and large minded
reasoners that embody clean rough randomness are formalized
in the third section. The overall strategy for validation of soft
and hard clustering is formulated next. In the fifth, algorithms
for validation methods for truly unsupervised clustering are
invented. Related directions and applications are discussed in
the last section.

II. BACKGROUND

A distance function on a set S is a function ρ : S2 7−→ ℜ+

that satisfies
(∀a)ρ(a, a) = 0 (distance)

The collection B = {Bρ(x, r) : x ∈ S&r > 0} of all r-
spheres generated by ρ is a weak base for the topology τρ
defined by

V ∈ τρ if and only if (∀x ∈ V ∃r > 0)Bρ(x, r) ⊆ V

Any ϵ > 0 and a distance function ρ determines a tolerance
T defined by

Tab if and only if ρ(a, b) + ρ(b, a) ≤ ϵ.

One can define other tolerances through conditions such as

ρ(a, b) + ρ(b, a)

1 + ρ(a, b) + ρ(b, a)
≤ ϵ.

The point is that a function much weaker than a semimetric
suffices for defining a tolerance relation. More complex defi-
nitions are often possible.
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Proposition 1. For a numeric complete information table I,
the following holds:

1) Valuations for each attribute are totally ordered by ≤,
2) O is totally ordered relative to the induced lexicographic

order.
3) O is lattice ordered relative to ≤ defined by

(a1, . . . , an) ⪯ (b1, . . . , bn) if and only if &iai ≤ bi
with ai, bi ∈ Ran(ν(, Ati).

However, a numeric table is not necessary for any of the
three properties to hold.

A. Tolerances

For more details, the reader is referred to the works [9],
[12], [13].

If T is a tolerance on a set S, then a pre-block of T
is a subset K ⊆ S that satisfies K2 ⊆ T . The set of all
pre-blocks of T is denoted by pB(T ). Maximal pre-blocks
of T with respect to the inclusion order are referred to as
blocks. The set of all blocks of T is denoted by B(T ). If
S = ⟨underlineS, f1, f2, . . . , fn, (r1, . . . , rn)⟩ (S being a
set and fi being ri-place operation symbols interpreted on it)
is an algebra, then a tolerance T is said to be compatible if
and only if for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . n <∞},

&ri
j=1Tajbj −→ Tfi(a1, a2, . . . ari)fi(b1, b2, . . . bri).

When S is a lattice, every tolerance is the image of a
congruence by a surjective morphism : S 7−→ S. Further,
if A,B ∈ B(T ), then {a ∨ b : a ∈ A&b ∈ B}, {a ∧ b : a ∈
A&b ∈ B} ∈ pB(T ). The smallest blocks containing these are
unique, and the resulting lattice of blocks is denoted by S|T .
The set UBD(S) = {B(T ) : T ∈ Tol(S)} will be referred
to as the universal block distribution (UBD) of S. It can be
assigned the same algebraic lattice order on Tol(S).

A sublattice Z of a lattice S is called a convex sublattice
if and only if it satisfies (∀x, b ∈ Z)(x ≤ a ≤ b −→ a ∈ Z).
The blocks of a lattice are all convex sublattices. If C is a
subset of S then ↓ C, and ↑ C will respectively denote the
lattice-ideal and lattice-filter generated by C. The following
result [12], [14], [15] is not usable for a direct computational
strategy:

Theorem 1. For a finite lattice L, a collection C of nonempty
subsets is the set of all blocks of a tolerance T ∈ Tol(L) if
and only if it is a collection of intervals of the form {[ai, bi] :
i ∈ I}, and

•
⋃

i∈I [ai, bi] = L
• For all i, j ∈ I , (ai = aj −→ bi = bj).
• (∀i, j ∈ I)(∃k ∈ I) ak = ai ∨ aj & bi ∨ bj ≤ bk.

Theorem 2. In the context of Theorem 1,
1) (∀C,E ∈ C) (↓ C =↓ E ⇐⇒ ↑ C =↑ E) .
2) For any two elements C,A ∈ C there exist E,F such

that (↓ C∨ ↓ A) = ↓ E, (↑ C∨ ↑ A) ≤↑ E, ↓ F ≤ (↓
A∧ ↓ C), and (↑ C∧ ↑ A) = ↑ F ).

For finite chains, the following holds [16]

Theorem 3. 1) A collection C of subsets of the chain
Ln = ⟨{0, 1, 2, . . . n− 1},≤⟩ is the set of all blocks
of a tolerance T ∈ Tol(L) if and only if C is of the
form {[ni,mi] : i = 1, . . . k} for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1,
with n1 = 0, mk = n − 1, and ni < ni+1 ≤ mi + 1,
and mi < mi+1 for all i = 1, . . . k.

2) A collection C of subsets of the chain Ln =
⟨{0, 1, 2, . . . n− 1},≤⟩ is the set of all blocks of a glued
tolerance T ∈ Glu(L) if and only if C is of the form
{[ni,mi] : i = 1, . . . k} for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, with
n1 = 0, mk = n − 1, and ni < ni+1 ≤ mi < mi + 1,
and mi < mi+1 for all i = 1, . . . k.

3) A collection C of subsets of the chain Ln =
⟨{0, 1, 2, . . . n− 1},≤⟩ is the set of all blocks of a
congruence R ∈ Con(L) if and only if C is of the form
{[ni,mi] : i = 1, . . . k} for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, with
n1 = 0, mk = n − 1, and ni < ni+1 = mi + 1, and
mi < mi+1 for all i = 1, . . . k.

The next theorem is a combination of special cases of known
results.

Theorem 4. • Tolerances on a product of finite lattices are
directly decomposable [17].

• If a lattice L is a direct product Πn
i=1Li of the lattices

Li, then Tol(L) ≃ Tol(L1)× Tol(L2)× . . . T ol(Ln)

So every T ∈ Tol(L) can be written as a direct product of
tolerances Ti ∈ Tol(Li) (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). That is

T = Πn
i=1Ti = {(a, b); (eia, eib) ∈ Ti, for i = 1, 2 . . . n}.

Further,

Theorem 5. Let S1 and S2 be two lattices with
compatible tolerances T1 and T2 respectively.
If T (a1, a2, . . . an)(b1, b2, . . . bn) if and only if
T1a1b1&T2a2b2& . . . Tnanbn, then the blocks of T are
direct products of the blocks of the component tolerances.

Proof. Suppose S∞ = {Bii ∈ [1, n]} and S∈ = {Fii ∈
[1,m]} are two distinct normal covers for the same tolerance
T on an algebra S. If Tab for any a, b ∈ S, then it is necessary
that a, b ∈ Fi, and a, b ∈ Bj for some i, j. This means S∞
must be a mere rearrangement of S∈. In other words, normal
covers of a tolerance are unique.

The above proof works for finite direct products as well. It
means that one needs to create all permutations of the blocks
on components in general.

B. Approximations

Let S = ⟨S, T ⟩ be a general approximation space, with S
being a set, and T a tolerance relation on it. If G is the set
of all blocks of T , and A ⊆ S, then the following granular
approximations [9] will be used in the main algorithms (the
semantics and history of the approximations are described in
the mentioned reference).
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Al =
⋃

{H : H ⊆ A, H ∈ G} (Lower)

Au =
⋃

{H : A ∩ H ̸= ∅, H ∈ G} (Upper)

Aub = Au \ Acl (Bited Upper)

Further, the model S =
〈
℘(S), γ, l, u,⊆,∪,∩, ∅, S

〉
gen-

erated by the granular approximations on the power set ℘(S)
will be used to discuss cluster validation. It is additionally a
set HGOS in the sense of the first author [6].

C. Validation Indices – a Brief Critique
The process or concept of cluster validation generally refers

to exploring the quality of one or more clustering methods
and possibly comparing them. In almost all cases, true class
information is not available (that is if one avoids looking at
anything apart from the dataset) and validation methods are
inherently not rigorous even in comparison to statistical meth-
ods used in supervised learning. For example, in a regression
modeling context, it is possible to say something concrete
about model fit relative to a set of statistical assumptions (that
may be invalid). Clustering contexts are difficult to investigate
from similar perspective. In this subsection, some issues faced
are mentioned.

A number of indices for quantifying a clustering’s quality
are known. Typically, they are used to simply assess the
quality of a single clustering or to select the most appropriate
clustering method and related parameters (like number of
optimal clusters). For datasets of the form {xi}ni=1 over a
Euclidean space with standard norm or some distance ρ,
common indices such as the Davies-Bouldin (DB) index,
Calinski–Harabasz(CH) index and variants thereof start with
measures of within-cluster variation and compare them with
measures of between-cluster variation from a numerical per-
spective over the real number field. Many adaptations to rough
clustering are also known [18], [19]. In the case of CH-
index, the shape of associated clusters are assumed to be
spherical, with data points concentrated around the cluster
means. Even if points close to the boundary of the sphere
are close to points on the boundary of another cluster, the
distance between the two clusters will be the distance between
the means. Further, the index is naturally connected with the
hard k-means algorithm. These can be used in determining the
appropriateness of the index in a specific application context.
From this it should be clear that indices carry very little
information about ontology.

Latent class model-based approach (LCC) is sometimes
used for clustering multivariate categorical data. There each
cluster is assumed to be a mixture component and the whole
is a mixture of probability distributions [20]. These are not
well-related to distance based approaches, though the average
silhouette width (ASW) measure that emphasizes the sepa-
ration between clusters and their neighbors is known to be
useful. ASW is also heavily used in fuzzy clustering.

External Criteria: A simple example of an external criterion
for hard clustering is the quality index Q+. If N+, N− and N

are respectively the number of correctly assigned, incorrectly
assigned and total number of clusters.

Q+ =
N+

N
&Q− =

N−
N

.

This measure can be generalized to rough clustering [19],
[21], and other soft approaches (with cores and fringes).
Obviously these indices avoid most of the complexity and
semantics involved in the clustering process. However, they
allow gradation of boundaries, and are less controversial than
other indices because of the minimal number of assumptions.

In general, the following remarks about indices may be
noted:

• Cluster validation is sometimes done from a statistical
test perspective. The null hypothesis is taken to be the
statement that the data homogeneous and unclustered
according to a null model. Reasonable clusterings are
expected to be significantly better than what is expected
relative to its performance on the null model. This is
usually done relative to specific cluster performance
indices. Both the reality of the statistical scheme of things
assumed and indices used remain very questionable.

• Clusters with complicated shapes are common in appli-
cation contexts like image processing. For example, in
many photos of natural scenarios, similar leaves can be
in different parts [22] (these are handled with descriptive
proximities and related functions). Indices for clusters in
such contexts are not well-developed.

• Combining multiple validation indices for the purpose of
measuring multiple characteristics has limited scope and
the act of combining does not go beyond forming a set
of indices [3].

In hierarchical clustering in particular, indices such as par-
tial R-squared monotonically change with number of clusters.
Strong decrease (or increase) followed by weak decrease
(or increase) of the index relative to the number of clusters
correspond to their optimal values. Further, the applicability
of associated indices is limited.

It can therefore be asserted that most indices assume some
heuristics that are not well understood and in some cases even
the values produced may not be clear (see [2], [3]) for details.
From a mathematical point of view, a few rigorous studies
on indices in the context of semimetric based clustering are
known.

III. CLEAN ROUGH RANDOMNESS AND LMR

Many types of randomness are known in the literature.
Stochastic randomness, often referred to as randomness, is
often misused without proper justification. In the paper [23],
a phenomenon is defined to be stochastically random if it
has probabilistic regularity in the absence of other types of
regularity. In this definition, the concept of regularity may
be understood as mathematical regularity in some sense.
Generalizations of mathematical probability theory through
hybridization with rough sets from a stochastic perspective are
explained in the book [24]. This approach is not ontologically
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consistent with pure rough reasoning or explainable AI as its
focus is on modeling the result of numeric simplifications in
a measure-theoretic context.

A rare property in the theory of computation is an effec-
tively testable property that is valid over a set of measure zero.
A finite or infinite sequence x is said to be algorithmically
random if and only if no computational agent recognizes x
as possessing some rare property (for details see [23], [25]).
While associations with subjective probability are known,
connections of such ideas with rough sets are not known in
the literature.

Empirical studies show that humans cannot estimate mea-
sures of stochastic randomness and weakenings thereof in
real life properly [26]. This is consistent with the observation
that connections in the rough set literature between specific
versions of rough sets and subjective probability theories
(Bayesian or frequentist) are not good approximations. In fact,
rough inferences are grounded in some non-stochastic com-
prehension of attributes (their relation with the approximated
object in terms of number or relative quantity and quality)
[27], [28].

The idea of rough randomness is expressed by the first
author [29] as follows: a phenomenon is roughly random
if it can be modeled by general rough sets or a derived
process thereof. To avoid the resulting polysemy (as the term
is used in a different sense in the monograph [24]), it is
useful to rename it as clean rough randomness (or C-rough
randomness for short). In concrete situations, such a concept
should be realizable in terms of C-roughly random functions
or predicates defined below (more variations will be part of
future work):

Definition 1. Let Aτ be a collection of approximations of
type τ , and E a collection of rough objects [9] defined on
the same universe S, then by a C-rough random function of
type-1 (CRRF1) will be meant a partial function

ξ : Aτ 7−→ E.

Definition 2. Let Aτ be a collection of approximations of type
τ , S a subset of ℘(S), and ℜ the set of reals, then by a C-
rough random function of type-2 (CRRF2) will be meant a
function

χ : Aτ × S 7−→ ℜ.

Definition 3. Let Aτ be a collection of approximations of type
τ , and F a collection of objects defined on the same universe
S, then by a C-rough random function of type-3 (CRRF3)
will be meant a function

µ : Aτ 7−→ F.

Definition 4. Let Oτ be a collection of approximation oper-
ators of type τl or τu, and E a collection of rough objects
defined on the same universe S, then by a C-rough random
function of type-H (CRRFH) will be meant a partial function

ξ : Oτ × ℘(S) 7−→ E.

It is obvious that a CRRF1 and CRRF2 are independent
concepts, while a total CRRF1 is an CRRF3, and CRRFH
is distinct (though related to CRRF3). The set of all such
functions will respectively be denoted by CRRF1(S,E, τ),
CRRF2(S,ℜ, τ), CRRF3(S, F, τ), and CRRFH(S,E, τ).
Examples that show the semantic nature of the associations
are mentioned below:

Examples: CRRF

Example 1. Let S be a set with a pair of lower (l) and upper
(u) approximations satisfying (for any a, b, x ⊆ S)

xl ⊆ xu (int-cl)

xll ⊆ xl (l-id)

a ⊆ b −→ al ⊆ bl (l-mo)
a ⊆ b −→ au ⊆ bu (u-mo)

∅l = ∅ (l-bot)
Su = S (u-top)

The above axioms are minimalist, and most general ap-
proaches satisfy them.

In addition, let

Aτ = {x : (∃a ⊆ S)x = al or x = au (1)

E1 = {(al, au) : a ∈ S} (E1)

F = {a : a ⊆ S&¬∃bbl = a ∨ bu = a} (E0)
E2 = {b : bu = b&b ⊆ S} (E2)

ξ1(a) = (a, bu) for some b ⊆ S (xi1)

ξ2(a) = (bl, a) for some b ⊆ S (xi2)
ξ3(a) = (e, f) ∈ E1 & e = a or f = a (xi3)

E1 in the above is a set of rough objects, and a number of
algebraic models are associated with it [9]. A partial function
f : Aτ 7−→ E1 that associates a ∈ Aτ with a minimal
element of E1 that covers it in the inclusion order is a CRRF
of type 1. For general rough sets, this CRRF can be used
to define algebraic models and explore duality issues [13],
and for many cases associated these are not investigated. A
number of similar maps with value in understanding models
[27] can be defined. Rough objects are defined and interpreted
in a number of other ways including F or E2.

Conditions xi1-xi3 may additionally involve constraints on
b, e and f . For example, it can be required that there is no
other lower or upper approximation included between the pair
or that the second component is a minimal approximation
covering the first. It is easy to see that

Theorem 6. ξi for i = 1, 2, 3 are CRRF of type-1.

Example 2. In the context of the above example, rough
inclusion functions, membership, and quality of approximation
functions [30], [31] can be used to define CRRF2s. An
example is the function ξ5 defined by

ξ5(a, b) =
Card(b \ a)
Card(b)

(III.1)
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In the paper [29], it is additionally proved that

Theorem 7. A rough random variable [24] in the sense of
Liu, is not a rough random function of any type.

IV. HARD AND SOFT CLUSTERING VALIDATION
STRATEGIES

The considerations of this section will be restricted to
validation of soft clustering defined through ortho-pairs [8].
In the mentioned paper, the authors do not explicitly say that
their universe is finite, and it is not clarified whether it is
a semimetric set (a set with a semimetric) or a semimetric
space. The former does not always define a semimetric topol-
ogy. Connections with proximities [32] are additionally not
mentioned. However, these assumptions are not required for
obtaining three-way clusters or rough clusters in their sense.

An ortho pair is a pair of disjoint subsets (of a universe
S) of the form O = (C,F ) with C being the core and F
being the boundary or fringe that satisfies C ∩ F = ∅. An
ortho-partition O is a collection of ortho pairs of the form

{(C1, F1), (C2, F2), (C3, F3), . . . , (Cn, Fn)}

that satisfies O0, O1, O2, and O3

For all i Ci ̸= ∅ (T1)
For all i Ci ∩ Fi = ∅ (O0)

If i ̸= j then Ci ∩ Cj = Ci ∩ Fj = Cj ∩ Fi = ∅ (O1)⋃
(Ci ∪ Fi) = S (O2)

(∀x)(x ∈ Fi −→ (∃j)j ̸= i&x ∈ Fj) (O3)
If ∀i x /∈ Ci then ∃i, j i ̸= j&x ∈ Fi ∩ Fj (R2)

A rough clustering is a collection of ortho pairs that satisfies
O0, O1, and R2. While a three-way clustering is a collection
of orthopairs that satisfies O1, O2, and T1. However, it is
interpreted as a soft clustering K in which each cluster Ki is
associated with three regions Ci, Fi and Ei = (Ci∪Fi)

c. The
last region being interpreted as the certainly not that region.

While rough clusterings can be interpreted as ortho-
partitions, three-way clusterings are collections of ortho-pairs
that do not satisfy O3 in general. However, it is possible
to collect the elements not satisfying O3 and create a new
cluster – the resulting clustering satisfies O3. Therefore, ortho-
partitions suffice for representing semi metric based rough, and
three-way clustering, and have a few arguably nice properties
(of scale invariance, generalized richness and consistency).
If D(S) is the set of all semimetrics on S, and Π(S) the
set of all partitions of S, and O(S) the set of all ortho
partitions on S, then an algorithm is a computable function
ctw : D(S) 7−→ O(S).

Here we are concerned with validation techniques for the
clustering. Our basic principle for validation that if the in-
terpretation of the cores and exteriors are almost the same as
their respective approximations in a granular rough semantics,
then they are valid relative to the semantics. This is useful
because granular rough semantics in the sense of the first

author [6], [9] can explain the meaning of the clusters.
Formally,

Definition 5. Let S =
〈
℘(S), γ, l, u,⊆,≤,∪,∩, ∅, S

〉
be

the set HGOS generated by a tolerance and its granular
approximations. Further, let Z = {(Ci, Fi)i = 1, . . . r} be
a soft clustering on S.

• The lower deficit of a soft cluster (C,F ) ∈ Z will be the
pair ((C \ Cl)u, (F \ F l)u),

• While its upper deficit will be the pair ((Cu \C)u, (Fu \
F )u)

The lower and upper deficit of (C,F ) will respectively be
denoted by (C♭, F ♭)) and (Cð, F ð). For hard clustering, it
suffices to restrict attention to the core alone.

Definition 6. In the context of Definition 5, a soft cluster
(C,F ) ∈ Z will be said to

• lu-valid if and only if Cl = Cu = C and F l = Fu = F
• l-pre-valid if and only if (∃V,W ∈ S)V l = C&W l = F .
• u-pre-valid if and only if (∃V,W ∈ S)V u = C&Wu =
F .

• l-traceable if and only if (∃V,W ∈ S)V = Cl&W = F l.
• u-traceable if and only if (∃V,W ∈ S)V = Cu&W =
Fu.

In addition, if all soft clusters in Z are l-pre-valid (resp.
lu-valid, u-pre-valid, l-traceable, u-traceable) then Z will
itself be said to be l-pre-valid (resp. lu-valid, u-pre-valid, l-
traceable, u-traceable).

Proposition 2. In the context of Definition 5, if the l-deficit
(resp. u-deficit) of a hard cluster C is computable, then it must
necessarily be l-traceable (resp. u-traceable).

Proof. If a cluster C has l-deficit A, then it is necessary that
A = (C \Cl)u. However, for this Cl should be an element of
S. The proof for the u-deficit is similar.

Proposition 3. In the context of Definition 5, if the l-deficit
(resp. u-deficit) of a soft cluster (C,F ) is computable, then it
must necessarily be l-traceable (resp. u-traceable).

The central idea of lu-validity (and weakenings thereof) is
that of representability in terms of granules and approxima-
tions. These do not test the key predicate δ for validation,
and the aspect is left to the process of construction of rough
approximations. By contrast, the ∗-deficits are an internal
measure of what is lacking or what is in excess.

In relation to the framework of minimal soft clustering
system (MSS) invented in the paper [7], it is possible to
define the ternary predicate δ through the above concepts.
Intended meanings of δabc are a is closer to b than c in
some sense, a is more similar to b than c in some sense
and variants thereof. This predicate covers the intent of using
metrics, similarities, dissimilarities, proximities, descriptive
proximities, kernels and other functions for the purpose.
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V. ALGORITHMS AND LMR ALGORITHMS

In this section, improved algorithms for the computation
of blocks that avoid weakenings are invented. These improve
earlier work of the first author [29].

A. Direct Algorithms-1,2
The following two algorithms are used in a forthcoming

paper on satellite remote sensing by the first author. They are
resource intensive, as the computational ease is limited by the
max-clique algorithms. Their complexities are directly defined
by that of the similarity matrix computation and the maximal
clique algorithms. In the paper, a low-cost implementation
could be used through supplementary measures.

Suppose a hard clustering {Ci}ki=1 or a soft clustering
{(Ci, Ei)}ki=1 [1], [8] obtained through any method is given.

Algorithm-1:
Distance: Specify distinct distance function σi on the
i th column (attribute) for each i
Tolerance: Define a similarity (tolerance relation) Ti
on the ith column.
Conjunction: Combine to a single tolerance relation
over objects on the table through conjunction of
instances across columns.
Relation: Compute the similarity matrix through
parallelized methods.
Granules: Compute the blocks of the tolerance by a
maximal clique algorithm (for example the modified
Bronkerbosch algorithm [33]).
Approximations: Compute granular rough approxi-
mations of Ci, and Ei for each i and estimate the
closeness of the cluster core or exterior to decide on
validation.

If the rough model can explain the soft/hard clustering, then
the latter is meaningful and valid.

Algorithm-2:
Distance: Specify a single distance function σ be-
tween objects
Tolerance: Define a similarity (tolerance relation) T
on the basis of descriptive statistics relative to σ.
Relation: Compute the similarity matrix through
parallelized methods.
Granules: Compute the blocks of the tolerance by a
maximal clique algorithm.
Approximations: Compute granular rough approxi-
mations of Ci, and Ei for each i and estimate the
closeness of the cluster core or exterior to decide on
validation.

Theorem 8. The direct algorithm-2 has a computational
complexity of O(dk3

d/3

+N3), where d is the degeneracy of
the n -vertex graph corresponding to the similarity relation,
k the number of rows, and N is the maximum of number of
rows and columns in the dataset.

Proof. O(dk3
d/3

) is the complexity of computing max-cliques,
while O(N3) is that of computing the distance matrix. List
operations are assumed to be of linear complexity.

B. Improved AGRSSA (IAGRSSA)

In an earlier preprint of the first author [29], the
AGRSSA (Axiomatic Granular Reversed Similarity Based
Semi-Supervised) algorithm(s) was proposed. This is improved
below through relaxed assumptions, and stricter constraints on
the decision steps involved. It is assumed that each column
(attribute) is totally ordered, and that an order-compatible dis-
tance (as opposed to a metric) is defined on them. Specifically,
it applies to all numeric (real valued) datasets.

IAGRSSA:

Distance: Specify distinct distance functions on each
column (attribute).
Quantiles: Identify f -quantiles at a suitable level
of precision on each column. Let these be
{qi1, qi2, . . . qif} on the ith column based on the
distance specified earlier.
Interval Boundaries: Interval boundaries are speci-
fiable by the sequence ⊥i, qi1 − ei1, qi1 + ei1, qi2 −
ei2, qi2+ ei2, . . . , qif − eif , qif + eif ,⊤i. The quan-
tities ei1, ei2, . . . eif need to computed as a fraction
of the measures of variation or other heuristics.
Decision on Blocks: Assume that the intervals on
each column are exactly the set of blocks.
Blocks: Form all possible products of the sequence
of blocks on each column to form the set of admis-
sible blocks. That is if {Bij}fj=1 is the set of blocks
on the ith column, the blocks of the whole dataset
would have the form B1j1 ×B2j2 × . . .×Bnjk , with
k being the number of columns and ji taking values
from 1, 2, . . . f .
Approximations: Compute granular rough approx-
imations by Subsection II-B and perform decision-
making. If a set of objects H are to be approximated,
then

1) The lower approximation of H is the union of
blocks included in it.

2) The lower approximation of H is the union of
blocks that have some common elements with
H .

Meaning: This can be specified directly from blocks,
or through its associated tolerance.

IAGRSSA does not require any decision column on the
dataset, and yet its computational complexity is far below that
of the direct algorithms. Ideally, the block construction process
should involve supervision as it requires an understanding
of the attributes. AGRSSA-M [29] is based on reducing the
blocks required for decisions.

Theorem 9. IAGRSSA computes the blocks of the tolerance
constructed as a direct product of the tolerances on each
column.

Proof. First, chains and partial orders on a set are equivalent to
specific groupoidal operations [9], [34], and the compatibility
is assumed with respect to these. Additionally, direct products
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of groupoids are groupoids. The rest follows from Theorems
5 and 3.

The next example illustrates the product.

Example 3. Let T1 be the tolerance on Q defined by

T1ab if and only if |a− b| ≤ 1,

and T2 be the tolerance on ℜ defined by

T2ab if and only if |a− b| ≤ e.

On the product set Q × ℜ with the induced lattice order, the
product tolerance T is defined by the condition

T (a1, a2)(b1, b2) if and only if T1a1b1&T2a2b2.

The blocks of the tolerance T1 are of the form {x : |x−q| ≤
0.5} for distinct q ∈ Q The blocks of the tolerance T2 on the
other hand are of the form {x : |x − a| ≤ 0.5e} for distinct
a ∈ ℜ. The blocks of the product need to be formed by taking
a direct product of these as the components are independent.
It is therefore the set

{(x,w) : |x− q| ≤ 0.5&|w − a| ≤ 0.5e} for q ∈ Q& a ∈ ℜ.
Exhaustive Tolerance Discovery Algorithm (ETDA-LMR)

A large-minded reasoner is so-named because it is essen-
tially about discovering suitable similarities. It selects the more
reasonable collections of blocks. The exhaustive tolerance
discovery algorithm that involves LMRs is invented in the
paper [29]. However, it is relatively opaque as it leaves out
the crucial steps of selection to the dynamics of the context.
A natural question is: can the simplicity of the structure of
blocks on chains be exploited to improve the meta algorithm.

Definition 7. A large-minded reasoner (LMR) is a partial
function ψ : UBD(A1) × UBD(A2) × . . .UBD(An) 7−→
UBD(A).

The ETDA algorithm applies to all kinds of information
tables including decision tables, and in clearer terms is given
below.

EDTA Algorithm:
Step 1: Define sequences of q number of quantiles
– this by itself means a certain understanding of
categories associated with attributes.
Step 2: Using the quantiles form intervals (with
or without intersections) under the conditions of
Theorem 3.
Step 3: Optionally, some intervals may be fused
together in relation to relative changes in decisions.
This amounts to removing interval boundaries.
Step 4: Specify the large minded reasoner ψ. This
is the same as defining a number of compatible
tolerances using the intervals.
Step 5: Identify the defined tolerances in ψ.
Step 6: Compute relevant lower, upper, and bited ap-
proximations and optionally the associated decisions
for each normal cover.

Step 7: In case of soft cluster validation, compute
the approximations of the cores and exteriors, and
evaluate their closeness to the evaluated.
Step 8: Select relevant tolerances (or normal covers)
specified in ψ.
Step 9: Explain the data context on the basis of the
associated tolerance(s) (or normal covers).

Example 4. The first three steps of the ETDA algorithm are
illustrated in this example. Let {1, 5, 6, 9, 10} be a sequence
of equally spaced quantiles. Some sets of intervals that can be
formed with these are

B1 = {[1, 6], [5, 9], [6, 10]}
B2 = {[1, 5], [5, 6], [6, 9], [9, 10]}

B3 = {[1, 9], [5, 10]}.
Definition 8. By an interpreted large-minded reasoner as-
sociated with ψ of Def. 7 will be meant a partial function
ψ∗ : UB(A1)×UB(A2)× . . .UB(An)×℘(S) 7−→ UB(A),
that indicates the granular components or parts of approxi-
mations of subsets.

The function is intended to represent the compositionality of
approximations in terms of blocks of components. These can
be quite complex (see [5], [9]), and so granular components
or parts of approximations are referred to.

Theorem 10. ψ∗ is a CRRF of type H.

VI. PROBLEMS AND DIRECTIONS

The invented algorithms appear to be well-suited for low
cost computing. A detailed investigation is necessary to con-
firm the same. Additionally, it is necessary to formulate post-
processing techniques for seamless interpretation. If a context
results in a hundred blocks, then a description of the blocks,
and the approximations generated is essential for keeping track
of meaning. How does one solve this problem of meaningful
empirical representation?

One way is to encode the blocks lexicographically on the
basis of its position on components (or columns). Next, the
extent of expression of these blocks (encoding) in relatively
important clusters can be computed. The combination of these
expressions can be expressed in natural language with limited
or no involvement of numeric estimates. A full solution of this
problem will appear separately.

The logic of decision-making on the basis of set-theoretic
measures for cluster validation requires additional work and
will appear in a forthcoming paper. A substantial amount of
the machinery required is invented in the papers [35], and a
forthcoming three part paper by the first author.

In similarity-based clustering [36], clusters are formed from
data supplemented with similarity grades (usually with values
in the real interval [0, 1] or the rationals Q) between data
points. For a set of n data points, the associated similarity
matrix formed by these similarity grades is a symmetric square
matrix K = (sij)n×n with sij being the similarity between
the ith and jth data point. These can as well be approached
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through spectral clustering methods. Can the EDTA algorithm
be extended to these contexts?

A. Problems of Medical Imaging and Beyond
Big datasets associated with medical images (obtained

through MRI, FMRI and CT scans) are mostly patterns formed
by products of finite totally ordered subsets of the reals.
Rough sets combined with clustering techniques are used to
identify brain tumors in the presence of bias field and noise
in recent work [37]. However, additional methods need to
be employed to possibly rectify the results. Specifically, the
CoLoRS segmentation algorithm does not clearly provide the
reasons for inclusion or exclusion of tumors or healthy tissues.
It is of interest to use the transparent algorithms invented
in this research to these problem contexts, and additionally
in those for identification of lesions in lung CT [38]. These
characteristics are typical of a number of other application
contexts of AIML, and therefore the application contexts are
boundless.
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Abstract—Knowledge is considered the most valuable asset

in the modern digital economy, and its dissemination is recog-

nised as the backbone of successful enonomies. The dissemina-

tion of knowledge is widely recognised as a fundamental prac-

tise in any successful organization, including higher education

institutes.  This  practise  enables  institutions  to  generate  and

maintain  knowledge.  Organizations  that  foster  a  culture  of

knowledge sharing are  able  to  gain a  competitive  advantage

and drive innovation. These organisations contribute to the en-

hancement of the economy. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has

implemented strategies to incorporate knowledge-sharing ini-

tiatives within its organisations. The primary objective of this

paper is to identify the key factors that impact knowledge shar-

ing in both developed and developing nations, with a particular

focus on Saudi Arabia, and to present our future work on how

to deploy cloud computing for knowledge sharing in Saudi Ara-

bia’s HEIs.

Index  Terms—knowledge  sharing,  developed/developing

countries, Saudi Arabia.

I. INTRODUCTION

N TODAY'S interconnected world, data, information, and

knowledge play an increasingly important role in the de-

velopment  and progression of  civilizations.  Information is

the form of data that has been organized, interpreted, and

given meaning. As opposed to mere facts, knowledge incor-

porates comprehension, insights, and the ability to utilise in-

formation  effectively  [7].  Knowledge  is  essential  for  em-

powering  individuals,  organizations,  and  nations  to  make

prudent  decisions,  foster  innovation,  and  advance  society

[1]–[3]. It serves as a catalyst for social progress, economic

growth, and general prosperity. 

I

Knowledge is seen as an advantage in both developed and

developing countries [4], [5]. The developed countries have

institutions and programmes in place to facilitate collabora-

tion, information sharing, and knowledge [55]. It is impor-

tant to highlight factors of knowledge sharing that can be

adopted by organisations in developing nations like Saudi

Arabia.  Saudi  Arabia  is  among the  fastest-developing na-



tions. The core of its ambitious vision 2030 is to develop in-

frastructure to reduce dependence on an oil  economy and

move into a knowledge economy. In this regard, it is impor-

tant for Saudi Arabia to nurture an environment and culture

of knowledge sharing. Both public and private organisations

encourage their employees to share their knowledge and ex-

pertise [59]. However, an understanding of knowledge shar-

ing from the Saudi perspective is lacking. Thus, the research

paper conducts a systematic literature review to identify the

key factors associated with knowledge sharing in developing

and developed countries.

II. METHODOLOGY

To answer the above research aim, this paper adopted a

systematic literature review to highlight the significant fac-

tors of knowledge sharing. First,  we defined our main re-

search question, which is:

What  are  the  key  factors  associated  with   successful

knowledge-based economies? 

To answer these research questions, we studied the litera-

ture focused on four key areas:

• Data versuse Information versus Knowledge

• Knowledge sharing

• Knowledge  sharing  in  developed/developing

countries

• Knowledge sharing in Saudi Arabia

This is discussed in more detail in the associated sections

below. In each of these sections, we implement tables that

summarise  the  key factors  discovered in  the  literature  re-

view.

III. DATA VS INFORMATION VS KNOWLEDGE

Knowledge  is  the  most  valuable  asset  of  any  industrial

business or academic institution [6]. The information era was

recognised by the growth of information technology and the

digital era due to the development of technology, particularly

the Internet [7]. Some scholars [8]–[10] have long maintained
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the view that knowledge is power. Knowledge comes through 

interpreting information, and that information comes from the 

attribution of meaning to data [11], [12].  

 

Despite numerous definitions, it seems that there is still a 

lack of clarity around what data, information, and knowledge 

are and the way they relate to one another [12], [13]. Based 

on the Critical Delphi project [12], which used a qualitative 

research approach to facilitate dialogues among 57 experts 

from 16 different nations. They came to the conclusion that 

knowledge, information, and data all have a certain order. 

Data can only be used to generate information, and 

knowledge can only be used to create information [11], [12]. 

During their studies, they rely on the definitions of data, 

information, and knowledge rather than other notions such as 

correctness, adequacy, and definition coherence. Based on 

[12], Table I and Appendix A show some of the key 

definitions of data, information, and knowledge. 

 

TABLE I. 

KEY DEFINITION OF DATA, INFORMATION AND KNOWLEDGE 

Data 

raw material of information, facts, symbols, and 

basic individual items, numeric, unprocessed, 

eligible to be processed to produce knowledge, 

without context and interpretation. 

Information 

has meaning, is able to be analysed and 

interpreted, has purpose, has been 

communicated, has been categorized, and has 

the ability to create knowledge. 

Knowledge 

Accumulated information, tempered by 

experience, meaningful, information with more 

context, make a difference in an enterprises, 

emerges from analysis. 

 

 

The systematic literature study helps to conclude that data 

are the basic forms or fundamental units of numbers, 

characters, symbols, and signal readings, as well as other 

information such as audio, video, and text, that have been 

acquired by observation but are meaningless on their own. 

While information is described as facts, implication meaning, 

input, and other sorts of meaningful representations that, 

when encountered or provided to a human person, are used to 

increase his or her understanding of a subject or associated 

concerns, aid in decision-making, or solve problems, On the 

other hand, knowledge [14] is the capacity to act (know-how), 

recognise (know-what), and comprehend (know-why), and it 

is anything that exists or is stored in the mind or brain in order 

to better our lives and add value. 

 

IV. KNOWLEDGE SHARING 

According to Peter Drucker [15], knowledge rather than 

money, capital, or even technology forms the basis of the 

twenty-first century corporation. The knowledge has to be 

shared in order to produce value [15]–[17]. The definition of 

"knowledge sharing" has been attempted several times [16], 

[18], and [19], but depending on the context and point of 

view, it is still widely discussed among academics and 

practitioners [19]. An analysis of many knowledge sharing 

definitions according to [16], [18], and [19] shows a 

commonality in their wording that it is an activity that 

includes the interchange of information and knowledge across 

people, businesses, and communities. There are two basic 

types of knowledge sharing: explicit and tacit [20], [21]. 

According to [20], explicit knowledge could be expressed 

verbally, written down, represented numerically, or 

represented visually. Contrarily, tacit knowledge is defined as 

"information that cannot be readily expressed in words and is 

not readily comprehensible." 

 

Some scholars [1], [16], and [17] found that sharing 

information inside businesses had several advantages. It may 

enhance decision-making, reduce redundancies, boost 

innovation, and make operations more efficient. Additionally, 

it enables the exchange of best practices, which may help 

firms retain their competitiveness by upholding the highest 

levels of quality. Additionally, information sharing among 

staff members in a company may foster a sense of teamwork, 

which can boost morale and increase job satisfaction. In 

general, information sharing is a critical element for the 

success of organizations. 

 

V.  KNOWLEDGE SHARING IN DEVELOPED/DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES 

Knowledge sharing is becoming highly significant in 

developed countries as organisations attempt to remain 

competitive and encourage innovation [4], [5]. In developed 

countries, knowledge can be shared through various 

techniques, including conferences, webinars, formal and 

informal networks, and other digital platform technologies 

[7]. whereas it is well known that businesses situated in some 

developing countries lack managerial acumen skills, technical 

tools, and other financial resources [22], [23]. 

 

Knowledge sharing in developed or developing countries 

may be affected by various elements either positively or 

negatively [16], [23], [24]. Many factors contributing to 

knowledge sharing behaviour have been recognised and 

clarified by various researchers, for example, top 

management support [25], [26], individual willingness [27], 

reward systems and motivation [28], and information 

technology adoption [29], including emails, websites, and 

online discussion forums [30]. Companies in the US use 

collaboration technologies like Slack and Zoom to encourage 

knowledge exchange among their staff members. 
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Professionals can communicate with one another and discuss 

best practises through professional networks like LinkedIn. 

Universities and other educational institutions frequently 

organise seminars and workshops to exchange information 

with their faculty and students. 

 

 

Conversely, there is hardly much knowledge exchange in 

poor nations [31]. A number of reasons were reported, such 

as inadequate infrastructure, restricted access to technology 

[22], [23], and a dearth of institutions for education and 

research. As a result, there is frequently a restriction on the 

flow of knowledge between people and organizations. The 

capacity of people and organisations to communicate 

knowledge is also constrained by a lack of technology and 

resources. For instance, it can be challenging for people to 

exchange knowledge and work together when there is little 

access to the internet and other kinds of communication in 

some rural regions [31]. Studying the literature has helped to 

provide Table II, which lists the most common factors of 

knowledge sharing in developed and developing countries. 

 

TABLE II. 

COMMON FACTORS IN DEVELOPED/DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Factor Country Author 

Trust, security and 

privacy concerns 

USA, China, 

Taiwan, Sweden,   

[32], [33] 

Openness to 

change 

Saudi Arabia, 

Brazil  

[34], [35] 

Individual’s 
willingness 

USA, Dutch, 

Europe, Asia, 

Australia 

[32], [36], [37] 

Information 

Technology & 

social media 

China, Canada & 

Australia, Iran, 

Taiwan, Hong 

Kong 

[38]–[43] 

Resource 

constraints 

Australia, Sub-

Saharan Africa 

[44]–[46] 

cultural norms, 

Organisational 

culture 

Finland, Saudi 

Arabia 

[34], [47] 

Top management Italy  [25], [48] 

organizational 

commitment 

China [49]–[51] 

Incentives and 

reward system 

Finland, Taiwan, 

Malaysia 

[47], [52], [53] 

 

Numerous actions are being taken to encourage 

information exchange in both developed and developing 

countries. A programme called "knowledge sharing" has been 

established by the National Science Foundation [54] in the US 

to support research initiatives that foster information 

exchange between US scientists and their international 

colleagues. The initiative offers funding for global 

partnerships, workshops, and conferences that advance 

international scientific knowledge exchange. The NSF has 

also provided funding for research projects that examine how 

technology might be used to improve knowledge exchange in 

developed nations. For instance, the NSF provided funding 

for a project that created a platform for scientists to work 

together on research initiatives and successfully communicate 

their findings to other scientists. 

 

A multinational network of people and organisations 

known as the Knowledge Sharing Alliance (KSA) has 

gathered to exchange resources and best practises in order to 

promote knowledge-based economies. For the purpose of 

fostering a more dynamic and competitive global economy, 

KSA encourages its members to share and exchange 

knowledge, concepts, and experiences. As an illustration, 

KSA members can work together to create novel solutions to 

problems affecting the knowledge economy between nations 

with advanced technological infrastructure and those without 

it. KSA also gives users and governments access to a platform 

where they can get current data and resources on subjects 

relating to knowledge sharing, including water security, 

policy frameworks for investment, urban developments, and 

others [55]. 

 

VI.  KNOWLEDGE SHARING IN SAUDI ARABIA 

Saudi Arabia has the largest economy in the Middle East 

and the Arab world and is among the top twenty economies 

in the world. It is dominated by the oil industry, which 

generates around 87% of budgetary income, 90% of export 

revenue, and 42% of GDP [56]. The greatest petroleum 

exporter in the world and a superpower in the energy sector is 

the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia [57], [58]. 

 

To expand the nation's ability to produce goods and 

conduct business, the government has built a number of 

economic and industrial cities [59]. Additionally, it has 

created a number of free trade zones that are intended to 

promote international investment. Saudi Arabia is a popular 

location for international direct investment, and the 

government has worked hard to draw in outside capital. 

 

Knowledge sharing in Saudi Arabia is becoming 

increasingly important as the nation strives to become a global 

leader in various industries, including technology and energy. 

To facilitate knowledge sharing, the government has 

implemented several initiatives to promote collaboration, 

such as creating a legal framework to protect intellectual 

property rights and encouraging the formation of research and 

development centers. Additionally, universities and 

educational institutions are trying to develop innovative 

methods to facilitate the exchange [60]. 

 

On June 30, 2009, the Saudi Corporation for Electronic 

Information Exchange [61] was created with the goal of 

investing in communication and information technology 
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projects as well as knowledge-based businesses. The 

company's business field is to develop apps and e-transaction 

solutions for a new concept of electronic data interchange and 

transmission between the Customs Authority and other 

pertinent private and public entities in the exports and imports 

industry that have never been covered. Tabadul has created 

the Fasah platform, which simplifies import and export 

processes and provides a range of services that promote global 

trade by connecting with the appropriate authorities, tracking 

shipments, scheduling appointments, and offering online 

payment options. 

 

Several variables, including the availability of technology 

[62], [63], cultural values [17], [58], the desire of individuals 

to share knowledge [58], and the availability of trustworthy 

and accurate information [64], [65], can either promote or 

inhibit knowledge sharing in Saudi Arabia. Many studies 

about factors that enable or hinder knowledge sharing in 

Saudi Arabia from different sectors have been reviewed; see 

Table III. 

 

TABLE III. 

COMMON FACTORS THAT AFFECT KNOWLEDGE SHARING IN SAUDI 

ARABIA 

Factor Sectors Author 

Demographics Private companies, 

of varied size  

[58] 

Openness in 

communication 

Education, Saudi 

Arabian 

organisations 

[17], [65] 

Interpersonal 

trust, trust, 

privacy 

Educationm, Health [64], [65] 

Perceived 

usefulness and 

perceived ease of 

use 

Education, Health  

Information 

[64], [65] 

Motivation and 

reward system 

Education, Saudi 

Arabia 

Organization, 

eLearning Virtual 

Communities, Saudi 

Telecom STC 

[17], [34], [63], 

[65] 

Management 

support 

Telecommunications  [17] 

Nature of 

knowledge 

Universities  [60] 

Information and 

communication 

technology  

Industrial and 

commercial sectors 

[62], [63] 

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

This research concludes and highlights that knowledge is 

an important asset for developing the economies of 

developing nations like Saudi Arabia. The paper provides 

clear definitions of important terms: data, information, 

knowledge, and knowledge sharing (see Table I). The paper 

has carried out a systematic investigation of the literature to 

highlight the factors that impact knowledge sharing in 

developing and developed nations. Table II provides a list of 

these knowledge-sharing factors. The paper has also 

contributed a list of factors that are considered significant to 

the sharing of knowledge in Saudi Arabia; see Table III. 

 

Overall, Sections III, IV, V, and VI articulated the 

differences and similarities between existing literature on 

knowledge sharing in developed and developing economies. 

Practitioners of knowledge management can use the factors 

outlined in Tables I, II, and III to assess their knowledge 

sharing plans. In our case, we plan to build a new knowledge-

sharing cloud-based platform. 

 

While this research paper answers our basic research 

question, "What are the key factors associated with successful 

knowledge-based economies?" Tables II and III contrast 

factors within Saudi Arabia as a developing nation and other 

developed and developing economies. It is important to note 

that the research paper has limitations. The factors highlighted 

have strong roots in the literature, which needs to be validated 

by building a new framework based on Knowledge Sharing 

Software-Based Cloud (KSSbC); see future work. 

 

VIII. FUTURE WORK 

According to [20], [66], knowledge is currently considered 

to be one of an organization's key assets, alongside labor, 

land, and money, since it gives organisations a competitive 

advantage. Organizations have recognised the value of 

information and the benefits of managing it well, including 

enhancing performance, boosting productivity, and 

increasing profitability [1]–[3]. However, Arab countries, 

especially Saudi Arabia, are failing to share their knowledge. 

Furthermore, some scholars believe that information 

exchange inside Saudi Arabia's Higher Education Institute is 

required [67]. 

 

Due to the characteristics of cloud computing, numerous 

universities expressed interest in integrating cloud computing 

into their educational systems [68]. In order for HEIs to adopt 

cloud services, a clear cloud strategy that supports CC 

capabilities is necessary. In order to implement the cloud 

services plan, a new framework must be developed that meets 

the needs of key stakeholders, including academics, students, 

and HEI board directors. To have a successful cloud strategy, 

the key stakeholder should be involved in defining the HEI's 

cloud strategy, which tackles its opportunities, problems, and 

concerns specific to HEIs, as well as the need for the cloud 

strategy to be in line with the HEI's plan [69]. 
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The research aims to enhance knowledge sharing practises 

among beneficiaries in Saudi universities by addressing the 

gap between knowledge sharing contexts and cloud 

computing. Therefore, we are intending to design a prototype 

platform named Knowledge Sharing Software-based Cloud 

(KSSbC) using software engineering methodologies. Based 

on that, a new framework will be built, tested, and validated, 

with key factors affecting it either positively or negatively. 

APPENDIX 

APPENDIX A. 

DATA, INFORMATION, AND KNOWLEDGE DEFINITIONS. 

Author Definition 

[70] Data: "Data are the basic individual items of numeric or 

other information, garnered through observation; but in 

themselves, without context, they are devoid of 

information." 

Information: "Information is that which is conveyed, and 

possibly amenable to analysis and interpretation, through 

data and the context in which the data are assembled." 

Knowledge: "Knowledge is the general understanding and 

awareness garnered from accumulated information, 

tempered by experience, enabling new contexts to be 

envisaged." 

[71] Data: "Data are a string of symbols." 

Information: "Information is data that is communicated, 

has meaning, has an effect, has a goal." 

Knowledge: "Knowledge is a personal/cognitive 

framework that makes it possible for humans to use 

information." 

[72]  Data: "Data are the raw observations about the world 

collected by scientists and others, with a minimum of 

contextual interpretation. " 

Information: "Information is the aggregation of data to 

make coherent observations about the world. " 

Knowledge: "Knowledge is the rules and organizing 
principles gleaned from data to aggregate it into 

information. " 

[73] 

 

Data: "Data are raw material of information, typically 

numeric. " 

Information: "Information is data which is collected 

together with commentary, context and analysis so as to be 

meaningful to others. " 

Knowledge: "Knowledge is a combination of information 

and a person’s experience, intuition and expertise. " 

[74] Data: "Data are raw evidence, unprocessed, eligible to be 

processed to produce knowledge." 

Information: "Information is the process of becoming 

informed; it is dependent on knowledge, which is processed 

data. Knowledge perceived, becomes information. " 

Knowledge: "Knowledge is what is known, more than 

data, but not yet information. Recorded knowledge may be 

accessed in formal ways. Unrecorded knowledge is 

accessible in only chaotic ways. " 

[75] Data: "Data are representations of facts and raw material of 

information. " 

Information: "Information is data organized to produce 

meaning. " 

Knowledge: "Knowledge is meaningful content 
assimilated for use. The three entities can be viewed as 

hierarchical in terms of complexity, data being the simplest 

and knowledge, the most complex of the three. Knowledge 

is the product of a synthesis in our mind that can be 

conveyed by information, as one of many forms of its 

externalization and socialization. " 

[76] Data: "Data are facts and statistics that can be quantified, 

measured, counted, and stored. " 

Information: "Information is data that has been 

categorized, counted, and thus given meaning, relevance, or 

purpose. " 

Knowledge: "Knowledge is information that has been 
given meaning and taken to a higher level. Knowledge 

emerges from analysis, reflection upon, and synthesis of 

information. It is used to make a difference in an enterprise, 

learn a lesson, or solve a problem. " 

[77] Data: "Data are atomic facts, basic elements of “truth,” 
without interpretation or greater context. It is related to 

things we sense. " 

Information: "Information is a set of facts with processing 

capability added, such as context, relationships to other 

facts about the same or related objects, implying an 

increased usefulness. Information provides meaning to 

data. " 

Knowledge: "Knowledge is information with more context 

and understanding, perhaps with the addition of rules to 

extend definitions and allow inference. " 

[78] Data: "Data is a symbol set that is quantified and/or 

qualified. " 

Information: "Information is a set of significant signs that 
has the ability to create knowledge . . . The essence of the 

information phenomenon has been characterized as the 

occurrence of a communication process that takes place 

between the sender and the recipient of the message. Thus, 

the various concepts of information tend to concentrate on 
the origin and the end point of this communication process. 

" 

Knowledge: "Knowledge is information that has been 
appropriate by the user. When information is adequately 

assimilated, it produces knowledge, modifies the 

individual’s mental store of information and benefits his 
development and that of the society in which he lives. 

Thus, as the mediating agent in the production of 
knowledge, the information, qualifies itself, in form and 

substance, as significant structures able to generate 

knowledge for the individual and his group. " 
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Abstract—The healthcare sector is of paramount importance 

as it provides necessary medical services to sustain human lives. 

In the private healthcare sector, organisations place equal 

emphasis on profits as on providing essential medical services. 

Thus, to offer optimal health aids at low cost, private healthcare 

organisations try to acquire the best technologies available. 

Cloud computing offers a solution to cutting business expenses 

while boosting productivity because it supplies computing 

services through third parties more cost-effectively. Nonetheless, 

recent studies have shown that adopting cloud computing 

services in private healthcare facilities in Saudi Arabia is behind 

when compared to other sectors. This study presents an optimal 

data collection and framework validation methodology, 

combining qualitative and quantitative approaches to examine 

proposed factors influencing Adopting Cloud Computing in 

Private Hospitals (ACC-PH) in Saudi Arabia. Accordingly, this 

research is expected to enhance the implementation of cloud 

computing in Saudi private hospitals. 

Index Terms—cloud computing, technology adoption models, 

Saudi private healthcare sector. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE healthcare sector is an essential pillar of all civic as-

semblies worldwide. They supply imperative conditions 

for human existence on Earth. Accordingly, they seek to keep 

pace with all developments to render exemplary medical ser-

vices. This incorporates a shift from traditional health systems 

management to modern electronic systems. Thus, in light of 

their continuous endeavour toward development, hospitals 

have tried moving toward implementing Information and 

Communication Technologies. That movement is called 

Health Systems.  

E-Health systems have provided numerous advantages for 

healthcare organisations and their stakeholders. They have fa-

cilitated sharing of data for doctors, patients, and other health 

practitioners [1]. Implementing E-Health systems has also 

raised healthcare quality and safety [2]. In addition, several 

E-Health programmes have been used to enhance education 

and positively change the behaviour of many patients and 

 

 

health practitioners [2]. However, despite the dramatic para-

digm shift in the medical care field caused by the utilisation 

of E-Health systems, these systems have undergone chal-

lenges vastly.  

The higher cost and shortage of technical experts primarily 

hinder the implementation of E-Health systems in hospitals. 

These obstacles further complicate the situation, particularly 

for the private healthcare sector, which is more concerned 

with profitability principles. Technologies used in E-Health 

systems need periodic maintenance, updates, and technical 

support, which increases the financial burden on healthcare 

organisations [2]. Also, healthcare organisations face a signif-

icant barrier to the availability of skilful technicians [3]. As 

technicians' presence operates E-Health systems, their ab-

sence is a hurdle. Consequently, hospitals ought to employ 

contemporary technologies to resolve such issues. 

Cloud computing is the desired innovation that can help 

hospitals overcome their E-health problems. Cloud compu-

ting removes upfront capital investments in technical infra-

structure and maintenance from hospitals' shoulders to be 

cloud providers' responsibility [4]. Cloud adoption benefits 

further reduce the need for technical experts, whose availabil-

ity is essentially a dilemma facing hospitals. This will also 

indirectly contribute to a reduction in costs associated with 

recruiting technicians. And given the profitability model of 

private hospitals, using cloud technology in E-Health pro-

grammes is a compelling solution. It would therefore be sur-

prising not to embrace cloud computing in this vital sector in 

countries that want inclusive development and economic 

prosperity. 

In Saudi Arabia, which seeks a digital transformation to 

achieve an extraordinary economic renaissance according to 

a new vision, the private healthcare sector remains technically 

underdeveloped. Some private hospitals in Saudi Arabia still 

generate health records only in paper versions [5]. This makes 

it seem like certain private hospitals in Saudi Arabia will 

never make the leap to more cutting-edge technologies like 
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cloud computing. Previous research has revealed that the use 

of cloud technology in the Saudi medical care sector, includ-

ing the private industry, is the lowest in the nation [5]. Given 

the critical role of these hospitals in Saudi Arabia, their reluc-

tance to adopt suitable technologies poses a danger.  

The latest recent data from Saudi Arabia's Ministry of 

Health show that private hospitals served more than 43 per 

cent of patients in the country in 2021 [6]. Hence, it is of the 

utmost importance that these types of hospitals continue to 

exist and grow to serve a large portion of the Saudi population 

with necessary medical care. This necessary sustainability 

and development drive Saudi private hospitals to catch up 

with technical development by adopting appropriate modern 

technologies such as cloud computing. 

Therefore, this study aims to help Saudi private hospitals 

in adopting cloud computing by establishing a framework to 

comprehend the most effective aspects influencing the adop-

tion decision. The remainder of this research will be con-

structed, beginning with a literature review to identify ele-

ments that have proven influence in a similar context. The 

construction of the comprehensive framework presented in 

this study comes next. Finally, the study will be ended by de-

termining the most appropriate methodologies for data collec-

tion and validating the proposed model. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Prior studies on cloud technology adoption topics in the 

Saudi healthcare industry are investigated in this section. The 

discussion includes the studies of [7]–[10]. This analysis 

seeks to discover determinants that have proven to affect 

cloud technology implementation in Saudi hospitals. Conse-

quently, these factors will serve as primary pillars of a com-

prehensive framework designed to assist private hospitals in 

Saudi with cloud computing's successful utilisation.  

All the papers analysed in our research focused on the tech-

nological context of analysing potential implications from 

this perspective. Prior research in the Saudi healthcare indus-

try indicated positive effects of relative advantage, compati-

bility, security, and reliability as technological factors.  

The relative advantage factor, which means the extent to 

which adopting the cloud raises the efficiency of other current 

technologies in institutions, has emerged as an influential fac-

tor in the studies of [7], [10]. In contrast, concerns of 

healthcare institutions in Saudi Arabia towards security issues 

with the cloud have shown its impact in the other two studies 

[8], [9]. In addition, [7]–[9] argued that adopting cloud tech-

nology in Saudi hospitals is positively affected by cloud com-

patibility with healthcare organisations' current policies and 

principles. Moreover, the reliability of providing cloud ser-

vices with no interruptions positively impacts the adoption in 

Saudi hospitals as solely approved by [8].  

Although there are apparent conflicts in the findings, as 

shown in Table I., the literature showed the importance of 

some technological factors. However, the technological con-

text was not the only context influencing cloud computing 

adoption. 

TABLE I. 

THE CLOUD TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT IN SAUDI'S 

HEALTHCARE SECTOR: TESTED VARIABLES 

 R
eferen

ce [7
] 

R
eferen

ce [8
] 

R
eferen

ce [9
] 

R
eferen

ce [1
0

] 

Relative Ad-
vantage 

√ Ø × √ 

Technology 
Readiness 

Ø Ø Ø × 

Compatibility √ √ √ × 

Complexity × Ø × × 

Regulations 
and Rules 

× Ø × √ 

Competitive 
Pressure 

× Ø √ Ø 

External Ex-
pertise 

Ø Ø × × 

Costs Analy-
sis 

Ø Ø Ø √ 

Top Manage-
ment Support 

√ Ø √ × 

Attitude to-
ward Change 

Ø √ × √ 

Internal Ex-
pertise 

Ø Ø Ø × 

Prior Experi-
ence 

√ Ø × × 

Security Ø √ √ Ø 

Organisational 
Readiness 

× Ø √ Ø 

Data Control Ø × Ø Ø 

Data Privacy Ø × Ø Ø 

Reliability Ø √ Ø Ø 

* × = negative impact, √ = positive impact, Ø = not inves-
tigated. 

Several crucial variables originated from the organisation's 

scope and positively influenced cloud technology deployment 

in Saudi medical centres. Ayadi's [9] research indicated that 

organisational readiness with required human, technological, 

and financial resources positively affected cloud adoption in 

Saudi hospitals. Human resources, in particular, have played 

a prominent role in shaping influences of adopting from the 

organisational context. 

Human resources impact was proved in [7], [9], which re-

vealed a positive effect of involvement and support from sen-
ior executives (top management support) on the decision to 

embrace the cloud. Their prior technological experience is an-

other significant factor, as [7] claimed. In addition, [8], [10] 

emphasised that the desire, feeling, and orientation of work-

ers, particularly Information Technology (IT) department em-

ployees, towards the new technology was a major factor in the 

cloud adoption decision. However, this factor and others were 

studied in contexts other than organisational context.  
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The attitude towards change was not investigated by [8] as 

an organisational but technological factor. However, we be-

lieve this factor relies on human elements that are an integral 

part of an organisation, meaning it must be considered in that 

setting. The same point of view applies to another variable 

that has strongly influenced cloud migration in Saudi hospi-

tals and was addressed from a business perspective. This fac-

tor is cost analysis which refers to the extent that analysing 

returned benefits and expense cost of adopting cloud compu-

ting can affect the adoption decision [10]. We argue that cost 

analysis is carried out by relevant employees within 

healthcare organisations, which places it in the organisational 

context. While we place cost analysis as a determining factor 

within organisational influencers, prior research has identi-

fied other influencers originating from external contexts. 

The literature revealed some influencing factors on the 

cloud adoption decision came from the surrounding environ-

ment of Saudi healthcare organisations. According to [9], 

Saudi hospitals' use of the cloud is largely influenced by in-

dustry competition as they are inspired by competitors' use of 

cloud computing and its unique benefits. Another environ-

mental factor is the impact of government rules and regula-

tions which was proven in a study conducted by [10]. How-

ever, the impact of environmental context was rejected or ne-

glected in the other studies. 

 Almubarak's [7] study did not show the influence of any 

environmental factors. And a study by [8] did not investigate 

the environmental context at all. However, this cannot be an 

argument not to investigate this crucial context. Specifically, 

this study is situated within the context of a developing coun-

try, necessitating the examination of critical environmental 

factors, notably cloud providers and Internet connection, 

which have not been investigated in prior studies. 

In short, this literature review contributes to highlighting 

the most significant influencing factors in the same context of 

our research. It also highlighted significant gaps represented 

in the lack of research targeting the Saudi healthcare sector 

and its total absence in the private healthcare sector. In addi-

tion, prior studies have been unable to analyse the impact of 

some factors that cannot be ignored, particularly in the setting 

of a developing nation like Saudi Arabia. Therefore, to fill 

these gaps, developing a novel comprehensive framework for 

cloud deployment in Saudi private hospitals becomes an es-

sential necessity. 

III. FRAMEWORK 

This section discusses the development of a comprehensive 

framework for Adopting Cloud Computing in Private Hospi-

tals (ACC-PH) in Saudi Arabia. The framework is going to be 

constructed by merging two of the most significant theories 

in deploying new technology: the theory of Technology, Or-

ganisation, and Environment (TOE) and the model of Diffu-

sion of Innovation (DOI).  

A. The Theory of Technology, Organisation, and Environment  

Tornatzky [11] established the model of the TOE to deter-

mine constraints and opportunities that influence adopting an 

innovation within an organisation. It considers technical and 

non-technical issues, like the surrounding environment and 

internal structure. The TOE framework examines how an or-

ganisation embraces and executes a new technology and how 

the technology, organisation, and environmental contexts can 

influence that adoption [10]. The significant advantage of 

TOE is that it provides researchers with an open land in which 

they can categorise features based on each circumstance 

within a wide sphere [7]. However, this theory suffers some 

glaring flaws that cannot be ignored. Researchers have con-

tended that TOE does not account for all variables in every 

context; for example, cloud computing requires multiple con-

ceptual approaches to articulate a fuller insight into the adop-

tion choice [2].  

The TOE theory alone is insufficient to determine all fac-

tors impacting the choice to uptake cloud technology in the 

healthcare industry; hence, additional approaches must sup-

plement it. Many studies used the framework of TOE along 

with the model of Diffusion of Innovation (DOI) to handle the 

technological and operational challenges of embracing cloud 

technology involving the medical care sector [12].  

B. The Model of Diffusion of Innovation 

The DOI model is the most often used in conjunction with 

the TOE framework because they complement one another 

and are used together in the Saudi healthcare context [7]. 

Roger [13] developed the DOI model to evaluate variables 

that influence innovations' deployment. According to Roger's 

theory, adopting technology involves numerous steps, from 

initial awareness of innovation to accepting or refusing, exe-

cuting, and affirming the decision. The DOI theory states that 

each innovation has a set of features that affect its prevalence, 

and these features are: "relative advantage, compatibility, 

complexity, trialability, and observability" [14].  

Relative advantage examines the impact of an innovation 

on the system, compatibility assesses how well the innovation 

aligns with current systems, complexity determines the usa-

bility of the technology, trialability analyses the accessibility 

of the innovation, and observability reflects the innovation's 

visibility level [15]. According to previous studies, relative 

advantage and compatibility have proven to affect the selec-

tion process to uptake cloud technology. They will therefore 

be taken to form the ACC-PH framework factors proposed in 

this research.  

C. The Comprehensive Framework for Adopting Cloud Computing in 

Private Hospitals  

Most of the ACC-PH framework components presented in 

Fig. 1 will be derived from the literature as they proved their 

positive impact in the same context. In addition, other factors 

will be added to bridge the lacunae in literature and develop 

an essential comprehensive framework. The ACC-PH frame-

work will investigate novel variables not yet explored in the 
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research literature within our research context. These factors 

are cloud providers and Internet connection. 

 

Fig. 1 The Comprehensive Framework for Adopting Cloud Computing 
in Private Hospitals (ACC-PH) 

Cloud providers and Internet connection factors consider-

ably increase the likelihood of utilising cloud technology in 

the developing world. However, they have not been suffi-

ciently investigated in Saudi Arabia's medical care sector. 

Hence it is essential to analyse these aspects in Saudi Arabia, 

which is a country characterised as a developing nation, 

where cloud service providers are scarce [16] and Internet 

connectivity is limited [17]. Therefore, adding these factors to 

the ones that have demonstrated a positive influence in earlier 

research will undoubtedly contribute to developing a compre-

hensive framework to facilitate embracing cloud technology 

in the Saudi Private medical care industry. Importantly, each 

variable will be examined in its proper context and based on 

the established TOE theory, which includes technological, or-

ganisational, and environmental aspects. Thus, all ACC-PH 

factors will be analysed and hypothesised within these three 

contexts. 
1) The Technological Context 

a. Relative Advantage  

The Relative Advantage (RA) factor describes the extent 

to which a hospital can acquire additional advantages by uti-

lising cloud computing [9]. Organisations are captivated by 

the cloud because of its decentralised structure, instantaneous 

provisioning of computing resources, and expansive storage 

capabilities [18]. In addition, cloud systems are cost-effective, 

so businesses are more likely to invest in cutting-edge tech-

nology that contributes directly to their bottom line [19]. Fur-

thermore, healthcare decision-makers widely believe that im-

plementing cloud computing can improve medical services by 

increasing responsiveness and reducing technological infra-

structure failures [7].  

Although the deployment of cloud computing in healthcare 

facilities may provide significant benefits, it is crucial to 

acknowledge the presence of some risks associated with its 

adoption. The storage of confidential medical information on 

remote computer systems raises concerns about privacy and 

security [20]. The lock-in effect poses additional hazards that 

result in cloud users becoming dependent on the services of-

fered by the cloud service provider, so limiting customers' 

flexibility in their choices [21]. In addition, the adoption of 

cloud computing has the potential to amplify the risk of data 

loss and exacerbate system downtime when utilising an inad-

equate cloud provider [22]. Moreover, cloud adoption could 

cause compliance problems if the cloud provider violates data 

protection and healthcare sector requirements [23], [24].  

However, healthcare organisations can mitigate these risks 

in order to optimise the considerable advantages offered by 

cloud computing. To protect hospital operations and patient 

data, hospitals should conduct risk assessments, evaluate mul-

tiple cloud providers, review service level agreements, en-

crypt data, restrict access, and create contingency plans [25], 

[26]. These proactive measures can bolster their security pos-

ture and mitigate potential risks associated with cloud adop-

tion. 

Therefore, it is of the utmost importance to investigate the 

relative advantage factor as a positive element in deploying 

cloud technology in private medical facilities in Saudi Arabia. 

Hence the following hypothesis is proposed.  

H1: Recognising the relative advantage of cloud technol-

ogy enhances the likelihood of adopting cloud computing in 

Saudi private hospitals.  
b. Compatibility  

Compatibility (CM) refers to evaluating how well the to-

be-adopted technology aligns with the enterprise's current 

values, historical experience, and operational requirements 

[13]. Some perceive compatibility as a crucial factor for en-

couraging the implementation of technologies that are 

deemed to align with present organisations' strategies, princi-

ples, and employee abilities [27]. Precisely, compatibility in 

the view of cloud adoption confronts more unique require-

ments, which include ensuring the simplicity of exchanging 

data between traditional and cloud systems (integration) and 

the adjustment of services (customisation) [28].  

However, many believe that compatibility issues hinder 

widespread technological adoption, including cloud compu-

ting [29], [30]. Yet, this argument could be obscured by nu-

merous studies that have validated the significance of the 

compatibility factor by demonstrating its impact on cloud ac-

ceptance [27], [31]. Therefore, to experience the ad-

vantages of cloud adoption, medical institutions must realise 

the necessity of compatibility and implement necessary up-
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grades to the current system. Based on that, we posit compat-

ibility as a key influencing variable in deploying cloud com-

puting in Saudi private hospitals. The next hypothesis is, 

therefore, proposed.  

H2: Higher compatibility enhances the likelihood of 

adopting cloud computing in Saudi private hospitals. 
c. Security  

Security (SE) refers to how well a cloud provider safe-

guards and protects the data of both users and organisations 

[32]. Security cannot be overlooked when implementing 

cloud technology in the healthcare industry, which varies sig-

nificantly from other sectors due to its primary security and 

privacy concerns that can sometimes be life-threatening [12]. 

In current E-Health systems, ensuring the safety and privacy 

of healthcare data remains crucial even without migrating to 

an Internet-based technology such as the cloud [33]. Adopting 

cloud computing in E-Health systems raises risks associated 

with trust and confidentiality of data sharing [34]. Integrity 

and availability are other security concerns related to migrat-

ing E-Health systems to the cloud [20]. 

The preservation of confidentiality, integrity, and availabil-

ity has significant importance in ensuring robust cloud secu-

rity within E-Health systems. Ensuring the security of confi-

dential health-related information, preserving data accuracy, 

and guaranteeing uninterrupted access to data and applica-

tions are fundamental aspects [20], [34]. Protecting these vital 

components in the cloud calls for outstanding encryption, ac-

cess restrictions, data integrity mechanisms, and a solid infra-

structure [20]. 

Therefore, security must maintain high standards to en-

courage hospitals to benefit from cloud computing and its nu-

merous benefits. Cloud computing can enable a highly secure 

software environment [35]. However, healthcare institutions 

must ensure that cloud providers implement proper security 

measures [10].  

Providers of cloud services have an important part to play 

in helping the healthcare industry conform to regulations and 

safeguard sensitive patient data. To comply, they must estab-

lish strong access restrictions, encryption techniques, perform 

frequent security audits, and have disaster recovery plans in 

place [23]. Accurate documentation and independent verifi-

cation boost healthcare organisations' confidence and encour-

age wider use of cloud computing [36]. 

However, the price of moving to the cloud may rise if strict 

security measures are implemented [37]. There are a number 

of factors that contribute to this, including strong access re-

strictions, encryption, security inspections, external certifica-

tions, disaster recovery, and data redundancy. 

Therefore, healthcare organisations should collaborate 

with cloud service providers to strike a good balance between 

security levels and economic efficiency [37]. Various levels 

of security tiers may be accessible, and allocating resources 

towards comprehensive security measures might result in en-

during advantages, mitigating the likelihood of data breaches 

and minimising regulatory penalties [38]. Ultimately, this in-

vestment is necessary to maintain the confidentiality, availa-

bility, and integrity of sensitive healthcare data in the cloud. 

Thus, we assert it is pertinent that ensuring high-level se-

curity standards will increase acceptance of cloud technology 

deployment in the Saudi private medical care industry. The 

next hypothesis is, thus, proposed. 

H3: Higher security levels enhance the likelihood of 

adopting cloud computing in Saudi private hospitals. 
d. Reliability  

Reliability (RL) refers to a system's capacity to accomplish 

expected tasks, including delivering high-quality services at 

high speed while lowering failure rates and offering data re-

covery in case of such failures [39]. In healthcare delivery, 

system reliability takes on a greater significance. Access to 

accurate and trustworthy patient data is crucial for healthcare 

providers [40]. Thus delays in responding to urgent instances 

that could endanger a patient's life highlight the increasing 

importance of computing environments with scalable capabil-

ities and reliability [41].  

Therefore, cloud computing's capacity to maintain a highly 

dependable computing environment has the potential to im-

prove healthcare delivery significantly [42]. Since data are 

kept and accessed from numerous distinct places, the system 

will not be down if one server crashes, which is the essential 

characteristic of cloud computing [41].  

Accordingly, considerable research has demonstrated that 

the reliability variable is crucial and positively influences 

cloud computing deployment, particularly in the Saudi medi-

cal care industry [8], [39]. Hence the next hypothesis is pro-

posed. 

H4: Higher reliability enhances the likelihood of adopt-

ing cloud computing in Saudi private hospitals. 

2) The Organisational Context 
a. Top Management Support  

Top Management Support (TM) is meant by the degree to 

which an organisation's leaders are behind the initiative to 

embrace innovation and give it the resources it needs to suc-

ceed [7]. Top executives are taking their important role from 

being the ones who are in charge of making critical decisions 

[43]. A recent study identified senior management's ac-

ceptance and understanding of new technology as a critical 

factor influencing adoption intentions [44]. It is perceived that 

if upper-level management realises the value of the technol-

ogy, they will encourage their employees to utilise it. If they 

do not, they will act as a roadblock [45]. In addition, when 

leaders can understand what is needed to implement cloud 

computing and how to accomplish it, they can then provide 

human resources and equipment essential for cloud adoption 

[46].  

Therefore, the decision to implement new technologies 

within organisations is heavily influenced by the support of 

top management [47]. Numerous studies have indicated that 

the level of support from high management influences cloud 

computing embracing [48], [49], including Saudi healthcare 
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organisations [7], [10]. Therefore, the next hypothesis can be 

proposed. 

H5: Top management support enhances the likelihood of 

adopting cloud computing in Saudi private hospitals. 
b. Prior Experiences  

Prior Experiences (PE) allude to the degree to which the 

impact of past technical skills influences the choice to adopt 

new technology [7]. The lack of technological expertise 

among decision-makers exacerbates the resistance to changes 

towards up-taking technology like cloud computing [19]. 

Some studies suggest that the absence of technical expertise 

among top executives regarding cloud computing impedes 

adoption [43]. In contrast, top managers' familiarity with the 

technical aspects of cloud computing can help them see the 

potential advantages of making the switch [7].  

In the Saudi medical care sector, the influence of top man-

agers' prior experience has positively impacted cloud compu-

ting deployment [7]. Thus, the next hypothesis can be pro-

posed. 

H6: Top managers' sufficient prior technical experience 

enhances the likelihood of adopting cloud computing in 

Saudi private hospitals. 
c. Attitude towards Change  

Attitude towards Change (AT) alludes to the degree to 

which favourable or unfavourable emotions, cognitive as-

pects, behavioural control, and beliefs that employees hold 

about new technology can affect embracing innovation [8], 

[44]. Employees are firms' primary pillars of introducing new 

technology [47]. This is certainly relevant within information 

technology departments. They are the ones who are account-

able for the majority of the adoption process. If they have a 

negative attitude, they will not put forth their best effort in 

training, learning, and engaging in the adoption [47].  

Some ascribe resistance to adopting new technology to the 

extensive training required for employees to grasp the skills 

necessary to work with these systems [8]. Others, however, 

believe that this training is crucial for preparing workers 

within institutions to adopt a more optimistic stance towards 

emerging innovations, hence facilitating the adoption process 

[48].  

Therefore, the attitude towards change can positively influ-

ence new technology deployment. And this has been proven 

in past research that examined the deployment of cloud tech-

nology in Saudi private medical care institutions [8], [10]. 

Hence, the next hypothesis is proposed. 

H7: Positive employees' attitudes towards change en-

hance the likelihood of adopting cloud computing in Saudi 

private hospitals. 
d. Organisational readiness 

Organisational Readiness (OR) refers to how the availa-

bility of people, financial, and technological resources and an 

organisation's ability to absorb and apply new information 

and knowledge can influence the acceptance of new technol-

ogy [7], [28], [50]. Transforming non-technological institu-

tions, like healthcare institutions, from traditional E-Health 

systems to modern cloud systems requires readiness to absorb 

knowledge and information associated with these technolo-

gies. In addition, access to sufficient human, financial, and 

technological resources is crucial for modernising healthcare 

organisations with such a transition, as it directly influences 

the ease of adopting and implementing new technology within 

an institution [51].  

Research has examined how much organisational readi-

ness, including human, financial, and technological resources, 

can affect cloud computing adoption.  Specifically, this factor 

has been investigated at the level of healthcare institutions in 

Saudi Arabia and has demonstrated its influence on cloud 

technology development [7]. The next hypothesis is, there-

fore, proposed.  

H8: Organisational readiness enhance the likelihood of 

adopting cloud computing in Saudi private hospitals. 
e. Cost Analysis 

The Cost Analysis (CA) factor refers to the extent to which 

a comprehensive organisation-wide evaluation of benefits 

versus anticipated costs of deploying new cloud technol-

ogy can impact the adoption decision [2]. The perceived use-

fulness of a technological innovation hinges on the balance 

between its advantages and expenditures, causing businesses 

constant concern over the price tag of adopting cutting-edge 

innovations [52]. It is no secret that the staggering expense of 

upgrading to modern technologies is a major obstacle for or-

ganisations when it comes to IT deployment and acceptance 

[4].  

The deployment costs of cloud computing adoption can in-

clude capital expenditure (CAPEX), which includes one-time 

costs and operating expenditure (OPEX), which includes re-

curring costs [53]. The capital expenses of deploying cloud 

computing may include the cost of building up network and 

Internet connections, while the operating costs pertain to data 

transfers between customers and providers of the cloud [53]. 

Based on [2], for organisations seeking the utilisation of cloud 

technology, "The cost should be analysed in both capital ex-

penditure (CAPEX) and operational expenditure (OPEX)". 

Moreover, it is essential for the cost analysis to consider all 

relevant elements that impact the decision-making process for 

potential cloud clients. 

The phenomenon of customer lock-in can provide addi-

tional complexity to the decision-making process of adopting 

a certain product or service. This is particularly relevant in 

cases when certain features are only provided by a specific 

vendor and are not accessible through open-source alterna-

tives [54]. This can cause consumers to become reliant on a 

single service provider, restricting their flexibility and op-

tions. 

Furthermore, the possible hazards associated with the re-

moval of key services from the market raise substantial ap-

prehensions for organisations, particularly in vital sectors 

such as healthcare [55]. Within the context of a hospital's 

daily operating processes, the absence of specific essential 

services might result in interruptions and difficulties in iden-

tifying appropriate substitutes. 
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On the other hand, organisations are increasingly turning to 

cloud computing as an on-demand IT service model to cut 

costs and increase productivity [12]. Cloud computing elimi-

nates the need for initial and ongoing investments in an or-

ganisation's information technology infrastructure, lowering 

overall costs [8]. Cloud computing technology helps organi-

sations save money on start-up expenses by eliminating the 

need to purchase and set up expensive hardware to power 

computing services [56].  

Therefore, weighing the advantages and drawbacks of us-

ing cloud technology in terms of cost analysis as a potential 

influencer to the decision to adopt the cloud is important. Nu-

merous past research has shown the positive impact of ana-

lysing cost on cloud adoption [10], [52]. Therefore, the next 

hypothesis is proposed.  

H9: Efficient cost analysis enhances the likelihood of 

adopting cloud computing in Saudi private hospitals. 

3) The Environmental Context 
a. Competitive Pressure  

Competitive Pressure (CP) alludes to the influence that ri-

val enterprises within an industry have on whether or not a 

certain institute adopts a given invention [7], [57]. Competi-

tors using cutting-edge technology exert pressure on non-

adopters in the same industry by enhancing work productivity 

and delivering superior services [58]. Also, competitors exert 

influence on executives to deploy innovative technologies 

like cloud computing to meet market demands and enhance 

operational effectiveness [59].  

Prior studies have found that the competitive pressure var-

iable effect on the deployment of cloud technology 

ranged from being natural to having a negative or positive im-

pact. Gutierrez' [60] study concluded that the competitive 

pressure variable did not impose any influence on Cloud tech-

nology utilisation, while [7] demonstrated the neutrality of the 

factor impact. However, the vast majority of research has 

proven the significant positive influence of the competitive 

pressure factor in adopting cloud systems [9], [10], [61]. The 

next hypothesis is, thus, proposed. 

H10: Competitive pressure enhance the likelihood of 

adopting cloud computing in Saudi private hospitals. 
b. Cloud Providers 

The Cloud Providers (CP) factor refers to how the availa-

bility and location of providers impact organisations' deci-

sions regarding the adoption of cloud computing. Cloud pro-

viders are third-party individuals, businesses, non-profits, or 

government agencies that store data for another organisation 

[62]. Since cloud providers are responsible for most cloud 

functions, they also have the primary burden of ensuring the 

safety of stored data [63]. The fundamental cause for concern 

regarding cloud providers is the location where the infor-

mation is stored.  

Users who store sensitive information, like health infor-

mation, in the cloud generally desire to be aware of the loca-

tion at which their data are stored. They may prefer to choose 

a particular location [64]. However, many cloud users are un-

aware of the cloud provider's data centre location where their 

data are stored [65]. Data may be maintained in a country 

other than the one where the adopting institution is situated, 

contributing to increased threats to data security and privacy 

and complications of different laws governing data [66]. 

Hence, data location is a core principle of successful cloud 

computing deployment [67]. Therefore, we propose that the 

existence of a cloud provider in the same country as cloud 

consumers can increase the likelihood of adoption.  

In the context of this research, there is a severe shortage of 

providers of the cloud in Saudi Arabia [16]. Therefore, adding 

new service providers in the country may positively affect the 

deployment of this innovation, particularly by institutes ex-

tremely concerned about data security and privacy, such as 

healthcare institutions. Thus, the next hypothesis is proposed.  

H11: Cloud providers' availability within the same coun-

try enhances the likelihood of adopting cloud computing in 

Saudi private hospitals. 
c. Internet Connection  

The Internet Connection (IC) factor refers to how the 

availability of a capable Internet connection influences organ-

isations' decisions to adopt cloud computing. Access to the 

Internet is crucial for the functionality of cloud technology, as 

it leverages Internet technology to deliver computer services 

to users [68], [69]. Cloud technology must maintain a high-

speed, stable, and highly accessible connection at an afforda-

ble price [70]. If the Internet connection is inadequate, the 

benefits of employing cloud computing in businesses will be 

non-existent [17]. Thus, a fast and reliable Internet connection 

is essential as it is the primary link between clients and pro-

viders within the cloud, ensuring optimal speed and perfor-

mance [71].  

Several studies indicate that network connection is the most 

effective element in cloud technology deployment, particu-

larly in developing nations [72], [73]. Specifically, in Saudi 

Arabia, the Internet connection was a significant worry for or-

ganisations planning to adopt cloud computing [74]. Some 

high-level Saudi executives complain about the poor infra-

structure for Internet connections and the high cost of the In-

ternet [17]. 

Therefore, before developing cloud systems, suppliers 

of Internet services should seek to enhance Internet architec-

ture and ensure full functionality for the Internet backbone 

service at an affordable price [17]. Thus, improving Internet 

connectivity infrastructure by communications companies in 

Saudi Arabia may enhance the decision likelihood of private 

hospitals to deploy cloud technology. The next hypothesis is, 

hence, proposed.  

H12: Internet connection availability and high function-

ality enhance the likelihood of adopting cloud computing in 

Saudi private hospitals. 
d. Rules and Regulations  

The Rules and Regulations (RR) factor means the extent 

to which government policies governing the utilisation of a 

given innovation influence institutions' adoption of this tech-

nology, particularly in data security and privacy standards [2]. 

In every country, the operation of any technology is regulated 
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by establishing explicit policies to protect its users. Regula-

tory policies become more urgent and essential when enter-

prises with a high data sensitivity and privacy level, such as 

healthcare institutions, implement modern technology [12]. 

As a result, there is a potential obstacle to technology adop-

tion in the healthcare sector without appropriate rules and 

standards [2], [75].  

However, in 2014, the government of Saudi appointed a 

special commission to create the required cloud compu-

ting rules [76]. In addition, the Ministry of Communication 

and Information Technology in Saudi Arabia updated the 

cloud computing rules and regulations in 2020 [77]. The new 

objective for the public and private organisations in the nation 

is to "accelerate the adoption of cloud computing services by 

directing these entities to consider cloud options when mak-

ing new IT investment decisions".  

Therefore, we propose that flexible rules and regulations 

established by the Saudi government can positively encour-

age cloud computing deployment. Thus, the next hypothesis 

is proposed.  

H13: Flexible rules and regulations enhance the likeli-

hood of adopting cloud computing in Saudi private hospi-

tals. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This position study developed a comprehensive framework 

for Adopting Cloud Computing in Private Hospitals (ACC-

PH) in Saudi Arabia. The developed model is based on merg-

ing the well-known theories of TOE and DOI. The proposed 

variables in the model were largely derived from prior studies 

in the same context to produce a new framework approach. In 

addition, some other factors were nominated to be tested in 

the Saudi healthcare sector for the first time. All factors were 

then grouped to be explored under three primary contexts: 

technology, organisation, and environment. The next step in 

developing our framework will involve collecting and analys-

ing data to validate the framework.  

 A mixed methods approach is proposed since it gives a 

comprehensive understanding of the studied problem by IS 

researchers, allowing us to collect the data necessary to vali-

date the proposed framework [78]. Using a qualitative method 

to discover the most effective variables in embracing cloud 

technology in Saudi private hospitals: and then examining the 

influencing factors in this adoption by conducting a quantita-

tive approach will enhance the accuracy of the findings. The 

design of questionnaires, which is the preferred method for 

collecting quantitative data, will be informed based on the 

analysis of interviews, which serves as the preferred method 

for collecting qualitative data. 

Semi-structured interviews will be conducted to explore 

and validate the proposed framework. Eight to ten interviews 

will be in-person or online mode. The targeted sample for the 

interviews will be only the hospital directors, medical direc-

tors, and heads of IT departments. The questionnaire will then 

be structured and distributed through email and Google 

Forms. The questionnaire's target sample size is at least 400 

participants, including administrative at Saudi private hospi-

tals. In short, the research will combine interviews and ques-

tionnaires as the optimal methods for gathering the data nec-

essary to evaluate the new cloud computing adoption frame-

work (ACC-PH).  
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Abstract—This article presents an outlook on the present
state of Natural Language Generation, discusses its impact and
research challenges in light of recent progress in the development
of Large Language Models. We foresee adverse results and
repercussions arising from the use of models like ChatGPT if
they are applied inappropriately in the absence of adequate legal
guidelines to regulate their usage. Our aim is to highlight the
importance of safeguarding human rights and provide recom-
mendations for addressing the most pressing issues to ensure the
long-term viability and security of this technology. In the context
of the Multi3Generation COST Action (CA18231), we suggest
strategies to address intricate challenges and showcase ongoing
projects in strategically important European regions: (1) the long-
established Iberian Peninsula, home to two of the world’s most
widely spoken languages, along with several minority languages,
and (2) Ukraine, which is actively pursuing its right to self-
determination, autonomy, and the preservation of its cultural
and linguistic identity. We aim at developing and strengthening
a common strategy for newer models that can work alongside
or in conjunction with existing ones. The main difference we
wish to make in research is to focus on the science of language,
further exploring linguistic resources and using their fine-grain
quality to create new systems and enhance existing ones in a
trusting atmosphere between developers and users, and a safe
and innovation-friendly environment for society at large.

I. INTRODUCTION

AS WORDS have become almost meaningless in mass
and social media, texts produced massively have become

increasingly trivial. Parallel to this, the quality of data and
the fidelity, credibility, truthfulness, and trustworthiness of the
information conveyed to the masses, sometimes ad nausea,
is incrementally questionable in terms of false assertions and
veracity of information with relation to facts. This appears
to be a critical time for reflection on the future of natural
language generation (NLG) technology, its methods, models,
and applications. Our debate comes at a time of multiple
discussions around the widespread disruption brought by large
language models (LLMs), particularly followed by the most
recent releases of ChatGPT by OpenAI and models alike. This
progress may bring the idea that recent models represent the
industry’s endgame, which causes fear in some, and awe in
others, especially due to their enormous power to be used
for good and for evil in many diverse and varied forms.
Therefore, the good results of the new models should be
viewed with some reservation and a critical eye over its
developments. On the one hand, the exponential capabilities of

LLMs and their capacity to learn from vast datasets, primarily
comprised of collective human knowledge present a tremen-
dous technological opportunity, as they are evolving into a
multimodal direction, not limited to processing text alone but
also incorporating elements like audio-visual data (including
colors, images, videos, speech, etc.), addressing complex and
high-dimensional phenomena, and seamless managing multi-
tasking demands. On the other hand, the increasing reliance
on powerful machine learning (ML) algorithms in AI has the
potential to push human control to its limits, particularly in
domains like education, medical science, business operations,
and most critically, space and military applications.

Multi3Generation COST Action (CA18231), henceforth
simply Multi3Generation1 [?], is a European Excellence Net-
work that focuses on NLG research field from a very broad
perspective, ranging from machine learning methods, includ-
ing LLMs to more linguistic methodologies. Through the
network exchange facilitated by Multi3Generation, involving
researchers from 33 countries, we seize the opportunity to
propose alternative or complementary methods for progressing
in the field of NLG by promoting the development of (semi-
or partially-)transparent glass box systems, instead of blurry
or black box systems, i.e., systems built where the human in
the loop is essential in the process of language generation, and
most importantly, systems that move towards language under-
standing because they contain knowledge embedded in them,
not systems which use questionable data, from questionable
sources and questionable methods of obtaining, processing
and disseminating those data. Beyond these considerations,
we wish to emphasize that we acknowledge the significance
of advancements in models that simulate/mimic language,
which are already recognized as a noteworthy achievement
with substantial societal impact. However, we mostly want
to reinforce the opportunity for humans to unravel and grow
their consciousness of what they can do better than machines.
We also highlight the need to explore innovative approaches
and flexible architectures, as well as the adoption of hybrid
strategies, which use parts of different approaches and method-
ologies to the design of ‘safe’ systems, especially those that
make progress in the understanding of language as a science,
an achievement that is far from being accomplished up to now.

1https://multi3generation.eu/
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The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section
II presents state-of-the-art NLG, focusing on current projects
being developed in the Iberian Peninsula in line with the
Portuguese and Spanish strategies for AI, and also emphasize
the efforts undergoing in Ukraine to combat misinformation
and Russian propaganda in the media. Section III discusses
some AI ethical issues that, in our view, require discus-
sion among researchers before they get out of control in
the real world. Section IV focuses on the initiatives taken
within Multi3Generation to promote innovation, foster in-
terdisciplinary understanding, and encourage the sustainable
development of NLG and responsible AI. Finally, Section V
presents the conclusions and future work.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Natural Language Generation (NLG) has a well-established
research history with a track record of success dating back
to the early days of natural language processing (NLP)
systems, particularly machine translation [?], [?], [?], [?].
Some projects have been developed, drawing inspiration from
the Logos Model’s language generation capabilities. These
projects have explored linguistics and applied them to generate
paraphrases2 [?], [?], conducting experiments in various areas,
including translation [?], language varieties [?], [?], [?], stylis-
tics [?], emotions [?], question-answering, and summarization
tasks [?]. These efforts have led to the identification of a new
linguistic corollary concept known as a "paraphrasary" [?],
[?], result of the experiments conducted alongside the primary
paraphrasing research. The research has been extensively
documented and is fully traceable.

Due to a scarcity of comprehensive documentation enabling
efficient traceability, the sudden rise of generative LLMs took
many individuals by surprise. These models began exhibiting
generative capabilities that could be both overwhelming and/or
controversial for researchers, developers, and users alike.
Humans have long been aware that a small gadget has the
information and the ability to grow the amount of information
of an encyclopedia, an entire library, an entire university, or the
world of universities altogether. Now, humans are becoming
aware that machines may produce texts of a better quality than
them. More and more, digital devices are indispensable to help
us in many tasks, and there is a strong human-machine inter-
action in our daily lives. The technology is here to stay and
help. Many ongoing research projects are using LLMs, either
exploring their potential, as well as addressing some of their
limitations. Here, we focus on projects under development in
the Iberian Peninsula and efforts carried out in Ukraine, which
we find relevant for further development of AI with regards
to NLG. In these projects, there is an implicit intention to
distinguish and complement themselves from already existing
surveys of Anglo-Saxon NLG solutions [?] [?], and research
and commercial state-of-the-art articles [?] [?]. We believe
that, if responsibly implemented, new hybrid models with a
social and linguistic motivation behind them can be more

2https://www.inesc-id.pt/projects/IP02043/

trustful, controllable, and efficient in the long run. The projects
described here have in common a sense of social responsibility,
inclusiveness, ethical standards and responsible care in their
design, even when LLMs play a role in them. Members of
the Multi3Generation network participate and/or have been
partially funded by Multi3Generation.

In Portugal, INESC-ID3 is a center of excellence for AI and
is currently involved in cutting-edge research in AI bridging
the gap between academia and research. The interdisciplinarity
exchange among researchers working in AI for people and
society, information and decision support systems, and human
language technologies have been surrounding R&D fields that
converge in the area of NLG. We can point out 3 ongoing
NLG-related projects: (i) The Center for Responsible AI
(CRAI), (ii) Accelerating digital transformation in Portugal
(Accelerat.ai), and (iii) The Multimodal Approach for Identi-
fying Conspiracy Theories in Social Media (MAICT). In the
next paragraphs, we will describe in detail each one of them.

Financed by the European Union, the “Center for Respon-
sible AI” (CRAI)4 operates as a component of the Recovery
and Resilience Plan (PRR). Headed by the Portuguese startup
Unbabel, and other 9 startups (including two highly valued
unicorns), in coordination with INESC-ID and 7 other research
institutes, the CRAI Center stands out as one of the most
extensive initiatives with a focus on ethics and responsibil-
ity in AI. The consortium includes a legal firm. Through
collaborative efforts among these partners, the aim is to
create 21 groundbreaking AI solutions/products that integrate
responsible/ethical AI principles such as equity, explainability,
and sustainability. This will not only position Portugal and
Europe as global front-runners in these technologies but will
also help establish guiding principles and regulations within
the realm of AI. The joint collaboration in CRAI will play a
pivotal role in shaping European Union legislation concerning
AI and in attracting international top-tier AI talent.

INESC-ID is also a partner in Accelerat.ai5, a new large
consortium with the objective of expediting the digital evo-
lution of both public and private sectors in Portugal. This
project is also backed by the Portuguese PRR, led by the
startup Defined.ai and partnered with several corporations and
research institutes. Accelerat.ai’s main aim is to enhance and
optimize customer support services in the Portuguese and
European markets, based on the development of a unique set
of technological solutions that combine virtual assistants with
European Portuguese contact centers, and introduce Portugal
to the first fully native-language virtual assistant. INESC-ID’s
participation in Accelerat.ai, focuses primarily on investigating
and exploring the capability of mutual conversion between
speech and text, commonly referred to as Automatic Speech
Recognition and Speech Synthesis, essential components of
Conversational AI. INESC-ID and IST are taking charge of de-

3https://www.inesc-id.pt/
4https://www.inesc-id.pt/inesc-id-takes-part-in-the-worlds-largest-

consortium-on-responsible-ai/
5https://www.inesc-id.pt/accelerate-

ai-a-new-consortium-to-accelerate-digital-transformation-in-portugal/
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veloping and researching modules within the speech-to-speech
conversational framework. This emphasis includes areas like
automatic speech recognition and text-to-speech synthesis for
European languages, especially European Portuguese. The
expected impact of this research lies in facilitating the fast
deployment of new languages, creating more engaging and
successful agents, and enhancing acceptance among specific
demographic groups.

The exploratory project “Multimodal Approach for Identi-
fying Conspiracy Theories in Social Media” (MAICT)6, led
by INESC-ID, and funded by the Portuguese government
(FCT project EXPL/LLT-LIN/1104/2021) aims at developing
an innovative multimodal (text-image) conspiracy grammar for
Portuguese, based on a multidisciplinary approach. The project
contributes to advancing the state-of-the-art in multimodal
misinformation studies and addresses the following research
questions: 1) Which are the most predominant morphosyn-
tactic, lexico-syntactic, semantic, and discursive features in
conspiracy theory narratives that abound in social media, and
how do they relate to each other? (2) Which meanings can be
inferred from images that include conspiracy narratives, from
a social semiotics point of view? 3) How do text and image
articulate in multimodal conspiracy narratives to create either
a unified or a dissociated meaning? 4) Which are the most
suitable approaches to describe and formalize the multimodal
properties from text and image, and respective interaction, in
view of their automatic processing? 5) How can Portuguese
conspiracy sociolects be characterized from a multimodal
point of view? Some of the outcomes of this project can
certainly enrich emerging transparent models envisaged in
Multi3Generation.

The Spanish government is committed to supporting strate-
gic projects for responsible AI, focusing on thematic areas
such as employment of commonsense reasoning, inclusion via
the use of accessible and intelligible content, improvement
of fake news detection, and empowerment of languages with
scarce resources. We mention here 4 projects in which the
University of Alicante is enrolled: (i) the NLG-related project
CORTEX that aims to enhance the commonsense reasoning
competence of NLG systems; (ii) the inclusive CLEAR.TEXT
project that explores resilient technologies to assist in creating
accessible content, (iii) the NL4DISMIS project that aims to
identify false and incorrect information in texts and use NLG
and/or automated methods to either counteract or supplement
the misleading information; and (iv) the NEL-VIVES col-
laborative project among various Spanish institutions hailing
from distinct regions focusing particularly on analyzing and
advancing LLMs for Spanish official languages with limited
resources. Next, we will describe in further detail each one of
these projects.

The “Conscious Text Generation” (CORTEX)7 is an R&D
project funded by the Spanish government, and by “ERDF
A way of making Europe”, that deals with the integration of

6https://maict.inesc-id.pt/
7MCIN/AEI/10.13039/501100011033/ – PID2021-123956OB-I00

https://cortex.gplsi.es/en/home/

world and external knowledge in NLG architectures in order
to improve the commonsense reasoning capabilities of NLG
systems. The project considers that enhancing the common-
sense reasoning capabilities of NLG systems is needed to
automatically produce accurate, correct, and reliable texts that
will be in line with real facts. The main research questions
proposed in this project are: 1) How to address/mitigate the
problem of hallucination? 2) How to ensure the provided
information is reliable?

The project “Enhancing the modernization public sec-
tor organizations by deploying NLP to make their digi-
tal content CLEARER to those with cognitive disabilities”
(CLEAR.TEXT)8 is funded by the Spanish government and
the European Union and its objective is to research, implement,
deploy, evaluate, and ultimately provide robust technologies
for NLP to support the authoring of accessible Spanish content
for public sector organizations (at the local, regional and
national level) that is intelligible to people with a cognitive
disability, thereby widening their inclusion and empowerment
in Europe. The research question that is being investigated
is: 1) How to make the information clearer depending on the
user’s needs? For this, the project analyses the capabilities
of LLMs, and derived tools, such as ChatGPT to generate
automatic simplified summaries.

The project “Natural Language Technologies for dealing
with dis- and misinformation” (NL4DISMIS)9 is funded by
the Generalitat Valenciana. The main hypothesis of this project
is based on the existence of a direct relation between the
use of human language (i.e., language models) and the user’s
behavior in digital media. Therefore, by modeling the language
used within a contextualization at different linguistic levels,
we can establish the relation between different entities, as
well as the evolution of these entities and their relations
over time. Simultaneously, it may be possible to infer new
relations and predict future states or behaviors. The evolution
of entities over time requires research on entity language
models as well as knowledge representation based on digital
entities. The main objective of the project is to detect dis- and
misinformation in texts and automatically debunk misleading
information through NLG and/or complement the information
automatically. The research question to address is: 1) How to
ensure the provided information is reliable?

The project “Language Technologies Plan for Valencian lan-
guage” (NEL-VIVES)10 is funded by PERTE Nueva Economía
de la Lengua from the Spanish Government. This is a coordi-
nated project between several Spanish intuitions from different
regions (Catalonia, Basque Country, Galicia, and Valencian
Region) with emphasis on the analysis and development of
LLMs for low-resource Spanish official languages. The re-
search question under this project is: 1) How can we preserve
and promote languages in danger of digital extinction? In

8MCIN/AEI/10.13039/501100011033
NextGenerationEU/PRTR – TED2021-130707B-I00
https://cleartext.gplsi.es/en/home/

9CIPROM/2021/21 – https://nl4dismis.gplsi.es/
10https://vives.gplsi.es/
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this sense, the subproject NEL-VIVES focuses on the Va-
lencian language, in particular, the goal is to create corpora
(text+voice) and develop language models for the different
varieties of Valencian language.

In Ukraine, the coordination of AI development is en-
trusted to the Ministry of Digital Transformation. An advi-
sory body, the AI Committee, has been established, bring-
ing together researchers, businessmen, and policy makers.
Ukrainian universities such as Kharkiv National University of
Radio Electronics (NURE) and Ukrainian Catholic University
(UCU) are independently advancing NLP technologies. To
support startups, the Ukrainian Startup Fund11, a state-funded
initiative, has been established in 2020. Within the WG1
of Multi3Generation, a multimodal dataset, Multi30K-UK12,
has been created, containing images with descriptions in
Ukrainian. In the conditions of Russia’s military aggression
against Ukraine, startups focused on detecting misinforma-
tion are emerging. For example, the AI startup Osavul has
developed technology to combat propaganda and Russian
disinformation, assisting the National Security and Defense
Council (RNBO) and the Ministry of Defense in detecting
information warfare activities on platforms like Telegram and
Facebook.13

A common aspect of all the projects outlined here (the
list of ongoing R&D projects in the Iberian Peninsula and
those under development in Ukraine) is that they have the
common ground of being inclusive, and interdisciplinary,
crossing knowledge and methods from AI such as human-
centered AI, computational models of narrative and discourse,
neurosymbolism, cognitive vision, space, speech and language
technologies and NLP areas such as cognitive linguistics,
corpus linguistics, forensic linguistics, social semiotics, among
others. But, mostly, they have the main interest in creating
or generating responsible/ethical LLMs or other language
models. In Section III, we lay out some particular concerns
related to LLMs, namely ChatGPT.

III. ETHICS IN NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATION

GPT stands for "Generative Pre-trained Transformer", and
it follows older models that learn statistical regularities in
language to a greater or lesser extent.14 They synthesize
existing content to make it appear to be new content by
the power that the system has of recognizing and learning
statistical regularities in language, inducting from information
already stored in the system or information provided by
new interactions with the user who provides the system with
that information, and lately, predicting language patterns and
escalating the use of its language resources in order to improve
its performance. In this sense, the so-called generative lan-
guage does not involve creativity, but rather different degrees

11https://usf.com.ua/
12https://aclanthology.org/2023.unlp-1.7
13www.osavul.cloud/ai-against-russian-ipso-ukrainian-startup-osavul-

taught-neural-networks-to-fight-propaganda-how-to-sell-such-technology
14They also use neural networks on data, but it is not relevant for this point

of discussion.

of ‘concealed regurgitation’ facilitated by smart algorithms
that allow the recognition of patterns but are incapable of
understanding natural human language in the way humans do.
In addition, LLMs are trained with zillions and zillions of
data that are only accessible to very few who can afford to
use the data created by everyone. As far as the use of AI
for creative purposes, initiatives such as "AI, Generation and
Creativity" (AIGC) give rise to the AIGC models used and
trained by informed users to create their own unique content
generation models [?]. The technology creates content based
on algorithms, models, and rules, but does not dispense the
user as the provider of data, as its content is generated based
on user-inputted keywords or requirements via crowdsourcing
techniques or others. User-generated content is increasingly
influencing editorial choices of content. AI tools can be a
supplement rather than a replacement for human creativity and
it is up to humans to find the balance between efficiency and
creativity.

We wish to emphasize that we are not against LLMs and
acknowledge their potential and usefulness to the human
being. However, we ought to stress that this needs to be
done responsibly and respect the Code of Ethical Conduct.
No nation or corporation should have the power and control
over the most fundamental inalienable rights of individuals,
especially when it concerns their unique linguistic, and cultural
identity, as well as the core values. Language is an integral part
of our human identity and the most direct expression of our
culture, which are sovereign assets of their native speakers.
We believe that it is essential to debate on international laws
to protect the collective identity of citizens. By our promotion
of a deep study of languages, we imply that linguistic values
should be safeguarded. Furthermore, we hold the belief that
while Large Language Models (LLMs) can be beneficial, they
may not necessarily represent the ideal solution for numerous
tasks or objectives.

There are reasonable concerns over misuse, leaks in data
protection, missing regulations related to confidentiality, and
lack of anonymization of individual records, among others,
as admitted by the men at the cutting edge of the tech-
nology. Faced with the dangers brought by the power of
the technology that can be used in the wrong direction,
it urges the adoption of legislation foreseeing authenticity,
security, reliability, and integrity of (proprietary) information.
To put it bluntly, without creating the mechanisms necessary to
minimize dangerous risks and their societal impact, a ‘blind’
adoption of LLMs in NLP tasks including fully automatic
high-quality machine translation (FAHQMT), summarisation,
and text simplification should be still considered an illusion
comparable to the hallucinations that appear here and there in
the outputs of LLM-based systems. As a matter of fact, society
needs to know if/when it can rely or not rely on the current
technology, and be aware of the implications in case of misuse
or overlooking of the technology’s flaws. Even if the outputs
of the new models appear often better than those produced by
humans, no one should be ‘fooled’ by a machine that does
not have a conscience of what is generated when the content
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produced is not totally reliable. In our view, effective linguistic
quality control and fact-checking (among others) should be
collectively addressed by professional experts. Currently, with
a few exceptions [?], there is a lack of scientific evaluation
for the new NLG technologies.

Section IV presents a series of initiatives within
Multi3Generation that aim to establish a network of re-
searchers who could have an interest in participating in the
development and evaluation of resources of the type just
illustrated or in combining these resources in hybrid systems
or developing improved and controlled NLG models.

IV. MULTI3GENERATION INITIATIVES

Multi3Generation gathers a network of researchers who
work on the progress of multilingual, multimodal, and multi-
task NLG. Within the scope of the Action, several initiatives
can be emphasized: Short Term Scientific Missions (STSMs),
Training Schools (TS); and specific workshops. In IV-A,
IV-B, and IV-C, we present the outcomes of the activities
accomplished up to now.

A. Short Term Scientific Missions

Short Term Scientific Missions allow researchers to visit
groups and institutions located in countries participating in
Multi3Generation to create synergies as well as to improve
their research abilities. It is an efficient mechanism to promote
joint collaborations as well as to disseminate research in
NLG among different countries. From the beginning of the
Action up to now, 20 STSMs have been completed15, all of
them focusing on the NLG topics. It is worth mentioning
them here because they focused on exploring NLG and its
applications to sectors, such as education as well as those ad-
dressing the improvement of NLG by integrating knowledge,
multimodal information, or analyzing more efficient methods.
The topics were: (1) multi-task sequence learning for syntax;
(2) analysis and introspection of multilingual representations;
(3) image captioning using relational context from generated
scene graphs; (4) fusion mechanisms in claim verification
models; (5) natural language grounding; (6) generating fact-
checking explanations in low-resource settings; (7) morpho-
logical typology awareness in multilingual NLP evaluation;
(8) enhancing NLG with knowledge acquisition/integration;
(9) exploring the interplay between grammatical and cultural
gender for debiased NLG; (10) text summarization as a digital
tool to be applied in writing for academic purposes; (11)
investigating the discrepancy in probing techniques for verb
understanding in image-language transformers; (12) challenges
and obstacles zero-shot multimodal reasoning with language;
(13) Graph2Seq models for NLG tasks; (14) NLG and text
summarization: exploring use cases in education; (15) using
knowledge graphs to improve NLG tasks; (16) multimodal
interactions in the collaborative industrial environment – em-
pirical and analytical methods; (17) generating code from
multilingual prompts; (18) fusion of multimedia information

15https://multi3generation.eu/funding-opportunities/
short-term-scientific-missions/

in deep learning models; (19) digitalization of humanities;
(20) counting repetitive actions using pretrained video-and-
language models. Some of these STSMs can result into
research articles or transnational collaborative projects.

B. Training Schools

Multi3Generation organized two training schools and is
preparing a third one. These training schools were designed to
attract young, early career academics in specific topics of the
COST Action. The training schools address NLG challenges
in the digital realm, specifically in human-machine interaction
in selected application areas of emerging societal significance,
such as language technologies, which affect EU citizens in an
accessible, multilingual Europe. They also target professional
and recreational needs that will have strong economic and
societal impacts.

1) Creative Natural Language Generation: The training
school on Creative Natural Language Generation16 brought
together experts on computationally-oriented methodologies
with experts on theories and insights from the humanities
(computational linguistics, psychology, media studies, philo-
logical and literary studies, etc.). From this interdisciplinarity
and clash of ideas, students could (i) learn different theories to
construct metaphorical expressions using affection, persuasive
and even humorous language, visualize some pilot compu-
tational experiments on typical creative genres, and judge
the level/type of creativity of an AI metaphor generator; (ii)
learn what rule-based automatic text generation (ATG) task
is, and explore how to generate text capturing the expressiv-
ity of natural languages in machine-representation systems,
such as knowledge bases, taxonomies, and ontologies, namely
grasp the difficult task of writing automatically the basic
plot of a novel; (iii) learn to develop linguistic resources
for NLG using NooJ; (iv) get acquainted with techniques to
annotate sentiment and emotions in literary texts, and learn
how to create and use domain-specific languages (DSLs) to
annotate literary texts, with benefits such as compactness,
familiarity, and completeness, among others. Students also
were offered a step-by-step tutorial on context-free grammar
and annotated empathic expressions through a domain-specific
language called EmpathyDSL, created for the specific task;
(v) have an overview of multilingual language resources
and NLP tools and services available in CLARIN, discover
new resources, deposit and preserve newly created ones, find
tools that can process and annotate them, and test important
CLARIN services, such as the Virtual Language Observatory
and Switchboard; (vi) reflect on the many facets of affective
expressions in multilingual text; (vii) generate comics with
meaning, intent, and humor, which integrate words and images
to support more possibilities than either a text or an image
alone can offer and imbue events with strong emotions. This
rich combination of research topics will certainly turn into
interesting, avant-garde projects.

16https://multi3generation.eu/2022/06/24/m3g-cost-action-training-school-
on-creative-natural-language-generation/
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2) Representation Mediated Multimodality: Undoubtedly,
multimodality is a key issue within NLG, as more and more in-
puts go beyond texts, also including video, images, audio, etc.
The training school on Representation Mediated Multimodal-
ity17 aimed to provide a joint perspective on the theoretical,
methodological and applied understanding of representation-
mediated multimodal sense-making at the interface of lan-
guage, knowledge representation and reasoning, and visuo-
auditory computing. A primary topic developed in this TS
was grounded meaning-making. Grounding is a challenge for
NLG since it has to do with the semiotic construction of lan-
guage. Linguistic expressions and/or relational categorizations
are called grounded when they are linked to non-linguistic,
especially quantitative perceptual data, such as information
coming from modalities such as vision and audition in space-
time. Such perceptual data could pertain to, for instance,
dynamic spatio-temporal phenomena both in an embodied
as well as disembodied interaction context. Grounding is,
in essence, a key aspect of semiotic construction, e.g., en-
abling high-level meaning acquisition, and analogy, and has
been a long-standing challenge in AI and related disciplines.
Within the central topic of grounding, other topics covered
in this TS were: explainable multimodal commonsense under-
standing, multimodal generation/synthesis for communication,
multimodal summarization, multimodal interpretation-guided
decision-support, adaptation & autonomy, and analytical vi-
sualization. The topics covered benefited not only researchers
and experts in the NLG field but anyone interested in human-
machine interaction and NLP, as the contents of the TS have
a direct application in both public and private human-centered
technological services.

C. Workshops and other events

Multi3Generation was represented in workshops or confer-
ences (invited participant and/or organizer) listed here: (1) the
6th conference of the European Language Resource Coordina-
tion.18 The talk focused on “Multi3Generation – Multimodal
Data for Natural Language Generation: Current Contributions
and Future Perspectives” of Multi3Generation in the topic
Think BIG. For Europe’s Multilingual FUTURE; (2) the 13th
International Conference on Natural Language Generation,
Dublin, Ireland19; (3) the round table “The European panorama
of linguistic technologies”20 of the summer course at the
Escola Técnica Superior de Enxeñaría @ Campus Vida of
the University of Santiago de Compostela; (4) the Spanish
online round table “NLP in International Projects” for the Di-
verTLes community, Meeting of Natural Language Processing
Companies, a forum organized by PERTE Nueva economía
de la lengua21; (5) the online colloquium “In Translation”22

17https://multi3generation.eu/2022/05/05/training-school-representation-
mediated-multimodality/

18https://lr-coordination.eu/6thELRC6thELRCConference
19https://www.inlg2020.org/
20https://curso-linguaxe.pages.citius.usc.es/#programme
21https://gplsi.dlsi.ua.es/pln/node/553
22http://intranslation.mruni.eu/

organized by the Institute of Humanities, Faculty of Human
and Social Studies, Mykolas Romeris University, Vilnius,
Lithuania. The talk’s topic was “Linguistic resources for the
translation of creative language”; (6) the 23rd Annual Con-
ference of the European Association for Machine Translation
with a meta-paper on the COST Action; (7) the organization
of the workshop: COST Action Multilingual, Multimodal
and Multitask Language Generation, co-located with the 24th
Annual Conference of The European Association for Machine
Translation, which took place in Tampere, Finland.23 Some of
the participation in these events resulted in publications.24

Multi3Generation continues to provide the opportunity for
professional training of young people through the reinforce-
ment of digital skills at all levels of qualification and teaching
and training modalities. In addition, Multi3Generation pro-
motes the improvement of NLG systems using knowledge-
enhanced approaches. It notes that LLMs based on Trans-
formers can be adjusted and fine-tuned to enhance accuracy
and control in text generation. These adjustments would result
in more natural, varied text, while also addressing issues like
biases and misleading content. This level of control is essential
for effectively applying NLG systems in real-world contexts
within industry and society.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented an outlook on current NLG, high-
lighted some concerns with regard to the use of LLMs and
outlined the need to complementary approaches. After the
announcement of the great leap forward of AI, it is time for a
deep thorough reflection of the implications of AI in the life
of humans in general. In the context of Multi3Generation, we
put forth a range of initiatives aimed at addressing intricate
challenges in the NLG field. Additionally, we present ongoing
projects located in two distinct European regions: the western
corner, represented by the Iberian Peninsula (Portugal and
Sapin), and the Eastern European region of Ukraine. The
primary objective is to develop and improve a collaborative
strategy for emerging models. Many projects will result from
the release of OpenAI in multidisciplinary areas and topics.
Our main concern is: will and should AI be possible without
including the science of language in all its sub-fields (psy-
cholinguistics, social linguistics, among others)? The main
reason for this question is related to the fact that linguistic-
based methods have been left behind in the field/history and
discussions of AI as if the processing of language is a task
that can be done without linguists. It appears to us that, as a
science, linguistics has been ‘cantoned’ from language models
for decades. It has not been given the importance that it has
or the role it must play. There is also a great discrepancy
with regard to the attention that some languages have been
given in comparison to others. While English is the most pro-
cessed language of all for the reason that it works as “lingua
franca”, some languages still lack the amount and quality of

23https://multi3generation.eu/workshops/eamt-2023/
24https://multi3generation.eu/outcomes/publications/
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resources that they also deserve (low-resource languages). We
understand that these shortcomings of AI and NLP in terms
of interdisciplinarity and languages coverage led to trends
and applications that present researchers and developers with
the feeling of uncertainty of where and how to move next,
especially with regard to human control of AI and generation
of language without any form of discrimination. In the spirit of
the interdisciplinarity of the COST Action Multi3Generation,
we believe that more research is needed in order to create new
and/or better resources and tools that capture human/expert
knowledge required to build knowledge-based technologies
(systems and products) and make sure that these systems are
ethically developed, not developed with data that belongs to
everyone being exploited by just a few. We envision the future
of AI with knowledge-based linguistic methodologies being
used and an increment in human resources from the human
sciences, allowing linguists to share the drive in a process that
has language as the object of these resources and tools. These
human experts will capture human/expert knowledge required
to build knowledge-based technologies (systems and products)
and decide on the linguistic integrity of a language system,
independently of the model that is under development. Our
main concern is whether AI can/should be achievable without
incorporating the science of language in all its branches,
including psycholinguistics, social linguistics, among others.
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Abstract—The digitalization of individual garment pattern 

construction presents challenges in accurately obtaining body 

measurements and constructing patterns tailored to specific 

individuals. This paper addresses the technological and 

conceptual aspects of transitioning from traditional, in-person 

tailoring to remote, digital pattern creation. It explores the need 

for algorithms that describe pattern construction operations in 

a computationally executable manner and the reliance on self-

measurements by clients or their trusted individuals. The study 

focuses on evaluating the reliability of self-measurements and 

the potential errors introduced in the pattern construction 

process. The paper proposes the use of regression analysis to 

identify suspicious or erroneous measurement sets and assess 

their impact on the resulting garment shape. The study 

investigates the hypotheses regarding the identification of 

incorrect measurements through regression analysis and the 

application of publicly available artificial intelligence solutions. 

The findings contribute to enhancing the precision and 

reliability of digital individual garment pattern construction, 

facilitating remote creation and production processes. 

Index Terms—Quality control of graphical images, regression 

testing, regression analysis 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE digitalization of the individual garment pattern 

construction process presents technological and concep-

tual challenges. It requires the identification of algorithms that 

can describe the basic construction and modelling operations 

of patterns in a computationally executable manner. Addition-

ally, significant changes need to be made to the garment pat-

tern creation process and the techniques employed. Unlike in 

the widely used practice of pattern construction based on 

standard body measurements in the garment industry, individ-

ual garment construction is tailored to each person's specific 

body measurements. Traditionally, this process involves:  

 

This work has been supported by University of Latvia projects: 

AAP2016/B032 “Innovative information technologies" 

(1) taking body measurements performed by a profes-

sional tailor,  

(2) constructing individual patterns for specific garment 

models,  

(3) cutting the garment from fabric,  

(4) fitting the garment through one or multiple iterations 

(including adjustments),  

(5) finalizing the garment.  

This process has been employed in tailoring for centuries 

but relies on close collaboration between the client and tailor, 

requiring them to be present in the same space and time. 

With the advancement of digital technologies and the 

globalization of manufacturing, remote creation of individual 

products becomes increasingly relevant. In the field of 

garment sewing, this involves two aspects: (a) individual 

(perfect fit) garment construction in a digital environment and 

(b) individual garment production in specialized factories 

based on digital patterns. By transitioning the described 

process to a digital environment, pattern creation steps (Steps 

1, 2, and 4) should be facilitated digitally, while the physical 

garment manufacturing steps (Steps 3 and 5) can be 

outsourced to service providers. The in-person meetings 

between the client and seamstress no longer take place, and 

the iterative refinement of the product is no longer possible. 

As a result, there are heightened requirements for both input 

data and precision in pattern construction. 

The number of prepared patterns is enormous (over 175 

different clothing models for more than 1000 clients), and 

their inspection requires significant resources. Automated 

pattern inspection is proposed, where the area and perimeter 

of each pattern element are calculated, which are closely 

related. In the research, the hypothesis is being confirmed that 

the ratio of perimeter to area is "invariant". This allows, 

firstly, to control the quality of newly entered data by utilizing 

previously accumulated models and customer indicators.  

Secondly, the ratio's numerical value can be used in 
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regression testing to ensure that changes in programs do not 

cause significant alterations in already accepted patterns. 

This paper is structured as follows: problem statement 

(Section 2), related research (Section 3), experimental design 

and data set (Section 4), analysis of experiment (Section 5) 

and conclusion (Section 6). 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

One of the significant challenges is evaluating the reliabil-

ity of body measurements obtained in the digital environment 

according to the specific needs of the pattern construction 

method they use. In the digital environment, measurements 

must either be determined automatically (e.g., from photo-

graphs or using 3D scanners) or rely on self-measurements by 

the client (usually non-professionals). Automated body meas-

urement determination has been extensively studied, but un-

fortunately, the results are unreliable in practice. Various fac-

tors contribute to this, such as the quality of the photographs, 

imprecise posing, the clothing worn during photography, lim-

itations of image recognition algorithms, restrictions on the 

transmission of personal data, and others. This topic merits 

separate publications and will not be further discussed here. 

The focus of this study is on measurements taken by the 

clients themselves or their trusted individuals. Several prob-

lems can be observed:  

(1) different pattern construction methods require meas-

urements to be taken in various ways,  

(2) individuals without sewing experience may struggle 

to measure the body accurately, resulting in measure-

ments that are too tight or loose, taken in incorrect 

locations, and so on,  

(3) individuals cannot measure certain body dimensions 

themselves, thus relying on assistance from others, 

leading to stress and additional errors.  

As a result, incorrect measurements (not corresponding to 

the specific body) may be obtained, resulting in garments that 

do not fit the individual, even if the pattern construction algo-

rithm is flawless. 

If suspicious sets of measurements or measurement’s sets 

likely to have resulted from erroneous actions could be 

identified in an automated manner, it would be possible to 

reduce the risk of producing non-fitting (mismatched) 

patterns. One of the methods for identifying problematic 

measurement sets could involve establishing mandatory 

relationships between measurement definitions and the 

activation of control mechanisms at the time of measurement 

registration. Utilizing these relationships could filter out 

blatant errors, such as an impossible scenario where a 

woman's bust circumference is smaller than the under bust 

circumference. However, this approach does not aid in 

statistically identifying combinations of measurements that 

are highly unlikely due to the significant variability in human 

bodies. It is nearly impossible to find universal measurement 

relationships based solely on experience. 

In this study, measurement relationships were analyzed us-

ing regression analysis and the capabilities of artificial intel-

ligence on a collection of historically accumulated sets of 

body measurements. The following hypotheses were tested: 

(Q1) Incorrectly entered individual measurements can be 

identified using regression analysis. 

(Q2) Patterns constructed based on incorrectly entered 

measurements resulting in unusual garment shapes can be 

identified using regression analysis. 

(Q3) Incorrectly entered individual measurements can be 

identified using publicly available artificial intelligence solu-

tions. 

III. RELATED RESEARCH 

Accurate and reliable body measurement recognition is of 

paramount importance in diverse fields such as fashion, 

healthcare, ergonomics, and virtual reality. The ability to pre-

cisely capture and analyse body measurements plays a crucial 

role in personalized product design, fit optimization, and user 

experience enhancement. In recent years, significant advance-

ments have been made in the field of body measurement 

recognition, leveraging cutting-edge technologies. 

Traditional methods of obtaining body measurements often 

rely on manual measurement techniques performed by trained 

professionals. However, the advent of digital technologies has 

paved the way for alternative approaches that can enhance 

measurement accuracy, efficiency, and accessibility. Two 

prominent technological domains that have significantly im-

pacted body measurement recognition are 3D scanning and 

image recognition. 

A. Research on Image Recognition  

There are several papers providing insights into the state-

of-the-art techniques, algorithms, and challenges in the field 

of body measurement recognition from images [1] is a survey 

providing an overview of various techniques and approaches 

used for human body measurement estimation from images. 

[2] focuses on the application of image processing techniques 

for human body measurement and virtual try-on of clothing; 

it presents algorithms and methods for extracting body meas-

urements accurately from images and simulating the try-on 

experience virtually. 

[3] provides an overview of image processing techniques 

used for automatic human body measurement. It discusses 

various image analysis methods, feature extraction algo-

rithms, and measurement estimation techniques employed in 

this field. 

[4] explores the application of deep learning techniques for 

estimating human body measurements from images. It dis-

cusses the use of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and 

other deep learning architectures to achieve accurate and ro-

bust measurement estimation. 

[5] paper focuses on body measurement extraction and 

analysis techniques for apparel online retailing. It discusses 

the use of computer vision and image processing algorithms 
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to extract accurate body measurements from customer images 

and analyse them for personalized clothing recommendations. 

B. Anthropometry and 3D Scanning  

Anthropometry, the measurement of human body dimen-

sions, plays a crucial role in diverse fields such as ergonom-

ics, clothing design, healthcare, and biometrics. With ad-

vancements in technology, 3D body scanning has emerged as 

a powerful tool for capturing precise body measurements, of-

fering a more comprehensive and accurate alternative to tra-

ditional measurement techniques. The "IEEE IC 3DBP" da-

taset [6] provides researchers with a valuable resource for 

comparative analysis and benchmarking of different anthro-

pometric methods in 3D body scanning. 

[7] is a study focusing on comparing different anthropo-

metric measurement techniques based on 3D body scanning 

and [8], [9] explores the development of a population-specific 

anthropometric model based on 3D body scanning data. The 

findings highlight the importance of considering population-

specific variations in anthropometric analysis for applications 

such as clothing design, ergonomics, and product develop-

ment. 

[10] investigates the application of machine learning algo-

rithms in anthropometric analysis using 3D body scans. The 

research explores the use of machine learning models for au-

tomated feature extraction, body segmentation, and prediction 

of anthropometric measurements. The findings demonstrate 

the potential of machine learning techniques in improving the 

efficiency and accuracy of anthropometric analysis in large-

scale datasets. 

[11], [12], [13] - conduct a comparative analysis of differ-

ent 3D body scanning technologies and sensor technologies”. 

The study evaluates the performance, resolution, and accu-

racy of various scanning techniques, such as structured light 

scanning, laser scanning, and depth sensing.  

[14], [15] aims to validate the accuracy and reliability of 

3D body scanning measurements by comparing them with tra-

ditional anthropometric methods. The research investigates 

the agreement between measurements obtained from 3D body 

scans and manual measurements using clippers and tape 

measures. The findings contribute to establishing the validity 

and practicality of 3D body scanning as a reliable measure-

ment technique. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND DATA SET 

Within the project, more than 175 clothing pattern models 

have been developed. To ensure the precise fit of the intended 

clothing model for the customer, appropriate measurements 

of the customer's body are necessary. A total of 53 different 

body measurements (part of them see Table 1) have been 

identified for the developed clothing models, which enable 

the preparation of various clothing patterns (pants, skirts, 

jackets, dresses, coats, tops, etc.).  

 

 

 

Table 1. 

List of used measurements 

Code Name 

Ag Body height 

Gkra Main bust circumference 

Ga1 Hip circumference 

Ga2 Hip-thigh circumference 

Csa Thigh circumference 

Pca Under knee circumference 

PlslL Shoulder slope Right 

Clg Knee level 

PlslKr Shoulder slope Left 

Bg Length of trousers and maxi skirt 

GdS Hip diameter – side view 

PrB Trousers and skirt balance - Front 

GdPr Hip diameter – front view 

MB Trousers and skirt balance - Back 

Ka Neck circumference 

Cstl Groin arc 

Etc. 53 in total 

 

Each specific clothing model requires a certain set of meas-

urements. For example, pants do not require measurements 

such as bust or neck circumference, but they do require hip 

and thigh measurements, among others. Not all 53 measure-

ments are necessary for every clothing item. Each clothing 

pattern consists of multiple pieces. 

 

Fig. 1. Pieces of the Misses' and Women's Tops pattern 

Within the scope of the study, the Misses' and Women's 

Tops clothing pattern was chosen, which consists of 8 pieces 

(see Figure 1) and utilizes 25 measurements: Ag, Gkra, PlslL, 

PlslKr, Ka, Plg, Trg, Pln, Ra1, Papla, Zkra, Va, Mg, Mpl, 

Prpl, Krg, Prgl, Krau, Zkrl, Ga1, Ga2, Sa, Elk, Pg, Ra2. 
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To ensure the accuracy of clothing fit or identify potential 

discrepancies, a comprehensive set of 274 customer measure-

ments was used. In the following two tables (see Table 2), an 

example of measurements for 7 different customers is pro-

vided. The measurement GID is not included in the tables as 

it was not indicated for the sample customers and was not 

used in the data analysis of the study. 

Table 1. 

Example 1: Measurements of seven users (1) 

 Aig

a 

Airi

ta 

Bran

di 

DAN

A 

FT_Oli

via 

DIN

A 

FT_

DJ 

Ag 174 173 150 170 175 164 164 

Ap

mE 139 140  113  117  

Ap

mS 127 133  107  

102

.5  

Bg 

104

.5 

103

.5 

91.4

4 103 99.6 

102

.5 104 

 

The empty cells in Table 2 indicate that a specific measure-

ment is not assigned to a particular customer. 

To evaluate the accuracy or discrepancies in the patterns, 

the article suggests comparing customer measurements with 

two pattern parameters: the length of the pattern contour 

line (perimeter) and the area in pixels. An example of calcu-

lating the line length and area is shown in the following figure 

(Fig. 2) 

 

 

Fig. 2. Example of perimeter and area calculation 

In the image (Fig. 2), two examples of pattern components 

are visible. The black component has an area of 9 pixels and 

a perimeter of 12 pixels, while the green component has an 

area of 7 pixels and a perimeter of 16 pixels. Using the afore-

mentioned algorithm for calculating the area and perimeter of 

pattern components, the area and perimeter were calculated 

for the eight components of the mentioned pattern for a total 

of 274 customers in the study. Table 4 provides the calculated 

areas and perimeters in pixels for the eight pattern compo-

nents for three selected customers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. 

Area and perimeter in pixels of the pattern pieces 

Cus

to

me

r  

Pie

ce 

1 

Pie

ce 

2 

Pie

ce 

3 

Pie

ce 

4 

Pie

ce 

5 

Pi

ec

e 6 

Pi

ec

e 7 

Pi

ec

e 8 

Aig

a 

Are

a 

(px) 

11

29

87

4 

13

92

45

7 

17

81

63

1 

10

65

09

8 

29

34

85

5 

80

57

99 

21

89

69 

15

14

24 

 

Per

ime

ter 

(px) 

17

63

0 

59

06 

74

68 

55

16 

84

30 

41

80 

31

72 

22

68 

Airi

ta 

Are

a 

(px) 

11

56

99

1 

14

97

73

2 

17

00

16

2 

10

54

94

1 

28

38

37

3 

82

15

24 

20

87

35 

15

50

45 

 

Per

ime

ter 

(px) 

17

62

8 

60

36 

71

32 

54

22 

84

02 

42

46 

30

58 

23

24 

Bra

ndi 

Are

a 

(px) 

73

81

10 

92

91

29 

13

44

57

4 

78

46

75 

20

38

08

7 

71

41

23 

19

43

94 

15

80

19 

 

Per

ime

ter 

(px) 

15

41

8 

49

62 

65

96 

46

48 

74

46 

38

24 

28

82 

23

12 

V. ANALYSIS 

A. Regression Analysis of Pattern Data 

The examined dataset includes multiple measurements, 

some of which are correlated with each other. It is evident that 

the lengths of a person's right and left arms or legs are corre-

lated. This provides an opportunity to calculate potential cor-

relations and identify outliers from the available data. The da-

taset consists of measurements for 274 individuals, but all 

measurements are available for 100 individuals.  

Correlation analysis was performed for these individuals, 

and Pearson correlation was calculated for each pair of meas-

urements. The correlation was above 0.9 for 55 pairs of meas-

urements. Scatterplots were created for these pairs, showing 

both the mutual dependencies of the measurements and spe-

cific outliers. 

  For example, in Fig. 1, there is a strong correlation between 

parameters Csa and Pca, but there is an outlier with 
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coordinates (61, 49). In Fig. 2, it can be observed that there is 

a pronounced correlation between Ga1 and Ga2, but there is 

an outlier with coordinates (88.5, 70). Such outliers serve as 

a serious warning that there may be errors in the entered data. 

Though it cannot be stated with absolute certainty, it can serve 

as a basis for the system to verify the entered data during data 

entry to ensure their accuracy. 

For each piece, the Pearson correlation was calculated be-

tween the piece’s area and its perimeter. Although the area 
should ideally be quadratically dependent on the linear di-

mensions of the piece, all pieces of the examined model 

showed a high level of linear correlation between the area and 

perimeter of the piece. This was most pronounced for piece 5  

(Fig. 5). On the other hand, scatterplot for Piece 3 Perimeter 

vs Area (Fig. 6) demonstrates some nonlinearity.  When ex-

amining the scatterplot of each piece, where one dimension 

represents the piece’s area and the other dimension represents 
the piece’s perimeter, outliers were discovered in several 
measurements of pieces (piece 1, piece 4) (Fig. 7, Fig. 8). The 

outlier for piece 1 with coordinates (5002, 678011) belongs to 

the same individual who had a suspicious ratio of measure-

ments Ga1 and Ga2. It is possible that the atypical measure-

ments resulted in the creation of a piece with an atypical 

shape. On the other hand, the outlier of piece 4 with coordi-

nates (10270, 2703263) belongs to piece for different individ-

ual (MF-Laura Š), that could show the problem with gener-
ated piece.  

 

 

Fig. 3. Correlation Csa === Pca 

 

Fig. 4. Correlation Ga1 === Ga2 

 

Fig. 5. Correlation Piece 5 Perimeter === Area 

 

Fig. 6. Correlation Piece 3 Perimeter ===  Area 
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Fig. 7. Correlation Piece 1 Perimeter ===  Area 

 

Fig. 8. Correlation Piece 4 Perimeter ===  Area 

B. Analysis of Data Using ChatGPT  

In recent times, there has been significant interest in utiliz-

ing artificial intelligence for identifying and analyzing vari-

ous characteristic patterns. In our research, we also opted to 

employ artificial intelligence to analyze our data. This ap-

proach could allow us to gain a broader and more in-depth 

insight into the data structure and uncover potential correla-

tions and characteristic trends that could be relevant to our 

research domain. For our study, we employed the freely avail-

able ChatGPT [16] tool provided by OpenAI [17]. Our objec-

tive was to analyze a dataset of human body measurements. 

However, the tool did not identify any outliers. Instead, it 

highlighted specific values that deviated from the overall da-

taset. 

 

For example: 

 

“Prof 1”: The body height of 164cm was relatively high 
compared to majority of the dataset, which primarily ranged 

between 156cm and 173.5cm. 

“Prof 2”: The bust volume of 38 stood out as notably higher 
than the other values, which ranged between 31 and 36.7. 

 

It's important to note that the tool did not provide a more 

comprehensive analysis of the dataset. 

To improve results and enhance analysis, datasets for 

ChatGPT should be preformatted to provide additional con-

text. Even when explicitly entering incorrect values, such as 

a height of 264cm, the tool only recognized the issue after 

performing a specific task to validate all body heights. After 

multiple iterations and attempts, we settled on the following 

prompt: "Analyze the quality of human body measurement 

data for sewing, identifying unusual values. The dataset con-

tains measurements in centimeters, with column headers on 

the first line." However, it should be noted that the tool 

yielded different results with each run. 

To utilize ChatGPT for data analysis, we would need to 

collect additional personal characteristic data such as weight, 

gender, geographic affiliation, and other data, which are cur-

rently unavailable to us. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

A method is proposed for automated quality control of in-

dividually tailored garment patterns. The essence of the ap-

proach is as follows: first, the designers create clothing mod-

els and present them to clients. From the various models, the 

client chooses the most suitable one and places an order for 

its production. This, in turn, requires the client to provide their 

body measurements, which can be significant in number, even 

up to 53. The designer then programs a pattern generation al-

gorithm that considers the client's measurements and is capa-

ble to generate high-quality garment patterns. Individual gar-

ments are then sewn from these patterns, providing the client 

with a more suitable fit compared to mass-produced options. 

Unfortunately, the number of prepared patterns is enor-

mous (over 175 different clothing models for more than 1000 

clients), and their inspection requires significant resources. 

Automated pattern inspection is proposed, where the area and 

perimeter of each pattern element are calculated, which are 

closely related (high correlation coefficient). If the correlation 

coefficient is below a critical threshold, individual pattern in-

spection is required. This method can also detect inaccuracies 

in the input of client measurements.   
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Abstract—While the emerging market of Generative Artificial
Intelligence (AI) is increasingly dominated and controlled by the
Tech Giants, there is also a growing interest in open-source AI
code and models from smaller companies, research organisations
and individual users. They often have valuable data that could
be used for training, but their computing resources are limited,
while data privacy concerns prevent them from sharing this
data for public training. A possible solution to overcome these
two issues is to utilise the crowd-souring principles and apply
federated learning techniques to build a distributed privacy-
preserving architecture for training Generative AI. This paper
discusses how these two key enablers, together with some other
emerging technologies, can be effectively combined to build a
community-driven Generative AI ecosystem, allowing even small
actors to participate in the training of Generative AI models by
securely contributing their training data. The paper also discusses
related non-technical issues, such as the role of the community
and intellectual property rights, and outlines further research
directions associated with AI moderation.

Index Terms—Generative AI, Federated Learning, Crowd-
Sourcing, Community, Conceptual Architecture, AI Moderation.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

GENERATIVE Artificial Intelligence (AI) refers to AI
models that can generate original content, such as text,

images, and music. Unlike traditional AI models that are
trained to recognise and classify existing data, Generative AI
models learn to generate new data by analysing patterns and
structures in large datasets. ChatGPT, developed by OpenAI
and sponsored by Microsoft, is admittedly the most prominent
example of Generative AI, while similar proprietary services
are also developed by the other Big Tech companies.1

At the same time, there is a growing interest in open-
source AI from smaller companies, research organisations and
individual users. It is, admittedly, not feasible for such small
players to compete with the Tech Giants individually, but
what if they could join forces to collectively challenge the
establishing monopoly and lead the development of Generative
AI using community-driven democratic principles?

1Please note that the main focus of this paper is on large language models
(LLMs) as the most prominent and representative example of Generative AI,
albeit the discussed concepts are applicable to a certain extent to other types
of AI-generated content, such as imagery and sound.

A. Motivating Example: Assisted Code Generation

The fact that these leading tools are proprietarily owned
or backed up by big corporations has major implications for
their usage and development. One of the biggest concerns
is the presence of bias, which not only naturally rises from
the data used to train the AI and the training algorithm but
is also artificially introduced in favour of the corporations’
commercial or political interests. This ‘intentional’ bias can
influence consumers who rely on Generative AI tools to
make decisions. Another source of bias is filtering, which
in theory is supposed to ensure that the generated content
meets certain criteria and is appropriate for its intended use.
In practice, however, the companies tend to play it safe and
apply excessive filtering just to protect themselves from pos-
sible ethical scandals. While this is understandable, enforcing
such filtering-based moderation may blur important aspects of
reality. For example, an AI tool that filters out all mentions of
a particular controversial topic may not accurately represent
the diversity of opinions.

Another source of bias is that these tools are usually trained
only on publicly available data scraped from the Internet, and
thus do not account for more specific and nuanced information
that is only accessible to private users. For example, if an
AI model is trained on public code repositories, it will not
incorporate the valuable information exchanged in private
corporate networks (e.g., repositories, chats, issue trackers),
although these are often considered a more trusted source
of professional knowledge than semi-professional answers
and informal discussions on Stack Overflow or Reddit. More
specifically, in the realm of programming and code generation,
these existing models trained on public data sources often
overlook a wealth of insights and professional exchanges
found in private corporate networks. These networks contain
note just code examples, but also specialised practices and in-
novative solutions, serving as valuable repositories of program-
ming knowledge. Yet, such smaller entities with their unique
knowledge are left out from contributing due to privacy and
security concerns, and their valuable information is thereby
excluded from training. Taken together, these limitations can
have significant implications for the accuracy and fairness of
the AI-generated output.
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B. Paper Contribution and Structure

With this paper we make a first step towards democratising
and de-monopolising this emerging market by designing a
community-driven Generative AI architecture. The proposed
conceptual architecture relies on several existing technologies,
which collectively represent a promising toolkit for building a
whole open ecosystem for Generative AI. Some key features of
the envisioned solution are the ability to preserve data privacy,
unbiased and fair model training, decentralised operation, and
transparent content moderation, among others. We claim that
the emerging field of Generative AI should not be monopolised
by the few Tech Giants, but rather collaboratively developed
and moderated by an open community of multiple stakehold-
ers, each providing their own perspective on this challenging,
yet exciting technology. In explaining the envisioned approach,
we also draw parallels with the core elements of democracy
to better communicate the proposed concepts and ideas.

The main contribution of this paper is a conceptual archi-
tecture of a community-driven ecosystem for Generative AI.
The description of this architecture is organised as follows.
Section II presents the main technologies underpinning the
design of the proposed architecture and describes their roles
and benefits. Section III draws parallels with similar relevant
projects and critically discusses assumptions and some further
research considerations. Section IV summarises the paper with
some concluding remarks.

II. TECHNOLOGICAL BUILDING BLOCKS

We now present the envisioned conceptual architecture by
describing its individual ‘building blocks’, as depicted in Fig.
1. The architecture can be seen as a vertical stack of tech-
nologies, which, we believe, provide a viable foundation for
building a community-driven Generative AI ecosystem. The
individual layers of the proposed stacked architecture build
upon one another, each providing technological foundation for
building the next layer. This layered structure is explained in
the following subsections starting from the very bottom layer
of hardware infrastructures.

Fig. 1. Main elements of a community-driven Generative AI ecosystem.

A. Ubiquitous connectivity and pervasive computing

Recent technological advances have paved the way for
ubiquitous connectivity [1] and pervasive computing [2] – the

two concepts which revolve around the idea of seamless and
pervasive access to computing resources and services. With the
pervasive availability of network connections, devices and sys-
tems are enabled to be seamlessly connected to the Internet or
other communication networks. It emphasises the widespread
access to high-speed Internet, wireless networks, and advanced
communication technologies. The goal of ubiquitous connec-
tivity is to ensure that people and devices can communicate
and access information from anywhere, at any time. This
connectivity enables the exchange of data, collaboration, and
interaction among various devices and systems.

At the same time, pervasive computing extends the concept
of ubiquitous connectivity by focusing on the integration
of computing capabilities into everyday objects and envi-
ronments. It involves embedding intelligence into a wide
range of personal devices and human-centred spaces, such
as smartphones, ‘wearables’, household appliances, vehicles,
buildings, etc.. The goal is to create an environment where
computing and information processing become seamlessly
integrated into people’s daily lives, without requiring explicit
user intervention. Together, these technological trends support
the growth of emerging technologies such as the Internet
of Things (IoT), smart cities, autonomous vehicles, real-time
analytics, and other applications requiring low latency, high
reliability, and efficient use of network resources [3].

Foundation for the next layer: Ubiquitous connectivity
and pervasive computing provide a distributed infrastructure
of heterogeneous network-connected devices equipped with
computing resources.

B. Edge Artificial Intelligence

The described advances in networking and computing ca-
pabilities of field-deployed devices underpin another relevant
concept – edge computing, which is a decentralised computing
paradigm that brings data processing and computation closer to
the data source or the ‘edge’ of the network, instead of relying
solely on centralised cloud servers [4]. In edge computing,
data processing and analytics are performed at or near the
device/sensor level instead of sending all data to a remote
data centre for processing. The advantages of edge computing
include:

• Reduced latency: By processing data locally at the edge,
response times can be significantly improved, enabling
near-real-time applications.

• Bandwidth optimisation: Edge computing reduces the
amount of data that needs to be transmitted to the cloud
or data centre, thus optimising network bandwidth usage
and reducing costs.

• Enhanced privacy and security: Local data processing
at the edge can help protect sensitive information by
reducing the exposure of data in transit and allowing for
localised security measures.

• Offline functionality: Edge devices can continue to oper-
ate and provide services even when connectivity to the
cloud is disrupted, ensuring uninterrupted functionality.
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Data processing at the edge can range from simple data
pre-processing operations to rather advanced AI analytics
using Machine Learning (ML). The latter, commonly known
as Edge AI, refers to the deployment of AI algorithms and
models directly on edge devices, such as smartphones, IoT
devices, edge servers, and other similar computing nodes [5].
It brings AI capabilities and decision-making closer to the
data source, minimising the need for data transmission to
centralised cloud servers. The key idea behind Edge AI is
to run complex ML-driven data analytics locally at the edge
device itself, without relying on continuous cloud connectivity
or sending data to remote data centres. This enables near-real-
time inference, reduces latency, saves bandwidth, enhances
privacy, and enables offline functionality even in the absence
of the Internet connection. All these features are especially
important to the healthcare domain where physiological data
collected by wearable or portable medical devices are pro-
cessed either directly on those devices or on a smartphone
acting as a wireless gateway [6], [7]. Similarly, the data privacy
and network bandwidth constraints are usually critical aspects
in various image and video recognition scenarios involving
CCTV cameras [8], [9].

Foundation for the next layer: Edge AI provides software
frameworks for deploying and running ML algorithms, as well
as data pre-processing on top of heterogeneous, potentially
resource-constrained edge hardware infrastructures.

C. Federated Learning

A natural next step in the Edge AI development was not
only to deploy pre-trained AI models and run inference, but
also to train the models at the edge. While individual edge
devices are still constrained in their computing capabilities to
perform heavy-weight model training, the promising solution
was to combine multiple devices into an aggregated pool of
computing resources and then orchestrate the iterative model
training process. This ML approach, known as federated learn-
ing, enables training models on decentralised data without the
need to transfer raw data to a central server [10]. In federated
learning, the training process takes place directly on edge
devices, such as smartphones, IoT devices, or local servers,
where the data is generated and stored. The main idea is to
bring the model training to the data rather than to move the
data to a central location.

Some prominent federated learning frameworks actively
developed and used by the community include Flower,2 Ten-
sorflow Federated,3 and OpenFL.4 Federated learning has
applications in various domains, including healthcare, finance,
smart devices, and more. It allows for collaborative learning
while maintaining data privacy, making it a promising ap-
proach for training models on sensitive or distributed data
sources. In the context of Generative AI, federated learning
can be applied to train LLMs in a distributed and privacy-
preserving manner. Instead of centralising the training data on

2https://flower.dev/
3https://www.tensorflow.org/federated/
4https://github.com/securefederatedai/openfl/

a single server, training can be performed directly on edge
devices or local servers where the data resides. The main
benefits of federated learning applied to Generative AI include:

• Privacy: Federated learning preserves data privacy since
the raw data remains on the edge devices and is not
directly shared with the central server. This is particularly
important when dealing with sensitive user data.

• Data localisation: Federated learning enables training
on data that is distributed across multiple devices or
locations, allowing for localised training and personalised
models while avoiding data silos.

• Efficiency: Training LLMs can generate a massive amount
of data, making communication between devices and the
central server resource-intensive. By training models on
edge devices, federated learning reduces the need for
data transmission over the network, saving bandwidth and
lowering communication costs.

• Distributed computing power: By promoting decen-
tralised ML, federated learning enables local nodes to
participate in the training process. This can improve
responsiveness, reduce latency, and enhance autonomy.
As a result, leveraging the computing power of multiple
devices or servers enables faster training of LLMs by
parallelising the training process. Such pooled computa-
tional and storage resources federated across a sufficiently
large set of participating nodes can even compete with the
infrastructural computing resources of the Tech Giants.

To avoid a potential bottleneck and a single point of failure,
the community has also proposed so-called gossip learning
[11], [12] inspired by the gossiping behaviour observed in
social networks, which involves the exchange of information
and model updates among participating nodes, rather than with
one central node. Gossip algorithms are distributed protocols
used for information dissemination and aggregation in de-
centralised systems [13]. In a gossip algorithm, information
spreads through the network by means of local peer-to-peer
interactions. The algorithm operates in rounds or iterations,
and in each round, a node (or a subset of nodes) selects one
or more neighbours to exchange information with. Over time,
the information spreads across the network as nodes continue
to interact and share information with their neighbours. In
addition to the default benefits of federated learning, gossip-
based extensions provide the following benefits:

• Scalability: Gossip learning can scale well with large
networks, as each node only needs to communicate with
a small number of other nodes at each iteration.

• Fault tolerance: Gossip learning is resilient to node
failures or network partitions. Even if some nodes become
unavailable, the information can still spread through the
network via other nodes.

• Adaptability to dynamic environments: Gossip learning
can adapt to changes in the network, such as nodes
joining or leaving dynamically, allowing for continuous
learning in evolving environments.

Gossip algorithms provide a decentralised and scalable
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approach for communication in federated learning, allowing
devices to collectively learn from each other while preserving
data privacy. They can also handle communication failures,
device churn, and heterogeneity in device capabilities. Various
gossip algorithms, such as random pairwise gossip, ring-based
gossip, or hierarchical gossip [14], can be employed depending
on the specific requirements and characteristics of the feder-
ated learning scenario. The main steps of a federated learning
setup, enhanced with gossip algorithms, are the following
(depicted in Fig. 2):

1) Initialisation: Each participating device initialises its
local model with an initial set of parameters.

2) Local training: Each device trains its local model using
own data, following a predefined training process. This
can involve multiple training iterations (i.e., epochs).

3) Communication and model exchange: A subset of de-
vices is selected to participate in the communication
process. The selection can be random or based on certain
criteria, such as device proximity or resource availabil-
ity. During the communication round, selected devices
exchange information, which can include sharing model
parameters, gradients, or other relevant updates.

4) Update aggregation: Next, each device updates its local
model by aggregating the received information from
other devices. The aggregation process can vary and may
include techniques like averaging, weighted averaging,
or more sophisticated aggregation strategies [10].

5) Repeat: Steps 2-4 are repeated for multiple communi-
cation rounds or until convergence criteria are met. The
goal is to iteratively refine the local models and improve
the global model without sharing raw data.

Fig. 2. Federated learning workflow based on crowd-sourced training data.

Foundation for the next layer: Federated learning provides
software frameworks for training a global model using private
datasets from distributed interconnected devices.

D. Crowd-sourcing

Federated learning makes it technically possible for dis-
tributed clients to participate in a collaborative model training
process. At the same time, it enables them to safely contribute
their local, potentially sensitive datasets for training. In the
context of Generative AI, these could be, for example, some

technical documentation within an internal corporate network
or photo images stored on a personal smartphone. The involve-
ment of human users or organisations in a federated setup is
strongly related to the concept of crowd-sourcing [15], which
can be used for training LLMs by harnessing the collective
efforts and knowledge of a diverse group of contributors.

In a broad sense, crowd-sourcing is a process of obtaining
services, ideas, or content by soliciting contributions from a
large group of people. It involves breaking down a global
task into small, discrete parts and distributing those parts
among participants, who then upon completion of their local
parts, contribute the outputs to achieve the global task. In
the context of LLM training, crowd-sourcing would assume
the participation of a large and diverse group of online users
contributing with their collected private datasets to train a
global AI model.

Incentive mechanisms play a crucial role in crowd-sourced
federated learning to encourage participation and cooperation
among the participating users and organisations [16]. These
mechanisms aim to align the interests of the participants with
the overall objectives of the federated learning process. Some
common incentive mechanisms applicable in this context can
be based on monetary, reputation or resource rewards given to
the crowd-sourcing participants. Admittedly, designing effec-
tive incentive mechanisms is a challenging task, as it requires
balancing the objectives of individual participants with the
global goals of the Generative AI system, at the same time
ensuring fairness, privacy, and end-to-end security.

Another important aspect of crowd-sourcing, provided a
sufficiently large number of participating actors, is the diversity
– i.e., crowd-sourcing allows for the inclusion of diverse
perspectives and linguistic variations in the training data,
enhancing the language model’s ability to handle different
languages, cultural contexts, competences, beliefs, etc. By
leveraging the collective intelligence and efforts of a diverse
group of contributors, crowd-sourcing enables the creation
of more robust and inclusive models. Taken together, the
sufficiently large number of participants and their diversity
in a federated crowd-sourcing setup will enable the so-called
wisdom of the crowd. The wisdom of the crowd is a concept
that suggests that a group of individuals collectively can make
better decisions or provide more accurate answers than an
individual expert [17]. It is based on the idea that aggregating
diverse opinions and knowledge from a large group leads to a
more reliable and accurate outcome. The wisdom of the crowd
relies on the inclusion of diverse independent viewpoints,
opinions, and knowledge. This way, when individuals with dif-
ferent backgrounds and perspectives contribute their insights,
it reduces biases and brings a wider range of information to
the decision-making process. It is assumed that errors or biases
present in individual opinions (i.e., the minority) are cancelled
out or outweighed by the collective judgement of the majority.
The wisdom of the crowd is a crucial milestone in collective
training of unbiased and fair Generative AI models.

Foundation for the next layer: Crowd-sourcing allows
using private datasets for training going beyond the publicly
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available data on the Internet, minimises bias and achieves fair
model training results via the wisdom of the crowd.

E. Hierarchical Moderation

A critical aspect of Generative AI is its moderation. AI
moderation refers to the process of regulating and controlling
the behaviour of AI systems to ensure they operate in a
responsible and ethical manner [18]. In an ideal scenario,
efficiently implementing crowd-sourcing and achieving the
described wisdom of the crowd will assume inherent self-
moderation, where the diversity and the large number of
participants will ensure that biases and errors of individual
training inputs are balanced out by the strengths of others.
This can be compared to the majority and plurality rules
in democracy – the principles of taking most popular group
decisions, where all expressed opinions are treated fairly by
giving each an equal weight.

Humanity, however, knows many examples when the ma-
jority was wrong. Therefore, a more realistic scenario is the
introduction of an additional moderation layer, which will rely
on the democratic power separation principles, such that no
single authority has the power to evaluate the accuracy of the
data or the model (as it happens now with the mainstream
Generative AI tools). Hierarchical moderation (or hierarchical
governance) is a model of content moderation and decision-
making that is structured in a hierarchical manner to ensure
the quality and reliability of its articles [18]. A notable
reference in this context is Wikipedia, which relies on a
distributed hierarchy of community-nominated and elected
editors to ensure the correctness and fairness of user-generated
content. Implementing a similar automated moderation system
for crowd-sourced LLMs would rely on training advanced
algorithms to detect and remove harmful or offensive content.
This could also involve creating separate models that are
trained on inappropriate content, allowing to identify simi-
lar content and flag it for review. It is important to note
that the moderation framework should respect the democratic
principles and operate in a collaborative and consensus-driven
manner. The community’s input and involvement are key to
maintaining the integrity and quality of the contents. The
hierarchical structure, policies, and roles need to be designed
to provide a framework for decision-making and to address
the described content moderation and quality control issues.

Noteworthy, maintaining oversight in community-driven AI
should not mean reinforcing entrenched biases or imposing a
single view of the truth. Rather, it should nurture an environ-
ment that enables AI to continually learn, unlearn, and relearn
in harmony with the evolving human insights. Essentially,
the moderation process should mirror the fluid nature of
understanding – a perpetual journey that encourages humility,
values diverse perspectives, and nourishes a communal spirit.
The focus should be on shared enlightenment and empathy,
fostering an AI that augments common human experiences
rather than homogenising or belittling them. This oversight
includes intensive testing of updates via a validation set,
real-time A/B testing, fairness, and bias evaluations, as well

as adversarial testing. These tests should be performed by
a diverse group of participants using their local validation
sets. The results from these tests need to be collated to
create a global metric that informs whether new knowledge
introduced into the community-driven AI requires modification
or complete exclusion.

Foundation for the next layer: Moderation enables pro-
ducing fair and accurate language models with minimum bias
or misinformation. This way, the models can be further safely
used in various applications.

F. Applications

Finally, with the rest of the elements in place, it will be
eventually possible to build the Generative AI software tools
based on the collaboratively-trained models. The scope of such
tools is not expected to differ from the currently being in use.
While new applications and use cases continue to emerge on
a daily basis, LLMs are already playing a key role in the
following scenarios: various chat bots, virtual assistants and
recommendation systems, content comprehension, generation
and moderation, sentiment analysis and opinion mining, to
name a few. It is expected that the unbiased and transparent
nature of the community-driven Generative AI tools will create
fair competition with the proprietary commercial tools, thus
also facilitating the increased quality of the available products.

Coming back to the motivating example, the proposed
community-driven Generative AI could provide an effective
solution to build a more accurate and intelligent assisted
coding functionality. Leveraging both crowd-sourcing and fed-
erated learning, organisations and individuals can contribute
their unique knowledge to the AI model, including proprietary
coding methodologies that may be less common in public
and open-source code. This non-public data could come from
private repositories, issue trackers and enterprise source code
management systems. Federated learning ensures privacy of
data by only sharing the updated model parameters, thereby
preserving the privacy of proprietary and sensitive information.
Simultaneously, the model becomes enriched with a diverse
range of programming knowledge, extending beyond what
public repositories can offer.

The practical implications of such an approach in the
field of programming could be transformative. Potential ben-
efits include more enhanced problem-solving capabilities, a
richer understanding of proprietary coding practices and im-
proved knowledge of lesser used programming languages.
This community-driven model could democratise AI within
the programming sphere, allowing even smaller contributors
to play a role in AI development. Careful considerations of
intellectual propoerty rights and the fostering of a robust
community to drive this process forward are necessary for the
successful implementation of this model. As such, the pro-
posed community-driven Generative AI provides a promising
alternative that not only addresses current limitations but also
promotes fair competition with proprietary commercial tools.
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III. ASSUMPTIONS AND FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, we discuss our concerns of non-technical
nature, which should also be taken into account, as well
research considerations going beyond the scope of this paper.

A. Role of the Community

Combined, the described technologies represent a powerful
toolkit for building a community-driven Generative AI ecosys-
tem, which can challenge the establishing plutocracy of big
corporations. We have already seen examples of similar large-
scale collaborative projects in the past. The most notable ex-
ample is NASA’s SETI@home project [19], which connected
more than 5 million users contributing their private computing
resourcing. A more recent example using federated learning
is the MELLODY project,5 which connected several medical
research institutions into a federated learning network used for
drug discovery in the pharmaceutical industry.

Also, the proposed vision shares many similarities with
various open-source software foundations, such as Linux,
Apache, and Eclipse. All these organisations are community-
driven and follow the principles of transparent and open
communication and code distribution. Therefore, an important
assumption of this proposed vision is the active involvement
of the community in establishing and further developing such
an open ecosystem for Generative AI. As we already argued,
even in the presence of crowd-sourcing and decentralised
gossip learning, there is still a need for aggregating the
model, developing the training algorithms, as well as the
moderation – all these activities cannot (and should not) be
fully decentralised.

B. Intellectual Property Rights

Intellectual property rights (IPR) is another important con-
sideration in the context of envisioned architecture, as it
involves collaboration and sharing of information among mul-
tiple parties, followed by generation of new creative content
and its eventual consumption by end users. While there is still
many open questions, the key considerations related to IPR
can be summarised as follows:

• Data and model ownership: In a federated learning setup,
the participants typically retain ownership of their data.
This means that the data used for training the models
remains under the control and ownership of the partici-
pants. At the same time, the resulting global model itself
may be subject to IPR. The ownership of the model
can vary depending on the agreements and arrangements
between the parties involved. It is the responsibility of the
community to establish clear guidelines and agreements
regarding the ownership and use of the trained models.

• Copyright: Copyright law protects original creative
works, such as text, images, music, or videos, from
unauthorised copying, distribution, or use. In the case of
Generative AI, questions arise regarding the ownership of
AI-generated content. Typically, the copyright ownership

5https://www.melloddy.eu/

is attributed to the human creator or the owner of the
AI system, as they provide the input and training data
for the AI model. In the proposed architecture, however,
there is no such single actor. Therefore, it is again up
to the community to decide and agree on the applicable
copyright ownership policies.

• Derivative works: Generative AI models can be used to
create derivative works based on existing copyrighted
material (i.e., private data crowd-sourced for federated
learning). The legal implications associated with the cre-
ation and use of such derivative works need to be further
explored, as they may require permission or licensing
from the original copyright holder.

The application of IP laws to generative AI raises complex
and evolving legal questions. Different jurisdictions may have
different interpretations and regulations regarding ownership,
copyright, and patentability of AI-generated works. As the
whole field continues to advance, legal frameworks are also
evolving to address the emerging challenges and opportunities.

C. Wisdom of the Crowd vs Epistemological Relativism

The responses generated by Generative AI, and LLMs in
particular, are based on statistical patterns and associations
learned from vast amounts of training data. While the models
themselves do not have the ability to directly assess the
majority opinion or conduct a voting process about what is
true and what is false, the crowd-sourcing method used to
collect the training data may rely on the previously described
wisdom of the crowd principle. By its nature, it assumes that
the sufficient number and diversity of contributors will ensure
that individual biases and possible errors will be levelled out
by the rest of the contributors. This can be seen as a strong as-
sumption, especially from the epistemological relativism point
of view. Epistemological relativism is a philosophical position,
according to which knowledge and truth are not absolute,
universal, or objective, but are instead relative to specific
individuals, cultures, societies, or historical contexts [20]. In
other words, different perspectives, beliefs, and interpretations
can be equally valid and legitimate, depending on the context
in which they arise. Epistemological relativism challenges the
notion of universal truths and emphasises the role of individual
perspectives and cultural contexts in shaping knowledge and
truth. It focuses on the diversity of subjective interpretations.
The wisdom of the crowd, on the other hand, suggests that
aggregating diverse perspectives and independent judgements
can lead to a single, more accurate outcome.

These two conflicting viewpoints again highlight the need
for a thoroughly designed community-driven moderation
framework in the proposed architecture. The outputs of LLMs
are influenced by the distribution of the training data, in-
evitably containing certain biases and limitations. Even in the
presence of a moderation framework, when using LLMs in
applications involving decision-making or opinion represen-
tation, it is crucial to consider the limitations and potential
biases in the training data and to supplement the outputs with
appropriate human judgement and critical evaluation.
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D. Bio-inspired Decision Making and Moderation

One possible way of enhancing the conventional AI moder-
ation is to enhance it existing approaches from other relevant
scenarios. Multiple crowd-sourcing contributors participating
in a federated learning setup can be seen as individual agents
providing their individual information into the global shared
pool. Research approaches in the direction of multi-agent
systems [21] developed many decentralised decision-making
mechanisms inspired from malty-party auctions, arbitration,
etc. Swarm intelligence [22] learns how advanced intelligence
emerges from a swarm of low-intelligent individuals. Fur-
thermore, as a step towards Artificial General Intelligence,
community-driven Generative AI could also benefit from even
more advanced mechanisms to address the challenge of de-
centralised decision making and moderation, and look into
bio-inspired approaches and, more specifically, into how such
processes are organised within a human brain.

Although it may sound counter-intuitive, a human brain is
a highly decentralised system. A commonly accepted mod-
ern theory explains a brain’s decision making based on a
global neuronal workspace [23]. When individual inputs from
the body arrive, multiple local processors within the brain
autonomously perform continuous analysis of different parts
of the input, also in combination with the local knowledge
available to them. The results from these local processors
are then ‘broadcast’ to a global neuronal workspace, from
where other local processors can receive them. These other
local processors may (or may not) find certain shared results
interesting, pick them up for further evaluation and eventu-
ally place them back into the workspace. This way, certain
results become more ‘popular’ than others, resulting in more
and more local processors noticing and picking them up,
and eventually becoming the final decision adopted by the
whole brain. This process is to a great extent again similar
to the majority and plurality principles observed in modern
democracy. Applying this bio-inspired global workspace the-
ory to the community-driven Generative AI for decentralised
decision making and moderation might be an interesting and
promising direction, which is however still at a very early stage
of explorations [24]. Many fundamental challenges remain
unaddressed, such as how to effectively broadcast local results,
how to attract attention of relevant agents, how to evaluate and
define the winning majority of the results, etc.

E. Federated Machine Unlearning

Within the sphere of community-driven AI, the elimination
of unwelcome content already present in the trained models is
of paramount importance. Sources of such undesirable content
could be manifold. For example, adversarial data, when used
in the training of generative AI models, can infuse inaccurate
information into the resulting model. Likewise, adversarial
attacks might leak confidential data kept within the model
or users might occasionally produce data, such as inadver-
tent search queries leading to incorrect recommendations.
Furthermore, community-driven AI systems, when trained on
public datasets, often unintentionally inherit deep-seated racial

and cultural biases. All such undesirable content contributes
to encouraging biases, spreading harm, and eroding human
dignity, and therefore should be wiped out from the models.

To this end, another important aspect of community-driven
AI moderation is unlearning [25], [26] – i.e., excluding
some training results after they have already been included
in the model. Federated machine unlearning represents the
collective process of detecting sensitive and inaccurate pre-
dictions in a community-driven AI model and collaboratively
unlearning the information housed within the model. This
collaboration might commence with an individual’s proposal
to unlearn a category, a sample, a task, user-contributed
data, or a data stream created by the AI. Once a proposal
is tabled, the community should embark on an open and
transparent process of consensus-building regarding what to
unlearn and the specific methodology to follow. Every stage
of the consensus-building journey for each proposal should
be documented and retrievable. Upon reaching a consensus,
new datasets for training should be constructed to revise what
was previously learned. As an example, Wu et al. [27] delve
into federated machine unlearning by reversing the stochastic
gradient descent process for training and implementing elastic
weight consolidation. After the fine-tuning/training phase, it
is crucial to confirm and quantify the level of unlearning [28]
achieved within the updated AI model. The data generated
for ‘forgetting’ should challenge the model to reveal sensitive
and incorrect information intended to be forgotten. Metrics
should assess the degree of forgetting realised by the model in
a recurring unlearning process. Federated machine unlearning
is an innovative and emerging field where building consensus
and unlearning present considerable challenges.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we aimed to challenge the establishing
monopoly of the Big Tech on the Generative AI market
by proposing a conceptual architecture for community-driven
Generative AI. The envisioned architecture consists of sev-
eral technological building blocks, among which we consider
crowd-sourcing and federated learning to be the main enablers.
By soliciting training data from a wide range of contribut-
ing parties, crowd-sourcing can capture a range of opinions,
insights, and expertise that might otherwise be missed, thus
providing a more comprehensive and unbiased view on a topic
than any individual or organisation can offer. By drawing
on a wider pool of perspectives and experiences this way,
crowd-sourcing can help achieving the so-called wisdom of
the crowd, where the collective intelligence arises from the
aggregation of individual opinions, perspectives, and experi-
ences, which can cancel out errors and biases and lead to more
accurate and robust outcomes. At the same time, federated
learning will ensure that data will remain private, since it
assumes that instead of sending data samples to the central
server, each client performs local training on its own data,
and only exposes the updated model parameters which are
then aggregated and shared back to the participating clients.
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We have also considered several assumptions and potential
research directions which still need further investigations.
These include the important role of the community that will
drive the whole development process, the IPR implications
associated with the AI-generated content, the general epis-
temological concerns of the knowledge used to train the
AI models, and finally possible ways of enhancing the AI
moderation system by applying bio-inspired decision making
and federated machine unlearning. Addressing all these open
questions requires input from multiple stakeholders, including
technologists, researchers, content creators, and ordinary users,
as well as policy makers and civil society organisations.
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Abstract—In the field of logistics, there is a significant 

shortage of qualified employees. Artificial Intelligence (AI) can 

help solve that problem supporting existing employees and 

reducing their workload. However, large amounts of data to 

train AI models are required and, in most cases, due to lack of 

trust between companies, model training is based solely on 

locally stored data from logistics providers and some publicly 

available datasets. To address this data scarcity issue, a proposed 

solution is to employ federated learning (FL), in the context of 

data trust (DT) by training AI models across multiple 

companies, based on both centralized data, within the DT 

platform and decentralized data from logistics providers data 

silos, while ensuring data sharing access at the attribute level. 

This paper proposes this approach and points out the 

importance of data sharing for effective model training for 

solving workforce challenges in logistics. 

Index Terms— data trust, federated learning, logistics, 

machine learning, artificial intelligence  

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

According to Germany's domestic freight transport sta-

tistics in 2021, 37.6% of transport vehicles were empty at 

every driven kilometer, a recurring trend as in previous 

years [1]. Additionally, the degree of utilization of loading 

capacity and transport performance has decreased from 

40% in 2002 to 34.7% in 2021 and 45.9% to 41.4% respec-

tively [1]. The degree of utilization of loading capacity is 

defined as how full a vehicle is in relation to its total load-

ing capacity. The transport performance is a statistic that 

summarizes various key figures for freight transport. At the 

European Union level, one in every five kilometers is trav-

elled by an empty vehicle in 2020 and an average of 24% 

of national transport is empty [2], [3]. Another problem is 

                                                           
 The position paper is funded by Federal Ministry of Education and 
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NextGenerationEU. 

the shortage of drivers and logistics workers with high per-

centages of unfilled positions in various roles [4]. The lo-

gistics industry also faces issues related to communication, 

collaboration, flexibility in capacity planning [5] and the 

lack of reliance in existing online platforms [6]. 

To address these challenges, the use of data trust (DT) 

platforms as secure and transparent platforms for data ex-

change and storage [6] has been proposed. This DT is a 

neutral entity that serves a DT ecosystem for data exchange 

and is managed by a transparent and non-profit organiza-

tion. This DT should implement state-of-the-art data secu-

rity techniques that meet the requirements of logistics com-

panies, including efficient access and usage control con-

cepts at the attribute level, based on the logistics business 

data. This paper builds upon the ongoing TRANSIT pro-

ject at the University of Leipzig in exchange with the par-

ticipating logistics providers [7], as well as on research in 

current freight exchange platforms [8]. 

The idea is to support logistics service providers with 

artificial intelligence (AI) in the context of a DT platform. 

This can be done by providing incentives or creating a ben-

efit for platform usage and thus addressing the shortage of 

qualified workers [9]. Examples of AI support include as-

sisting workers in calculating transport prices, which is 

currently a complex process or helping them to find poten-

tial cooperation partners, because many of these processes 

are manual and based on the knowledge of just a few em-

ployees within a company. To achieve accurate results, a 

substantial amount of business data from each logistics 

provider is necessary [10]. However, this data are primarily 

stored in the local data silos of the logistics company rather 

than the DT platform. However, many companies prefer 

not to upload data to DT platform. Data minimization in 
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the General Data Protection Regulation (GPDR) [11] and 

potentially much larger historical data can be among the 

reasons.  

Leveraging this vast source of data, without transporting 

and transforming it within the platform, is a challenge, but 

it increases the trust of logistics companies. The utilization 

of federated learning (FL) and efficient usage control for 

the external data stores provides a solution within a DT 

[12]. This solution trains the models in each of the data si-

los. Therefore, a comparable input format is required. Then 

the data trustee will act as a neutral authority at this point, 

advising the logistician on how to transform the data lo-

cally to obtain high-quality training data for any training 

purpose. The combination of DT and FL has the following 

advantages: 

• Reducing the effort to merging, combining, and 

normalizing the local heterogeneous data 

• High scalability on distributed and heterogene-

ous hardware 

• Enhanced security, as there is no direct access 

to the locally stored data 

• Enrichment of the data with publicly available 

data 

To leverage this large amount of data and achieve a crit-

ical mass of users, it is crucial to train AI models securely 

and fairly [13]. A significant research topic in FL is ensur-

ing fairness in the returned results obtained by users based 

on the quantity and quality of data used for training the 

model, as well as its impact on global model parameters 

and gradients. This idea is particularly relevant to the lo-

gistics sector, where established companies do not want to 

share the information which they have collected over the 

years and which shows some internals, like the price cal-

culation. 

Therefore, an effective mechanism for training and 

maintaining the model is important when considering sce-

narios where start-ups want to participate with their limited 

data or attackers want to obtain a data leak that reveals 

business secrets. For this proposal, the central global 

model should not predict exact values. Also, the parame-

ters of the shared model should be noisy so that it is im-

possible to obtain data used during model training. Further-

more, the predictions and the downloaded model should be 

adjusted in accuracy based on the amount of data that a 

company has provided to the model training. 

By adopting this approach, the platform can increase its 

usage, efficiently and effectively address the shortage of 

skilled workers, and facilitate better management and col-

laboration. The utilization of federated AI to consider var-

ious aspects of the market through a combined overall 

model, such as preventing price dumping by calculating 

fair market prices, provides benefits to all companies and 

will increase the usage of the platform. 

II. RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND 

This section provides an overview of related work and 

research that impacts on successful realization of the pro-

posed solution. Topics which will be related to problem-

solving are DT platforms, access, and usage control and at 

least FL. 

A. Data trust 

The concept of Data Trust (DT) has been introduced as 

a means of facilitating the exchange of data between dif-

ferent entities [6]. This DT can be imagined as a neutral 

entity, such as a not-for-profit organization or a transparent 

company, that establishes a data sharing ecosystem. This 

instance provides the infrastructure for data sharing, which 

can be designed in different ways, such as DT as a service 

[13]. 

The actors defined in the context of DT are the data trus-

tee, data provider and data user. The data trustee is respon-

sible for providing the above-mentioned infrastructure. 

The data provider, which can be a company or person, con-

tributes the data for sharing. This can involve transmitting 

the data to the platform and storing it there or transmitting 

it directly to the data user while the metadata from the data 

source are stored securely on the DT.  

This data user, represents persons and companies that 

utilize the provided data to develop innovative products for 

the data provider or other clients. However, they are not 

authorized to sell the data without the permission of the 

data provider, and they can only process the data on the 

terms and conditions agreed with the data provider. 

Managing a DT involves considering a number of as-

pects, including internal governance, user interaction and 

market structure, which are introduced in [14]. Legal reg-

ulations, such as GDPR and Data Governance Act (DGA), 

also are related to this issue when managing data within a 

platform or as part of a DT [15], [11]. One approach, intro-

duced by Lomotey et al. [13] is DT as a Service, wherein 

the data trustee deploys a DT platform for a specific appli-

cation domain and integrates services into the platform on 

demand. 

It is important to note that the data trustee does not gen-

erate revenue by handling the data. Instead, the DT fi-

nances itself through user license fees or providing addi-

tional services in consultation with the data providers. 

B. Access and Usage Control 

Access and usage control are essential for ensuring data 

security within the platform. This fine-grained access con-

trol ensures that data providers can define access permis-

sions at the attribute level of entities, such as the street of 

an address. It should then support centralized and decen-

tralized scenarios, to enable secure data sharing between 

logistic service providers and researchers. To fulfill these 

requirements, access and usage control concepts need to be 
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analyzed, evaluated, and continuously developed at the 

conceptual and implementation levels. One recommended 

access control architecture for the underlying DT platform 

is the zero-trust model [16] where each data access request 

is thoroughly evaluated and can be combined with differ-

ent access control mechanisms. 

Table 1 provides an overview of existing access control 

concepts. Through preliminary research, literature review 

and analysis of existing software, it became apparent that 

a specific problem could not be solved directly and re-

quired workarounds. A major logistics requirement, which 

relates to setting permissions at the attribute level, is often 

addressed by mapping at the entity level, where a unique 

identifier exists. In addition, certain parts of the data may 

need to be shared with all platform participants, such as 

when seeking collaboration partners, while ensuring that 

certain government agencies have full access to a com-

pany’s data. It is additionally important for the data pro-
vider to be able to distinguish and configure which indi-

viduals, or companies can access their data. 

Furthermore, in the context of implementation of artifi-

cial intelligence in the DT platform, there is a need for use 

control to regulate how data can be processed. In this way, 

it is possible for all parties involved in logistics to deter-

mine which models can use their data for training pur-

poses. The preferred access model is Attribute-Based Ac-

cess Control (ABAC) because it can also incorporate Iden-

tity-Based Access Control (IBAC) and Role-Based Access 

Control (RBAC) as attributes of a sign-on user, providing 

a higher level of granularity. Relation-based access control 

(ReBAC) and usage control (UCON) are suitable for more 

complex use cases and are not currently required for this 

DT implementation. The advantage of using ReBAC is to 

define access on an flexible data model [17] and allow 

clean and fast retrieval of access rights, but in actual im-

plementation it needs a unique identifier for all entities, 

which is not always present in logistics data exchange, as 

they also share data at the attribute level. 

C. Federated Learning 

FL is an approach to AI in which the data are kept in 

local data silos, and the algorithm is applied to those silos 

for training purposes. However, the data must be trans-

formed locally into a comparable input format before the 

training. The trained models can then be merged either cen-

trally or in a decentralized manner. This concept was first 

introduced by Mahan et al. [18] and involves multiple iter-

ative steps in the training process including client selec-

tion, client computation, model aggregation, model update 

and convergence checking. 

In the client selection step, the coordinator or an algo-

rithm in the P2P network chose clients based on various 

criteria. These criteria include historical activity, such as 

previous involvement in the training process or computa-

tion time, as well as factors such as model quality, influ-

ence on the global model, quality of training data, and tech-

nical characteristics such as network bandwidth and 

memory. 

The calculation step is then executed on the selected cli-

ents. They receive the global model trained in previous 

training rounds or initialized with gradients and execute 

training with their local data and the specified computa-

tional parameters. 

The next step involves aggregating of the locally trained 

models. Multiple approaches for model aggregation exist, 

which may include verification of the model on cybersecu-

rity, etc. [23]. To address privacy concerns, concepts such 

as Differential Privacy (DP) or Homomorphic Encryption 

(HE) can be applied before transmitting the local model 

[24]. On the one hand, this approach provides the ad-

vantage of securing locally sensitive data. On the other 

hand, there are challenges such as longer convergence 

times in certain cases of high privacy with DP and in-

creased computational overhead using HE. In addition, 

there is a commonly used approach where not all selected 

clients need to send their updated model; only the majority 

of clients participate in the aggregation. 

In the fourth step, the coordinator or selected clients in a 

decentralized environment updates the model. A variety of 

algorithms can be used for this update. These include gra-

dient averaging and optimization techniques such as the 

Adam optimizer [24]. The aim is to speed up the conver-

gence process and to improve the accuracy of the resulting 

model. It is also beneficial to adopt a secure aggregation 

protocol to enhance cyber security [24], but at the cost of 

increased communication overhead. 

The last step is to verify that the convergence criteria 

have been met, typically by evaluating whether the conver-

gence error is below a predefined threshold. The purpose 

of this step is to ensure that the training process has 

achieved a satisfactory level of accuracy of the resulting 

model. If the algorithm does not converge, it restarts from 

the selection step. 

In the field of FL, recent studies have identified four 

main research directions [10], [25], [26]: cybersecurity, 

fairness, optimization of aggregation and computation of 

heterogeneous FL [10] and the analysis of these points in 

the context of blockchain technology [27]. 

Attempts have been made to combine these research di-

rections and design a comprehensive framework or FL al-

gorithm that addresses openness, security, fairness, and de-

centralization. Such a successful attempt can be found in 

TABLE I. 

ACCESS CONTROL 

concept 
short 

description 

Source 

IBAC identity-based [16] 

RBAC role-based [17] 

ABAC attribute-based [16], [18] 

ReBAC relation-based [19] 

UCON usage control [20] 
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[28], which entails further testing and analysis in logistics 

assuming a DT environment. 

Recent directions in FL explore centralized pre-training 

of models to improve convergence and accuracy [29]. In 

this setting, proxy data do not present the same privacy 

concerns as in a DT scenario, so that privacy mechanisms 

such as DP must also be applied at this point. Adaptive 

central training methods in FL for faster convergence have 

also been proposed [30]. Furthermore, there is ongoing re-

search on the combination of FL and central learning, 

which is called mixed FL (MFL) [31], [32]. Until now, 

MFL has focused on analyzing independent and identically 

distributed (iid) settings, especially in the horizontal FL 

(HFL) approach, to achieve better results in terms of con-

vergence, accuracy, communication time, and cost [31]. 

However, for both federated and centralized data in the 

context of a DT, these algorithms have yet to be fully con-

sidered from a privacy and fairness perspective. 

Furthermore, hybrid FL (HFL) has been introduced as 

another approach that combines HFL and vertical FL 

(VFL) [33] and shows promise for future work. HFL and 

VFL each refer to data distribution and require different 

algorithms. The presence of both data distributions and 

other federated learning paradigms requires evaluation to 

determine their potential benefits in terms of convergence 

time and accuracy. Hetero FL [34] is another approach that 

allows training a global model based on different local 

model architectures. This is particularly relevant for logis-

tics DT, where data access is handled at the attribute level, 

which may be different for each logistics service provider. 

Regarding privacy, there are ideas for knowledge trans-

fer [35], with research focusing primarily on public cen-

tralized data and transferring knowledge from the locally 

trained models using one-way knowledge transfer. 

Despite these research directions, there are still open is-

sues that need to be addressed. Kairouz et al. [36] examine 

various challenges associated with federated learning (FL), 

including the context of cross-silo FL and fairness. The 

term "cross-silo" refers to the process of training models 

across multiple organizations, each managing large data si-

los. These issues include the absence of certain features 

due to varying data sharing rules and incomplete data en-

try, which can affect data trust. Other problems are diffi-

culties in data normalization, like different storage formats 

and inconsistency of data and labels, differences in privacy 

policies among logistics service providers, and fairness 

concerns regarding the selection of training participants 

based on available hardware and further features. 

 Many of them can be still optimized, validated and fur-

ther developed in the context of DT environment. In addi-

tion, there is a need to explore the combination of the HFL 

and MFL approaches, which includes the basic distribution 

of the data to a data trustee in the logistics domain. 

III. PROTOTYPE 

For the prototype, a new access and usage control mech-

anism will be implemented first to fulfill the requirements 

of a secure DT with specific requirements in logistics. 

Once this implementation is complete, the following stage 

involves requirements engineering, implementation and 

deployment of the FL framework on a scalable engine, 

such as Docker [37]. 

A. Access Control for data trustees in 

logistics 

To meet the requirements of protecting and sharing data 

at the attribute level, for both internal and external data, the 

access control model should be designed using state-of-

the-art techniques. 

An access control mechanism based on ABAC, in more 

specific Next Generation Access Control (NGAC), should 

be implemented to secure the internal data and to be able 

to share it with other logistics service providers and re-

searchers. Through an access control system for FL, re-

searchers only have access to the in- and output of the FL 

Framework and not directly to the data. 

This access control will be implemented as an extension 

of the Policy Machine [38], in which NGAC is already in-

tegrated. This framework can also be used with other ac-

cess mechanisms such as RBAC. However, fine-grained 

data sharing at the attribute level, which is essential for lo-

gistics, has not yet been integrated. 

 Figure 1 illustrates the initial design draft of the access 

data model, which will serve as a repository for the storage 

of the access rules. In addition to this model, there are four 

group categories and several further restrictions. These 

groups are categorized as standard, FL-internal, FL-exter-

nal and any. Considering that the platform is designed for 

logistics, the term "company" is used in the following text 

to refer to these groups. The standard company represents 

the logistic companies themselves. The FL-internal com-

pany consists of the platform provider and those who re-

quire access to the data for the FL training. They can get it 

through the FL control access model via a search API, 

which is only available to specific individuals or for inter-

nal data exchange to the FL framework. The FL-external 

company is formed by researchers who are allowed to train 

AI models by executing jobs through an API, but they are 

not permitted to have direct access to the data. There is al-

ways a mandatory privacy measure for trained models, 

with minimal privacy requirements for AI models returned 

to this company. The fourth company is called any and 

consists of all company members who also have access to 

the standard company type. 

The user’s access is determined by the group to which 

they belong, with additional consideration given to roles 

within standard and any company. If the data come from 

the user's company or has been shared, there is a second 
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level of access control. In terms of training, FL algorithms 

have two levels of access. They can either use only a com-

pany's own data, or they can access all shared data from 

companies. This works according to the permissions 

granted by the logistics service providers. This two-level 

access provides better control over data usage and provides 

an incentive for the platform. The next step involves the 

transformation in the NGAC access schema and extends it 

with the attribute level and metadata access control 

schema. 

B. Data trust in logistics 

The DT is a web service designed to secure and manage 

logistics company data. Direct access to the data is re-

stricted by the participating companies and can be shared 

with other companies or utilized as training input in the FL. 

An overview of data trust is shown in Fig. 2 and the FL 

concept is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 2 shows the companies, the 

data providers and users and the data trustee, who have ac-

cess to the data and the processing unit based on the access 

control rules. 

To increase participants' trust in the platform, the DT in-

corporates state-of-the-art techniques such as Zero Trust 

Architecture [16] with micro-segmentation, which brings 

the access control mechanism closer to the data source 

[17]. The DT also aims to encourage companies to provide 

their own data for research purposes. The first incentive is 

that the platform provider acts as a data trustee under a 

non-profit organization. The second stimulus is the poten-

tial benefit of utilizing a federated pricing model or being 

recommended as a potential collaboration partner if a com-

pany shares its data for FL. Another important aspect to 

consider is fairness in terms of prediction accuracy based 

on the data provided. The fourth encouragement concerns 

the data available to researchers, who will only have access 

to the FL framework and not directly to the data. 

For protection against privacy attacks on AI models, any 

external access to the model should be subject to a manda-

tory privacy mechanism. These trained models can then be 

utilized by data scientists and companies for a variety of 

use cases, such as numerous pricing models or other pre-

dictions, such as time optimization or CO2 reduction. 

There are also ongoing research efforts exploring new data 

platforms [39], model input parameter selection [40] and 

pricing strategies in competition between new and existing 

logistics service providers [41]. 

Furthermore, depending on the role within the AI eco-

system and whether the data is provided by companies for 

training or only used by researchers, there should be con-

trol over the use of the trained models, as well as the accu-

racy and privacy of the predictions. 

C. FL-DT 

Based on the access control model of the metadata for 

AI training, an FL training framework will be developed. 

The architectural concept is illustrated in Fig. 3, where 

companies, the data trustee and researchers have access to 

the FL training environment, secured by access control. In 

this example, a company participates in the training with 

its local data. The infrastructure for the platform and the 

FL framework is hosted on a scalable framework network. 

The first module is data preprocessing. This is where the 

data are transformed or pre-processed to get the local data 

in a comparable input format. For this purpose, the data are 

transferred to a " trusted environment". This environment 

can be hosted either at the logistics provider, in the plat-

form on the scalable environment, or at a provider trusted 

by the logistics provider. The logistician decides where this 

environment exists. 

 It is like a container that takes care of data preparation 

and model training. Within the „trusted environment,” it is 
now possible to transform the data, which can be done by 

the logistician itself or in exchange with the neutral entity 

of the data trustee, to obtain high quality training data. Ad-

ditionally, the data can be scaled using a pre-configured 

and secure scaler. This scaler can be pre-trained solely on 

the central data from the same company or with privacy 

additions from all companies. At this point, it should also 

be possible to tag the imported data with release numbers 

for reproducibility and explainability. It should also be pos-

sible to delete a release if the logistician wishes to do so or 

regulatory rights require this. 

Once this data has been provided, the training phase can 

commence. This involves addressing various gaps that are 

specific to DT in logistics and FL. Due to the secure infra-

structure approach, all data access and exchange pass 

Fig. 1 Access Data Model – initial draft Fig.2 Concept of DT. Icons are from [42]. 
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through the access control module, ensuring authentication 

and authorization. To address this privacy concerns during 

the training phase, privacy mechanisms such as DP or one-

time passwords be employed for the model's data ex-

change. At this point, blockchain technology would be 

avoided. This is due to transactional time limitations and 

legal requirements, such as the right to erasure outlined in 

the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), where 

only some research idea results are available [43], which 

are not yet as effective as they need to be. 

The model initialization and pretraining is the first step 

and different approaches exist based on security and fair-

ness considerations. One solution is to pre-train a central 

model for faster convergence [29], but in the context of DT 

with sensitive data and no public data. The second ap-

proach is to use MFL. The question of which FL approach 

can help to overcome the challenges posed by different 

data distributions and sharing combinations in the logistics 

domain is crucial at this step. 

The second step involves training of the model. In this 

step, the model is transmitted to the "trusted environment" 

where the pre-processed local data are stored. During the 

training phase, only the model itself and the training pa-

rameters are exchanged with this environment. It is im-

portant to implement security measures to ensure that the 

model works well, while considering the security implica-

tions for the participants. One approach to achieve this is 

the utilization of Differential Privacy (DP). 

During training it may be possible to use alternative 

models, due to different attribute sharing levels between 

the companies. This could work similarly to transfer learn-

ing, whereby the model first trained to the same output er-

ror as the central model and then further trained on local 

data. If this local model works better for their specific use 

cases, it can be saved and accessed exclusively by the com-

pany. 

 After the training phase, the models are returned to the 

center where the models are combined by various algo-

rithms or where FL-PATE [35], a knowledge transfer algo-

rithm, would be used. Subsequently, another set of central 

data is then utilized to train the model. 

The next step involves testing whether the model con-

vergence criteria have met. If the criteria are satisfied, the 

central model is stored in a data repository accessible to 

logistics service providers for their predictions, such as the 

delivery price. The accuracy will be different, or a range of 

output values will be predicted based on the quality and 

quantity of data supplied by the company for FL training. 

Researchers can download their trained models based on 

their chosen configurations or algorithms, with an addi-

tional privacy budget, such as DP, to ensure privacy preser-

vation. 

IV. FUTURE WORK 

This paper presents a concept of the FL paradigm that is 

based on a DT in the logistics domain. Implementing the 

concept of FL framework in a scalable, secure, fair, and 

adaptable manner is aimed at in future work. Therefore, the 

focus would be on the following points that should be con-

sidered and researched. 

A pre-research topic is to discover pricing models, as 

discussed in [44], and to find methods to automatically se-

lect relevant input attributes based on the secure DT and 

FL approach. 

Furthermore, MFL and pre-trained FL be explored for 

faster convergence and higher accuracy with secure train-

ing. Next, HFL is an important topic for this FL approach. 

This happens because there are horizontal data across com-

panies. On the other hand, there is also vertical data, such 

as shared orders, which are provided in diverse ways by 

the two companies involved in an FL training session. The 

approach must also be developed so that all shared data can 

be effectively incorporated into the training of the AI in 

accordance with the data sharing rules. For the central data 

in MFL, where the central data is also secret, a secure par-

adigm for the training process must also be used to ensure 

secure computation. For this task, it is necessary to be 

GPDR compliant, e.g., with secure aggregation [24]. Then 

fairness principles are required, to avoid over-representa-

tion of a single company in the AI prediction. Furthermore, 

exploring alternative incentives for companies to share 

their data is also essential and how these can be incorpo-

rated into the model training. 

Considering asynchronous, decentralized, or hierar-

chical FL approaches in the context of a DT can be benefi-

cial to achieve faster convergence and avoid single points 

of failure, which is also a part of further research. Finally, 

a scalable approach should be developed that works in a 

cluster setup for scalability. 

This implementation will be empirically evaluated 

based on real data from small companies in Saxony, Ger-

many, which, as usual, are interested in receiving an incen-

tive and providing their business data for this purpose. 
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Abstract—Multispectral imaging flow cytometry (MIFC) is
capable of capturing thousands of microscopic multispectral cell
images per second. Deep Learning Algorithms in combination
with MIFC are currently applied in different areas such as
classifying blood cell morphologies, phytoplankton cells of water
samples or pollen from air samples or pollinators. The goal of
this work is to train classifiers for automatic and fast processing
of new samples to avoid labor-intensive and error-prone manual
gating and analyses and to ensure rigor of the results. In this
study we compare state of the art Deep Learning architectures
for the use case of multispectral image classification on datasets
from three different domains to determine whether there is a
suitable architecture for all applications or if a domain-specific
architecture is required. Experiments have shown that there are
multiple Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architectures that
show comparable results with regard to the evaluation criteria
accuracy and computational effort. A single architecture that
outperforms other architectures in all three domains could not
be found.

Index terms—Computer Vision, Classification, Deep Learning,
Multispectral Imaging Flow Cytometry

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTISPECTRAL imaging flow cytometry (MIFC) has
been recently shown to be useful for environmental

monitoring of plant-pollinator interactions and assessment of
food and water quality [1], [2], [3]. This measuring technique,
originally designed for immunological analyses as blood cell
analysis, allows to separate single cells from a fluid suspension
by hydro-dynamically focusing of a sample stream in a nar-
rowing flow cell, surrounded by a sheath stream. The resulting
acceleration of the cells, in conjunction with the hydrodynamic
forces acting on them, separates the cells in the liquid flow.
Once the cells occur as single cells in the sample stream they
will be imaged by CCD (charge-coupled device) cameras. Two

We thank the German Research Foundation for support via the iDiv
Flexpool Funding projects Grant Number: Grant Number: 34600830-13,
(‘PolDiv’-Project) and Grant Number: RA-373/20 (iCyt - Support Unit).
Furthermore, we thank Prof. Dr. Patrick Maeder and David Boho from
University Ilmenau for their valuable thoughts during the preparation of the
study and all student helpers and interns for help during image annotation.

cameras take independent images from LED illumination of
the cells (brightfield images), images from different laser exci-
tation and respective light emission of the cells (fluorescence
images) as well as images from red light illumination (scatter
images). The instrument is capable of capturing 12 images
per particle (two brightfield, nine fluorescence and one scatter
image) with a sample throughput of up to 2000 particles/s [1],
[2], [4]. The high sample throughput allows for an unprece-
dentedly high measuring efficiency in comparison to the tradi-
tional benchmark of manual microscopy. The images produced
by the imaging flow cytometer instrument come with some
specifics in comparison to other images used in common image
recognition tasks. As the microscopic images are recorded in
high throughput, they have a relatively low resolution (a pixel
size of 0.5 × 0.5 µm) but at the same time, a high number
of images per sample can be collected (500-5000 particles
à 12 images/particle). In addition, MIFC already provides
images where the object of interest is depicted in the image
center and the images have a uniform background. We could
already demonstrate the successful application of the different
architectures ResNet V2 [4] and Inception V3 [2] for this kind
of data to distinguish 27 classes of phytoplankton (relevant for
water quality assessment) and 35 classes of pollen (relevant
for plant-pollinator studies, food and air quality), respectively.
[5] used a ResNet50 architecture to discriminate seven classes
of different blood cell morphologies. These examples already
show that for different MIFC datasets, different architectures
have been applied. But no systematic evaluation of different
architectures has taken place so far. The different mentioned
application examples have different numbers of classes which
need to be differentiated. For immunological applications, a
limited set of cell types needs to be distinguished, while
in environmental monitoring, potentially several thousands of
classes need to be differentiated eventually [3].

Most models used to classify MIFC datasets are based
on architectures that were assessed on large image datasets
such as ImageNet [1], [2]. The images of the pre-trained
dataset differ from MIFC images in the way that they depict
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RGB images, have more labels and higher resolution. To
acknowledge the specificity of the images and the multiple
channels available in MIFC datasets, we want to enhance
the existing studies and aim to answer the following research
questions:

• What is the best architecture for different kinds of
datasets with respect to accuracy?

• What is the most suitable degree of CNN architecture
complexity for the individual datasets?

• From the best performing architectures which is the most
sustainable one with respect to computational effort and
resource consumption?

• Is there a general architecture for all different MIFC
datasets with best performance on accuracy and compu-
tational effort?

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section
II presents the applied methods to answer the research ques-
tions. Section III presents the obtained classification results.
A discussion of the results obtained with reference to the
initial research questions, takes place in section IV. Possible
limitations of the work are addressed in Section V. The study
concludes with a summary of all findings and an outlook on
future work in section VI.

II. METHODS

The methodology used, from the selection of CNN architec-
tures, data acquisition, data preparation, MIFC measurements
to training and validation strategy used, is described below.

Selection of CNN architectures

For the comparison of different CNN architectures we
considered seven different architectures: DenseNet [6], In-
ception V3 [7], Inception-ResNet V2 [8], MobileNetV2 [9],
ResNet V2 [10], VGG [11] and Xception [12]. DenseNet (121,
169, 201), ResNet (50, 101, 152) and VGG (16, 19) have
different depth configurations that were also considered. These
architectures represent frequently used architectures in science
and practice and thus were selected for this architecture
comparison. Based on this architecture selection, it is also
possible to assess whether more complex architectures are
more suitable than shallower architectures for classification,
and what correlation there is between the complexity of an
architecture and resource consumption during model training.
Table I provides an overview of the selected architectures with
the specific network depths and input size.

Dataset acquisition and annotation

The availability of high-quality datasets is crucial for the
performance of a supervised learning approach. To ensure
the cross-domain applicability of our study, we used three
datasets from different fields of application. The stored red
blood cells (RBC) dataset consists of 63,000 samples in seven
clinically relevant blood cell morphologies associated with
storage lesions [5].

The phytoplankton dataset consists of six naturally co-
occurring species, three cyanobacteria (Chroococcus minutus

TABLE I: Overview of CNN architectures

Model Depth Input Size
DenseNet-121 121 224x224x3
DenseNet-169 169 224x224x3
DenseNet-201 201 224x224x3
Inception V3 48 229x229x3
Inception-ResNet V2 164 229x229x3
MobileNet V2 53 224x224x3
ResNet-50 50 224x224x3
ResNet-101 101 224x224x3
ResNet-152 152 224x224x3
VGG-16 16 224x224x3
VGG-19 19 224x224x3
Xception 71 229x229x3

- species "C" SAG 41.79, Microcystis aeruginosa - species
"M" SAG 1450-1, Synechocystis sp. - species "S" PCC 6803,
and three chlorophytes Acutodesmus obliquus - species "A"
SAG 276-3a, Desmodesmus armatus - species "D" SAG 276-
4d, and Oocystis marssonii - species "O" SAG 257-1), grown
exponentially under controlled laboratory conditions (60 µmol
photons/ m-2/s-1; 14/10 h light/dark cycle; WC-Medium) [13].
Measurements were performed in subsequent biologically in-
dependent mono-culture experiments (rep 0, rep 1). The total
dataset contains 12,000 samples of species A,C,D,M,O and S.

The pollen dataset samples were collected in the botanical
garden of Leipzig, Germany and natural fields in the surround-
ing area of Leipzig during peak flowering time from 2018
to 2020. It consists of 4,800 samples, which are randomly
stratified, i.e. each class has the same number of samples.
There are twelve species in seven genera, which are mostly
wind-distributed and comprise morphological similar aller-
genic species. Similarity in pollen features within a genus
restricts classical light microscopic discrimination of the se-
lected species to the genus level. For that reason we tested
classification on different taxonomic levels (genus and species)
to see if CNN were even capable of classifying on species
level. To get a representative dataset, we used 20% high-
quality images (pollen in focus, non-cropped, without other
debris particles on image) and 80% low-quality images (pollen
either out of focus, partially cropped or pollen images with
additional debris particles on image).

MIFC measurements
All samples were measured with an Amnis® Image

Stream®X MK II imaging flow cytometer (Amnis part
of Cytek, Amsterdam, Netherlands). For the phytoplankton
dataset, measurements were performed according to [13], for
the blood cell dataset according to [5] and for the pollen
dataset according to [2] as shown in Table II.

Data preparation and augmentation
All images were channel-wise standardized (i. e. rescaled

to have a mean of 0 and unit variance) and normalized (i. e.
rescaled to a value range of 0 and 1) utilizing the pixel values
from the respective training dataset.

Most CNN architectures are translation invariant but not
invariant with regard to scale, rotation and different pertur-
bations. To address the problem of overfitting we artificially
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TABLE II: Datasets

Characteristics Phytoplankton Pollen Blood cell
Classes 6 12 7
No. particles 12000 4800 63000
Channels 12 (1-12) 7 (1-6,9) 3 (1,9,12)
Lasers 3 (488/561/785) 3 (488/561/785) 5
Magnification 40x 40x 60x
Sheath fluid D-PBS D-PBS PBS
References [13] unpublished [5]

increased the dataset size to alleviate scarcity issues. Several
random data augmentations that yield credible images are
introduced to the training datasets to help the models to
generalize better and to be more robust with regard to random
perturbations and noise [14].

Brightness and contrast are randomly adjusted channel-wise
in [-0.3, 0.3] and [0.5, 2.0] intervals to achieve a robustness of
the classifier for different MIFC calibrations, fluorescence and
random background noise. Further random geometric transfor-
mations as rotation, horizontal flipping and central cropping
(interval [0.8, 1.0]) are introduced to make the classifier robust
against different cell orientations and cell sizes that may occur
across different measurements. As all images have varying
aspect ratios they were resized to 116 by 116 pixels, padded
with zeros.

Training and validation strategy

For each dataset a k-fold stratified cross-validation [15]
was performed to find an optimal hyperparameter combina-
tion that is less biased or optimistic compared to a simple
train/validation/test split. For that purpose the datasets were
split into k=5 equally-sized subsets that have the same class
distribution as the original datasets. For each subset the set
is used as a test dataset on which the model performance
is evaluated and the remaining sets are used to train the
model. Over all runs the performance metrics accuracy, macro
averaged precision, recall and F1 score were averaged to get an
estimate how good the final model performs and how robust
it is with regard to data variability.

All models were trained on all available multispectral chan-
nels (1,9,12 for RBC, 1-12 for phytoplankton and 1-6 and 9
for wind pollen).

A grid search was used for hyperparameter optimization.
Considered hyperparameters were optimizer function (RM-
SProp [16], Adam [17]), batch size (16, 32, 64) and learning
rate (1e-4, 1e-5, 1e-6). For all architectures categorical cross
entropy was chosen as a loss function. In total, 18 hyperpa-
rameter combinations were evaluated per architecture.

The learning rate was reduced by a factor of 10 if the valida-
tion loss had not decreased within 20 epochs and the training
was stopped when the validation loss had not decreased within
30 consecutive epochs.

The best hyperparameter combination for each architecture
was assessed on a fixed holdout dataset eventually. For each
model the number of trainable parameters (weights and bi-
ases) was calculated as a measure of model complexity. As
the number of available image channels varies between the

datasets, the number of parameters for the same architecture
differs. Additionally we measured the floating point operations
(FLOPs) for a single forward pass to quantify inference
performance.

III. RESULTS

We wanted to find a CNN architecture that shows the
best metrics for MIFC datasets from different domains and
determine whether complex architectures outperform simpler
ones.

Three datasets recorded with an imaging flow cytometer
containing samples from three different application domains,
i.e., wind pollen, phytoplankton and blood cells, were used
to evaluate the different CNN architectures captured in Table
I. These CNN architectures were trained on the different
datasets. The task of each model was to recognize patterns
and structures in the images in order to achieve the highest
possible accuracy in assigning the images to their respective
classes.

Classification Results

Table III and Table IV show the results for each architecture
on the species or on the genus level. The balanced wind pollen
dataset shows an increase of performance metrics from the
training on the species level to the training on the same dataset
on genus level. This is not surprising, as the number of classes
are reduced from twelve to seven and the number of samples
per class is increased which gives the classifier during training
more exposure to training samples and thus the potential to
generalize better. We observed that the Inception-ResNet is
the best performing architecture (96.88% accuracy on species
level, 98.96% on genus level) in both tests, closely followed
by Inception, DenseNet and Xception. An impact of the size
and complexity of the model on the classification accuracy
cannot be determined on the basis of the results obtained.

The classification results for the phytoplankton dataset are
shown in Table V (train on rep-0, test in rep-1) and Table VI
(train on rep-1, test in rep-0). The phytoplankton dataset was
trained on one independent replicate of the measurement, eval-
uated on another independent replicate of the measurement and
vice versa. In both tests the VGG-16 and VGG-19 architecture
showed the best classification accuracy of approximately 92%,
closely followed by Inception and DenseNet architectures with
comparable accuracies. Again the size of the models regarding
number of parameters seems not to have a real impact on the
accuracy of the model.

Table VII (train on Canadian, test on Swiss) and Table VIII
(train on Swiss, test on Canadian) show the results for the
blood quality dataset. We observed that there is no single
prevailing architecture for the blood cell dataset that was
trained on samples originating from Switzerland, evaluated on
samples originating from Canada and vice versa. DenseNet-
121 and Xception are both the best performing architectures.
Here we observe F1 scores of 75.68% (train on Canadian,
test on Swiss) and 87.90% (train on Swiss, test on Canadian).
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TABLE III: Wind pollen (species level)

Architecture Top-1 Acc. Precision Recall F1 score
Inception-ResNet 96.88% 96.89% 96.88% 96.87%
Inception 96.25% 96.29% 96.56% 96.24%
DenseNet-121 96.25% 96.33% 96.46% 96.24%
Xception 96.04% 96.09% 96.35% 96.04%
DenseNet-169 96.04% 96.19% 96.29% 96.01%
ResNet-152 95.83% 95.95% 96.22% 95.81%
ResNet-50 95.63% 95.72% 96.13% 95.60%
DenseNet-201 95.42% 95.47% 96.04% 95.43%
ResNet-101 95.42% 95.80% 95.97% 95.43%
VGG16 94.38% 94.57% 95.66% 94.39%
VGG19 94.38% 94.42% 95.56% 94.37%
MobileNet 89.38% 89.52% 94.84% 89.34%

TABLE IV: Wind pollen (genus level)

Architecture Top-1 Acc. Precision Recall F1 score
Inception-ResNet 98.96% 98.95% 98.81% 98.87%
Inception 98.75% 98.82% 98.69% 98.69%
DenseNet-201 98.75% 98.42% 98.59% 98.64%
DenseNet-169 98.75% 98.88% 98.66% 98.62%
Xception 98.54% 98.77% 98.58% 98.51%
VGG16 98.54% 98.71% 98.53% 98.48%
DenseNet-121 98.33% 98.28% 98.44% 98.08%
ResNet-152 98.33% 98.05% 98.40% 98.07%
ResNet-101 97.71% 97.54% 98.34% 97.69%
VGG19 97.71% 97.36% 98.30% 97.63%
ResNet-50 97.50% 97.40% 98.06% 97.23%
MobileNet 96.46% 96.32% 97.67% 96.14%

TABLE V: Phytoplankton (train: rep-0, test: rep-1)

Architecture Top-1 Acc. Precision Recall F1 score
VGG16 92.62% 92.72% 92.62% 92.54%
VGG19 92.50% 92.54% 92.56% 92.46%
Inception 92.27% 92.23% 92.46% 92.20%
Inception-ResNet 92.03% 92.03% 92.35% 91.97%
DenseNet-121 91.52% 91.49% 92.19% 91.45%
DenseNet-169 91.47% 91.45% 92.07% 91.41%
ResNet-101 91.22% 91.19% 91.95% 91.16%
DenseNet-201 91.20% 91.15% 91.85% 91.15%
Xception 91.18% 91.14% 91.78% 91.12%
ResNet-152 90.53% 90.47% 91.65% 90.45%
ResNet-50 90.37% 90.27% 91.45% 90.26%
MobileNet 87.32% 87.12% 90.69% 87.16%

TABLE VI: Phytoplankton (train: rep-1, test: rep-0)

Architecture Top-1 Acc. Precision Recall F1 score
VGG16 91.88% 92.01% 91.88% 91.83%
VGG19 91.87% 92.10% 91.87% 91.82%
DenseNet-121 91.87% 91.97% 91.87% 91.82%
DenseNet-201 91.38% 91.64% 91.75% 91.35%
Inception 91.30% 91.52% 91.66% 91.27%
ResNet-152 91.28% 91.43% 91.60% 91.23%
DenseNet-169 91.17% 91.32% 91.54% 91.11%
ResNet-101 90.92% 91.03% 91.46% 90.87%
Xception 90.42% 90.61% 91.34% 90.38%
ResNet-50 90.28% 90.45% 91.24% 90.20%
Inception-ResNet 90.10% 90.46% 91.13% 90.12%
MobileNet 87.45% 87.86% 90.39% 87.27%

TABLE VII: Blood quality (train: Canadian, test: Swiss

Architecture Top-1 Acc. Precision Recall F1 score
DenseNet-121 87.09% 75.07% 81.47% 75.68%
DenseNet-201 86.75% 74.63% 80.53% 75.25%
Inception-ResNet 86.48% 76.29% 79.58% 76.42%
DenseNet-169 86.40% 74.62% 81.02% 75.28%
Inception 86.27% 75.54% 80.14% 76.04%
ResNet-152 85.96% 74.98% 80.58% 75.14%
VGG16 85.93% 73.76% 79.23% 74.23%
ResNet-50 85.69% 72.34% 80.29% 73.47%
ResNet-101 85.35% 72.65% 79.97% 73.11%
VGG19 85.33% 73.85% 81.06% 75.09%
Xception 84.85% 76.07% 79.73% 75.65%
MobileNet 83.89% 71.99% 78.56% 72.91%

TABLE VIII: Blood quality (train: Swiss, test: Canadian)

Architecture Top-1 Acc. Precision Recall F1 score
Xception 87.91% 88.78% 87.71% 87.90%
Inception 87.90% 88.68% 87.67% 87.83%
ResNet-152 87.84% 88.79% 87.91% 87.95%
Inception-ResNet 87.79% 88.54% 87.84% 87.79%
DenseNet-121 87.71% 88.67% 87.82% 87.86%
VGG19 87.68% 88.48% 87.99% 87.75%
DenseNet-201 87.55% 88.68% 87.62% 87.64%
ResNet-50 87.26% 88.48% 87.31% 87.41%
VGG16 87.12% 88.22% 87.35% 87.29%
DenseNet-169 87.04% 88.25% 87.25% 87.23%
ResNet-101 86.85% 88.13% 86.91% 86.97%
MobileNet 86.63% 87.86% 86.41% 86.60%

There is a noticeable difference in the F1 scores obtained
between train on Canadian and test on Swiss and vice versa.

The ability of the models to distinguish between classes
of each dataset is illustrated in Fig. 1 using the associated
confusion matrix. In (a), the accuracies of the mappings for
wind pollen at species level are given. The Inception-ResNet
achieves optimal assignments for the vast majority of pollen
classes and shows only slight weaknesses in distinguishing
pollen from the same genus level (e.g., Corylus avellana
and Corylus colurna). These pollen species from the same
genus level show many similarities in their appearance, so
that misclassifications can occur here. For the genus-level
class assignment in (b), it can be seen that the accuracy
of the Inception-ResNet could be increased compared to the
species-level assignment. Compared to (a), no discrimination
on species level is necessary, allowing the model to more
easily identify differences in classes at the genus level. Con-
fusion matrix (c) shows the accuracy of the VGG16 network

class assignments for phytoplankton (train on rep-0, test on
rep-1), (d) for phytoplankton (train on rep-1, test on rep-
0). No significant differences can be detected between the
two variants in terms of accuracy in class assignment. It is
noticeable that the model shows similar weaknesses in correct
assignment for classes ’C’ (Chroococcus minutus) and ’O’
(Oocystis marssonii) for both variants. The shape and size
of both species is quite similar which might explain a low
discriminatory power. Since both species belong to different
taxonomic groups, the discrimination could be enabled with
flow cytometric taxonomic separation [18]. The accuracy of
class assignment for the Blood Quality dataset is shown in
confusion matrix (e) (train on Canadian, test on Swiss) and
(f) (train on Swiss, test on Canadian). Again, a similar level
of assignment accuracy to classes can be observed for both
variants. In (e), however, the class CrenatedSpheroid with an
accuracy of only 52.3% shows a conspicuously high number
of false assignments, which cannot be observed to the same
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extent in (d). In general, the blood cell group assignment is
more complicated than species identification in the two other
datasets and for a distinction there is less a discrete difference
but rather a continuously diverging morphology.

FLOPs - Floating Point Operations

In addition to identifying a suitable architecture for the
highest possible classification accuracy, the computational
effort and associated resource consumption of the architectures
was considered in terms of FLOPs, number of floating point
operations. Therefore, top-1 accuracy was set in relation to
the number of FLOPs (in billions) and the number of model
parameters (in millions). Fig. 2 (a) and (b) illustrates this
comparison across the model architectures for the wind pollen
dataset. With regard to the classification of wind pollen at
the species level, it was observed that the Top-1 Accuracy
decreased with increasing number of FLOPs. For classification
on genus level this tendency is not observed. On both levels
the best Accuracy-Flops ratio, and thus most resource efficient
architecture, is provided by the Inception-ResNet architecture.
Fig. 2 (c) and (d) illustrates this comparison for the phyto-
plankton dataset. For (c) Phytoplankton (train on rep-0, test
on rep-1) the best Accuracy/FLOP ratio is achieved by the
Inception network. Here, a relativly high accuracy can be
achieved on a small number of FLOPs. That means that less
operations are required to run a single instance of the Inception
model compared to VGG16 or VGG19 to achieve similar
accuracy. The same can be stated for (d) Phytoplankton (train
on rep-1, test on rep-0). Here, the DenseNet-121 architecture
achieves the best Accuracy/FLOP ratio and allows a resource-
efficient use of the model. For the blood quality dataset. shown
in Fig. 2 (e) and (f), DenseNet-169 achieves the best ratio for
(e) RBC (train on Canadian, test on Swiss) and the Inception
networks was found to be the most ressource-efficient one for
(f) RBC (train on Swiss, test on Canadian).

IV. DISCUSSION

In the present work, different architectures of artificial
neural networks are analyzed with respect to their performance
for the classification of different datasets (wind pollen, phyto-
plankton, blood cells) generated by MIFC. With reference to
the research questions raised, the following findings could be
obtained based on this study:

1) What is the best architecture for different kinds
of datasets with respect to accuracy? Our findings differ
from applied techniques used in previous literature, where
different network architectures were used to classify pollen,
phytoplankton and blood cells. In [4], the authors achieved an
average accuracy of 99% for combined images of phytoplank-
ton at species level using a ResNet v2 with 50 convolutional
layers, which was not surpassed by the VGG16 as the best
performing model used in our analysis. In this context, it
should be noted that the models used here are not precisely
tuned, since the focus of this work is on the comparison of
different architectures than on the optimization of a single
architecture.

For the classification of wind pollen, the authors in [2]
achieve an accuracy of max. 96% with an Inception V3
network with 48 convolutional layer. These results can be
confirmed within the scope of this study, so that similar
results could be achieved with the compared architectures
(e.g., Inception-ResNet (164 layers) = 96.88%, Inveption V3
(48 layers) = 96.25%). This suggests, that deeper networks
are not necessarily superior to shallower networks for pollen
classification.

With respect to the classification of the blood cell data set, it
can be highlighted that both similarities and differences can be
identified in recent studies. The authors in [5] used a ResNet-
50 for a classification of red blood cells. The results show that
a comparably good classification accuracy could be achieved
and that similar difficulties exist in the correct assignment of
certain classes (e.g. crenated spheroid). The ResNet-50 in the
comparative study achieves an average accuracy of 80%. The
best performing architectures in this study are DenseNet-121
(87.09% for train on Canadian, test on Swiss) and XCeption
(87.91% for train on Swiss, test on Canadian).

2) What is the most suitable degree of CNN architecture
complexity for the individual datasets? We could show that
deeper neural networks do not necessarily perform better than
shallow networks. Instead, an accurate classification may be
achieved with comparably shallow networks, such as VGG-
16, VGG-19 or Inception (48 layers). This fact leads to the
conclusion that the use of such, shallower networks would
be advantageous, especially in the case of limited hardware
resources.

3) From the best performing architectures which is the
most sustainable one with respect to computational effort
and resource consumption? The advantage of using CNN
with fewer layers is that they have lower hardware require-
ments and shorter training times compared to their deeper
counterparts. Shorter training times allow testing of more
hyperparameters and simplify the overall training process. This
is particularly useful in environments with limited resources
or where a resource-efficient use deep learning techniques is
aspired.

Additionally, shorter training times can facilitate the inte-
gration of improvement methods into the training data, such
as the implementation of "human in the loop" annotations.
Human in the loop means that the training of a network is
monitored by a human expert who can intervene at critical
steps and correct the network. For example, the expert can
check misclassifications, effectively reducing annotation noise.
With shorter training times, such feedback loops can be
executed more quickly.

4) Is there a general architecture for all different
MIFC datasets with best performance on accuracy and
computational effort? Overall, it can be highlighted that no
single best architecture could be identified for the respective
datasets, as they are often very close in terms of accuracy
(deviations in many cases under 1%). It can be emphasized
that there is no best-performing architecture from a generally
valid point of view with regard to the accuracy-resource ratio.
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(a) Confusion matrix Inception-ResNet for wind pollen
(species level)

(b) Confusion matrix Inception-ResNet for wind pollen (genus
level)

(c) Confusion matrix for VGG16 on phytoplankton (train on
rep-0, test on rep-1)

(d) Confusion matrix for VGG16 on phytoplankton (train on
rep-1, test on rep-0)

(e) Confusion matrix for DenseNet-169 on blood quality (train
on Canadian, test on Swiss)

(f) Confusion matrix for VGG19 on blood quality (train on
Swiss, test on Canadian)

Fig. 1: Confusion matrices of the best performing models on the respective datasets
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(c) Phytoplankton (train on rep-0, test on rep-1)
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(d) Phytoplankton (train on rep-1, test on rep-0)
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Fig. 2: FLOPs (Billions) compared to Accuracy (Top-1)

Depending on the data set, different architectures achieve an
optimal accuracy-resource ratio.

V. LIMITATIONS

A limitation of the present work is, that different, mostly
larger architectures, may tend to overfit on less complex
datasets, like the blood cell dataset, that is less complex than
the wind pollen dataset. As a consequence, an overfitting
with a lower generalizability of some results cannot be ex-
cluded and should be considered when interpreting our results.

Furthermore, the CNN architectures used in this study not
have fully optimized hyperparameters, which could impact the
performance of the models. Those architectures may not per-
formed as well as they could have following hyperparameter
optimization.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The aim of the present work was to compare different
CNN architectures for the classification of MIFC datasets.
In this context, seven different architectures with different
complexity and depth were trained and tested on three datasets
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(wind pollen, phytoplankton, red blood cells). The evaluation
results demonstrate, that complex architectures with a large
number of trainable parameters or increasing depth are not
always required to achieve state of the art results. A DenseNet
architecture with 121 layers reaches comparable results to
more complex architectures such as Inception-ResNet and
VGG that consume significantly more computing resources
during training. The ecological footprint during model training
and inference can be reduced by using simpler architectures
without sacrificing accuracy.

A CNN architecture that is most qualified for all datasets
under consideration could not be determined, as most consid-
ered architectures show comparable results with regard to the
evaluation criteria.

Future research could include training and testing on even
larger datasets with more classes and higher variability. In
addition, hyperparameter optimizations can be performed on
individual architectures to identify a universally best archi-
tecture for the classification of the investigated datasets. Fur-
thermore, it has to be evaluated whether the use of a single
architecture is reasonable at all and can be complemented by
the implementation of ensemble methods.
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Abstract—The way data is stored in a computer’s memory
is crucial from the performance point of view. The choice
of the most appropriate data structure depends not only on
the algorithm but also on the input data itself. Unfortunately,
this information may not always be known in advance, requir-
ing programmers to make educated guesses about the data’s
characteristics. If these guesses are inaccurate, it can result in
suboptimal performance. To address this challenge, we introduce
a novel programming language that draws inspiration from
database management systems. This language has the capability
to automatically select optimal data structures and, consequently,
algorithms based on the input data to improve performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

DATA types play an increasingly important role in modern
programming. In fact, it is not a single role, but four

roles at once. Data types (i) create abstractions, (ii) define
variable domains (which values can variable hold), (iii) define
representation of values (how data are stored in memory), and
corollary (iv) assists to dispatch operations with data [1].

Much focus has been given to the role (ii) of data types
which allows to build a more robust software, hence simplify
software development. We are to explore the role (iii) which
deals with value representation, since it has significant impact
on performance, due to the role (iv) of the type system.

Let us recall what is meant by type, value, and its rep-
resentation. For simplicity we are to assume that a type is
a set of values. A value can be seen as an abstract entity
which has no location in time or space. However, a value
may have encoding that can be represented in the memory
of the computer. This encoding of a value shall be called
representation and can be assigned to a variable. Naturally,
a single value may have multiple representations. For instance
value 42 may be represented as "42" (two numerals), "forty
two" (words), "XLII" (roman numerals), 00101010 (binary
number), etc. All of these are valid representations of the
number, however, each is suitable for different situations. Note
that the notions of a type and representation are orthogonal.
The type of a variable provides information on values that
can be assigned to a given variable, while representation is

∗Supported by grants IGA_PrF_2022_018 and IGA_PrF_2023_026 of
Palacký University Olomouc.†Corresponding author.

an encoding of a value, see [2]. Types play an important role
during the compilation process, since they allow to discover
invalid operations, representations are crucial for program exe-
cution since they determine how the program is to be executed.
For example, points can be represented in Cartesian or polar
coordinates while each representation is suitable for different
applications. Analogously, in data analysis various representa-
tions of vectors (dense or sparse) and matrices (dense, sparse,
row/column major) are used. Which of these representations
is more appropriate is determined by the algorithm and often
by the input data itself.

In contemporary programming languages decoupling of
types and their representations is achieved via interface in-
heritance (Java, C#) or type-classes (Haskell). These time-
approved techniques have a particular downside. The selection
of a type representation is often made in compile-time based
on more-or-less accurate assumptions on the future use of the
program. If the data representation does not fit the actual input
data, it may lead to a suboptimal performance, e.g., if a sparse
matrix is stored as a dense matrix in memory.

To deal with this kind of issues we propose a programming
language where types and representations of values are strictly
decoupled. Our motivation comes from the world of rela-
tional database management systems (RDBMS). For instance,
RDBMS stores tuples in a sequential data file. Depending on
the size of data, meta-data and query, RDBMS during query
processing selects the most suitable representation of the data
from the data file. Let us consider join of two data tables in
RDBMS. If the data are small enough then the input is read
and processed sequentially using some trivial algorithm (e.g.
nested loop join). If the data are larger, RBDMS can change
their representation to process it faster. For instance, to a hash
table and process data using a hash-join. Or, if an index is
available, data can be turned into an ordered set and processed
using a sort-merge-join algorithm, see e.g. [3] for details.

Our intention is to design a language where this capability,
i.e., select the most appropriate data representation and by
extension most appropriate algorithms, is available in a general
purpose programming language. The intended applications
come from the area of data analysis where the selection of
an appropriate data representation is of a crucial importance.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides
introduction to the basic of the language we propose. Then,
Section III describes the concept of an extended function
allowing to dispatch functions based on types and values of
arguments. Sections IV and V are devoted to the type inference
in our language. Paper concludes with Sections VI and VII on
the experimental evaluation and notes on the current state of
the language in the future.

II. LANGUAGE VELKA

We propose a programming language called Velka as an
experimental framework, where types and representations are
strictly separated from each other. Velka is loosely based on
Scheme [4] and has a Lisp-like syntax.

Velka is strongly typed, detecting many type-related errors
at compilation time, with no automatic type coercion. How-
ever, Velka can convert between multiple representations of
a single type if it is viable. The evaluation method (strict or
lazy) for Velka is not specified.

The following subsections are brief introduction to Velka
language. We tacitly assume that readers are acquitted with
the Lisp-like language [4], [5], [6], therefore we focus on the
most essential parts of the language.

A. Type and representation signatures

Representation signature is a way of expressing a repre-
sentation statically in Velka syntax. Atomic types use their
name as a signature like Int, Bool for integers or Boolean
values. An atomic representations uses colon : to separate the
type and its representation, for example Int:Native and
Int:Roman denote two different representations of integers,
(i) a binary representation in the memory and (ii) a string
of Roman numerals. Type signatures of tuples are written in
parentheses, e.g., (Int Bool).

B. Expressions

Velka follows in the majority of cases syntax and semantics
of the Lisp-family languages. Expressions are either atoms
(literals, symbols) that evaluate to their associated values or
lists, e.g., (+ 1 2) or (+ 1 (* 2 3)). Lists are evaluated
recursively as follows. First, the first element of the list is
evaluated. If it evaluates to a function, then all remaining
elements (i.e., arguments) are evaluated, and the function is
applied on these values. Besides functions, the first element
may evaluate to a special form (if, define) that is a special
operator that controls evaluation of its operands.

C. Simple functions

Functions in Velka are created with the special form
lambda. It creates a function and returns it as a value. The
special form lambda accepts two arguments: (i) a list of
formal arguments and (ii) an arbitrary expression, called body
of the function. For example, if we are to create a function
which adds two values, we use the following code:

(lambda (x y) (+ x y))

If a particular type or representation is required. We can
specify the type and its representations of the formal argu-
ments of a function. As shows the following example:

(lambda ((Int:Native x) (Int:Native y))
(+ x y))

D. Defining types and representations

Definition of a type in Velka is done using the special form
type. It accepts one argument—a symbol with a name of the
type. For example, a set of integers is defined as follows.

(type IntSet)

Note that type is merely a declaration of a type name.
Its semantics is defined further in the program through its
representation.

Representations are defined with the special form
representation. It accepts two arguments—a name of
the representation and the name of an existing type. To create
representations of a set of integers based on linked lists and
bit-vectors one could use.

(representation LinkedList IntSet)
(representation BitVector IntSet)

Just like the type special form, the representation
special form creates only a declaration. An actual repre-
sentation of a value is given in a constructor, a special
kind of function that creates a value and marks it with the
representation it is constructing.

To define a constructor in Velka, we use the constructor
special form. Its first argument is a signature of an atomic rep-
resentation, the second argument is a list of formal arguments
of the constructor, and the last argument is an expression,
which returns the constructed value. The value is created with
the construct special form. For example, the constructor
is created and used as follows:1

(constructor IntSet:BitVector () 0)
(construct IntSet BitVector)

;;<0 IntSet:BitVector>

E. Deconstruction and Conversions

Naturally, it is necessary to extract a partial information
from a value. For this purpose Velka uses the deconstruc-
tors. The special form deconstruct extracts the original
value from a value created by a constructor. It accepts two
arguments—(i) the deconstructed value and (ii) a representa-
tion signature. When evaluated the deconstruct special
form tries to unpack the deconstructed value into a value
with the representation specified as the second argument. If
the deconstructed value cannot be unpacked into such value,
the execution ends with an error. For example, suppose we
want to check if a set, represented by a previously defined
IntSet:BitVector contains a number 3. We extract the
integer value representing the set and then use the bitwise
AND operation to check if the third bit is set.

1This is a simplified example capable that covers only the values from 0 to
31 for brevity. In practice, a more elaborate solution would be possible and
necessary.
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(define empty-set (construct IntSet BitVector))
(equalp 0

(bit-and 8
(deconstruct empty-set Int:Native))) ;;#f

Conversions between representations are declared with
the special form conversion. It accepts four arguments
(i) a representation from which a value is converted, (ii)
a representation to which a value is converted, (iii) name of
an argument, and (iv) body of a conversion. For example:

(conversion IntSet:BitVector IntSet:LinkedList
(IntSet:BitVector set)
(...))

Conversions are performed either implicitly (in most cases)
or explicitly by the special form convert.

F. let-type and type variables

Velka automatically considers all the symbols in type sig-
natures to be type atoms. To use type variables in type and
representation signatures a let-type special form must be
used. It accepts two arguments—(i) a list of type variable
names and (ii) an expression. It allows us to use type variables
in the expressions. For example, if we want to make a function
that adds an arbitrary value into a collection, we may use the
following code:

(representation Demonstration List)
(define my-add (let-type (A)

(lambda ((List:Demonstration l) (A element))
(tuple element l))))

G. Built-in representations and operators

For convenience Velka contains several built-in representa-
tions that come from the host environment, in our case from
the Java platform. This covers the native representations of
primitive data types (integers, floating point numbers, string),
lists (ArrayList, LinkedList), tuples, or sets.

Naturally, Velka contains also built-in operators to manipu-
late these built-in representations. We have already stumbled
upon some of these like: +, bit-and, tuple, or equalp. It
is out of scope of this text to give a full list of these operators.
Thus, we explain those used in this text as we go. For the full
list of built in operators, please refer to the documentation [7].

III. EXTENDED FUNCTIONS

The key feature of Velka are extended functions. The
purpose of the extended functions is to bring capabilities of
the RDBMS to a general purpose language, allowing Velka to
select the most appropriate data representation and algorithm
based on the input data. This allows to optimize the program
execution without an explicit involvement of a programmer

A. Multiple implementations

Broadly speaking an extended function is a function that
can select the code to run, depending on the arguments it is
applied to. For example, suppose we have an extended function
intersect that performs an intersection of two sets. We
have two representations of sets: the Set:LinkedList and

the Set:BitVector represented by linked lists and bit
vectors, respectively.

We can apply intersect with either both arguments
being a Set:LinkedList, both being a Set:BitVector
or one of each. All of these applications are correct, because
the arguments are of the type Set. However, they can be of
a different representations.

The extended function intersect decides during the
application which algorithm to use. When both arguments
are Set:BitVector values, it chooses binary operations.
If one argument is a Set:BitVector and second is
a Set:LinkedList, it converts the second argument. If
both arguments are Set:LinkedList, it uses merge algo-
rithm. Or if the extended function considers it more efficient,
it can convert both arguments into the Set:BitVector, and
use the bit-wise AND operation.

From the technical point of view an extended functions can
be considered a pair ⟨I, cost⟩, where I is a set of simple
functions {f1, f2, . . . , fn} called implementations and cost is
a function that associates each implementation with a cost
function. Implementations are algorithms that the extended
function chooses from.

All implementations must have the same type; however,
they must have a different representation than the other im-
plementations. This ensures that each implementation accepts
the same number and types of arguments, and returns a value
of the same type. Therefore it can be applied to the arguments
of the extended function.

A cost functions cost(fi) associated with each implemen-
tation are responsible for the selection of an implementation
applied by extended functions.

B. Running Example

We use type Name describing names of persons as a running
example in the following text. Depending on the application,
in some cases it may be reasonable to represent a given and
a family name separately, and in some cases represent them
as a single name. Hence, it makes sense to consider a repre-
sentation Strd (structured) consisting of pair of strings, and
a representation Ustrd (unstructured), consisting of a single
string.

In Velka such type and representations are implemented by
the following code:

(type Name)
(representation Strd Name)
(constructor Name Strd

( (String:Native firstname)
(String:Native surname))

(tuple firstname surname))
(representation Ustrd Name)
(constructor Name Ustrd

((String:Native name))
name)

We assume the following functions for extracting underlying
String:Native values:

(define get-name (lambda ((Name:Ustrd name))
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(deconstruct name String:Native)))
(define get-given-name

(lambda ((Name:Strd name))
(get (deconstruct name

(String:Native String:Native))
0)))

(define get-family-name ...) ;; analogously

C. Extended functions in Velka

We use the special form extended-lambda to create an
extended function. It accepts a single argument—a list of type
signatures of its arguments. Initially, an extended function does
not contain any implementations. For example, consider an
extended function name-equalp testing equality of names.
We start with a definition of an extended function with two
Name arguments:

(define name-equalp
(extended-lambda (Name Name)))

To add a new implementation into an existing extended
function, we use the special form extend. It accepts three
arguments—(i) an extended function, (ii) a simple function,
and (iii) a cost function. The cost function, however, is not
mandatory. We discuss cost functions in more detail in Section
III-F.

For example, if we want to add an implementation for
Ustrd representation, we use the following code. Also please
note, that the extend special form does not cause side-
effects. It creates a new extended function from the argument,
adds a new implementation to it, and returns it. The original
extended function is not affected. It is therefore necessary
to rebind the symbol name-equalp with the special form
define.

(define name-equalp
(extend name-equalp

(lambda ((Name:Ustrd first)
(Name:Ustrd second))

(equalp (get-name first)
(get-name second)))))

Not any simple function can become an implementation.
A simple function must accept the same number and the same
type (but not the representations) of arguments as the extended
function. Also, the first added implementation sets the return
type of the extended function. Therefore any implementation
after that must return a value of the same type (but not
necessarily of the same representation).

D. Representation of extended function

We cannot use the applicable representation directly to
describe a representation of an extended function. Since the
implementations can have different representations of argu-
ments and return values.

To resolve these ambiguities we introduce a concept of
a representation set. It is a finite set of representations,
where each representation belongs to the same type. The
representation of an extended function is a representation set,
containing representation of each implementation.

For example, function name-equalp clearly has the type
[Name,Name] → Name. However, name-equalp contains
implementation with the Name:Strd and the Name:Ustrd
representation of the argument. Therefore, its representa-
tion is {[Name:Strd,Name:Strd] → Bool:Native,
[Name:Ustrd,Name:Ustrd] → Bool:Native}.

E. Application of extended function

Let’s say we apply the extended function ⟨I =
{i1, i2, . . .}, cost⟩ on the arguments a1, . . . , an. Each argu-
ment aj is evaluated to the value ej . Then, the extended
function iterates through each implementation ik. Each im-
plementation ik has the cost function cost(ik).

The cost function takes the same type of the arguments as
the extended function and returns an integer. Therefore, we
can compute cost for each implementation with respect to the
arguments, i.e., (cost(ik))(a1, a2, . . .).

The extended function searches for an implementation i
such that, its cost is minimal with respect to the arguments.
Then the implementation i is applied as a simple function. For
example, let’s say we apply our function name-equalp with
some arguments of Name:Ustrd representation.

(name-equalp
(construct Name Ustrd "John Doe")
(construct Name Ustrd "James Dee"))

First both arguments are evaluated, getting values
"John Doe" and "James Dee" both of the
Name:Ustrd representation.

The exrended function name-equalp has two
implementations—(i) accepting two arguments of the
Name:Ustrd representations and (ii) accepting two
arguments of the Name:Strd representation. We shall call
these representations the unstructured implementation and the
structured implementation respectively.

Both implementations are defined without a cost function.
Therefore, the default cost function is used. The default cost
function returns the number of arguments that are not in the
expected representation for the implementation.

In our example, the unstructured implementation is ex-
pecting two arguments of the Name:Unstructured repre-
sentation. Both arguments have the Name:Unstructured
representation; therefore default cost function yields 0. On
the other hand the structured implementation is expecting two
arguments of the Name:Structured representation. Since
both arguments have the Name:Unstructured representa-
tion, the cost function yields 2.

The unstructured implementation has the least cost and is
applied on the arguments. If there are two or more implemen-
tation with the lowest cost, we do not specify which one is
selected.

F. Cost functions

A cost function is a function (extended or simple) that is
associated with each implementation of an extended function.
It computes cost of an implementation for the given arguments.
Formally speaking, for the implementation i with the argument
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types t1, t2, . . . , tn, a cost function can be any function with
the type (t1, t2, . . . , tn) → Int.

Let’s take the unstructured representation from the previous
section. For this implementation a cost function must have the
type (Name Name) → Int.

Let’s say this implementation is superior in performance,
and we want to use it, even if only one of the arguments has
the Name:Ustrd representation. We use the following cost
function:

(lambda ((Name:* first) (Name:* second))
(if (or (instance-of-representation first

Name:Ustrd)
(instance-of-representation second

Name:Ustrd))
-1 3))

This cost function takes two arguments of the Name type. No-
tice that we do not specify the representation of the cost func-
tion arguments. Since internally a cost function is applied like
any other function, enforcing a specific representation would
cause conversion of the representation during application.
Therefore special form instance-of-representation
would not work as expected.

When we apply this cost function with at least one
Name:Ustrd argument, the function yields −1, which is less
than the default cost function yields (the default cost functions
minimum is 0). On the other hand, if neither argument is
Name:Ustrd, the cost function yields 3, which is above
what default cost function can yield. Therefore, with this cost
function the extended function name-equalp selects the
unstructured implementation, if at least one of the arguments
is Name:Ustrd.

To maximize flexibility, we impose minimal restrictions on
cost functions. However, this approach introduces challenges
as evaluations may fall into non-trivial infinite loops or lead to
severe performance loss. User must be aware of these caveats
and work accordingly.

IV. TYPE INFERENCE AND UNIFICATION

Velka is a strongly typed functional programming language.
The type inference and unification are crucial parts of the
language design. Especially, since Velka distincts between
types and their representations. In this section we outline the
key and the most distinctive parts of the type system. Detailed
description is to be discussed in the extended version of the
paper.

A. Type and representation unification

Our type unification algorithm is a combination of
J. W. Lloyd’s [8] and Hindley-Milner’s [9] approach. It is ex-
plicitly returning either an unification substitution or a false
answer, while maintaining a predictable and deterministic
traversal through a type structure avoiding any side effects
during its computation.

The unification of representations is in principle the same
as the unification of types. We extended the type unification
algorithm for the representation in a straightforward manner.

However, we do not introduce representation variables, we
use only type variables, which are handled the same way as
in type unification. The representation set is unique for the
representation.

A representation set is meant to represent a set of possible
representations of the value. We can unify a representation set
with an other representation, if any representation in the set
unifies with the other representation.

This trivially holds for a type variable, since it unifies with
any representation substituted for it. For an atomic representa-
tion, the atomic representation must be present in the set and
then they unify with the empty substitution. For functions and
tuples, if set contains a representation that unifies over some
substitution, the set unifies with the same substitution.

Only case of two representation sets remains. However,
we can unify each representation of the first set with the
second set. In a recursive call of the algorithm we unify each
representation of the second set with the current representation
of the first set. Thus we try to unify each representation of the
first set with each representation of the second set.

B. Representation inference limitations

Since the representations can be interchanged freely one for
another one of the same type (assuming there is a conversion),
we cannot unambiguously infer the representation of an ex-
pression.

For example, let’s consider the if expression. In case of
the types, the inference rule for this special form is [1]:

c : {true, false}, t : A, f : A

if(c, t, f) : A

Meaning, if we have an expression c of the type
{true, false} and expressions t and f of the type A, we can
infer the expression (if c t f) is of the type A.

On the other hand, let’s take the Velka expression:
(if (= a 0) 42 (construct Int Roman "XXI")).
For types everything is clear, the first argument is a boolean
and both the second and the third argument are integers.
Therefore the expression yields an integer.

However, for representations, the expression yields either
an Int:Native value or an Int:Roman value. At com-
pile time we cannot decide, which integer representation the
expression yields.

Therefore, the representation inference rule for the if
expression is different:

c : {true, false}Native, t : AR, f : AS

if(c, t, f) : {AR, AS}
This way we can unambiguously infer the representation

of the expression from the previous example. Since
(= a 0) has the representation {true, false}Native,
42 has the representation Int:Native and
(construct Int Roman "XXI") creates a value with
the representation Int:Roman, the inferred representation
of the expression is {Int : Native, Int : Roman}.
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Similar ambiguity is linked with the semantics of extended
functions. Therefore, the extended-lambda special form
and applications of extended functions suffer the same predica-
ment. These are discussed in more detail in Sections V-G and
V-H.

V. REPRESENTATION INFERENCE ALGORITHM

An algorithm for representation inference in Velka is de-
signed around the implementation of inference rules for ex-
pressions present in Velka. This includes the most frequent
language constructs like function applications, tuples, literals,
and lambda expressions.

An input of the algorithm consists of two values: e an
expression whose representation is inferred and E an lexical
environment, where the expression is inferred.

In this context, an environment is a map of symbols and
their bindings. For the inference algorithm, it is important that
a symbol is bound to an expression, that infers to the correct
representation.

Argument E influences the inference of symbols as well
as functions (since they carry their creation environment).
Our algorithm creates a new environment during application
inference in a similar manner a lexical closure does.

The inference algorithm returns a pair of values: a repre-
sentation and a substitution. The substitution carries already
inferred or partially inferred type variables over to the fur-
ther computation. A description of inference rules for Velka
expression types follows.

A. Literals and Construct special form

Literal expressions in Velka infers to their assigned repre-
sentations. Returned substitution is always empty.

The special form construct consists of a constructed rep-
resentation xr and constructor arguments a1, a2, . . . , an. The
inferred representation is clearly xr. We must also ensure, that
constructor for the arguments exists, and that the arguments
are of the correct types.

B. Symbols

When a representation of a symbol is inferred, we inspect if
it has a binding in the environment hierarchy. If it has a binding
to an expression eb, we recursively call the inference algorithm
on eb. If a symbol does not have a binding, we cannot infer
its representation, therefore we return a type variable and an
empty substitution.

C. Substitution Merge

There is a class of type related errors, that occur when a
single symbol is used twice, each time as a different type. We
need a way to detect this incompatibility between substitutions,
and also a convenient way to combine compatible substitutions
into a single one. For this purpose we use the substitution
merge algorithm.

The merge is based on the idea that two substitutions need
to substitute the same variable in order for conflict to arise.
If they do not have any common variable, we can use set

Algorithm 1: Substitution merge algorithm
1 Function ∪S(σ, φ)
2 while there is variable A such that A\e ∈ σ, A\f ∈ φ

and e ̸= f do
3 ρ←UNIFYREPRESENTATIONS(e, f );
4 if ρ = false then return false;
5 σ ← σρ ;
6 φ← φρ;

7 return σ ∪ φ

union to merge them, getting a valid substitution. Note that,
even if substitutions have a common variable A, the conflict
only occurs if expressions on the right side of the substitution
are not equal. Otherwise they are the same expression and set
union produces a valid substitution.

Assuming we have two substitutions σ and φ, with a com-
mon variable A, such that A\eσ ∈ σ, A\eφ ∈ φ and eσ ̸= eφ.
If we can find an unifier ρ for e and f , we can compose it
with σ and φ. In that case σρ and φρ still have a common
variable A, however ρ(e) = ρ(f). Therefore σρ∪φρ is a valid
substitution.

This is the idea behind the Algorithm 1. We are iterating
over common variables that are substituted for not equal
expressions of σ and φ. For each such variable we find a
unifier of the substituted expressions, and compose it with the
sets. We end the loop when no such variable can be found and
return a set union of the two substitutions. If at any time an
unifier does not exists, the substitutions are conflicting and an
error is thrown.

D. Special form if

We describe the inference of the if special form as an
example on how a special form representation inference is
handled in Velka. Other special forms and tuples are handled
in a very similar manner.

The special form if takes form of (if c t f), where c is
the condition expression, t is a true branch expression and f is
a false branch expression. The algorithm infers representations
of each of these sub-expressions.

We make sure that the type of c is the boolean and that both
t and f infers to the same type. Once the algorithm takes care
of this basic type checking, it merges the substitutions of sub-
expressions to the substitution for the if expression.

The inferred representation is a representation set of rep-
resentations inferred for t and f , since at compile time it is
not possible to decide which one is used. See Algorithm 2 for
pseudo-code.

E. Lambda Expressions

A lambda expression assigns representations r1, r2, . . . , rn
to its formal arguments a1, a2, . . . , an. We use a mock up
environment and a special inference-only expressions called
representation holders to reflect this.

A representation holder is a special expression that cannot
be evaluated and it infers to an assigned representation with
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Algorithm 2: Special form if inference algorithm
1 Function INFERIFREPRESENTATION(c, t, f , E)
2 ⟨rc, σc⟩ ← INFERREPRESENTATION(c, E);
3 ⟨rt, σt⟩ ← INFERREPRESENTATION(t, E);
4 ⟨rf , σl⟩ ← INFERREPRESENTATION(f , E);
5 φc ← UNIFYTYPES(rc, Bool)
6 if φc = false then raise error;
7 φ← UNIFYTYPES(rt, rf );
8 if φ = false then raise error;
9 ψ ← σc;

10 ψ ← ψ∪Sσt;
11 if ψ = false then raise error;
12 ψ ← ψ∪Sσf ;
13 if ψ = false then raise error;
14 return ⟨{rt, rf}, ψ⟩

Algorithm 3: Lambda expression inference algorithm
1 Function INFERLAMBDAREPRESENTATION([a1, . . . , an],

[r1, . . . rn], eb, E)
2 Γ← ⟨{ai ← eri |i = 1, . . . n}, E⟩;
3 ⟨rb, σ⟩ ← INFERREPRESENTATION(eb, Γ);
4 return ⟨σ([r1, r2, . . . , rn])→ rb, σ⟩

the empty substitution. We denote the representation holder’s
representation using an upper index; for example exr or fA.

When inferring a lambda expression, we create a new mock
up environment Γ. Its parent is E , the environment where
the lambda expression is evaluated. Γ contains each formal
argument ai bound to the representation holder eri . We use the
environment Γ to infer the body eb of the lambda expression.
We denote the computed representation rbody and the used
substitution σ.

It is tempting to use [r1, . . . , rn] → rbody as the resulting
representation. However, consider the following example:

(let-type (A) (lambda ((A a)) (+ a 1)))

In this case the assigned argument representation is A, rbody
is Int:Native, and σ is {A\Int:Native}. Therefore,
[r1, . . . , rn] → rbody is [A] → Int:Native. However, this
lacks already known argument representation.

Thus we use σ([r1, . . . , rn]) → rbody as a resulting repre-
sentation to propagate information from the body inference.
Used substitution is σ. You can see the pseudo code in the
Algorithm 3.

F. Unifying representations on a type level

Velka allows to apply a function with correct types, but
different than declared representations of arguments, assuming
the conversions exists at inference time. Since we infer the
representations of the expressions, we need a tool that ensures
type safety, and allows different representations.

As discussed in IV-A, to unify types and representations
we use the standard algorithm with minor modifications.
The algorithm’s pseudo-code is presented in Algorithm 4. It
accepts representations instead of types and is able to unify
representation sets on the type level.

Algorithm 4: Algorithm for type unification working
with representations

1 Function UNIFYREPRESENTATIONSASTYPES(s, t)
2 if s and t are representation atoms with the same type

name or type variables with the same name then
3 return {}
4 else if s is a type variable then return {s \ t} ;
5 else if t is a type variable then return {t \ s} ;
6 else if s is a s1 → s2 and t is a t1 → t2 then
7 σ ← UNIFYREPRESENTATIONSASTYPES(s1, t1);
8 if σ = false then return false;
9 φ←UNIFYREPRESENTATIONSASTYPES(σ(s2), σ(t2));

10 if φ = false then return false;
11 return σφ

12 else if s is a [s1, . . . , sn] and t is a [t1, . . . , tn] then
13 θ ← {};
14 for i← 1, . . . n do
15 ρ← UNIFYREPRESENTATIONSASTYPES
16 (θ(si), θ(ti));
17 if φ = false then return false;
18 θ ← θρ;

19 return θ;

20 else if s is a {s1, s2, . . . , sn} then
21 return UNIFYREPRESENTATIONSASTYPES(s1, t);

22 else if t is a {t1, t2, . . . , tn} then
23 return UNIFYREPRESENTATIONSASTYPES(s, t1);

24 else return false ;

G. Extended lambda and extend expressions

An extended lambda accepts arguments a1, a2, . . . , an, with
a user assigned types t1, t2, . . . , tn, respectively.

The special form creates an empty container, where im-
plementations are added later. Therefore, we cannot infer
a specific representation for the extended-lambda special
form alone.

We use the representation sets in a form of {tr|tr is a
representation of t}, for a type t. This encompasses any
possible representation of type t. For convenience we use the
following notation: t∗ = {tr|tr is a representation of t}.

For an extended lambda
(extended-lambda t1 t2 . . . tn) where t1, t2, . . . , tn
are argument types defined by the user, we infer
[t∗1, t

∗
2, . . . , t

∗
n] → A where A is a new unused type

variable. The substitution is empty.

For example, the(extended-lambda (Int String))
expression infers to the pair ⟨[Int∗ String∗] → A, ∅⟩.

The other part of the extended functions is the special
form extend. It has the form (extend eext eimpl ecost),
where eext evaluates into an extended function, eimpl evaluates
into a simple function—the future implementation, and ecost
evaluates into the cost function. We put cost function aside for
now.
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Algorithm 5: Extend special form inference algorithm
1 Function INFEREXTENDREPRESENTATION(eext, eimpl,

ecost, E)
2 ⟨rext, σext⟩ ← INFERREPRESENTATION(eext, E);
3 ⟨rimpL → rimpR , σimpl⟩ ←

INFERREPRESENTATION(eimpl, E);
4 if UNIFYREPRESENTATIONSASTYPES
5 (rext, rimpL → rimpR ) = false then raise error;
6 ⟨rcost, σcost⟩ ← INFERREPRESENTATION(ecost, E);
7 if UNIFY-REPRESENTATION(rcost, ⟨rimpL → Int:Native)

= false then raise error;
8 if rext has form of [r∗1 , r

∗
2 , . . . , r

∗
n]→ A then

9 return ⟨{rimpL → rimpR}, ∅⟩
10 return ⟨eext ∪ {rimpL → rimpR}, ∅⟩

Representations rext and rimpL
→ rimpR

2 are inferred rep-
resentations of the extended function and the implementation
respectively. In the same manner σext is a substitution used in
the inference of eext, and σimp is a substitution used in the
inference of eimpl.

We check if types of rext and rimpL
→ rimpR

unify. If they
do, we add rimpL

→ rimpR
to the set of representations.

A special case arises, if the extended function, does not
have any implementation. In that case, the extended function
infers to a representation in form [r∗1 , r

∗
2 , . . . , r

∗
n] → A. This

type-wise unifies or not unifies with rimpL
→ rimpR

, but we
have no set to add the representation to. Therefore, we instead
return the singleton {rimpL

→ rimpR
}.

Since the implementation eimpl is specific for certain rep-
resentation, we cannot use its substitution σimpl for merging.
Such merge leads to a conflict, since the arguments of the
implementations differ in representations. Therefore, we infer
with the empty substitution.

We discuss the cost function now. We make sure that
representation rcost unifies with rimpL

→ Int:Native. If
they do, the cost function has the correct type. If they do not,
we return an error. You can see the complete pseudo code in
Algorithm 5.

H. Application

The inference of the function application is more compli-
cated than in other languages, due to the presence of extended
functions and automatic representation conversions. First, we
show an auxiliary algorithm, which is a variation upon the
traditional application inference rule [1]:

f : A → B, x : A

f(x) : B

Then, we proceed to the main algorithm, which takes Velka’s
specifics into account.

The auxiliary algorithm (see its pseudo-code in Algo-
rithm 6) is used to infer the representation of the appli-
cation result, along with the used substitution. It accepts

2We can safely assume, that the representation of eimp have this form,
since eimp is a lambda expression by the definition.

Algorithm 6: Inferring result of a function application
1 Function APPLICATIONRESULTREPRESENTATION
2 ([ra1, . . . , ran]→ rr , σf , [sa1, . . . , sam], σa)
3 ρ← UNIFYREPRESENTATIONSASTYPES([ra1, . . . , ran],

[sa1, . . . , sam];
4 if ρ = false then raise error;
5 ρ′ ← {A\x|A\x ∈ ρ and A /∈ {ra1, . . . , ran}} ;
6 φ← ρ′∪Sσf ;
7 if φ = false then raise error;
8 φ′ ← φ∪Sσa;
9 if φ′ = false then raise error;

10 return ⟨φ(ρ(rr)), φ⟩

[ra1, ra2, . . . , ran] → rr the applicable representation of
the function, [sa1, sa2, . . . , sam] the representation of the
arguments, σf the substitution of the function, and σa the
substitution of the arguments.

We search for a type unifier ρ of [ra1, ra2, . . . , ran] and
[sa1, sa2, . . . , san] on line 3, to ensure type safety. We use
Algorithm 4, since functions in Velka can be applied with
arguments of the correct type and an arbitrary representation.
We assume that an arbitrary conversion between representa-
tions exists. If ρ does not exists, we return an error.

We cannot use ρ in the further inference. It might introduce
an incorrect inference on universally quantified type variables,
that are part of the lexical closure. Consider the following
example:

(define id (let-type (X) (lambda ((X x)) x)))
(tuple (id 42) (id #t))

We can easily see that the representation of the func-
tion id is X → X . In the tuple expression we ap-
ply id with the Int:Native argument, getting ρ =
{X\Int:Native}. In the second application of id we get
ρ = {X\Bool:Native} in the same manner.

We omit the rest of the algorithm for now. If we merge
the ρ in the substitution of the whole tuple, the two inferred
substitutions X\Int:Native and X\Bool:Native con-
flict. But that is not correct, since the type variable X in id
is universally quantified. Thus such information is excluded
from the substitution.

On line 5 we create a substitution ρ′ as {A\x ∈ ρ
such that A is not an universally quantified variable in the
[ra1, ra2, . . . , ran] → rr}. This solves the aforementioned
issue.

Substitution φ aggregates σa (the arguments inference), σf

(the function inference) and ρ′ ensuring the substitutions do
not conflict.

The inferred representation is φ(ρ(rr))—an application of
the original substitution ρ and the merged substitution φ on
the right side of the function representation. Used substitution
is φ.

The application (f a1 a2 . . . an) consists of a function
expression f and an argument tuple [a1, a2, . . . , an]. The
inference of the argument tuple yields the representation
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Algorithm 7: Function application inference algorithm
1 Function INFERAPPLICATIONREPRESENTATION(ef ,

[a1, . . . , an]), E)
2 ⟨rf , σf ⟩ ← INFERREPRESENTATION(ef , E);
3 ⟨[ra1 , . . . , ran ], σa⟩ ← INFERREPRESENATION

([a1, . . . , an], E);
4 if rf is a xr → ys then
5 return APPLICATIONRESULTREPRESENATION

(xr → ys , σf , [ra1 , . . . , ran ], σa)
6 else if rf is a variable A then
7 Let B → C where B and C are new unused

representation variables;
8 return APPLICATIONRESULTREPRESENATION

(B → C , σf ∪ {A\B → C}, [ra1 , . . . , ran ], σa)
9 else if rf is in a form

{xt1 → yu1 , xt2 → yu2 , . . . , xto → yuo} then
10 Let {⟨xri , σi⟩|⟨xri , σi⟩ =

APPLICATIONRESULTREPRESENTATION
(xti → yui , σf , [ra1 , . . . , ran ], σa)};

11 return ⟨{xri |i = 1, . . . , o}, ∏
i=1,...,o

(σi)⟩

12 else raise error;

[ra1
, ra2

, . . . , ran
] and the used substitution σa. The inference

of the function yields the representation rf and the used
substitution σf . We discern three cases:

(i) The representation rf has form xr → ys. This is the sim-
plest case. We directly use Algorithm 6 to get a representation
and a substitution.

(ii) The representation rf has form A, where A is a type
variable. In this case f is either not bound, or it is a variable of
unknown representation. We make new unused type variables
B and C, and use B → C as the argument for algorithm
6. We also add a binding A\B → C to the substitution σf ,
which is passed to Algorithm 6. This ensures the A\B → C
is passed to the resulting substitution, and the representation,
for which A stands, is known.

(iii) In the last case rf has a form {xt1 → yu1
, xt2 →

yu2
, . . . , xto → yuo

} of a representation set. We cannot discern
which representation is used in the runtime, since the cost
function is not evaluated in the inference phase. Therefore,
we propagate all possible representations of the result in
a representation set.

We call the Algorithm 6 with each representation xti → yui .
We collect the inferred representations to a set and aggregate
the used substitutions by the substitution composition. You can
see the resulting pseudo-code in the Algorithm 7.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We conducted several preliminary experiments in order to
measure the performance impact of suggested algorithms and
concepts. All experiments were carried out by our Velka im-
plementation [7]. This implementation compiles source code
into Clojure [6] source code. This generated Clojure source
was then used to run experiments on a computer with two
Intel Xeons E5-2680, 64 GB RAM, Debian Linux, OpenJDK
11, and Clojure 1.10.

A. Sorting Implementation

We focused our experiments on an implementation of
traditional sorting algorithms. For small data InsertSort al-
gorithm should be faster than QuickSort. Hence, it may be
reasonable to switch the sorting algorithm based on the size
of input data. In our experiments, we sorted arrays of inte-
gers using two representations: Array:Insertsort and
Array:Quicksort. Each representation had its own sorting
algorithm using InsertSort and QuickSort, respectively, their
detailed description can be found in [10]. The underlying data
structure of both representations was a Java ArrayList.

There are three algorithms measured in our experiment.
The first is a function quicksort, which is a simple function
accepting an Array:Quicksort argument and uses Quick-
sort algorithm. The second is insertsort, a simple function
accepting an Array:InsertSort and using InsertSort. The
last algorithm—sort extended is an extended function accept-
ing any Array implementation and using either QuickSort-
like divide and conquer recursively calling itself, or InsertSort
for small arrays. The divided sub-arrays for QuickSort are
eventually sorted using InsertSort once they are small enough.
In fact we implicitly obtained a hybrid algorithm.

The threshold for switching from QuickSort to InsertSort
was obtained experimentally, by previous experiments with
QuickSort and InsertSort algorithms. In the following exper-
iments, the threshold was set to an array of 7 elements, i.e.
arrays with 7 or less elements were sorted using InsertSort and
larger arrays were sorted using QuickSort. Each algorithm is
implemented using an iterative approach in order to get as
much performance as possible.

B. Experiments and their results

We sorted arrays of randomly generated positive integers
in our experiments. We pre-generated experimental data by a
script that uniformly drew numbers ranging from 0 to 9999.

We conducted three batches of experiments to observe
the algorithms running on different array sizes. The first
batch of experiments is focused on small arrays, up to the
100 elements. The intention is to set the threshold for the
sort extended algorithm and prove suitability of extended
algorithms on a small scale. The second batch of experiments
inspects medium-sized arrays ranging from 100 elements to
2900 elements. This experiment intends to compare all three
algorithms on a scale, where each one runs in a reasonable
time. The last batch of experiments inspects large arrays of
integers. It sorted arrays ranging from 200, 000 elements to
500, 000 elements. It intends to compare the performance of
large data. All experiments measure time to sort the array in
milliseconds.

The results for small data are presented in Fig. 1. Small
data were easily handled by each algorithm. Even on the
small scale, InsertSort shows worse performance compared
to QuickSort and sort extended. The comparison between
QuickSort and sort extended is more interesting. You can
see the detail of this comparison in Fig. 1 (bottom). We can
see, that the two algorithms are very similar in performance.
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Fig. 1. Algorithm comparison for small data (top), detailed view (bottom)

QuickSort is winning by a small amount. This is probably due
to the overhead of an extended function handling, used in sort
extended. This suggests that even on a small scale an extended
function can be used with only a limited performance loss.

You can see the results for medium-sized data in Fig. 2
(top). The performance of InsertSort is already hindered here.
The two other algorithms are almost flat on the x-axis.
Therefore, we omit results for InsertSort and present only
details for QuickSort and sort extended. The performance
gain of QuickSort over sort extended is diminishing. Although
QuickSort still performs better, it seems that the overhead of
extended functions is reduced due to the performance gain
from switching algorithms. The InsertSort is not useful for
larger data, and it seems that sort extended starts gaining
performance wise on QuickSort and the trend continues.

Results for the experiments with large data are depicted
in Fig. 2 (bottom). Comparison between QuickSort and sort
extended shows significant development. Sort extended al-
gorithm shows a performance gain around 10% on average
compared to QuickSort. It seems, that switching algorithms
outweighs overhead, caused by extended functions, on large
scales.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The Velka language is a framework that allows to dynam-
ically optimize data structures and algorithms to align with
input data. We are to extend its standard library to provide var-
ious types and representations applicable in data analysis and
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Fig. 2. Algorithm comparison for medium size (top) and large (bottom) data

data management. We are to reduce overhead of the Clojure
language by targeting JVM directly. Additionally, we are to
explore the possibility of supporting GPGPU computations for
matrix and similar types. Further, we aim to research different
strategies for setting and fine-tuning cost functions.
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Abstract— This position/ challenge paper is aimed to explore 

the potential of advanced network technologies to support 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications and so-called Digital 
Ecosystems, with a focus on interconnecting both under 
improving user Quality of Experience (QoE). The work analyzes 
current opportunities, challenges, and case studies (examples) as 
well as examines ongoing models and algorithms for future 
Digital Ecosystems: architectures, platforms, and services. One 
of the mid-term goals of the author is as follows: to collect 
further experience together with the fellows and colleagues and 
to provide the edition of a scientific issue as editor, which is 
dedicated to the above-mentioned subjects. 

Index Terms—Digital Ecosystems, AI, Machine Learning, 
Neural Networks, 5G and Beyond, Industrial IoT, Software 
Engineering, Blockchain, CIDN, Honeypotting, Big Data, 
decision-making, Computer Vision, real-time, Green AI. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND CHALLENGES 
Digital Ecosystems are networked AI services and software 
platforms for improving user QoS (Quality of Service) and 
Quality of Experience (QoE). The heterogeneous elements of 
these systems are interconnected one each other or, corre-
spondently, hierarchically organized and underordered. Each 
component (software platform, AI, network) in an ecosystem 
plays a unique role, and they rely on each other for successful 
operation and survival. This leads to the appropriate ecologi-
cal metaphor.  

Digital Ecosystems, consisting of advanced networking 
and AI applications, are rapidly changing the world we live 
in. The influence is bilateral or dual:  AI requires the integra-
tion of efficient and "green" network technologies and re-
builds the own structure of WWW completely; on the other 
hand, the sustainable development of network technologies 
with AI applications is creating new opportunities for enhanc-
ing the QoS as well as user QoE in diverse domains, such as 
every-day workflow and process digitalization, industries, ed-
ucation and high school, ergonomics, sociology, etc. How-

 
  

ever, these new potentials are also tied to significant chal-
lenges related to data mining and security, user privacy, en-
ergy efficiency and climate tolerance, and software engineer-
ing. This work aims to explore the potentials of advanced net-
work technologies aimed to support AI applications within 
such Digital Ecosystems, with a focus on interconnecting both 
under improving user QoE. The work will analyze current op-
portunities, challenges, and case studies as well as examine 
ongoing models and algorithms for future Digital Ecosys-
tems: architectures, platforms, and services.  

The following subjects are examined below: 
 Digital Ecosystems: networked AI services and plat-

forms for improving user QoE 

 Next Generation Networks (NGN): 5G and Beyond, 
Starlink, Terahertz-Band, UWB (Ultra-Wide Band), 
VLC (Visible Light Communications). 

 NGN and AI Applications. 

 AI in Digitalization and Industries. 

 Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and AI. 

 AI-based new challenges for Software Engineering: 
challenges and opportunities for software develop-
ment with AI. 

 Distributed Edge AI: the models on edge devices like 
base stations, access points, sensors, cameras, IoT de-
vices. 

 Applied AI: Machine Learning, Neural Networks, and 
Deep Learning. Applications and potentials. 

 Data Mining and Big Data: Opportunities and chal-
lenges for AI in data managing and analyzing. 

 AI in Didactics of High School: Benefits and chal-
lenges. 

 Ethical and Legal Considerations for Generative Lan-
guage Models. 
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 AI for Ergonomics and Sociology:  How AI can be 
used to improve work and living conditions. 

 AI and Computer Vision Issues. 

 Advanced Security and Ensured User Privacy for AI-
based Digital Ecosystems. 

 Energy Efficiency and Computational Optimization: 
Indeed, is AI a climate killer?  
AI's potential to help reduce energy consumption, im-
prove computational efficiency,  
minimizing AI's impact on climate change. 

II. ADVANCED NETWORKS MEET AI PLATFORMS 

A. Digital Ecosystems 
Digital Ecosystems are networked AI services and plat-

forms that improve user QoE. They consist of multiple inter-
connected devices, applications, and services that work to-
gether within modern networks and the internet and provide 
seamless and personalized experiences to users. Digital Eco-
systems are suitable for different domains, such as everyday 
workflow and process digitalization, industries, education and 
high school, ergonomics, and sociology. Furthermore, Digital 
Ecosystems are becoming increasingly important in monitor-
ing and decision-making, justice, marketing, e-commerce, 
publishing, healthcare, education, arts, and entertainment on 
an AI basis. 

B. Advanced Networking via NGN 
So-called Next Generation Networks (NGN) have defined 

advanced network technologies in the last good 20 years that 
support higher data rates (DR) and low-latency communica-
tion. Some meaningful examples of NGN consider 5G and 
Beyond, Starlink, Terahertz-Band, UWB, and VLC. These 
technologies [1-3] are becoming increasingly important, 
providing Digital Ecosystems with integrated elements of AI 
as well AI applications themselves. Advanced networking 
technologies are especially important for AI-supporting ap-
plications, which are critical for real-time data processing and 
rapid decision-making. 

C. Applied AI in Digital Ecosystems 
Significant role methods and mathematical apparatus such 

as Machine Learning (ML), Neural Networks (NN), and Deep 
Learning (DL) based on both above-mentioned approaches 
are playing (Fig. 1). The combination of them with so-called 
Language Models gives a demarcation, where we are standing 
[4, 5]. The typical components of modern AI applications and 
chat platforms like Chat GPT (Open AI), Bing (Microsoft), 
Bard AI (Google), Meta's Platforms Chatbot (without FB and 
Instagram), Chinchilla (DeepMind), and, furtherly, Jasper, 
Quillbot, Bloom, Replika, ELSA, Bing AI, Dall-E are as fol-
lows [4-11]: 

 Transformers: originally from Google Brain, trained 
with so-called Reinforcement Learning. 

 RLHF (Reinforcement Learning from Human Feed-
back). 

 PPO (Proximal Policy Optimization). 

 GUI/ user interface for text input and output. 

 Language models (refer to Fig. 2), such as Model 
OpenAI's GPT-3.5/ GPT-4, LaMDA Google Lan-
guage Model, and LLaMa (Large Language Model of 
Meta AI). 

 
Fig 1. Demarcation of AI methods in Digital Ecosystems 

Practically, model training data for the language models 
consists of a large number of texts created by humans, com-
munities, and some non-profit institutions, e.g., com-
moncrawl.org as a text’s source can also be specified as the 
so-called C4 (Common Crawl Cultural Context). Further-
more, the sources of texts can be differentiated as follows: 
search engines, online forums and communities, social media, 
blogs, newspapers, scientific articles, online books, wikis and 
encyclopedias, GitHub, spoken language, videos, and audio 
materials, etc. (refer to Table I). 

TABLE I. 
DATA SETS FOR AI TRAINING [11] 

Data Set Examples Usage in % 

Common Crawl 67 

C4 15 

GitHub  4.5 

Wikipedia 4.5 

ArXiv 2.5 

Stack Exchange 2.0 

Other 4.5 

Overall: 100 

The well-known applied AI (refer to Table II) is dedicated 
to modern healthcare process management, finance and credit 
policies, logistics, and transportation. Some examples of Ap-
plied AI include medical diagnosis, report completion, analy-
sis and prohibition for security denials, collections of laws in 
jurisprudence, and fraud detection. The used language models 
can be trained with huge amounts of different parameters: 
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from 7 up to approx. 70 billion of parameters, such as for 
GPT-3.5/ GPT-4, or LLaMa (refer Fig. 2). 

D. AI in Digitalization and Industries 
AI platforms are becoming of great importance in modern 

digitalization processes and in industries. AI and, especially, 
ML (Machine Learning) applications (refer to Fig. 3) support 
process automation and improve human decision-making 
based on often repetitive routines. Some examples of AI in 
digitalization and industries include chatbots, predictive 
maintenance, and autonomous vehicles (UAV – unmanned 
automotive or aerial vehicles). ML can be differentiated into 
three known types: Supervised Learning (SL), Unsupervised 
Learning (UL), and Reinforcement Learning (RL), as it was 
shown in Fig. 3, where RL is the most used type for the above-
mentioned language models [4-7]. 

A special part, Semi-Supervised Learning (SL/2), is an es-
sential ML method whose importance has increased with the 
deployment of LLMs in recent years. Intuitively, SL/2 can be 
viewed as an exam, data can be viewed as problem examples 
that the teacher solves for the class to help solve a different 
set of problems. The unresolved problems act as further exam 
questions or they become the practical tasks that make up the 
exam. It looks like data clustering and then labeling the clus-
ters with labeled data, moving to the decision boundaries. 
SL/2 is without scope in this taxonomy, but important for 
LLMs. 

E. Industrial Internet of Things and AI 
The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) refers to the use of 

connected devices like base stations, access points, sensors, 
cameras, and IoT devices in industrial environments (Digital 
Ecosystems). Data acquisition and analysis are provided in 
the industrial scenarios, overcoming and avoiding "Big Data" 
bottlenecks for IoT devices with valuable insights and im-
proving operational efficiency [1-3]. 

 
Fig 2. AI platforms nowadays 

F. AI-based Software Engineering 
The integration of AI in software development presents 

new challenges and opportunities. On the other hand, there 
many risks are tied to it. These challenges include necessarily 

human-AI collaboration in software engineering practices as 
well as require appropriate tools which boost the control on 
possible bias and "human factors", e.g., advanced GIT or 
GitHub.  

Such integration of AI and GIT/GitHub can help to im-
prove the quality and efficiency of software development, 
high re-usability grade of mistake-free source code fragments, 
embedding to so-called agile process models [3] under the use 
of ML-like XP, Scrum, consecutive providing of some soft-
ware engineering techniques like, e.g., agents or micro-ser-
vices. By AI-supported version and data controlling, develop-
ers can better track changes over time and collaborate more 
effectively with other developers (DevOps). 

 

Fig 3. Classification of Machine Learning [4,5] 

G. Ethical and Legal Considerations for Generative 
Language Models 
The coexistence of AI and networks in modern Digital Eco-

systems produces the need for deepening ethical and legal 
considerations ("robots may take jobs from humans away"). 
Also, there are some anxiousness and troubles concerning 
AI's role in curricula and didactics of school education and 
high school. Some evident benefits and potentials in the rapid 
development of cognitive skills can be accompanied by big 
risks and challenges ("digital dementia"). AI can also be used 
in education to improve the teaching and learning experience. 
AI can help to personalize learning, provide feedback, and en-
hance student engagement. So, there are also ethical, legal, 
and privacy limitations as well as further well-known risks for 
AI platforms. The continued development of AI technologies 
has already led to the possibility of automating some repeti-
tive and routine tasks, including potential replacement in the 
mid-term for the professions mentioned in the following list: 
foreign language translator, exercise tutor, data input special-
ist, helpdesk consultant, proofreader, lawyer assistant, ledger 
accountant, advertisement and marketing specialist, and cop-
ywriter [4-17]. Even more, AI will replace long-term perspec-
tive market research analysts, social media managers, meet-
ing planners, telemarketers, virtual assistants, audio-2-text 
typists, journalists-reporters, travel agents, tech support ana-
lysts, content moderators, and personnel recruiters. However, 
it's important to notice that the capabilities of AI platforms 
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like Chat GPT, Bard AI cannot yet provide advanced func-
tionality aimed at fully replacing complex human tasks under 
existing legal considerations (legislation and laws) anytime 
soon. In addition, according to the experts, critical professions 
that mostly require the highest level of accuracy and on which 
human life depends will anyway survive [4-17]. 

III. WELL-KNOWN RISKS FOR AI PLATFORMS 

A. Awareness of the Significant AI Risks  
This is one of the most important topics for Digital Ecosys-

tems. The Top10 of these risks are as follows [12]: 
1. Plagiarism culture 
2. Copyright issues and violence  
3. Free user contributions with middle to low quality  
4. Information but not knowledge 
5. Intellectual stagnation 
6. Data security and user privacy  
7. Unrecognized bias (systematic error) 
8. Human credulity 
9. Digital dementia 
10. Mythos about "Infinite Abundance". 

Such AI risks can be considered nowadays on the example 
of the most known platform Chat GPT (refer Fig. 4) as well 
as on the different AI systems like Bard AI, Chinchilla, Meta's 
Platform Chatbot, etc. (refer Table II). 

Example 1:  
OpenAI was founded in 2015 as a non-profit research and 

development organization by Tesla and PayPal (inter alia 
CEO Elon Musk, CTO Sam Altman). The AI platform from 
OpenAI is titled Chat GPT and possesses the following archi-
tecture (refer to Fig. 4) and distinguishing features [4-10]: 

 A free license with a limited knowledge base by the 
year 2021 is available 

 Furthermore, a paid monthly subscription for Chat 
GPT Plus and a professional version 

 Further integration follows in multiple MS products in 
the mid-term such as Word, Excel, Bing, Edge, and 
Azure (refer to the given ecosystem)  

 Availability as a standalone or web app, however, has 
a lot of risks due to fake accounts and malware at-
tempts! 

 But that's not all: Chat GPT can impress with other 
parameters. According to the estimations, the AI 
knows the data sets for approx. 570 gigabytes (refer to 
Table I and Table II). The vocabulary is spread over 
95 different languages [8-11]; however, access to the 
software can be restricted for selected countries 

 Additionally, the chatbot provides multiple program-
ming languages, including Python, JavaScript, C++, 
and SQL. 

 

B. An Effect titled "Bias Forever" 
Bias or distortion as a systematic error of an estimator is in 

the estimation theory. That distortion and bias are a problem 
in AI models is nothing new. These phenomena are known as 
GIGO ("garbage in, garbage out"): if the acquired datasets are 
inaccurate or "biased", this will be reflected in the results. 

Even hardware and logic output (AI engines) can work cor-
rectly and logically, but humans cannot. This is especially 
dangerous due to the ever-closer integration of AI techniques 
into existing search engines, clouds, office software, IDEs and 
compilers, and groupware (e.g., such as from Microsoft and 
Google). 

C. Distributed Edge AI and Big Data 
Distributed Edge AI refers to the deployment of AI models 

and methods (like the above-mentioned ML, NN, DL) on net-
working edge devices like base stations, access points, sen-
sors, cameras, and further IoT devices. Distributed Edge AI 
can help to reduce latency and improve the efficiency of de-
cision-making in real-time in Digital Ecosystems. 

Data Mining and Big Data refer to the collection, pro-
cessing, and analysis of large amounts of data. AI can help to 
examine and build primary clusters of "Big Data", providing 
valuable insights and improving decision-making [1-3].  

 

Fig 4. Chat GPT at a glance and its ecosystem 

IV. AI AND COMPUTER VISION ISSUES 

A. How does Computer Vision work? 
AI, per definition, is a complex of multiple models and 

methods to support computers to become able to solve logical 
problems on their own. ML "learns" using acquired examples 
or training data. We speak about Deep Learning (DL) when 
the learning process is only made under the support of neural 
networks (NN).  

Machine Vision deals with image acquisition and pro-
cessing to generate added value. So-called Computer Vision 
(CoVis) is a part of AI and refers to the methods used by DL 
and Machine Vision (refer to Fig. 5). 

Hence, in the opinion of some researchers, Computer Vi-
sion as a discipline contains many further methods and algo-
rithms that are not part of Deep Learning: filtering, Fourier 
and wavelet analysis, etc. Furthermore, Computer Vision is 
an application of the DL for solving Machine Vision tasks. It's 
a three-part process (refer to Fig. 6): 

1. A model is "trained" on the basis of available training 
data. 

2. The model performs later a Computer Vision task.  
3. The graphical objects are recognized with a high prob-

ability. 
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B. Metrics and Confusion Matrix 
So-called metrics are the model variables and numerical 

values used to measure the quality of the deployed models for 
ML, DL, Machine Vision, and Computer Vision [1-5]. A cer-
tain metric can be identified under the use of the so-called 
Confusion Matrix (Table III). Such a matrix can record how 
many errors and hits the discussed model has when the model 
is executed.  

The usage purpose for so-called metrics is as follows:  
 Understandable criteria for comparing processes and 

products within a discussed model can be provided. 
 Quality and model properties can be quantitatively de-

scribed via the metrics. 

 
Fig 5. Demarcation CoVis within AI 

 

Fig 6. How does Computer Vision work? 

TABLE II. 
AI PLATFORMS IN COMPARISON (UNDER USE [6, 7],  

STATUS ON APRIL 2023) 

Features 
AI platforms 

Chat GPT Bard AI Chinchilla 
Release dates November 2022 February 2023 March 

2022 
Vendor Open AI Google/ Alphabet DeepMind 

(Google's 
AI firm) 

Status 
Free version and  
subscriptions 

Limited availability 
(currently only 
available to testers) 

Presently 
unavaila-
ble to the 
public 

Features 
AI platforms 

Chat GPT Bard AI Chinchilla 
Construction  Open-source con-

versational AI 
chatbot 
Built on Open 
AI's GPT-3.5/ 
GPT-4 
Draws infor-
mation from data 
it's trained on 

AI-powered conver-
sational chatbot 
Built on Google's 
LaMDA 
Draws information 
from the internet 

Made with 
70 billion 
parameters 

Components 
and particu-
larities 

Transformers 
with an original 
ancestry from 
Google Brain, 
trained with so-
called 
RLHF (Rein-
forcement Learn-
ing from Human 
Feedback) 
PPO (Proximal 
Policy Optimiza-
tion)  
Text input and 
output with lan-
guage model   
GPT-3.5/ GPT-4 

Transformers are 
based on a net-
worked neural 
model 
LaMDA, Google-
language model   
Google Research 
elaborated these 
transformers even 
in 2017   
Surprisingly, the 
transformers and 
the GPT-3 language 
model use both the 
basics for Chat GPT 
too! 

Trans-
formers of 
DeepMind 
are used 

Deployment  Chatbot function-
ality 
Generating re-
ports and sum-
maries 
Creation of mar-
keting material 
Performing lan-
guage translation 
Providing ideas 
Elaboration of 
source code and 
essays 
Explanation of 
complex concepts 
Providing virtual 
assistants 

Assistance in basic 
search functions 
Explanation of 
complex concepts 
Providing ideas 

Chatbot 
functional-
ity 
Providing 
virtual as-
sistants 
Use of pre-
dictive 
models 
Creating 
video 
game 
characters 
Improve-
ment of 
digital 
products 

Performance 
and QoE middle good middle 

Chatting lan-
guage sup-
port   

95 natural lan-
guages, among 
them English, 
Spanish, French, 
German, Japa-
nese, Ukrainian 

Only English Only Eng-
lish 

Support of 
programming 
languages for 
source code 
generation  

provides multiple 
programming 
languages, in-
cluding Python, 
JavaScript, C++, 
and SQL 

multiple program-
ming languages 

multiple 
program-
ming lan-
guages 

Example 2:  
There are n=165 elements in an investigated party; they are 

distributed according to a binary criterion (e.g., for red= yes, 
for blue= no). Based on a given CoVis method, we have ob-
tained 55 predicted blue and 110 predicted red elements. In-
deed, there is the following distribution: 60 blue and 105 red 
real elements in the party in fact (refer to Table III). 

Therefore, we can differentiate here TP (true positive), TN 
(true negative), FP (false positive), FN (false negative) ele-
ments for a given CoVis method. 
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TABLE III. 
CONFUSION MATRIX 

n=165 Predicted NO Predicted YES  
Fact NO TN=50 FP=10 60 
Fact YES FN=5 TP=100 105 
 55 110  

V. ADVANCED SECURITY AND ENSURED USER PRIVACY FOR 
AI-BASED DIGITAL ECOSYSTEMS 

The integration of AI in Digital Ecosystems provides ad-
vanced networking security and user privacy challenges. 

The functionality of FW is growing each decade, including 
IPS, IDS, Antibot, CIDN, and other concepts. Blockchain 
technology substitutes well-known PKI infrastructure and 
meets AI (refer to Fig. 7).  

AI supports cybersecurity frameworks using OWASP, 
SIEM, and MITRE foundations [29-32] as training data sets. 

A. Advanced Firewall Techniques 
There are multiple opportunities as follows [1-3]: 
 Advanced firewall techniques must be used too, like 

IDS/ IPS (Intrusion Detection and Prevention), and 
CIDN (Collaborative Intrusion Detection Networks), 
to secure against more and more sophisticated intrud-
ers and insider attacks. 

 Firewall techniques and advanced CIDN can be 
boosted via available AI methods. 

 Honeypots provide the decoys for detracting multiple 
intruders and insiders from real attack targets. The di-
versity of honeypots with collecting knowledge about 
dangerous events plays a steadily growing role in se-
cure networking.  

 Honeypotting role can be even more increased by the 
deployment of a trendy "deception technology" with 
AI elements. 

B. Blockchain Issues for AI 
Blockchain (BC) and Smart Contracting (SC) based on BC 

provide the compulsoriness in decentralized communication 
scenarios like up-to-date Peer-2-Peer and Machine-2-Ma-
chine must be deployed instead of convenient PKI (Public 
Key Infrastructure) infrastructures for the discussed AI-based 
digital ecosystems [1-3]. 

They need additional so-called NFT (non-fungible tokens), 
which provide a public certificate of authenticity, authorship, 
or proof of ownership of a digital media file (digital artifact 
or asset). What does it mean for AI and Digital Ecosystems?  

NFTs are created under the use of existing blockchains and 
combining records containing cryptographic hashes which 
uniquely identify a set of data. An NFT is a cryptographically 
secured unit of data stored on the BC that can be sold and 
purchased on the digital markets, analogically to crypto-cur-
rency such as BTC or ETC.  

An NFT may be associated with a specific digital asset, 
such as an image, art piece, music work, sports events, or an 
AI-generated product, and may grant licensing rights to use 

such digital media file (digital artifact or asset) for a specific 
purpose. 

An NFT does not restrict the sharing or copying of the as-
sociated digital files, nor does it prevent the creation of a new 
NFT. An NFT usually results in an informal exchange of own-
ership of an asset. 

Often, an NFT doesn't possess absolute legal rights; they 
are frequently absent in the actual legislation. Therefore, 
NFTs' use is uncertain under applicable law and frequently 
has an extra-legal character. Hence, ownership of an NFT of-
ten has no legal meaning and does not necessarily protect the 
copyrights and intellectual property rights in the associated 
digital files.   

  
Fig 7. AI-boosted Advanced Security:  

Foundations and Best Practices [1-3, 29-32] 

Example 3:  
NFTSs act herewith like digital certificates of authenticity. 

They ensure that among a large number of entirely identical 
copies of a media file or a digital artifact, only one file can be 
considered a signed, compulsory original. The NFT hype 
peaked in 2021 for human-made digital artworks and contin-
ues for AI-generated digital paintings nowadays. 

There are a lot of AI-based Text-to-Image-Generators now-
adays: 

 Open-source Text-2-Image-Gen: Stability AI (Stable 
Diffusion)  

 Commercial AI tool: Dall-E (OpenAI). 

An AI software called "Female Artist Claire Silver" first 
announced in March 2023 its new collection, "Can I tell you 
a secret?", which obtained a premiere at the Louvre in Paris. 
One of the titles is: "Love in the 4th Turning". Overall, the 
collection consists of 100 paintings secured via Superchief 
NFT Gallery in NY. On Twitter: Claire Silver would like to 
"…bring AI art to mainstream culture together". 

VI. AI IN DIDACTICS OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS  
The challenges and risks of this topic are as follows [13-

17]. 
1. Teaching media skills: One of the most important 

tasks of educational institutions (schools, high 
schools, universities) should be to train learners in the 
use of digital media and AI. They should learn the crit-
ical answering approaches, whether a text was gener-
ated by a human or by an AI. 
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2. Integrating AI technology into teaching: AI will play 
an increasingly growing role in the mid-term, so edu-
cational institutions should incorporate AI technology 
into the curriculum to prepare the pupils and students 
for the demands of a rapidly changing labor world. For 
example, chatbots or language assistants can be used 
in course works and class exercises. 

3. Generation of teaching materials: Generally, AI text 
generators can be a valuable addition to teaching ma-
terials if used appropriately. However, universities 
should ensure that the generated materials are of ap-
propriate quality, support the curricula, and are regu-
larly reviewed to ensure timeliness and relevance. In 
addition, ethical and legal aspects for educational in-
stitutions should be considered, and the generated ma-
terials should always be used only as a complementary 
(secondary) to the materials produced by teaching 
staff. 

4. Training and guidelines for teaching staff, pupils, and 
students are required, which are aimed at avoiding pla-
giarism under the use of AI generators. The test and 
exam regulations should include clear requirements 
for training and policies that ensure all stakeholders 
understand the risks and consequences of plagiarism 
and how to identify AI-generated theses, course 
works, and essays. 

Example 4: 
Some useful tools can be cited herewith, like GitMind, 

Miro Mind, or OrgPad [18-21], which are deployed to acquire 
and shape diverse ideas, hypertext links, networked media, 
and further essential entities to existing practical areas (do-
mains). Such preliminary AI tools support so-called ontolo-
gies, mind maps, namespaces, and source code fragments in a 
target metalanguage (OWL, XML, JSON, etc.) to certain do-
mains, like medicine, software engineering, or (high-school) 
didactics, but are augmented via the linked multimedia 
sources, which can be collected via internet, on online com-
munities, social media, blogs, newspapers, scientific articles, 
online books, wikis, etc.  

GitMind [18] is an online mind mapping and flowchart 
tool. With GitMind, users can easily create diverse mind 
maps, flowcharts, and UML diagrams, providing useful do-
main modeling with AI elements. 

Miro Mind Mapping Tool [19] provides an elaboration of 
different mind maps or ontologies under comfortable GUI. 
This leads to accelerate source code development, boosting, 
and embedding of mistake-free source code fragments. 

OrgPad [20, 21] is directly dedicated to mind maps and is 
simultaneously a flowchart tool with the support of hypertext 
links and a comfortable as well as understandable GUI. Such 
kind of tools can be programmed under the use of LISP or 
modern LISP dialects like Clojure or ClojureScript, based on 
JavaScript. They are frequently used as a first stage for enter-
ing, shaping, and saving the facts and knowledge into KDB 
(Knowledge Data Bases), which are used in AI applications 
(for Logical Output, NN, Fuzzy Logic, Big Data, Decision 
Making Support). 

VII. AI TOOLS "AT GLANCE": ADVANTAGES AND CRITICISM 

A. Energy Efficiency and Computational Optimization  
Indeed, is AI a climate killer? Is it possible, a "Green AI"? 

Such statements are rather incorrect, but the intensive use of 
AI applications can surely increase the CO2 impact and com-
monly contribute to the greenhouse effect [1-3]. AI's potential 
can rather be used to help reduce energy consumption, im-
prove computational efficiency, minimizing of AI's impact on 
climate change. 

B. Some Advantages for Insurers and Recruiters  
Let's consider the following examples: 
Example 5: 
Insurance companies are steadily investing nowadays in 

new services, chatbots, and online claims processing [22]. In 
the mid-term, there are significant changes for the customers 
too. Through AI and generative language models, customer 
communication becomes more flexible and more personal-
ized, from the signing of the polis to the processing of led 
claims. Like at the airport or in the supermarket, where em-
ployees support customers digitalizing their self-check-in or 
scanning the barcodes for goods, insurance companies' col-
laborators provide simple products to complete them online 
and show how easy it is, standing out of scope but implicitly 
involved. 

Example 6: 
Didn't Chat GPT formulate your CV and advertisement let-

ter? This is how an HR collaborator (recruiter) normally re-
acts to an AI-manipulated advertisement letter. A lot of Chat 
GPT formulations are still dubious or clumsy in the meantime 
but provide a good perspective. In some places can be re-
marked that there is too much direct translation from English 
into German or else, from analogous languages. Nevertheless, 
you can use a Chat GPT-generated text for an advanced elec-
tronic final advertisement letter enclosed to your CV and the 
digitalized scans of your certificates. And a good result can 
be indeed shown. The generated texts are sometimes surpris-
ingly good, even better than the recruiters can expect from a 
human candidate who evidently knows the workflow per-
fectly [23]. 

C. Warnings Against Generative AI-Language Models 
An updated survey from the USA confirmed that 43% of 

all employees have already used Chat GPT at the workplace. 
Unfortunately, as this new survey has shown, too, the AI tools 
provide not only positive effects. Even in contrast: it could 
affect up to 300 million jobs worldwide, especially lawyer as-
sistants and management employees [24]. 

An open letter published by the non-profit society "Future 
of Life Institute", has already been signed by approx. 34,000 
prominent people, including Elon Musk and Steve Wozniak 
[25-27]. E. Musk: "Powerful AI systems should not be devel-
oped until we are confident that their impact will be positive 
and their risks manageable". The open letter also mentions the 
potential risks to our civilization from generative AI language 
models in the form of economic and political disruption (fake 
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news, manipulated societies and finances, uncontrolled access 
to dangerous substances, weapons, and cyberwars).  

The letter was signed also by British astrophysicist Stephen 
Hawking among other prominent persons. “Success in the 
creation of artificial intelligence may be the greatest achieve-
ment in the history of human civilization. But they may be the 
last if we do not learn to avoid risks, ” - said Hawking. This 
letter was also supported by several human rights organiza-
tions, such as Human Rights Watch. 

The EUROPOL had already warned of the possible misuse 
by phishing attempts, disinformation, and cybercrimes. Here-
with some conclusions from the recent EUROPOL reports are 
cited: AI makes it easier for criminals to misuse available 
knowledge for malicious purposes such as illegal weapon op-
erations, terror, porn and sex, drug-pushing, networking, and 
software hacking, but it also provides for law enforcement of-
ficers, agencies and forensics new ways to fight against such 
crime challenges [24-27]. E. Musk: "AI is a potentially exis-
tential threat to humanity. A training pause for AI is required" 
[25]. Autocratic regimes can use AI for the production of fake 
news and for propaganda purposes. Some such states regard 
AI as strategically very important and would like to give AI 
researchers multiple freedom grades. For this aim, domestic 
access to AI tools must be critically restricted (s. Wassenaar 
Arrangement - 1996) [28].  

VIII. INCREASING AI NETWORKING EFFICIENCY 
LLMs are real resource consumers because of the huge 

computing power that the highly-performant parallel clusters 
must perform in the background and, therefore, require huge 
amounts of electrical energy. To enhance the efficiency of 
existing AI infrastructure, leading high-tech companies are 
deploying their AI-optimized approaches, including the 
implementation of liquid-cooled hardware and high-
performance AI networks. These networks interconnect 
~10.000 specialized AI chips within large-scale training 
clusters, enabling faster data processing and reducing costs 
associated with data center construction [1-3]. The efficiency 
of such clusters can be measured in terms of PUE and ERE 
[1-3, 47-49]: 

1 < PUE = (PA + PIT)/ PIT     
1 < ERE = (PA + PIT - PR)/ PIT     
where PUE – Power Usage Effectiveness, ERE – Energy 

Recycling Efficiency, PA – is waste power, PIT – is raw IT 
service power, PR – is recycling power. The best practices 
have shown:  

1 < PUE < 1.16    1 < ERE < 1.06 
Examples of such efficient clusters are multiple [47-49]. 

Aimed at enhancing the efficiency of existing AI 
infrastructure, leading high-tech companies are deploying 
their AI-optimized approaches, including the implementation 
of liquid-cooled hardware and high-performance AI 
networks.  

These networks interconnect ~10.000 specialized AI chips 
within large-scale training clusters consisting of multiple 
boards, enabling faster data processing and reducing costs 

associated with data center construction. The AI networking 
innovations can be divided into three strata (Fig. 8):  

 Cluster stratum. 

 Board stratum. 

 Processor unit stratum. 

 
Fig 8. AI networking and computing innovations 

The cluster stratum is represented via liquid-cooled, high-
performance, and large-scale training clusters [33-35].  On the 
board stratum, the performant optical and radio links are 
deployed on the short range between the chips and boards. 
High-efficient precision antenna constructions (like 3D-
MIMO) as well as Terahertz-solutions are used [1-3].  

IX. CONCLUSIONS 
1) This is a work-in-progress. Based on the discussed as-

pects a new Springer LNEE series title is prepared for the 
year 2024: “Digital Ecosystems: Interconnecting Ad-
vanced Networks with AI Applications” with approx. 
700 pages, 39 chapters each up to 16-20 pages in 
Springer format, under our own edition, in close cooper-
ation with scientists from Germany, Ukraine, Switzer-
land, Slovakia, Czechia, Poland, China, Italy, Azerbai-
jan,  France,  Cameroon, United Kingdom, and many oth-
ers. This book will continue the former Springer LNEE 
book series [1, 2]: 

 Andriy Luntovskyy, Mikhailo Klymash, et al. (Eds.). 
"Intent-Based Networking" (2022, LNEE 831, ISBN 
978-3-030-92433-1). 

 Andriy Luntovskyy, Mikhailo Klymash, et al. (Eds.). 
"Emerging Networking" (2023, LNEE 965, ISBN: 
978-3-031-24962-4). 

2) Digital Ecosystems are networked AI services and plat-
forms that improve user QoE. They consist of multiple 
interconnected devices, applications, and services that 
work together within modern networks (5G and Beyond, 
optical networks, WLAN, Industrial IoT, UWB, Star-
link). 

3) Digital Ecosystems are becoming increasingly important 
in monitoring and decision-making, justice, marketing, e-
commerce, publishing, healthcare, education, arts, and 
entertainment on an AI basis. The development of so-
called "AI co-pilots" for office apps, teamworking, 
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IDE/GIT, as well as malware defense tools will signifi-
cantly reduce the risks in the short term and increase the 
overall usability of generative language models. 

4) Distributed Edge AI in Digital Ecosystems refers to the 
deployment of AI models and methods (like the above-
mentioned ML, NN, DL) on networking edge devices 
like base stations, access points, sensors, cameras, and 
further IoT devices. Distributed Edge AI can help to re-
duce latency and improve the efficiency of decision-mak-
ing in real-time in Digital Ecosystems. 

5) New challenges in Software Engineering include human-
AI collaboration, require appropriate tools which accel-
erate software development based on agile process mod-
els, and boost the control of possible bias and "human 
factors". 

6) The integration of AI in Digital Ecosystems provides ad-
vanced security and privacy challenges. There are multi-
ple opportunities like Blockchain (SC, NFT), CIDN, and 
Honeypotting in decentralized communication scenarios 
like up-to-date Peer-2-Peer and Machine-2-Machine. 

7) Educational institutions should integrate AI technology 
into the curricula to prepare pupils and students for the 
demands of a rapidly changing labor world. Training and 
guidelines for teaching staff, pupils, and students are re-
quired, which are aimed at avoiding plagiarism under the 
use of AI generators. 

8) This is a position/ challenge paper. One of the mid-term 
goals of the author is as follows: to collect further expe-
rience together with the fellows and colleagues and to 
provide the edition of a scientific issue as editor, which 
is dedicated to the above-mentioned subjects.  
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Abstract—In this study, our aim is to analyze the public health
services in the city of Bogota, Colombia. We used unsupervised
learning algorithms for clustering requests, complaints, claims,
and denunciations issued to Supersalud in 2021. We collected
the data from Supersalud’s databases. We adopted clustering
algorithms such as K-Means, Bisecting K-Means, and Gaussian
Mixture, thus, we evaluated the quality of the combination
using the silhouette coefficient. The algorithm with the best
clustering quality to generate the clusters has been improved. Of
the eight clusters, the first two present the highest incidences,
with 181 and 249 affiliates affected for every 2,000 in the
year 2021. In the first cluster, with 55% support and 100%
confidence, a strong association was found between problems
related to medical care facilities and restricted access to health
services. In addition, in these two clusters RCCD with pathologies
such as chronic communicable and non-communicable diseases
(respiratory, diabetes, renal, risk factors and cardiovascular)
associated with restricted access to health services were found.
In conclusion, The unsupervised grouping allowed to analyze
the public health services from the perspective of the RCCD,
providing valuable information on the experiences of the users
and the challenges in the provision of health services in Bogotá,
these findings demonstrate the restriction in the access to health
services from different perspectives of a deficient state regarding
the provision of health services in the city of Bogotá, Colombia.

Index Terms—Health Indicators, Health Services, Health
Statistics, Cluster Analysis, Machine Learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN Colombia, health services are regulated by the National
Policy for the Provision of Health Services as per Law 1753

of 2015, in conjunction with the surveillance and control body
for health services stipulated by Law 1122 of 2007, known
as the National Superintendency of Health (Supersalud). Re-
quests, Complaints, Claims, and Denunciations (RCCD) serve
as pivotal tools for citizens to voice their concerns to public
entities, being recognized as one of the most robust indicators
of care quality. However, the quality of service provision in
the public health system has been compromised due to adverse
situations [1] that impact the contribution of Health Service
Providers (HSP) to society.

This work was funded by the University of Córdoba in Colombia

Decision-making in public health can be jeopardized due
to biases in the due to the lack of analysis, interpretation and
erroneous registration of the same [2], a crucial aspect that can
obscure judgments about potential outbreaks and pandemics
like Covid-19. In Colombia, restricted access to databases
poses a challenge to promoting national public health research
[3]. Additionally, the Territorial Health Plan of Bogota 2020-
2024 [4] proposes measures to enhance the efficiency of health
teams and transition towards a systematized and automated
health system.

This study is an extension of a previous investigation [5],
where we aim to expand this work with a larger dataset by
implementing unsupervised clustering algorithms to group the
RCCD filed by healthcare users with Supersalud in Bogota
in 2021 [6] and analyze the public healthcare services in this
city. Through machine learning, we have utilized open-access
data and conducted analyses to meet the primary objective.
Our findings suggest that a group of RCCD with chronic
pathologies has a strong association with restricted access to
health services, as do pathologies such as Covid-19 and cancer.

The study is divided into three parts: the first introduces
the challenges of the health sector in Colombia and briefly
describes the study conducted along with the methods and
techniques applied; the second addresses the findings and
the achievement of the objective; and finally, a conclusion
is provided that summarizes our findings and discusses their
implications for future research.

II. METHODOLOGY

This study is classified as a quantitative research of descrip-
tive type, adapted from other studies [7], widely explained by
Sampieri [8], with an extended data mining approach of the
Cross-Standard Process for Data Mining in Industry (CRISP-
DM) [9] to analyze RCCD and meet the objective of the study.
The phases of the process used are described below:
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A. Software
For the analysis of information, the Python 3.11.1 program-

ming language, the Apache Spark platform and the PySpark
3.3.2 library were used. These tools allow large amounts of
information to be processed in a distributed, parallel, and
replicated manner [10], which guarantees reliable and repro-
ducible results. In addition, the Google Colab development
environment was used, which makes it easy to work with
Jupyter Notebooks online.

B. Data
The dataset for this study is sourced from the open RCCD

database interposed to Health Promoting Entities (HPE) with
Supersalud in Colombia for the year 2021 [6]. Acquired on
February 15, 2023, the data adheres to the Habeas Data
Law, ensuring obfuscation to protect individual identities.
Each RCCD is assumed to represent a unique individual. Our
analysis is centered on Bogotá’s RCCD, encompassing both
the contributory and subsidized regimes. Nationally, 993,349
RCCDs were recorded, with Bogotá being the city with
the most RCCD records, accounting for a total of 226,230.
Specifically, the contributory and subsidized regimes in Bogotá
accounted for 213,375 RCCDs out of 7,927,520 affiliates as
of December 2021 [11]. This study narrows its focus to these
regimes in Bogotá, as they comprise 94% of the city’s RCCDs,
split between 169,431 (contributory) and 43,944 (subsidized).

1) Understanding the problem and its data: To compre-
hend the problem and its data, we integrated the business
understanding and data comprehension phases of CRISP-
DM. Initial assessments confirmed the integrity of two key
features: the municipality code of the entity receiving the
RCCD and the affiliation regime of the affected individual.
Filtering was applied based on these features, specifically
ENT_COD_MPIO (municipality code, with 11001 representing
Bogotá) and AFEC_REGAFILIACION (affiliation regime,
focusing on subsidized and contributory). A subsequent deep
dive into RCCD features revealed several categorical attributes
crucial for understanding sector challenges, including gender,
macro-motive, life risk, age range, pathology, and high cost.
These attributes were found to be comprehensive, with no data
loss observed. Their value domains after applying the filter are
distributed as follows:

• The gender named in the data set as AFEC_GENERO
determines the gender of the affected person. With a
cardinality of 2, it takes two values: Man and Woman,
at the national level (without applying the filter) another
value called “Not Applicable” was observed.

• The life risk named in the data set as RIESGO_VIDA
determines if the reason for which the RCCD was filed
puts the life of the affected person at risk. With a
cardinality of 2, it takes two possible values Yes and No
(Without applying the filter, no others were observed).

• The age range of the affected person in the data set
called AFEC_EDADR. With a cardinality of 9, due to the
obfuscation of the data, it takes values such as: Between
0 and 5 years, between 6 and 12 years, between 13 and

17 years, between 18 and 24 years, between 25 and 29
years, between 30 and 37 years, between 38 and 49 years,
between 50 and 62 years and over 63 years, at the national
level (without applying the filter) another value called
“Not Applicable” was observed.

• The macro-motive named in the data set as
MACROMOTIVO. With a cardinality of 6, it takes
the following categorical values (Without applying the
filter, no others were observed): Restriction in access
to health services, Deficiency in the effectiveness of
health care, User dissatisfaction with the administrative
process, Non-recognition of economic benefits, Lack of
availability or inappropriate management of human and
physical resources for care and Petitions, complaints and
claims filed by HPS-HPE, territorial entities and control
and surveillance agencies.

• The high cost feature named in the data set as
ALTO_COSTO, this determines if the reason for the
RCCD is related to a high cost disease, it presents a
cardinality of 22 and takes the following categorical
values (Without applying the filter, it does not others were
observed): Not Applicable, Peritoneal dialysis, Hemodial-
ysis, Management of patients in intensive care units,
Diagnosis and management of the HIV-infected patient,
Chemotherapy and radiation therapy for cancer, Medical-
surgical management of major burns, Management of
major trauma among others.

• The pathology feature named in the data set as
PATOLOGIA_1, contains the disease related to the rea-
son that the RCCD occurred. This feature have a cardinal-
ity of 22 and take the following categorical values (With-
out applying the filter, no others were observed): Chronic
non-communicable respiratory diseases, Problems related
to health care facilities or other health services, Non-
communicable chronic diseases - diabetes, Osteoarticular
diseases, Cancer, Chronic non-communicable cardiovas-
cular diseases among others.

2) Data preparation and experimental configuration: At
this stage, the CRIPS-DM data preparation phase was adopted
and an experimental setup was included. Regarding the prepa-
ration of the data, the following considerations were taken into
account:

• As can be seen previously, the “high cost” feature, which
determines the cause of a high value for which the RCCD
is interposed, has a high cardinality, for this reason it was
reduced to using two values yes and no, in the case if it
does not have any high cost (Not Applicable) its value is
no and yes in otherwise.

• The pathology called “problems related to medical care
facilities or other health services”, despite not being its
own pathology, was not excluded because it facilitates un-
derstanding of the impact and demonstrates shortcomings
in the quality of health care provision services.

For the experimental configuration, combinations of features
were created according to the objective of the study for the
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subsequent phases (see table I).
We use one-hot coding [12] because the domain of the

study features is categorical (see section II-B1). This coding
assumes a categorical variable d, which takes values in the
set O = o1, o2, . . . , oH , one-hot transforms d into an H-
dimensional vector p, such that each dimension hi comprises
a value between zero and one corresponding to its value in the
set O (see eq. 1). This process increases the dimensionality of
the database, which implies a slightly higher processing cost
due to this increase.

hi =

{
1 if d = oi

0 if d ̸= oi
(1)

Where hi is the ith dimension of a categorical variable d,
which takes values in the set O. oi is the ith value taken by
the categorical variable d.

Utilizing one-hot, categorical values like “Over 63 Years”
in age range are transformed into binary columns. If an
RCCD instance has this value, it’s marked as 1; otherwise,
it’s 0. Because we use Apache Spark, we use their optimized
approach that customizes one-hot for large data sets that
creates a single vector column, capturing all values per feature
(see eq. 1).

3) Clustering Algorithms: In this phase, the CRISP-DM
modeling phase was adopted, using the previously prepared
data set. Accordingly, it is proposed to use the unsupervised
grouping technique to group the RCCD according to the study
variables. This would allow segmenting the experiences of
patients. For example: if a cluster shows that a group of RCCD
have restrictions regarding some pathologies, the regulatory
entities of the health sector could investigate ways to reduce
the restrictions for these patients.

In addition to the above, due to the nature of the data, they
do not have a predefined class or category that allows sepa-
rating the data to predict, classify or group [13], therefore, in
this research, we have adopted unsupervised machine learning
clustering algorithms, such as K-Means, Bisecting K-Means,
Gaussian Mixture [14] from the Apache Spark Pyspark library.

K-Means is an unsupervised clustering algorithm guided by
proximity in a search space, which is calculated in closeness to
the centroids (central point of a cluster that defines it) [15] until
it is minimal, noting that it considers each cluster as convex
due to the Euclidean distance determining the closeness to the
centroids (see eq. 2) [16]. The implementation of K-Means
available in the PySpark library for distributed processing of
large volumes of information of Apache Spark in its official
documentation [17] mentions that it uses a variant of the
original algorithm called K-Means++, in whose particular case
according to the documentation is based on the article by
Bahmani [18], where a controlled random sample is used (see
eq. 3), generating distant centroids. The following definitions
have been recovered from the previously mentioned article:

d(x,C) = min
c∈C
||x− c||2 (2)

C ← C ∪ {x};x ∈ X with a probability of
d2(x,C)

ΦX(C)
(3)

Where X is the set of observations in the dataset, x is a
specific observation of X , C is the group of selected centroids,
c is a center of the set C, d(x,C) is the Euclidean distance
from x to the closest centroid in C, ΦX(C) is the objective
function to minimize using the Euclidean distance from the
points in X to the centroids in C.

Bisecting K-Means is a variant of K-Means as its name
indicates, the difference from the original being that it splits
the data into subgroups forming a tree as its nodes subdivide
until they are indivisible, in such a way that the specified
or identified k clusters are generated, using K-Means with
its Euclidean distance (see eq. 2). According to the official
documentation of the implemented library [19], it is based on
the article by Steinbach [20, 21], whose implementation is still
used with some updates.

Gaussian Mixture is a probability-based algorithm which
allows generating clusters considering that each of them fol-
lows a Gaussian distribution. According to the implemented
library, the expectation maximization originally described by
Dempster [22] is used to generate Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMMs) [23]. These models are given by the multivariate
probability density function, see eq. 4 in [24].

g(x,Φ) =

K∑

k=1

Pkf(x, µk,Σk) (4)

4) Evaluation and quality metrics: This phase extends from
the evaluation phase of CRISP-DM, in which an analysis was
carried out using the silhouette coefficient as a criterion to
select the clustering algorithms and determine their optimal
configuration in terms of number of clusters and experimental
parameters (see table I), where the different configurations
were evaluated, for each one a range of groups between two
and eight was assigned due to the highest silhouette coefficient
being obtained with eight clusters.

Without classes, the evaluation and comparison between
these algorithms is challenging, where it is necessary to have
alternatives to similarity metrics between clusters, such as the
silhouette coefficient, which is a dimensionless measure [25]
for determining clustering coherence [26], ensuring optimal
quality, with values ranging between -1 and 1, 1 being the
best result and -1 the opposite, see eq. 5

s(i) =
b(i)− a(i)

{a(i), b(i)} , where − 1 ≤ s(i) ≤ 1 (5)

Where i is the ith observation, s(i) is the silhouette coeffi-
cient for observation i, a(i) is the average distance between i
and all other observations in the same cluster, b(i) are all the
observations of the nearest cluster different from i.

5) Analysis tools: To understand the magnitude of the prob-
lem, it is necessary to determine the proportional (cumulative)
incidence of each cluster [27, 28], taking as parameters the
total number of affiliates in December 2021 of the regimes of
this investigation extracted from external reports [11], using
as a reference the name and code of the municipality (Bogotá,
001) and the number of RCCD for each cluster, in terms of
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TABLE I
COMBINATIONS OF FEATURES USED TO PERFORM TESTS ON THE DATASET.

Feature Combination Identifier Features
Gender macro-motive Life risk Age range Pathology High cost

1 x x x
2 x x x x
3 x x x x
4 x x x x x
5 x x x x x
6 x x x x x x
7 x x x
8 x x x x
9 x x x

every 2,000 affiliates per year (see eq. 6):

Ip(k) =
wk

Ta
p (6)

Let k be the kth cluster, Ip(k) the proportional incidence
of k, wk the number of observations in k, Ta the total number
of affiliates in the regimes of study, and p the estimation
proportion in terms of affiliates per year.

It is also necessary to use association rules to evaluate the
frequency and probability of occurrence of a set of values in
each cluster, for which support and confidence are used, which
through the following expressions recovered from external
sources [29]:

Support = P (T ∩K) (7)

Confidence = P (K|T ) = P (T ∩K)

P (T )
(8)

Let T and K be two set of items.

III. RESULTS

A. Clustering Outcomes

After carrying out several experiments, the best experiments
were selected based on their silhouette coefficients, in table II
where the 10 best results are presented, ordered from highest to
lowest, of these 10 best results they have the same combination
of features given by macro-motive, life risk and high cost,
identified with ID 9 (see table I). The two best results, with
eight and seven clusters respectively, were obtained using the
K-Means algorithm and presented an acceptable adjustment
time.

Figure 1 depicts heat maps using the data from the 189
iterations performed for each algorithm using the number of
clusters, features combinations, and their silhouette coefficient.
It can be observed that the highest silhouette coefficient is
found in combinations 7 and 9 of the clustering algorithms.
Additionally, it is highlighted that K-Means achieved a better
silhouette coefficient in the conducted tests, while Gaussian
Mixture exhibited negative silhouette coefficient and other
very low values, indicating its limitations.

Figure 2 shows the processing cost (time it takes each algo-
rithm to process the data) for the three clustering algorithms:
K-Means, GaussianMixture and BisectingKMeans. It can be

observed that K-Means obtained the lowest processing cost,
with an interquartile range (IQR) of 2.5 seconds and a total
range of 7.05 seconds, with a median of 8.76 seconds, a mean
of 9.2 seconds, and an outlier of 29.57 seconds. Unlike the
other two algorithms, whose performance was lower due to
having a longer processing time. In GaussianMixture a greater
dispersion is observed, with a IQR of 27.23 seconds and a total
range of 70.6 seconds, with a median of 19.32 seconds and a
mean of 28.38 seconds. This algorithm has 2 outliers of 80.77
and 103.84 seconds. BisectingKMeans has a median of 41.59
seconds and a mean of 38.2 seconds, also an IQR of 15.82
seconds and a total range of 34.11 seconds. This algorithm
has no outliers.

B. Identified Clusters

In summary, with the previous findings, the best result
was obtained when using K-Means with the combinations
of features given by macro-motive, life risk and high cost,
identified with ID 9 (see table I) and with 8 clusters compared
to the others through the silhouette coefficient; In a second run
using these same parameters, eight clusters with a silhouette
coefficient of approximately 0.97 were identified. The RCCD
instances with the identified clusters were matched to the pre-
pared data to be able to use the other features such as pathol-
ogy, gender, and age range, which were not present in the com-
bination of features (experimental setup) used for clustering.

For each cluster, the cumulative incidence was calculated
in terms of 2,000 affiliates in December 2021 for each cluster
(see eq 6), two of them present higher incidences compared
to the total corresponding to clusters one and two (see table
III), the remaining clusters present low incidences. From Table
(see table IV), it can be seen that the amount of RCCD
accumulates in some values of the macro-motive feature of the
clusters. On the other hand, in most of the clusters, chronic
diseases are present.

The first cluster represents 181 out of every 2,000 affiliates
in December 2021. This cluster presents a life risk, but not a
high cost, with a support P (X∩Z) = { Quantity of RCCD in
the cluster with chronic communicable diseases and noncom-
municable (respiratory, diabetes, renal, risk factors and cardio-
vascular) that have the macro-motive of restriction in access
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TABLE II
ITERATIONS OF THE DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF FEATURES, ALGORITHMS AND NUMBER OF CLUSTERS

Algorithm Number of clusters Silhouette coefficient Model fitting time in seconds
KMeans 8 0.96 7.55
KMeans 7 0.95 5.15

GaussianMixture 8 0.93 46.80
BisectingKMeans 8 0.91 47.08

KMeans 6 0.91 7.00
GaussianMixture 7 0.89 19.32
GaussianMixture 6 0.88 36.84
BisectingKMeans 7 0.86 46.10
GaussianMixture 5 0.85 36.32
BisectingKMeans 6 0.83 42.89

Fig. 1. Heat maps of the clustering algorithms with the combinations of features and the number of clusters.

TABLE III
QUANTITY OF RCCDS RECEIVED FOR EACH VALUE PER FEATURE - PART 1

Feature Value

Quantity of RCCD per cluster
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

size = 71819 size = 98843 size = 6831 size = 7826 size = 8059 size = 15411 size = 3735 size = 851
I = 181 I = 249 I = 17 I = 20 I = 20 I = 39 I = 9 I = 2

Range of age

0 - 5 3184 4806 276 196 30 752 153 19
6 - 12 2562 4068 196 76 31 591 97 5

13 - 17 2489 2991 151 104 21 411 111 8
18 - 24 4517 5257 503 241 319 1281 208 43
25 - 29 5021 6168 581 382 1037 1363 279 55
30 - 37 8068 10778 948 827 2727 2121 435 90
38 - 49 11205 15949 1330 1471 2255 2657 570 167
50 - 62 13262 21064 1236 1994 1174 2847 675 205

63+ 21511 27762 1610 2535 465 3388 1207 259

Gender Man 30498 38427 2815 4076 3764 6503 1600 432
Woman 41321 60416 4016 3750 4295 8908 2135 419

High cost No 71819 98045 6708 0 7898 14923 3735 0
Yes 0 798 123 7826 161 488 0 851

Risk of life No 0 98843 6831 0 7847 11849 0 0
Yes 71819 0 0 7826 212 3562 3735 851
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TABLE IV
QUANTITY OF RCCDS RECEIVED FOR EACH VALUE PER FEATURE - PART 2

Feature Value Quantity of RCCD per cluster
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Macro-motive

Deficiency in the effectiveness of health
care

0 0 6831 0 0 0 3735 851

Lack of availability or inappropriate man-
agement of human and physical resources
for care

133 119 0 19 1 0 0 0

User dissatisfaction with the administrative
process

0 0 0 0 0 15186 0 0

Non-recognition of economic benefits 0 0 0 0 8058 0 0 0
Petitions, complaints and claims filed by
HPS-HPE, territorial entities and control
and surveillance agencies

336 0 0 86 0 225 0 0

Restriction in access to health services 71350 98724 0 7721 0 0 0 0

Pathology

Covid-19 13285 12 9 452 43 482 584 48
Intensive care for any pathology 3 21 2 43 0 10 0 12
Cancer 9131 441 159 3183 231 640 710 479
Overall effectiveness of care 15 8 6 2 0 1 3 0
Chronic communicable disease 37 8 1 1 1 1 0 0
Vector-borne disease 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
Chronic non-communicable respiratory dis-
eases

6196 1566 170 166 84 500 384 12

Chronic non-communicable diseases - dia-
betes

3291 3319 158 134 40 332 131 6

Chronic non-communicable diseases - renal 954 471 55 844 77 142 47 68
Chronic non-communicable diseases - risk
factors

588 1807 200 22 34 190 37 3

Chronic non-communicable cardiovascular
diseases

9900 13473 667 664 128 1410 431 30

Orphan diseases 1982 181 28 61 15 95 120 5
Immune-preventable diseases 6 10 0 1 0 0 0 0
Neurological diseases 2378 718 31 14 23 152 62 2
Osteoarticular diseases 4266 14809 757 243 413 1137 161 9
Great burn 6 3 2 18 1 4 0 4
Maternal-child 3352 3660 246 119 45 739 255 7
Not applicable 134 88 12 2 17 38 1 0
Problems related to medical care facilities
or other health services

10209 54709 3932 360 6797 8742 489 20

Prosthetic hip or knee joint replacements 20 130 4 274 8 19 1 6
Mental health 5831 1118 168 33 58 476 306 3
Oral health 60 2158 198 2 24 188 1 1
Sexual and reproductive health 10 57 4 0 0 8 2 0
HIV AIDS and other sexually transmitted
diseases

162 75 21 1188 20 105 9 136

to health services } / {cluster size} = 29% and a confidence
(X → Z) = P (Z|X) = { Quantity of RCCD in the cluster
with communicable and non-communicable chronic diseases
(respiratory, diabetes, renal, risk factors and cardiovascular)
that have the macro-motive of restriction in access to health
services} / { Quantity of RCCD in the cluster with chronic
communicable and non-communicable diseases (Respiratory,
diabetes, renal, risk factors and cardiovascular)} = 99%, this
suggests a pattern in the data from this cluster. The pathologies
of covid-19 and Cancer are also highlighted, also with the
previous macro-motive, which have a support P (X,Z) = {

Quantity of RCCD in the cluster with covid-19 and cancer
that have the macro-motive of restriction in access to health
services } / { cluster size} = 31% and with a confidence(X →
Z) = P (Z|X) = { Quantity of RCCD in the cluster with
covid-19 and cancer who have the macro-motive for restriction
of access to health services} / { Quantity of RCCD in the
cluster with covid-19 and cancer } = 99%, this reveals a
strong pattern in the data, something that is worrisome since it
reveals that in this cluster to these pathologies, access to health
services is restricted, which can increase their risk of serious
complications or long-term effects by not having timely or
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Fig. 2. Boxplot of the processing time of the different algorithms

adequate treatment; In addition, cancer and Covid-19 are two
pathologies to highlight because cancer patients usually con-
tract an immunosuppressed state that increases the risk of in-
fections and exposes them to complications [30], both patholo-
gies according to the previous results are restricted to them.
access to health services, this causes greater concern, because
health should be for everyone and should not be a privilege.

In the second cluster, 61% correspond to women, without
a life risk and for the most part does not present a high cost,
this represents 249 of every 2,000 affiliates in December 2021.
With a support P (X∩Z) = { Quantity of RCCD in the cluster
with the pathology called problems related to medical care
facilities or other health services that have the macro-motive
of restriction in access to health services} / {Cluster size}
= 55% and a confidence (X → Z) = P (Z|X) = { Quantity
of RCCD in the cluster with the pathology called problems
related to health care facilities or other health services that
have the macro-motive of restriction in access to services
of health} / { Quantity of RCCD in the cluster with the
pathology called problems related to medical care facilities
or other health services} = 100%, this indicates a strong
pattern in the data, revealing the shortcomings of the users
in the public health care, which are not satisfied with the
care and has a strong association with the restriction of health
services. It is also highlighted from this cluster that with a
support P (X ∩ Z) = { Quantity of RCCD in the cluster
with chronic communicable and non-communicable diseases
(Respiratory, diabetes, renal, risk factors and cardiovascular)
that have the macro-motive of restriction in access to health
services } / {Cluster size} = 21% and confidence (X → Z) =
P (Z|X) = { Quantity of RCCD in the cluster with chronic

communicable and non-communicable diseases ( Respiratory,
diabetes, renal, risk factors and cardiovascular) that have the
macro-motive of restriction in access to health services} / {
Quantity of RCCD in the cluster with communicable and non-
communicable chronic diseases (Respiratory, diabetes, renal,
of risk and cardiovascular)} = 100%, this demonstrates the
strong association with this macro-motive, in addition to these
chronic pathologies that can affect the quality of life of the
affected person if the restriction in access to health services
persists, implying a imminent risk to public health, due to the
fact that they are not given sufficient attention or the state of
medical care services are not suitable, leading to a worsening
of their health status, such that it presents a life risk to this
population.

IV. DISCUSSION

In our study, we employed unsupervised clustering algo-
rithms, including K-Means, Bisecting K-Means, and Gaussian
Mixture, to analyze the Right to Health Care Claims (RCCD)
in Bogotá, Colombia’s public health services. Our findings
revealed that K-Means outperformed the other two algorithms
in terms of efficiency, enabling us to segment user experiences
and gain a nuanced understanding of the challenges they
encounter when accessing health services.

Our analysis underscores that health services for chronic
pathologies, predominantly evident in clusters 1 and 2,
are notably constrained. Within these clusters, a recurring
macro-motive consistently yielded the highest RCCD count.
Notably, cluster 1 emphasized issues within medical care
facilities. These observations resonate with Lemy’s research
[30], which identified administrative barriers in accessing
health services. Furthermore, the prominence of Covid-19
and Cancer pathologies in the first cluster indicates restricted
health service access during the 2021 pandemic. This aligns
with other studies [31] that observed a decline in preventive
services and an absence of comprehensive vaccination
strategies for Covid-19, especially for cancer patients.

Interestingly, while some rules exhibited low support, they
demonstrated high confidence, indicating robust relationships
between specific variables within data subsets. For instance,
a rule associating Covid-19 and cancer pathologies with
restricted health service access exhibited 31% support but a
staggering 99% confidence. Such patterns can be instrumental
in discerning trends within specific data groups. However,
it’s pivotal to remember that correlation doesn’t equate to
causation, necessitating further research to ascertain any
causal links.

The implications of our findings are profound. They accen-
tuate the imperative to enhance the health system’s efficacy
and structure, especially in crisis scenarios like pandemics.
We advocate for the relevant authorities to devise strategies
bolstering the availability and accessibility of public health
care services, drawing insights from our study.

However, our research is not without limitations. The scope
was confined to RCCD in Bogotá, covering the contributory
and subsidized healthcare regimes, the two regimes with the
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most RCCD. Our quantitative approach, based on RCCD
from Supersalud, might not capture the data’s full depth. The
study’s lens was solely on user perception and satisfaction,
overlooking other potential influencers like healthcare person-
nel, infrastructure, or funding. We experimented with various
feature combinations for the clustering algorithms, but other
configurations remain unexplored. For instance, we limited
our cluster count to eight based on the optimal coefficient.
Lastly, due to data obfuscation for legal compliance, individual
identification was impossible, leading us to assume each
RCCD represents a distinct individual in our analysis.

V. CONCLUSION

This study underscores the power of sophisticated data
analysis techniques in the domain of public health, specifically
when working with RCCD. By leveraging mathematical and
statistical models for information preprocessing and employ-
ing algorithms like K-Means, Bisecting K-Means, and Gaus-
sian Mixture, we achieved a comprehensive analysis of public
health services in Bogotá, Colombia. The silhouette coefficient
played a pivotal role, ensuring the best clustering quality and
preventing the generation of ambiguous or non-informative
results. With a strong association identified, having a support
of 55% and a confidence of 100%, we found significant issues
related to healthcare facilities and restrictions in access to
health services.

One of the standout findings was the evident deficiencies
in the health system, especially concerning the quality of
services. Chronic pathologies, both communicable and non-
communicable, were prominently present in clusters 1 and 2,
with the highest incidence. These clusters revealed a signifi-
cant restriction in access to health services, with this restriction
being a dominant motive. The macro-motives in these two
clusters reflected the challenges in accessing health services,
emphasizing the urgency to prioritize and address these issues.
Without timely and appropriate care, the risk to patients’
lives is substantially heightened, especially given the current
restrictions in the public health sector.

Considering these findings, it’s recommended to expand
the scope of this study, incorporating data from different
regions of Colombia to capture a more comprehensive national
perspective. Such an approach could unveil crucial insights
into the challenges faced by public health services across the
country. Moreover, a deeper exploration of the patterns and
strong associations identified in this study is essential. Under-
standing the intricate relationships between various variables
and their impact on health service quality can pave the way for
more informed administrative decisions, ultimately enhancing
patient care in the health sector.
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Abstract—This paper presents a method of determining the
set of alternatives, with respect to a subset of fuzzy criteria,
that have the greatest degree of accordance with preferences
given by a decision-maker. We apply two kinds of alternatives
in the process of decision-making. The candidate solutions will
be selected from a (large) universe of (real) alternatives. Their
membership degrees in the linguistic values of all fuzzy criteria is
assigned by an expert. A set of (imaginary) reference alternatives
is generated to express the expectations of the decision-maker,
who assigns membership degrees in the most preferred linguistic
values of fuzzy criteria. We define the notion of approximation
of a reference alternative by a real alternative in the domain
of linguistic values of criteria, and introduce a measure of
accordance of the real alternative with the reference alternative.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODELLING and analysis of the decision-making ac-
tivity preformed by humans strongly depends on the

quality of data obtained from the real-world reasoning pro-
cesses. The rough set theory [1] is a paradigm aimed at dis-
covering uncertainty, inconsistency, and redundancy that can
be often found in information systems. It could be successfully
combined with different ways of knowledge representation in
the form of hybrid approaches, such as fuzzy-rough decision
models [2]–[6]. Both the rough set models and the fuzzy
knowledge representation should be utilized in attempts to
create systems that could be helpful in finding an optimal
alternative in complex situations. It is especially important in
the case of huge information systems, with a vast number of
alternatives that are characterized by many criteria.

Even a skilled expert can hardly manage a difficult decision-
making task, not only due to the size of the problem, but
also because of natural contradictions between various criteria.
Furthermore, when a group of experts is involved in finding
an optimal decision, we can expect solutions that may be
inconsistent. It is obvious that the human experts need to
be supported in solving both the multi-criteria and the group
decision-making tasks. The most popular algorithms applied
to this end are SAW, TOPSIS, and AHP [7], [8].

In order to model actual decision-making processes, it is
also necessary to admit subjectivity in goal functions and
constrains. In a real-world situation, one cannot be restricted
to objective (numerical) criteria only, such as cost or benefit,
but has also to take into account subjective (vague) criteria.

Therefore, we can observe that the standard (crisp-oriented)
methods were adopted to work with fuzzy numbers and
linguistic values in the multi-criteria [9]–[11], and in the group
decision-making [12]–[15].

Motivation for our activity in the area of decision-making
was not merely extending the standard approaches to deal with
fuzzy instead of crisp values, but rather to propose directly a
fuzzy-oriented knowledge representation, which is based on
the notion of linguistic label [16]–[18]. This idea changes
the way of comparing and classifying objects in a fuzzy
information system. It is more convenient and computationally
not demanding to simply discover classes of objects that
share a common characteristic by having the same dominant
linguistic values of attributes. We do not apply a standard fuzzy
similarity relation for making a detailed analysis of similarity
between particular objects of a fuzzy universe. This way we
also avoid getting obscured results that depend on the used
forms of fuzzy connectives and may be difficult to interpret.

In this paper, we introduce several new concepts into
the label-based approach to multi-criteria decision-making.
Firstly, we express the preferences of a decision-maker in the
form of imaginary alternatives that constitute a reference for
comparison and evaluation of real alternatives. Secondly, we
define a notion of approximation of the reference alternatives
by the real alternatives. This makes it possible to simplify
the evaluation of accordance of the real alternatives with the
preferences of the decision-maker.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF ALTERNATIVES USING FUZZY
LINGUISTIC LABELS

It is necessary to recall the basic notions that are used in
the presented approach. The process of decision-making is
performed by evaluating the alternatives that are characterized
by fuzzy criteria. We denote by [16]:

U – a nonempty set (universe) of alternatives (elements),
A – a finite set of fuzzy criteria (attributes),
Va – a set of linguistic values of every criterion a ∈ A,
V – a set of linguistic values of criteria, V =

⋃
a∈A Va,

f – an information function, f : U × V → [0, 1],
f(u, V ) ∈ [0, 1], for all u ∈ U , and V ∈ V.
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The corresponding family of linguistic values of a fuzzy
criterion ai ∈ A, where i = 1, . . . , n, is expressed as Ai =
{Ai1, . . . , Aini}. The membership degrees of any alternative
u ∈ U in the linguistic values of all fuzzy criteria should be
assigned under the following conditions [18]:

∃Aik ∈ Ai (µAik
(u) ≥ 0.5,

µAik−1
(u) = 1− µAik

(u) ∨
µAik+1

(u) = 1− µAik
(u)),

(1)

power (Ai(u)) =

ni∑

k=1

µAik
(u) = 1. (2)

Because of the requirements (1) and (2), every alternative
u ∈ U must have a dominant linguistic value for each
fuzzy criterion. Furthermore, due to the requirement (1), every
alternative u ∈ U can take a nonzero membership degree in
at most two neighbouring linguistic values.

Introducing the requirement (1) was inspired by practical
applications of fuzzy inference systems. It can be observed
in a real-world case that an expert usually assigns a nonzero
membership degree in only two neighbouring linguistic values
of a criterion. This is in accordance with our intuition. We
can describe, e.g., an object to be “high” and “middle” to
some degree, but not “low” at the same time. Hence, the
parameters of membership functions that are applied in fuzzy
control systems should be set in such a way that only two
neighbouring membership functions can be activated by any
crisp input value [19], [20].

The requirement (2) can be perceived as a generalization
of the property that can be observed in crisp information
systems that constitute a special case of fuzzy information
systems. Every element of a crisp universe can have a nonzero
membership, which equal to 1, in only one single value of a
selected crisp attribute. All the membership degrees in the
remaining values of the crisp attribute must be equal to zero.
This property of possessing exactly one attribute value can
be also expressed by applying the law of excluded middle,
which is a crucial principle of the standard bi-valued logic.
In a fuzzy information system, an element of the universe
can possess a membership degree, which can be any real
number in the interval [0, 1], in more than one attribute value.
The process of assigning the degree of membership in fuzzy
sets is a fundamental issue in applications of the fuzzy set
theory. Some researches do not impose strict constraints in
this regard. This can be observed especially in the area of
neuro-fuzzy systems where the membership degrees are often
tuned freely during a training process. Unfortunately, we lose
the correspondence to logic in such an arithmetic-oriented
approach. Therefore, a well-defined fuzzy information system
should satisfy a requirement that can be seen as a counterpart
of the law of excluded middle in fuzzy logic.

The requirement (2) is important in real-world applications,
e.g., in fuzzy control [19], because it helps to construct a
consistent system of fuzzy decision rules that can be easily
interpreted. Another example is the fuzzy flow graph approach

introduced in [21]. It that case, the requirement (2) has to be
be used if we want to retain the flow conservation equations
that describe the flow distribution in a fuzzy flow graph.

Both the requirements (1) and (2) allow to significantly
simplify the process of constructing a fuzzy information sys-
tem. Obviously, the formulae (1) and (2) are fully compatible
with the standard bi-valued logic in a special case of crisp
information systems.

We also require a certain level of membership degree to
the dominant linguistic values, which can further restrict the
subset of alternatives taken into consideration. Such (positive)
alternatives can be easily discovered by finding the unique
membership degrees, for all criteria a ∈ A that exceed
a threshold of similarity, denoted by β, that satisfies the
inequality: 0.5 < β ≤ 1 .

Depending on the value of membership degree, and the
threshold β, three kinds of linguistic values [17] can be
distinguished. For every alternative u ∈ U , and any attribute
a ∈ A, we define the set V̂a(u) ⊆ Va of positive linguistic
values

V̂a(u) = {V ∈ Va : f(u, V ) ≥ β}, (3)

the set Va(u) ⊆ Va of boundary linguistic values

Va(u) = {V ∈ Va : 0.5 ≤ f(u, V ) < β}, (4)

and the set qVa(u) ⊆ Va of negative linguistic values

qVa(u) = {V ∈ Va : 0 ≤ f(u, V ) < 0.5}. (5)

We can identify alternatives u ∈ U that have nonempty sets
V̂a(u) for all criteria a ∈ A, according to (3). Those alterna-
tives are marked by distinct labels, which are combinations of
their positive linguistic values of criteria.

The set of linguistic labels L̂(u) is expressed as the Carte-
sian product of the sets of positive linguistic values V̂a(u), for
all a ∈ A:

L̂(u) =
∏

a∈A

V̂a(u). (6)

By inspecting the membership degrees of every element u
of the universe U in all linguistic values of criteria, we obtain
classes (granules) of similar alternatives that share the same
linguistic label.

We denote by UL the subset of those elements u of the
universe U that correspond to a linguistic label L ∈ L, for all
fuzzy attributes a ∈ A:

UL = {u ∈ U : L(u) = L} . (7)

The subset UL is called the set of characteristic elements of
the linguistic label L.

The linguistic label L ∈ L can be expressed as an ordered
tuple of positive linguistic values, for all attributes a ∈ A:

L =
(
V̂ L
a1
, . . . , V̂ L

an

)
. (8)

In the proposed novel approach presented in this paper, we
denote by X the universe of real alternatives having the mem-
bership degrees assigned by an expert. The alternatives x ∈ X
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will be evaluated and ranked with respect to the subjective
preferences provided by a decision-maker. In contrast to our
previous work, we propose a different way of specifying the
preferences of the decision-maker. This is done by introducing
ideal (imaginary) reference alternatives that should reflect the
expectations of the decision-maker, who must assign their
membership degrees in the preferred linguistic values of each
fuzzy criterion. The reference alternatives will be denoted by
y, and their universe by Y .

We would usually expect the universe Y of imaginary
alternatives to contain only one or a small number of elements,
because the decision-maker ought to strictly specify his or
her requirements. However, in a real-world case, the criteria
should not be treated as totaly independent characteristics of
alternatives. Rather, we must assume that the decision-maker
considers several (possible) versions of ideal alternatives hav-
ing different combinations of preferred linguistic values of
criteria. Moreover, such imaginary alternatives can be treated
as solution variants that are not equally desirable.

III. APPROXIMATION OF ALTERNATIVES IN THE DOMAIN
OF LINGUISTIC VALUES

In the first step, we determine the set of linguistic labels LE

of the real alternatives x ∈ X described by the expert, and the
set LD of linguistic labels of the reference alternatives y ∈ Y
provided by the decision-maker.

The preferences of the decision-maker can be satisfied only,
if we can find linguistic labels that are shared by the expert
and the decision-maker, i.e., LE ∩ LD ̸= ∅. Only the real
alternatives belonging to the characteristic sets of the common
linguistic labels constitute variants of acceptable solutions.
All the other real alternatives are not in accordance with the
preferences of the decision-maker. In other words, they do not
support linguistic labels of the decision-maker, hence, they
will be discarded from further consideration.

In the next step, we need to calculate the degree of
accordance of the real alternatives with the corresponding
reference alternative. We refer to the idea of approximation of
sets, which is a fundamental concept of the rough set theory.
The notions of the lower and upper crisp set approximations,
proposed by Pawlak [1], were extended by many researchers,
who developed various generalizations for the case of fuzzy
information systems, e.g., [2]–[6].

In approximation of crisp sets a unique indiscernibility
relation is used, whereas fuzzy sets can be approximated
with the help of a similarity relation. Contrary to the crisp
indiscernibility relation, there is no unique way how a fuzzy
similarity relation is defined. However, it could be shown
[4] that the fuzzy approximations based on the (residual) R-
implicators satisfy the largest number of basic properties of
rough sets. This fact inspired us to consider R-implicators as
a suitable tool for approximation of alternatives in the domain
of linguistic values.

Let us define the accordance relation of a real alternative
with a reference alternative, with respect to particular linguistic
values of criteria. To this end, we represent any alternative x

as the fuzzy set X̃ , and any alternative y as the fuzzy set Ỹ
on the domain of linguistic values of criteria. Now, we are
able to determine the covering of the set Ỹ by the set X̃ . The
covering will be expressed as a fuzzy set in the domain of
linguistic values of criteria, and denoted by COV(X̃, Ỹ ).

For a linguistic value Aik of a criterion ai, we require that
the membership degree in Aik of the real alternative x must
be at least equal to the membership degree in Aik of the
reference alternative y, as a condition to assign the highest
possible covering degree (with respect to Aik) of Ỹ by X̃:

µCOV(X̃,Ỹ )(Aik) = 1 ⇐⇒ µỸ (Aik) ≤ µX̃(Aik). (9)

This requirement can be satisfied, when the covering of
fuzzy sets is defined by applying residual implicators, which
are generally expressed with the help of a t-norm operator T,
for a, b ∈ [0, 1]:

I(a, b) = sup{λ ∈ [0, 1] : T(a, λ) ≤ b}. (10)

The R-implicator of Gaines turned out to be the most suitable
in our approach, because it takes into account the ratio between
its arguments. It has the following form:

I(a, b) =

{
1, if a ≤ b,
b/a, otherwise.

(11)

By applying the selected R-implicator, we define the covering
set COV(X̃, Ỹ ) of a nonempty set Ỹ by the set X̃ as follows:

µCOV(X̃,Ỹ )(Aik) =





I(µỸ (Aik), µX̃(Aik)),
if µX̃(Aik) > 0,

0, otherwise.

(12)

On the other hand, we should take also into account the
preferences for neighbouring linguistic values of criteria that
are specified by the decision-maker. Even in the case of a
full covering with respect to a dominant linguistic value, the
decision-maker and the expert can assign a nonzero member-
ship of alternatives in different neighbouring linguistic values
of a criterion. Therefore, we apply the membership degrees
of the reference alternative in the linguistic values of criteria
as weighting factors to precisely determine the accordance
between the reference and the real alternative. Summarizing,
the accordance degree accAik

(x, y) of a real alternative x ∈ X
with a reference alternative y ∈ Y , with respect to a linguistic
value Aik of a criterion ai ∈ A, is defined as

accAik
(x, y) = µAik

(y)× µCOV(X̃,Ỹ )(Aik). (13)

By adding up the accordance degrees accAik
(x, y) calcu-

lated for all linguistic values of a criterion ai ∈ A, we get the
accordance degree accai

(x, y) of the alternative x with the
alternative y, with respect to ai:

accai
(x, y) =

ni∑

k=1

accAik
(x, y). (14)
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The approximation ACCx(y) of the reference alternative
y ∈ Y by the real alternative x ∈ X is a fuzzy set in the
domain of linguistic values of criteria:

ACCx(y) = { accA11
(x, y)/A11, . . . , accAik

(x, y)/Aik, . . . ,
accAnnn

(x, y)/Annn
}.

(15)
One has to remember that the criteria are not equally

important in a typical multi-criteria optimization task. This
restriction can be formally expressed with the help of weights
w1, . . . , wn that can take values from the interval [0, 1], and
must add up to 1:

∑n
i=1 wi = 1. The values of the weights

for particular criteria can be freely changed, depending on the
choice of the decision-maker.

Finally, we define the measure of acceptance of a real
alternative x as follows:

acc(x, y) =

n∑

i=1

wi × accai
(x, y). (16)

The final ranking of alternatives can obtained basing on the
value of the acceptance measure, but it should be performed
separately for each reference alternative of the decision-maker.

IV. EXAMPLE

In order to illustrate the presented approach, let us assume
a fuzzy information system that contains 10 real alternatives
characterized by three fuzzy criteria a1, a2, and a3. All criteria
can take three linguistic values and have the same importance,
i.e., the weights w1, w2, and w3 are set to 1

3 . The similarity
threshold β is equal to 0.6.

For the reference alternatives y1, y2, and y3 provided by the
decision-maker (Table II), we get the linguistic labels L1, L2,
and L3, respectively. By inspecting the universe X containing
the real alternatives, we can find the same linguistic labels and
their corresponding sets of characteristic elements XL1 , XL2 ,
XL3

, respectively:

L1 = (A13A22A32) : XL1
= {x3, x10},

L2 = (A12A23A32) : XL2 = {x2, x6, x9},
L3 = (A13A23A33) : XL3

= {x5, x8}.

The alternative x4 has no linguistic label, because all its
membership degrees in the linguistic values of the criterion a2
are below the similarity threshold β. The alternatives x1, and
x7 do not support the reference labels of the decision-maker.
Hence, the alternatives x1, x4, and x7 will be discarded from
the solution space.

To demonstrate the details of determining the approximation
of the reference alternatives, we select the fuzzy sets Ỹ1(a1),
and X̃3(a1) that represent the alternatives y1, and x3, respec-
tively, in the domain of linguistic values of the criterion a1:

Ỹ1(a1) = {0.00/A11, 0.30/A12, 0.70/A13},
X̃3(a1) = {0.00/A11, 0.20/A12, 0.80/A13}.

By applying the formulae 12, 13, and 14, we get the results
given in Table III, including the covering set COV(X̃3, Ỹ1),

the approximation of the reference alternative y1 by the real
alternative x3, and the accordance degrees with respect to the
criteria a1, a2, and a3.

Tables IV, V, VI contain the accordance degrees of the
supporting real alternatives with the reference alternatives
y1, y2, and y3, respectively. As we can see, the acceptance
degrees of the supporting real alternatives are relatively high.
However, those three groups of alternatives should be seen as
distinct solution variants with separate rankings, and may have
different meaning or importance for the decision-maker.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Finding an optimal solution by evaluating and ranking the
alternatives that are characterized by subjective criteria can
be done by utilizing the notion of fuzzy linguistic label. In
this paper, we propose to express the subjective preferences
of a decision-maker as ideal reference alternatives. They can
be represented by respective linguistic labels, in the same way
like the real alternatives that constitute the solutions space. By
unifying the description in the multi-criteria decision-making
process, we are able to define a notion of approximation
in the domain of linguistic values of criteria, and to use it
for introducing an accordance relation for comparing both
kinds of alternatives. The presented method can be a starting
point to develop novel hybrid approaches to solving complex
multi-criteria decision-making tasks, with respect to mixed
subjective and objective criteria.
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Abstract—The paper aims to systematically compare compu-
tation platforms where the development of custom computation
applications is done visually. By this, we mean platforms equipped
with a visual language to define the flow of actions or data,
thus allowing us to treat them as low-code systems. The cho-
sen platforms include two mature systems: Orange and Azure
Machine Learning Studio, and also a newcomer – BalticLSC.
For the purpose of the study, two sample computing tasks were
created and executed on the three platforms. Based on this, the
platforms were compared with each other taking into account
the following characteristics: versatility, scalability, user entry
barrier, cost of use, availability of documentation, maintainability
and extensibility, availability, security, user interface friendliness,
and variety of interfaces for input data.

Index Terms—BalticLSC, cloud computing, Orange, Azure,
Data Mining, low-code

I. INTRODUCTION

THE NEED to use low-code platforms comes from the
need for companies and enterprises to develop digital

tools easily, cheaply and quickly [13]. Currently, digital tools
are developed by teams of developers. Team members know
programming, programming languages and algorithmics. The
development team creates the tool based on the information
provided by people who know the field of business require-
ments and the specifics of the domain in which the tool will
be used. Growing demand for the creation and development
of digital solutions is creating the need for a large number
of programming specialists. Still, there needs to be more
of these specialists to meet the growing demand fully. To
counteract these shortages and meet the increasing demand
for IT solutions, emerging low-code systems aim to develop
software in a simple way that allows less skilled workers
(in terms of programming skills) to participate in software
development tasks related to software development. The paper
indicates that the number of publications on low-code systems
has increased in recent years, proving the interest in low-code
platforms in the commercial market and among the scientific
and academic community. The scientific articles surveyed
demonstrate that the field of low-code is still being developed
and researched and will continue to gain importance.

One such solution is the BalticLSC platform [16], which is
a result of a research project to apply the low-code approach
to large-scale computations. The claim of BalticLSC is that it
should be simple to use and easy to understand by scientists,
researchers and other people not proficient in programming.

In this paper, we aim at verifying this claim by comparing
BalticLSC with two mature platforms that use similar means
for defining computation apps – the Orange platform and the
Azure Machine Learning Studio. These platforms provide the
functionality to create customized computing, data flow and
data analysis applications. The platforms also have in common
the provision of graphical editors. Additionally, access to these
platforms for private use was easy, unlimited and free (except
for Azure).

For this purpose, we use a software quality model to
compare the features of these three platforms.

II. RELATED WORK

The topic of software quality research has been studied
many times [17]. There are many software quality models
like ISO 9126, McCall’s model, Boehm’s model, etc. Most
models consider the internal perspective taking into account
the software development process. There are also approaches
which emphasize the external perspective, i.e. user satisfaction
[4], [7], [17]. The proposed quality models consider func-
tional and non-functional software requirements and focus on
the user perspective and expectations. Examples of software
quality metrics from the user perspective include functionality,
usability, reliability, performance, security or support.

Research papers have used different approaches to com-
parative analysis of applications. Most of them focus on
the technical parameters of the systems and the features
provided [5], [6], [12]. The analyzed features include the
service delivery model (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS), architecture, type
of input supported, network configuration, and security-related
issues. Another set of benchmarks can include various specific
functions provided by the compared tools [8], [14]. This
might include, for example, the types of machine learning
models available, Decision Trees, neural networks, the ability
to load input data in different formats, and types of data
visualization (histograms, graphs). Still, such approaches to
application analysis provide information about the functions
and features of the systems, but provide no data allowing for
explicit comparison between tools.

Another comparative application analysis approach is based
on comparing features related to user experience and ease of
management with each other. Maiya et al. [11] have selected
system features such as the learning time required to complete
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a task, the number of steps taken, ease of use, and the availabil-
ity of documentation. Each feature was assigned a qualitative
measure (e.g., easy, complex) or quantitative measure (10 steps
of execution, 10 min). These measures were normalized to
a scale of 1-5. This approach to benchmarking allows for
a comparative evaluation of systems. Another approach [10]
focuses on comparing the computing power of performance
platforms and the price of executing an assumed computational
problem on selected platforms.

The comparative analysis can also involve solving a selected
problem (like heart attack recognition) [9], [15] using the same
kind (e.g. machine learning) model on different platforms.
Measures of the quality of the services offered are then
determined. In the case of using machine learning models, this
is, for example, precision and sensitivity. This type of analysis
provides information regarding which tool to choose to solve
a particular problem (e.g. medical image classification).

III. BALTICLSC PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS

BalticLSC [16] is a platform for developing or using large-
scale computing applications. The system is designed to
provide access to large-scale computing resources to small
businesses and institutions that often do not have the resources
to buy and maintain the desired infrastructure, as well as
the ability to make unused computing resources available to
companies and institutions in exchange for financial benefits.
The idea is that the system should be easy to use, affordable,
and efficient. The user does not need to have specialized
knowledge, as by using a graphical language, the users,
through the user interface, can design their own applications.
The system offers a platform for using ready-made algorithms
and applications and creating and sharing one’s own designs.

Currently, the system is made available to users in a demo
version. This means that some of the functionality has yet to
be made available to users. In this paper, the platform will be
described in its full version taking into account the functions
not available to users to explore the system’s full potential.
Also, computing centres have not been made available in the
demo version. There is one centre located at the Warsaw
University of Technology, so the research does not take into
account performance tests and speed of execution of test
computing programs. The platform was developed as part
of a research project co-financed by the European Regional
Development Fund. One of the authors of the paper, Michał
Śmiałek, is one of the developers of BalticLSC platform, but
the study was conducted by someone unfamiliar with the
system.

IV. AZURE ML STUDIO CHARACTERISTICS

Azure Machine Learning Studio [2] is a tool that enables
one to create, train and deploy machine learning models in
the Microsoft Azure cloud. It is a fully managed service that
enables machine learning across multiple platforms, including
R and Python. Azure Machine Learning Studio allows users
to create and deploy machine learning models without pro-
gramming or machine learning knowledge. Users can import

data, perform data mining, produce models, and share results
through the user interface. Azure Machine Learning Studio of-
fers many ready-made machine-learning algorithms and allows
users to create their own models. Users can also use existing
models and customize them to suit their needs.

V. ORANGE CHARACTERISTICS

Orange [3] is an open-source data mining and business
analytics platform that allows users to create and visualise
machine learning, neural network, regression, and classifica-
tion models. It is a drag-and-drop tool, which means users
can easily create and modify machine learning models by
dragging and dropping feature blocks. The system is provided
as a desktop application. The application uses the computing
power of the device on which the application is used. Orange
includes many built-in machine-learning algorithms and tools
for data visualization and presentations of descriptive statistics.
The platform also offers many add-ons and plug-ins that allow
users to customize the tool to fit their needs.

VI. METHODOLOGY FOR COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

In order to perform a comparative analysis, two problems
were formulated and then solved by the author of this paper
on the selected platforms. Following this, the solutions to the
problems were compared, taking into account the following
features of the systems:

• Universality: the openness of the platform to define
custom flows and applications.

• Scalability: the ability to perform selected tasks on
augmented data.

• User entry barrier: the number of technologies and tools
a user needs to know to use a given platform.

• Cost of use: the potential costs associated with perform-
ing tasks on the platform.

• Documentation availability: the amount and quality of
available documentation and information on how to use
a given platform.

• Ease of maintenance and extensibility: the features
provided by the system that enable and facilitate changes,
bug fixes, extensions, and enhancements to the applica-
tion.

• Availability: trouble-free operation of the service,
• Security: the quantity and quality of the data protection

mechanisms used.
• User interface friendliness: the ease and clarity of the

user interface. The number of steps a user must take to
perform a given task.

• Variety of interfaces for input data: the ability to
provide input data of different formats.

The selection of features for benchmarking was modeled
on the software quality models presented in Section II The
features selected for comparative analysis reflect an external
perspective, i.e. user satisfaction. Another important aspect
was to select quality features appropriate to the chosen domain
of systems, i.e. low-code platforms.
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Figure 1. Solution of the first problem in the BalticLSC system

Figure 2. Solution of the second problem in the BalticLSC system (part one)

The first problem to be solved is static analysis of the
provided data. We need to create a simple script in Python
or another available language that analyzes the provided data.
The result of the program is a CSV file that contains the
descriptive statistics of the provided data. The second task is
to create a decision tree on input data. We divide the data into
a test set and a learning set, then create a decision tree and
test the model’s performance on the test data. The results of
the program are files showing the effect of the model, e.g. tree
graphics, and analysis of the model prediction, e.g. confusion
matrix, and measures of prediction accuracy.

The first task is to check the selected platforms whether they
enable the execution of user-defined actions, which checks
platform flexibility and versatility. The creation of descriptive
statistics action is used as an example of an action that the user
must prepare himself. The execution of the task is designed
to test the platform’s ability to define custom flows freely

Task two is designed to test the execution of an example
workflow related to machine learning. Task two contains steps
that are typical of an area related to machine learning, i.e. data
processing, data partitioning, training the model, and testing
the model. Evaluation of the system consists of a comparative

analysis of selected platforms for the presented set of features.
As a result of the comparative analysis, systems are ranked by
awarding first, second and third place.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF LOW-CODE APPLICATIONS

A. BalticLSC

The BalticLSC system offers integration with technologies
that store data, but it does not have data storage facilities.
It was decided to prepare the input data as a CSV file
available via an FTP server. The computation results would
also be stored on this server. In addition, BalticLSC has no
functionality for configuring computation modules through a
GUI. Instead, configuration parameters such as what columns
to choose for analysis have to be provided as additional
input. This allows to select different parameter sets simply
by changing the address of the file with the parameters.

Figure 1 shows the solution to the first problem. On the left
are graphical representations of the input data, called the data
pins. The user can configure input data on the platform by
specifying the address (e.g. a URL and a file name) through
which the platform obtains the data. In our case, data was
provided through an FTP server. The data pin called “data”
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Figure 3. Solution of the second problem in the BalticLSC system (part two)

represents a CSV file with the data to be analysed. The data pin
called “columns” represents the list of columns to be analyzed.
These two data elements are input to the first module, called
“select_columns”. It transforms the input dataset using the
selected columns and returns it as the module’s output. The
output effect of the module is passed to the next computation
module, named ”describe_df”. This module creates descriptive
statistics for the transformed data organised into columns. The
effect of these computations is passed to the output data pin
(“Output”). As for the input data pins, this pin is configured
so that the data can be saved to a specific address, which in
this case is on an FTP server.

While designing the solution to the second problem, we
have noticed that it was not possible to use data coming out
of a component iteratively, so two applications had to be
created. The first one (Figure 2) accepts the same kinds of
data as for the first problem (“data” and “columns”). They
are used to create the calculation model. The application
has two additional input data pins - “predicted_column_tree”
and “predicted_column_predict”. They describe what column
from the main input data set (“data”) will be predicted in
the machine model. We need two input data pins because
a data pin cannot be used more than once. Execution of
the application starts with selecting columns for further pro-
cessing using the “select_columns” module. This results in
selecting columns from the main data set to be used for
further processing. The result is passed to the “split_data”
module, which randomly splits the data into a training and
a test set which are output to the “train_df” and “test_df”
pins. The training set is passed along with the information
about column predictions to the “tree” module. This module
creates a decision tree, where the result is a plotted model.
This model is passed to the final “test and score” module.
Apart from the decision tree, this module receives two inputs
– the test dataset “test_df” and information about the predicted
column “predicted_column_predict”. The module tests the
created model and returns a report (“classification_report”)
and a confusion matrix as a heat map (“heat_map”). These
two outputs from this application are then stored in the same
way as in the first application.

The second application is shown in Figure 3 and is prepared
similarly to that from Figure 2. The main difference is the last

module – “tree visualizer”. It receives a trained decision tree
model as input and creates its graphical representation. The
resulting visualisation (diagram) is passed to the output and is
stored on an FTP server, as in the other applications.

B. Orange

As in BalticLSC, the execution of tasks in Orange is
done within the environment. However, computations are done
locally, so there is no need for external storage. In our case,
CSV files containing input data were imported directly into
the system. The resulting data was accessible directly through
a graphical interface.

The application solving the first problem in the Orange
notation is shown in Figure 4. Its execution begins with
loading the CSV file with data into the “CSV File Import”
module. Then, the data is passed to the “Select Columns”
module, which selects data contained in selected columns.
Unlike for BalticLSC, the columns are not input as a sep-
arate file but are defined as direct parameters of the “Select
Columns” module. This is done through a GUI and needs to be
changed for different computations. After selecting columns,
the application runs the “Python script” module to execute a
dedicated Python script that creates descriptive statistics for the
provided data. The script is defined within the module details.
The result of these computations is a data set that is saved to
the local machine using the “Save Data” module. The location
of the file is given in the details of the module. In addition, it
is possible to display data directly in the application using the
module “Data Table”. It can be done by showing the module
details.

To solve the second problem (see Figure 5), we use the
“CSV File Import” and “Selected Columns” modules de-
scribed above. Data from selected columns is passed to the
“Data Sampler” module, which randomly separates the data
into a test set and a training set. The training set is passed to
the “Tree” module, which creates a decision tree. The trained
model is then passed to the “Tree Viewer” module, which
creates a graphical representation of the tree. The “Test and
Score” module uses the test data to test the tree and returns
test information. This information is used by the “Confusion
Matrix” module, which creates a confusion matrix as its name
suggests. Data passed and produced by the “Tree Viewer”,
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Figure 4. Solution of the first problem in the Orange system

Figure 5. Solution of the second problem in the Orange system

“Confusion Matrix”, and “Test and Score” modules can be
viewed in the module details. There, one can also specify
additional parameters, for example, the predicted column in
the “Tree” module.

C. Azure ML Studio

The Azure ML Studio platform operates in the cloud,
similar to BalticLSC. We need to create and configure an
appropriate service and then design and execute a dedicated
solution application. Input data was imported through a GUI
into the Azure Blob Storage service, integrated with the
platform. As previously, data was contained in CSV files. The
output data was visible through the platform’s GUI. It was
also saved in the Azure data storage services.

The solution to the first problem (Figure 6) contains the
input data “household_production” module connected with
the “Select columns in Dataset” module. As in the previous
cases, this module creates a dataset for selected columns.
As in Orange, the list of columns is defined in the details
of the module. The resulting data is passed to the “Python
Script” module, which executes a script that creates descriptive
statistics for the provided data. The script is defined using a
graphical interface for editing the module details. The created
statistics are passed to the “Export Data” module, which saves
the data in a database integrated with the service.

The solution to the second task (Figure 7) starts with the
same two modules as in Figure 6. The result is passed to
the “Split Data” module, which randomly splits the data into
training and test sets. The “Two-Class Boosted Decision Tree”

module contains an untrained model, which, together with
the training data, is passed to the “Train Model” module.
This module trains the input machine learning model on the
provided data. The “Score Model” module uses the trained
model and the test data to test the tree’s predictions. The
“Evaluate Model” module calculates various metrics, e.g.
precision sensitivity and confusion matrix for the tested model.
Finally, these results are stored in a database integrated into
the platform.

VIII. COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF THE SYSTEMS

Universality. In Azure ML Studio, users only can use the
platform’s components. The Orange system allows to use the
platform’s components or create own component, and allows
to install additional packages provided by the developers. Both
of these systems provide machine learning and artificial intel-
ligence functions. The BalticLSC system can create custom
components and applications from any domain and allows to
publish the created components. In addition, extensions can
be created in any programming language. For this reason,
the BalticLSC platform was identified as the most versatile
among the respondents. The Azure ML Studio platform fared
the worst.

Scalability. The Orange system uses the machine’s com-
puting power on which the program is run. The machine’s
computing power should match the computing power needed
to perform the task. Executing a computationally complex task
may require adjusting the physical infrastructure so that the
available computing power matches the required power needed
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Figure 6. Solution of task one on the Azure ML Studio

to perform the task. The BalticLSC system and Azure ML
Studio offer virtual use of computing power through cloud
computing. The cloud is easier and generates less cost, so it is
tidier. In BalticLSC, choosing the cluster on which to perform
the commissioned task is possible. It is also possible to define
a range of parameters related to the use of resources, such
as GPU, CPU and memory. Since the BalticLSC system is
in the demo version, only one cluster is available, and testing
the above-described functionalities is impossible. Moreover,
BalticLSC offers functions related to the parallelization of
computing operations. It is possible to create applications to
perform some tasks in parallel.

Azure ML studio also provides a choice of a cluster for
processing the task. The computing power is automatically
adjusted to the task and can be increased if necessary. The
user defines the necessary parameters, such as the maxi-
mum/minimum number of clusters and location size and the
scaling process itself is performed automatically. The user
does not influence the process of task scaling and job scaling,
and he only defines specific parameters and limits. Azure ML
Studio offers the most features related to the ability to perform
compute-intensive tasks. The Orange platform performed the
worst.

User entry barrier. To perform tasks on selected platforms,
users should have a basic knowledge of machine learning mod-
els. In addition, the user should know the Python programming
language to create a custom script. To perform tasks in the
Orange system, the user must be familiar with the system’s
components. All interaction with the components, their use
and parameterization are done through a graphical interface.
In order to create a script in Python, one must become familiar

Figure 7. Solution of task two on the Azure ML Studio

with the "Orange Data Mining Library". In the system, it is
possible to import data from a database; thus, basic knowledge
of database systems is needed. The amount of time spent
learning required to complete the task is the least among the
selected applications, so this platform was chosen as the best.

Using the BalticLSC Platform requires knowledge of the
components offered by the system. To run the applications,
users can configure a computing cluster requiring basic phys-
ical infrastructure knowledge. To import data into the ap-
plication, it is necessary to create a dataset and define the
type of access to it. Depending on the chosen technology,
basic knowledge of database systems and FTP servers, Azure-
DataLake platform, Amazon Simple Storage Service platform
is needed. To create a component for BalticLSC (Python
script), you need to make it using the Docker tool. For this,
users need knowledge of this tool and basic knowledge of
containerization. In addition, knowledge of the BalticLSC
library is needed to create the code. The variety of technologies
and tools for using the system is the greatest. Most of the time
was spent learning about the platform and additional tools and
technologies, so this platform was rated the lowest.

In order to use the Azure ML Studio platform, one should
know about the services offered by the Azure platform. Azure
ML Studio requires creating, configuring, and maintaining sev-
eral services available on the platform. Each of these services
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is non-trivial, requiring many parameters to be defined. Azure
ML Studio offers a lot of features and capabilities. In order to
use this tool, users should have spent the most time learning
about the platform, but there was no need to be familiar with
other tools and technologies. The learning time for the new
tools was estimated based on the time difference between the
time it took to complete the entire task and the time it took
to create and run the diagram.

Cost of use. Orange ML Studio is a free platform. The
BalticLSC system in the demo version does not charge fees,
but the full version will require them. There is a fee for using
the Azure platform. You pay for using computing power, i.e.,
running the designed applications. The exact costs depend on
the configuration of the computing cluster. Considering this,
the Orange platform is the best in terms of cost of use, and
the worst is Azure ML Studio.

Documentation availability. The BalticLSC platform has
the least extensive documentation. The user can obtain infor-
mation from the website https://www.balticlsc.eu. The docu-
mentation is in pdf form and is 19 pages long. On the YouTube
platform, three videos discuss the functions of the system and
a video with an example of how to use the platform. The
documentation describes the system’s architecture, available
features and the interface for developing applications. In terms
of availability of documentation and community, this platform
is rated the worst.

The Orange platform offers an overview of the system
through a website at https://orangedatamining.com/. In addi-
tion, there are 63 videos provided on the YouTube platform
describing the components or showing an example use of
the platform. On the website, in addition to a description of
features, there are examples of how the system is used.

The Azure platform provides information about Azure ML
studio through the website https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/
azure/machine-learning/. The documentation includes a de-
scription of the platform’s features as well as instructions
for creating your environment. It is possible to download
extensive documentation in pdf form (2962 pages). In addition,
there are many videos about the system on the YouTube
platform created by the creators as well as others. Access to
the documentation has been rated as the best for Azure ML
Studio.

Ease of maintenance and extensibility. All of the plat-
forms studied provide application expansion through a graph-
ical interface. Adding more components is done by selecting a
component and dragging it with the mouse to the application
development view. The Orange system has no features to
support making changes, extending and enhancing applica-
tions, so this system was rated the worst. In the BalticLSC
system, components and applications are versioned. Operating
on versions makes the process of maintaining applications
easier. The Azure ML studio platform provides features that
double down on sharing components and pipelines with other
users, scheduling and automatically running pipelines. In ad-
dition, Azure offers features related to model monitoring and
automatic model training. This system was rated the best in

terms of ease of project maintenance.
Availability. The Azure platform, which includes the Azure

ML studio under study, provides 99.99% availability to Virtual
Machines. Azure implements many practices including inter-
center data redundancy, backup. This platform is rated the best
in terms of service availability.

The BalticLSC platform provides the possibility to select a
computing cluster, which makes it possible to operate on the
remaining clusters in case of failure of one cluster. The system
does not store user data on its own. Data is stored in external
services, which means there is no risk of data loss in case of
system failure.

The Orange platform is entirely dependent on the efficiency
and availability of the physical infrastructure on which it
is run, which is why it is rated as the worst in terms of
availability.

Security. The Orange system has no security-related mech-
anisms implemented. The user should secure the physical
infrastructure on which the program is run. Therefore, this
system is rated as the worst in terms of security.

The BalticLSC system is designed in such a way that it does
not store user-supplied data or output data from the operation
of the program. In addition, the use of the Docker tool allows
full separation of the executed program from other elements of
the system. The system uses an encrypted https protocol. The
system does not provide data on how the computing clusters
are protected from unauthorized access or attacks.

ML Studio provides the ability to define and manage user
permissions, which increases security. Azure uses an encrypted
https protocol. Application developers follow many practices
[1] to ensure the security of the physical infrastructure against
unauthorized access or attacks. The Azure system has been
rated as the best in terms of security.

User interface friendliness. The Orange platform provides
the most straightforward user interface. The user can perform
a task on a single view of the application entirely through
the GUI. The least number of steps are taken to perform the
designed tasks.

A more complex system is the BalticLSC system. To
perform a task, the user has to use four separate views to define
input data, select (or design) applications, launch applications,
and track the applications’ progress.

The most complex system in terms of the user interface
is the Azure ML Studio platform. Setting up the platform
requires creating several services and configuring platform
parameters. Performing the task requires using four views of
the application, providing input data, creating an experiment,
designing the application, running the application. The com-
plicated user interface is due to the large number of features
offered by the platform as well as the ability to customize the
platform.

Variety of interfaces for input data. Orange’s system
allows for data transfer in three ways:

• by uploading data from the system or network address,
• downloading data from a relational database,
• self-creating data via the application interface.
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Table I
PLATFORM COMPARISON SUMMARY

Azure ML Orange BalticLSC
Universality III II I
Scalability I III II
User entry barrier II I III
Cost of use III I II
Documentation availability I II III
Ease of maintenance I III II
Availability I III II
Security I III II
User friendly interface III I II
variety of interfaces for input data II III I

BalticLSC allows data transfer in five different ways:
• by cloud services (Amazon S3, Azure Data Lake),
• FTP server,
• uploading data from the system,
• downloading data from relational databases,
• downloading data from NoSQL databases.
The Azure ML Studio platform allows data transfer in four

ways:
• uploading data from the system directly into the applica-

tion via the GUI or command line.
• downloading data from relational databases,
• via cloud services (Amazon S3, Azure Data Lake).
BalticLSC offers the most variety of data delivery options,

and Orange the least.

IX. SUMMARY

Table I summarises the results of our analysis. We have
compared two mature computation platforms with a new
system stemming from a research project. It should also be
noted that Azure ML Studio and Orange are dedicated to
specific application domains. Their computation capabilities
can be extended with simple Python scripts. When comparing
them to BalticLSC, we have, in fact, reduced the capabilities
of BalticLSC to handle only such simple Python procedures.
However, this system allows executing containers with code
of any size and complexity and written in any language.

The comparative analysis allowed us to identify each ap-
plication’s unique features, advantages and disadvantages. Or-
ange stood out for its intuitive interface and ease of use. Azure
ML Studio offers advanced customization and a wide range
of features to help organize work, which attracts users with
more advanced needs. BalticLSC excels in the universality of
use and the ability to create and share custom components.

Evaluating software quality is a challenging and complex
process influenced by subjective factors like user experience
and expectations, personal preferences, etc. Some wants are
mainly based on subjective feelings like user interface friend-
liness, and others are less like the cost of use. Therefore,
depending on the sample group, the results of the same
analysis may vary.

Having in mind these differences, it can be noted that it is
not possible to isolate a platform that would be unequivocally
the best. Each of the studied systems has its strengths and

weaknesses that contribute to their quality which is a mul-
tidimensional concept. The studied platforms have features
that are attractive to different groups of users. Azure ML
Studio outperforms the other systems in documentation, ease
of maintenance, availability and security. However, Orange
and BalticLSC dominate in such criteria as cost-effectiveness,
learnability and universality.
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Abstract—The ongoing study aimed to investigate the impact

of  utilizing  intelligent  counting  algorithms  to  determine  the

dominant discipline of authors. This paper addresses the issue

of ambiguously assigning disciplines to authors, which has be-

come a prevalent problem. The methodology section outlines

the approach employed in this study, including the utilization

of intelligent counting, cardinality pattern functions, and evalu-

ation metrics. In the results section, we present the findings of

the study, demonstrating that by employing specific Cardinal-

ity pattern functions and linguistic variables, we were able to

achieve a return that surpassed the number of disciplines un-

ambiguously determined for authors by up to 30%, surpassing

the results obtained using well-known methods.

Index Terms—intelligent counting, cardinality pattern func-

tions, science of science, determining disciplines

I. INTRODUCTION

N THE field of Scientometrics, research is conducted at

multiple levels, focusing on various units of analysis such

as publications or researchers. These levels encompass di-

verse  groups,  including countries,  disciplines,  gender,  age

groups, sources, and research metrics. To ensure the selec-

tion of appropriate observation sets, it is crucial to assign un-

ambiguous  values  to  each  observation.  Ongoing  research

conducted  at  the  Center  for  Public  Policy  Studies,  Adam

Mickiewicz University, indicates the need to exclude certain

observations from the study due to the absence of specific

values. Additionally, the challenge arises from the inability

to assign a single, definitive value to each observation."

I

While  for  scientific  databases  in  the  case  of  some  at-

tributes there may be problems in indicating a specific value

(complete impossibility to determine the value or appearance

of outlier observations that underestimate the results), in the

case of other dimensions alternative ways of determining the

 This work is the result of research project No. 2019/35/0/HS6/02591

funded by the National Science Center Poland and supervised by Professor

Marek Kwiek.

value can be considered. In Scientometrics, there are metrics

for ranking publications and authors. They take values such

as number of citations, number of publications, journal per-

centile, journal indices, author indices, and others at differ-

ent depth level [7]. Scientific metrics allow ranking selected

observations for the purpose of conducting further evalua-

tion, and the prestige of the studied entity is determined by

their placement. There are many metrics (CiteScore, FWCI,

Percentile, H-Index, Collaboration metrics, etc.) and univer-

sity  rankings  (Academic  Ranking  of  World  Universities,

CWTS Leiden Ranking, RUR World University Rankings,

etc.)  [8],  [13],  [23],  where  terms like  high,  highest,  most

popular, medium, low, lowest, worst are used. These are im-

precise  terms,  which  are  considered  and  modeled  by  the

field of artificial intelligence: fuzzy set theory and linguistic

variables proposed by L.A Zadeh [27].

II.PROBLEM SPECIFICATION

For authors discipline determination Abramo, Aksnes, and

D'Angelo, who defined the Web of Science subject category

for each Italian and Norwegian professor in their sample [1]

and Kwiek and Roszka [18] and Boekhout, van der Weijden

and Waltman [5] who defined Scopus ASJC discipline for Pol-

ish scientists and global scientists, respectively, used an ap-

proach where they determined the modal value based on jour-

nals  ASJC classification code.  This  method for  one of  the

largest scientific database (Scopus), allowed 24,938,113 of the

36,010,088 (around 69%) authors  to  be classified into one

dominant  discipline  thus  leaving  the  remaining  11,071,975

(around 31%) with more than one discipline assigned (Tab.

1.). These 31 percent of observations are tend to be excluded

from the samples. As an alternative to use of disciplines as-

signed  to  scientific  journals  and  modal  value  assignment,
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techniques based on machine learning taking into account ab-

stracts and keywords of publications have been used. Darad-

keh M, Abualigah L, Atalla S, Mansoor W. have done paper 

field classification for Scopus, ProQuest, and EBSCOhost da-

tasets using convolutional neural networks with titles, ab-

stracts, keywords for papers and journal titles as a features [9]. 

Sood, S.K., Kumar, N. & Saini, M. have used the set of 7 

thousand papers from Scopus database and clustering tech-

niques based on keywords and VOSViewer environment [21]. 

Meen C. K., Seojin N., Fei W., Yongjun Z. performed graph 

analysis and text mining for keywords from 10 thousand arti-

cles from Web of Science database [19]. 

With the occurrence of imprecise terms in the area of Sci-

entometrics, a variety of possibilities arise to implement this 

algorithm. One way to measure sample set cardinality is to 

consider intelligent counting (Sigma f-Count) with various 

cardinality pattern functions proposed by  Wygralak M. [26] 

and Dyczkowski K. [11]. Cases where author have more than 

one dominant discipline create space to introduce the fuzzy 

logic conceptual apparatus in order to increase the number of 

unambiguously identified authors. 

The purpose of the ongoing study was to investigate the 

impact of intelligent counting usage in algorithm to determine 

authors dominant discipline. The study compares the sets of 

dominant author disciplines implemented using the crisp set 

approach and using fuzzy sets approach. The research ques-

tions are as follows: 

1. How does the use of intelligent counting effect the number 

of uniquely classified authors? 

2. Which linguistic variables, terms and cardinality pattern 

functions are meaningful in acquiring more unambiguously 

classified authors? 

3. Does the result from using intelligent counting assign the 

same classes as classical approach? 

4. Are there cardinality pattern functions that in any case re-

turn less observations than the approach using crisp sets. 

III. METHODS 

The bibliometric database Scopus from the ICSR Lab plat-

form has been used for the study. Access to the database was 

granted through a collaboration between AMU's Center for 

Public Policy Studies and the International Center for the 

Study of Research (ICSR Lab), Elsevier, established in No-

vember 2020. The ICSR Lab allows access to the Scopus bib-

liometric database via the Databricks platform and retrieves 

results in aggregated form. Computations in the Databricks 

platform were based using cluster in standard mode with 

Databricks Runtime version 11.2 ML, Apache Spark technol-

ogy v3.3.0, Scala v2.12, and instance i3.2xlarge with 61 GB 

Memory, 8 Cores, 1-6 workers for worker type and instance 

c4.2xlarge with 15 GB Memory, 4 Cores for Driver type. The 

execution time for all scripts took approximately 2 hours. Our 

sample included a set of authors and their dominant disci-

plines determined using an approach commonly used in Sci-

entometrics (crisp sets, referred to by us as the base approach) 

and applying methods known from intelligent counting (se-

lected cardinality pattern functions). The results were then 

evaluated following selected evaluation metrics. 

A. Method for determining author's dominant discipline 

The rule for determining author's dominant discipline was 

based on using a set of publications from the ICSR Lab plat-

form. Each publication had its own unique identifier, a list of 

authors, a list of disciplines assigned to the journal from 

which the publication had come, and the variables Citation, 

FWCI 4y, FWCI 5y, FWCI NoWindow, Team size and Per-

centile. The Citation variable represented the total number of 

citations of the publication, the FWCI variables represented 

citation indices (gained up to 4, 5 years after the release date 

of the publication or without time limitation) normalized to 

the scientific discipline. Team size represented the number of 

authors in the publication, and the Percentile variable meas-

ured the percentile value of the CiteScore metric from the 

journal assigned to the publication. To determine an author's 

dominant discipline in the base approach for each author, the 

number of publications for each discipline that author had 

been counted. In the case of intelligent counting, each record 

was assigned to an appropriate membership degree based on 

the discipline, linguistics variable and term, and then in each 

discipline that the author subserved, the membership degrees 

were summed by relying on the appropriate cardinality pat-

tern function and Sigma f-Count function. Then, for each au-

thor, only those disciplines were selected for which the num-

ber of publications (and Sigma f-Count score, respectively) 

were the highest. Multidisciplinary was excluded from the 

collection due to the fact that it is not a scientific discipline. 

The result was a set containing author identifier and his disci-

pline. For the presented approach, the number of disciplines 

for each observation was greater than or equal to one. 

B. Cardinality pattern functions and Sigma f-Count 

For the purposes of this study to calculate the number of 

publications for each authors discipline we have used the 

sigma f-Count cardinality of a fuzzy set defined as: 

TABLE I. 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF SCIENTISTS BY NUMBER OF 

ASSIGNED DISCIPLINES 

Number of disciplines Number of authors 

1 24,938,113 

2 7,655,307 

3 2,538,076 

4 615,292 

5 198,175 

6 48,216 

7 11,773 

8 3,528 

9 1,382 

10 178 

11 36 

12 11 

13 1 

Total 36,010,088 
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 ∀𝐴 ∈  𝐹𝐹𝑆 ∶ 𝑠𝑐𝑓(𝐴) =  ∑ 𝑓(𝐴(𝑥)),𝑥 ∈ 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝(𝐴)  

 

where FFS is Family of all Fuzzy Sets, f is a cardinality pat-

tern function, sc is scalar cardinality and A(x) is interpreted as 

degree of membership of x to a fuzzy set A [26], [11]. As the 

cardinality pattern functions we decided to select four func-

tions from the two patterns: counting by thresholding and 

counting by thresholding and joining. 

 

1. f1,t,p, where t ∈ [0, 1] and p ≥ 0. Called as counting by 
thresholding and joining by Wygralak [26] 

 𝑓1,𝑡,𝑝(𝑥) = { 𝑥𝑝, 𝑎 ≥ 𝑡,0 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤ℏ𝑠𝑒. 
 

2. f2,t,p, where t ∈ [0, 1] and p ≥ 0. Called as counting by 
thresholding by Wygralak [26] 

 𝑓2,𝑡,𝑝(𝑥) = { 1, 𝑎 ≥ 𝑡, 𝑥𝑝, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤ℏ𝑠𝑒. 
 

For cardinality patterns above we decided to use these in two 

combinations by p and 5 combinations by t which we named 

f3,t for f1,t,p with p = 1; f4,t for f1,t,p with p = 2; f5,t for f2,t,p with p 

= 1 and f6,t for f2,t,p with p = 2, where t ∈ {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8} 

giving 20 functions for each term of each linguistic variable 

(that is 360 calculations in total; 6 linguistic variables, 3 

terms, 5 thresholds, 4 cardinality pattern functions) (Fig. 1.) 

[26], [11]. 

 

 
Figure 1. (1) Cardinality pattern f1,t,p for t = 0.4, p = 1 (as f3,t), (2) Cardinal-

ity pattern f4,t for t = 0.4, p = 2 (as f4,t), (3) Cardinality pattern f2 for t = 0.4, p 

= 1 (as f5,t), (4)  Cardinality pattern f2 for t = 0.4, p = 2 (as f6,t) 

 

C. Membership function modeling 

Six linguistic variables (Citation, FWCI 4y, FWCI 5y, 

FWCI NoWindow, Percentile and Team size) with three 

terms (Low, Medium, High) in a universe covering the inter-

val [maximum, minimum] for each linguistic variable in the 

Scopus database have been proposed for the determination of 

membership functions. The determination of the membership 

function was based on the same rule for each linguistic varia-

ble. In the case of term “high”, the membership function was 
given a value 1 for the top 10 percentile of the variable's value. 

For the remaining 90 percent, it was an increasing linear func-

tion. For term “low”, the negation of the “high” membership 
function was assigned. Term Medium was the minimum of 

the membership degree values for term “low” and term 
“high”. Due to the patterns/differences that occur in Scien-
tometrics for the given linguistic variables and disciplines, 

each linguistic variable was modeled for each discipline sep-

arately. Two characteristic points were required to establish 

the membership function. The first point was the minimum 

for a given term (for Citation, FWCI 4y, FWCI 5y, FWCI 

NoWindow it was assumed to be 0, for Percentile and Team 

size it was assumed to be 1). To determine the values of the 

90th percentile for linguistic variables, calculations were per-

formed on a set of Scopus publications from the ICSR Lab 

platform (Tab. 2.). 

D. Evaluation metrics 

The most popular evaluation metrics used in classification 

algorithms were used to compare the sets obtained using the 

base approach and the approach using intelligent counting: 

Accuracy, Precision, Specificity, F1 and Matthew's correla-

tion coefficient (MCC). The MCC metric was used due to the 

multi-class nature of classification, which in these cases pro-

vides a better measure of quality than Accuracy. The MlLib 

library for PySpark (MulticlassClassificationEvaluator class) 

was used to calculate the above metrics. The metrics Accu-

racy, Precision, Specificity, F1 were available as attributes 

and due to its multi-class classification nature represent their 

weighted average score. Due to the limitations of the MlLib 

library and the large dataset, the determination of MCC was 

based on the Macro-Averaging method for which the values 

TP, TN, FP, FN (also obtained by the library) and the equation 

for binary classification have been used. As the sets that were 

the subject of comparison, the results from the base approach 

were always used as the first set, and as the second set, re-

spectively, each subsequent result from the application of 

each cardinality pattern function. Only subsets in which both 

the base approach and the intelligent counting approach suc-

ceeded in assigning one of the 26 classes (ignoring null values 

in both the first and second sets) were selected for calculation 

of evaluation metrics.  

A supplemental measure (Set Increase) has been added to 

determine the percentage of observations received relative to 

the base approach. This measure accounted for the percentage 

of difference between the number of unambiguously classi-

fied observations using the intelligent counting approach and 

the number of unambiguously classified observations using 

the baseline approach to the number of observations obtained 

using the baseline approach (N=24,938,113). In other words, 

by how many percent more or less observations were success-

fully classified by the chosen approach than by using the base 

approach. 
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D. Classes (scientific disciplines) 

The assignment of authors to scientific disciplines was 

based on the ASJC (All Science Journal Classification). 26 

classes were used for the study. There were 27 disciplines in 

the ASJC listing, but the Multidisciplinary class was excluded 

due to the fact that it is not a scientific discipline by itself. The 

following classes were used for the study: AGRI, agricultural 

and biological sciences; ARTS, arts and humanities; BIOC, 

biochemistry, genetics, and molecular biology; BUSI, busi-

ness, management and accounting; CENG, chemical engi-

neering; CHEM, chemistry; COMP, computer science; DECI, 

decision sciences; DENT, dentistry; EART, earth and plane-

tary sciences; ECON, economics, econometrics and finance; 

ENER, energy; ENGI, engineering; ENVIR, environmental 

science; HEAL, health professions; IMMU, immunology and 

microbiology; MATE, materials science; MATH, mathemat-

ics; MEDI medicine, NEURO, neuroscience; NURS, nursing; 

PHARM, pharmacology, toxicology, and pharmaceutics; and 

PHYS, physics and astronomy, PSYC, psychology; SOCI, so-

cial sciences; VETE, veterinary. 

IV. RESULTS 

In this section result has been discussed only for these Car-

dinality pattern functions where the number of the unambig-

uously assigned authors was bigger than using base approach. 

For Card. Pattern function f5,t  no increase has been noted for 

every linguistic variable. The full results with negative Set In-

crease is presented on GitHub: 

(link: https://github.com/lukaszszy/fedcsis-evaluation-

cardinality-pattern-functions-authors-dominant-discipline-

classification). 

For the linguistic variable "Citation," a set increase was 

noted for all three terms, with the most for the “low” term. For 
f3 and f4, set increase was seen for each threshold. For f6 only 

for limits 0.4 to 0.8. For term “mid” and “high” for f3 and f4, 

an increased number of observations was noted only when 

there was no threshold application. A significant difference 

can be observed between Accuracy and MCC for the “low” 
and “high” term. In the case of favoritism for highly cited pa-
pers, on average, more than 50 percent of researchers have 

classified another discipline (f4,0.0, f6,0.6 and f6,0.8); giving a set 

increase of about 12-13 percent. The term “low” received the 
largest set increase of more than 30 percent, and results above 

20 percent were obtained by 8 of the 13 cardinality pattern 

functions (Fig. 2). This is explained by the fact that there are 

more researchers and publications with low citations in the 

Scopus database than researchers and publications with a high 

number of citations (on the skewed distribution of publica-

tions and citations, see Albarrán et al. [2]; Carrasco and Ruiz-

Castillo [6]; Ruiz-Castillo and Costas [20]). 

For the FWCI metric, the number of terms for which posi-

tive set increases were achieved was incremental. For the 

"FWCI 4y" variable, positive results were achieved only for 

the low term, for "FWCI 5y" positive results were achieved 

for low and “mid”. For "FWCI NoWindow," positive results 
were achieved for all three terms. For all three FWCI variants, 

Accuracy and MCC results showed that classification was 

more similar to base classified disciplines than for the Citation 

variable (Dominant values above 0.8 and several Cardinality  

Figure 2. The results of the evaluation metrics of the linguistic variable 

“Citation” for the Cardinality pattern functions, where the number of 
uniquely identified observations exceeded the number of observations 

from the base approach. 

Pattern functions with result above 0.7). The largest set in-

crease (25.22%) was recorded for FWCI 4y AND function 

f3,0.0. Slightly more observations (26.44%) were noted for 

the choice of FWCI 5y variable. For FWCI NoWindow, the 

number of observations over the number of observations in 

the baseline approach was the highest (30.30% for f4,0.0) (Fig 

3., Fig 4. Fig 5.). The prerequisite for obtaining a greater var-

iation in Sigma f-Count values for the 3 time restrictions for 

the FWCI indicator is the possibility of gathering a larger ci-

tation summation; as an additional 1 year for FWCI 5y com-

pared to FWCI 4y and unlimited time for gathering citations 

in the case of no restriction for years (see Baas et al. [3]; de 

Moya-Anegón et al. [10]). 

 

Figure 3. The results of the evaluation metrics of the linguistic variable 

“FWCI 4y” for the Cardinality pattern functions, where the number of 
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uniquely identified observations exceeded the number of observations 

from the base approach. 

 

 

Figure 4. The results of the evaluation metrics of the linguistic variable 

“FWCI 5y” for the Cardinality pattern functions, where the number of 
uniquely identified observations exceeded the number of observations 

from the base approach. 

 

Figure 5. The results of the evaluation metrics of the linguistic variable 

“FWCI NoWindow” for the Cardinality pattern functions, where the 
number of uniquely identified observations exceeded the number of ob-

servations from the base approach. 

 

For the linguistic variable "Team size", the highest set in-

crease was recorded (more than 16% for f3,0.0) in the case of 

term “high” receiving MCC from 0.758 to 0.93. This is the 
opposite situation to the 4 variables mentioned above. When 

favoring collaborative publications, in the greatest teams, the 

classified discipline largely overlaps with the disciplines clas-

sified using the base approach. This fact is due that more than 

90% of researchers publish only in collaborative teams, rarely 

having publications written solo (in STEMM disciplines, see 

full data on collaboration patterns across Europe by discipline 

in Kwiek 2021 [17]; see also Wagner and Leydesdorff [25]; 

Wagner [24]; Kamalski and Plume [15]). In the case of term 

“low” most (except f3,0.0) cardinality pattern functions re-

turned Accuracy and MCC scores in the range of 0.585 - 

0.606, which means that even on average 40% of authors re-

ceive different scientific discipline when favoring publication 

in the smallest teams (Figure 6.). 

 

Figure 6. The results of the evaluation metrics of the linguistic variable 

“Team size” for the Cardinality pattern functions, where the number of 

uniquely identified observations exceeded the number of observations 

from the base approach. 

 

The least number of cardinality pattern functions that re-

turned a positive set increase were obtained for the variable 

"Percentile". The results show that Accuracy and MCC for 

each function is more than 0.83. In addition, it can be noted 

that for function f6, the greater the favoritism of publications 

in the lower percentile of the journal, the greater the set in-

crease becomes (from 4.36 to 12.3 which is about 3 times ad-

ditional observations). (Fig. 7). This situation is explained by 

the fact that in science there are many scientists who tend to 

submit their papers to journals with a lower prestige (see 

Blackmore and Kandiko [4]; Franzoni et al.[12]; Starbuck 

[22]). 

 

Figure 7. The results of the evaluation metrics of the linguistic variable 

“Percentile” for the Cardinality pattern functions, where the number of 

uniquely identified observations exceeded the number of observations 

from the base approach. 
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V. SUMMARY 

For the linguistic variables presented above, it can be seen 

that the application of intelligent counting contributes signif-

icantly to increasing the number of unambiguously classified 

disciplines to authors. For selected Cardinality patter func-

tions it was possible to expect a return that exceeds by 25% 

the number of results using the base approach (about 30% for 

Citation and FWCI NoWindow, 26% for FWCI 5y, 25 for 

FWCI 4y; in all cases for term “low”). One has to wonder, 
however, whether it is reasonable to use the term “low”, if we 
would like to base our research on the least cited publications 

and on publications with the lowest FWCI metric. What 

would be reasonable in this case is to operate on the term  

“high” and the satisfaction of increasing the number of obser-

vations by 13-16% (around 16% for Team Size and 13% for 

Citation and FWCI NoWindow). 

The results presented above provide a basis for further 

analysis of the presented problem. It is necessary to focus on 

further unexplored scientific metrics and cardinality pattern 

functions to examine their influence on the determination of 

the dominant discipline. Due to the large number (31%) of 

authors who received assignment to more than one dominant 

discipline, it would be interesting to consider a multi-label 

classification variant as an alternative to multi-class classifi-

cation. Besides discipline, there are other locations where the 

conceptual apparatus of fuzzy logic can be applied. A dimen-

sion that also needs to be explored is the author's dominant 

country or their full affiliation. 

The other approach that may also prove interesting assumes 

is the use of fuzzy controllers [16]. Appropriate definition of 

a set of rules for a fuzzy controller can also set a new direc-

tion, and thus hypothetically improve the algorithm presented 

in the classical approach. Besides the scientific database Sco-

pus, there are other databases: Web of Science, OpenAlex (or 

subsets of these databases) for which the above algorithm can 

be applied. Therefore, the next step in the work on the algo-

rithm may be to integrate or compare results from many dif-

ferent data sources and applying a voting mechanism to them 

[14]. 
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TABLE II. 

VALUES OF TOP 10TH PERCENTILE FOR MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS BY DISCIPLINES 

Discipline Citation FWCI 4y FWCI 5y FWCI 

NoWindow 

Team size Percentile Number of 

publications 

AGRI 53 2.36 2.34 2.33 7 53 4,827,009 

ARTS 26 2.59 2.53 2.49 3 26 2,144,574 

BIOC 74 2.55 2.53 2.46 9 74 8,716,173 

BUSI 54 2.98 2.96 2.91 4 54 1,219,375 

CENG 66 2.94 2.92 2.88 7 66 2,855,087 

CHEM 60 2.67 2.64 2.57 7 60 6,582,601 

COMP 45 2.84 2.81 2.68 5 45 2,835,794 

DECI 56 2.95 2.95 2.95 4 56 490,649 

DENT 45 2.42 2.40 2.38 7 45 405,592 

EART 55 2.49 2.47 2.35 7 55 2,800,145 

ECON 46 2.75 2.70 2.60 4 46 929,703 

ENER 53 3.09 3.08 3.04 7 53 1,611,907 

ENGI 40 2.83 2.79 2.62 6 40 9,031,637 

ENVI 55 2.79 2.76 2.69 7 55 3,432,530 

HEAL 43 2.62 2.59 2.52 7 43 724,899 

IMMU 73 2.57 2.54 2.48 10 73 2,037,654 

MATE 50 2.80 2.78 2.66 7 50 5,973,127 

MATH 35 2.48 2.44 2.32 4 35 3,112,501 

MEDI 44 2.19 2.19 2.21 8 44 20,632,131 

NEUR 80 2.57 2.55 2.47 9 80 1,690,716 

NURS 40 2.59 2.56 2.47 7 40 1,059,202 

PHAR 47 2.33 2.31 2.24 8 47 2,337,260 

PHYS 51 2.70 2.68 2.50 7 51 7,442,223 

PSYC 64 2.64 2.63 2.58 6 64 1,511,213 

SOCI 34 2.60 2.56 2.46 4 34 4,492,180 

VETE 33 2.46 2.40 2.31 8 33 586,876 
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Abstract—Complex Systems were identified and studied in
different fields, such as physics, biology, and economics. These
systems exhibit exciting properties such as self-organization,
robust order, and emergence. In recent years, software sys-
tems displaying behaviors associated with Complex Systems are
starting to appear, and these behaviors are showing previously
unknown potential (e.g., GPT-based applications). Yet, there is no
commonly shared definition of a Complex Software System that
can serve as a key reference for academia to support research
in the area. In this paper, we adopt the theory-to-research
strategy to extract properties of Complex Systems from research
in other fields, mapping them to software systems to create a
formal definition of a Complex Software System. We support
the evolution of the properties through future validation, and we
provide examples of the application of the definition. Overall, the
definition will allow for a more precise, consistent, and rigorous
frame of reference for conducting scientific research on software
systems.

Index Terms—Software System, Complex System Theory,
Complex Software System

I. INTRODUCTION

COMPLEX Systems manifest multifaceted dependencies
and interrelationships with other systems and environ-

ments, making them difficult, if not impossible, to model
in their entirety [1], [2]. Complex Systems show properties
that make them peculiar, such as the property of emergent
behavior, i.e., behavior deriving from the different parts of a
system that cannot easily be determined or forecasted when
components are observed in isolation.

Complex Systems theory focuses on understanding and ex-
plaining the behavior of Complex Systems formed by interact-
ing components [1]. The theory provides a general framework
and a set of methodologies to study the emergent properties
and dynamics embedded in Complex Systems. However, there
is no agreed precise definition of the term as different authors
might have other points of view [3]. Complex Systems have
been studied in various fields [4]–[6], for example, in social
sciences by exploring the complex interactions of individuals
in cities.

The successes of software systems in the past years based
on, for example, Neural Networks, such as systems developed
by DeepMind [7], or OpenAI [8], bring a new range of soft-
ware systems to wide attention. The appearance of applications

such as AlphaFold or ChatGPT and others in a very short time
suggests that many more such systems will rise soon.

The exciting behaviors of these new software systems, such
as self-organization and emergence, cannot be explained by
inspecting the software implementation they are based on. This
range of software systems has specific behaviors correlating
with the behaviors of Complex Systems as defined by the
Complex Systems theory.

While in Computer Science, complexity is studied in differ-
ent contexts, such as code complexity and the complexity of
algorithms [9], this paper focuses on complexity in the context
of software systems. Also, many software systems are socio-
technical systems where humans are part of the system rather
than only forming its environment. Our study is interested
in pure technical systems where humans are not part of the
system but may build the system’s environment.

Our work aims to provide a clear definition of a Com-
plex Software System (CSS) based on the theory-to-research
strategy [10], [11], providing a frame of reference about the
properties of such systems in relation to what is postulated by
Complex Systems’ theory [1].

As the field of Complex Systems is evolving [2], we
suggest a framework that will also allow the evolution of
the definition and terms. The precise definitions will allow
more straightforward and unambiguous communication within
academia and will be able to connect to existing and future
real-world Complex Software Systems. The definition will
also provide boundaries for new research fields with a degree
of focus cleared of possible ambiguity due to the lack of
definitions.

To summarize, we have the following contribution in this
article:

• Setting up a framework under which the definition of a
Complex Software System is created;

• Defining a Complex Software System based on reference
to general Complex Systems theory;

• Listing examples of the use of such a definition;
• Based on the definition and proposed use, list potential

future research directions;

The article is structured as follows. In Section II, we provide
basic definitions that are commonly adopted in the context
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of software systems when discussing Complex Software Sys-
tems, such as System of Systems (SoS), Software Ecosystems
(SECO), and Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS). The purpose
of the need for a precise definition is discussed in Section III.
Section IV discusses the method for creating the definition
of a Complex Software System. We select several postulates
in Section V to form an initial base for defining a Complex
Software System. Section VI provides examples of using
such a definition. Future research directions are discussed in
Section VII, and conclusions are presented in Section VIII.

II. BASIC DEFINITIONS

In Software Engineering, several commonly used terms
and definitions of software systems discuss how software
systems and components can be combined and aggregated.
This section lists some of the main definitions and examines
their relationship to Complex Software Systems.

System of Systems (SoS) is a collection of independent in-
teracting systems [12]. An SoS has several key properties [13]:

• Operational Independence. Any system part of an SoS is
self-standing and can operate even if the whole SoS is
disaggregated.

• Managerial Independence. Every single system in an SoS
is self-governing.

• Geographic Distribution. SoS are often distributed over
geographic regions.

• Evolutionary Development. The existence and develop-
ment of SoS are under constant change.

• Emergent Behaviour. ”Through the collaboration be-
tween the systems in an SoS, a synergism is reached in
which the system behavior fulfills a purpose that cannot
be achieved by, or attributed to, any of the individual
systems.” [13]

The systems which are part of an SoS may also be Complex
Systems, or the SoS as a whole may form a Complex System
– however, the definition of an SoS does not imply that such
a system is a Complex System.

Software Ecosystems (SECO) are ”defined as a set of
businesses functioning as a unit and interacting with a shared
market for software and services, together with relationships
among them” [14]. A SECO may be composed of Complex
Software Systems and is a type of SoS. SECOs are typically
socio-technical systems [15], which exhibit Complex System
behaviors. In a SECO, introducing new elements can poten-
tially have disruptive effects. SECOs features [16], [17] for
example contain and provide:

• Inherited characteristics of natural ecosystems like pre-
dation, parasitism, mutualism, commensalism, symbiosis,
and amensalism.

• Architectural concepts like interface stability, evolution
management, security, and reliability.

• Open source development model.
• Platform for negotiating requirements aligning needs with

solutions, components, and portfolios.
• Capability for process innovation.

• Controlled central part for the core of the technology.
Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) ”are systems that have

a large number of components, often called agents, that
interact and adapt or learn” [18], [19]. The field of CAS
focuses on the adaptive behavior of Complex Systems.

Software CAS refers to software systems that exhibit
emergent behavior and self-organization, similar to Complex
Adaptive Systems found in nature. These systems can adapt
and evolve based on their interactions with the environment
through feedback loops. They involve multiple interacting
components or agents that collectively exhibit behavior that
cannot be easily predicted from the behavior of individual
components [18].

A software project may also be considered to be CAS, as
suggested by [20].

A subset of Software CAS are Software Self-Adaptive Sys-
tems (SSAS) that focus on the ability of a software system to
autonomously adapt and modify the behavior or configuration
in response to changing conditions or requirements [21], [22].
SSAS have built-in mechanisms that monitor the system’s
state, analyze environmental changes, and take actions to
maintain or improve system properties at runtime [21].

Software CAS [18], [19]:
• Typically operate far from equilibrium.
• Undergo revisions and improvements.
• Do not conform to classic, equilibrium-based mathemat-

ical approaches.
• Continuously adapt through recombination of the build-

ing blocks.
We summarize the main characteristics of SoS, SECO, and

CAS in Table I.

III. WHY THERE IS A NEED FOR A DEFINITION OF A
COMPLEX SOFTWARE SYSTEM?

We need the definition of a Complex Software System for
several reasons. Below we discuss benefits, which are the
motivators for the research presented in this article.

Clarity and precision: ensure that the meaning of the term
Complex Software System is unambiguous.

Consistency: avoid that a software Complex System is
defined differently by different researchers or in other contexts,
and ensure that the term’s meaning remains consistent over
time.

Rigor: provide a framework for scientific research. Scien-
tific definitions are necessary for the development of clear,
precise, and consistent scientific concepts and for the advance-
ment of scientific research.

Once the definition has been developed, it can be used in
various ways. For example for:

Hypothesis testing: support the development of hypotheses
about properties of a Complex Software System and its
behaviors so that they can be tested through experiments and
observations. For example, empirical methods can be used to
verify if a software system fulfills the necessary conditions for
forming a Complex Software System.
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TABLE I
SOS, SECO, CAS CONCEPTS

System of Systems (SoS) Software Ecosystems (SECO) Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS)
Definition Collection of independent interacting

systems [12]
Collection of software components, ap-
plications, and services [14]

Collection of components (agents) that
interact and evolve [18], [19]

Focus Collection of interacting systems Software and services relationships Software agents interaction

Emergent Behavior As systems get larger, emergent behav-
ior is more probable [23]

Limited emergence, the introduction of
new elements might have disrupting ef-
fects

Emergence in terms of adaptive behav-
ior and self-organization

Examples Smart Grids Systems Android Ecosystem Robotic Swarm

Classification: allow classification or categorization of
Complex Software Systems based on their properties. For
example, software systems use different paradigms, such as
Neural Networks or multi-agent architectures. This can be
used to create classifications based on system boundaries,
technology, or the form of their implementation.

Comparison: a known Complex Software Systems can be
compared based on the definition with other systems to find
similar or differing properties. This can serve as grounds for
expanding the definition or driving the creation of similar
software systems.

Theory development: develop new theories or models.
Definitions are essential for academic research, providing

a clear and precise framework for developing hypotheses,
conducting experiments, and developing theories. Definitions
allow researchers to communicate effectively and to build upon
each other’s work.

IV. METHODOLOGY TO BUILD THE DEFINITION

To define a Complex Software System, we adopt the theory-
to-research strategy, in which there is a continuous cycle
between theory and empirical validation [10], [11]:

• we extract from the literature (e.g., [1], [2]) common
properties of Complex Systems as have been studied in
the different fields;

• as there is no full agreement on all properties in the
context of the theory of Complex Systems [3], we discuss
the most appropriate in the context of software systems,
both according to our view of software systems imple-
mentation and deployment and with the aid of further
related works [4], [6], [18], [24];

• we map each of the properties to a set of identified
necessary, sufficient and representative conditions to the
context of software systems;

• we provide an initial application of the definition to
showcase the main benefits;

Ladyman [2] defines a Complex System based on reviewing
attempts in the literature to characterize a Complex System and
compiles a set of necessary conditions to represent complexity.
In their work, authors provide conditions that are qualitative
and which may not be sufficient for complexity, but they set
a basis for a way how complexity can be defined. We suggest
using the same method for defining a Complex Software
System.

We base the method of writing a formal definition of a
Complex Software System on a list of properties of three types
that are necessary, sufficient, and representative conditions
written in natural language.

The set of properties is the definition of a Complex
Software System.

The properties will be assembled in the form of graphical
frames followed by a commentary. Different types of prop-
erties will be color-coded for clarity in the following way,
where ”n” is an ordered number and ”keyword” is a word
abbreviating the property:

Property n - ”keyword” - Necessary

A property that is a necessary condition but not suffi-
cient to define a Complex Software System. Any Com-
plex Software System must be fulfilling all properties
that are necessary conditions. But fulfilling all such
conditions doesn’t imply that the Software System is
Complex Software System.

Property n - ”keyword” - Sufficient

A property that is the sufficient condition to define a
Complex Software System. If a software system fulfils
any single property that is sufficient condition then
such a system is a Complex Software System.

Property n - ”keyword” - Representative

A property describing a typical feature of a Complex
System is a representative property. Such property is
neither necessary nor sufficient but does describe a
commonality among Complex Software Systems.

The nomenclature allows referring specific property such
as Pn-N ”keyword” for a necessary condition property,
Pn-S ”keyword” for sufficient condition property and
Pn-R ”keyword” for a representative property.

The numbering of properties is sequential across all the
types. The intention and expectation is that the type of the
property may change based on future validation and research
and keeping the numbering intact will allow for unambiguous
referencing.
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V. INITIAL DEFINITION OF A COMPLEX SOFTWARE
SYSTEM

A Complex Software System may be defined by a set of
properties which may be viewed as necessary, sufficient, and
representative for a system to exhibit Complex System be-
haviors. Such properties are generic for any Complex System
and are also described in existing publications such as [1],
[2]. In this section, we will summarize the basic properties of
Complex Systems and put those in the context of software
systems, creating a base for the definition of a Complex
Software System.

Property 1 - ”components” - Necessary

A Complex Software System is composed of many
components.

All definitions of systems complexity [1], [2], [4], [6]
require the system to have many components. In the context
of Complex Systems, the word ”many” refers to the term’s
qualitative rather than quantitative nature. It would, therefore,
be incorrect to attempt to quantify it. For example, a system
composed of two Complex Systems with manifold interactions
and fulfilling other necessary properties is a Complex System,
as well as a system composed of millions of components of a
similar type, maybe a Complex System. This property comes
directly from the definition of the word ”system” [25], [26].
Software systems are typically composed of components. This
property is a necessary condition but not sufficient for a soft-
ware system to exhibit complexity. In software, a component
may describe different entities based on view or perspective.
It can represent a code module, software package, process, or
service. From the perspective of a Complex Software System,
only a subset of such representations can serve as components
in a Complex Software System as they must possess further
attributes discussed in the following paragraphs.

Property 2 - ”communication” Necessary

The components of a Complex Software System have
means of intercommunication.

Communication is an essential condition for a Complex
Software System. As Ladyman [2] explains: ”Without inter-
action, a system merely forms a “soup” of particles which
necessarily are independent and have no means of forming
patterns, of establishing order.”. Communication through mes-
saging shared data, and interfaces is fundamental in software
systems. However, this property is not a sufficient condition
for a Complex Software System, as many software systems
communicate but lack other necessary properties.

Property 3 - ”similarity” - Representative

The components in a Complex Software System are
similar.

Based on Ladyman [2]: ”For interactions to happen and
for pattern and coherence to develop, the elements have to be
not only many but also similar in nature.”. From the software
systems perspective, for example, a system based on front-
end, business logic middle-ware, and back-end database com-
ponents may not form a Complex Software System. This has
fascinating implications for software systems, which may be
considered complex. However, this condition is not sufficient
to determine a Complex Software System. This property may
be necessary, but such a statement cannot be demonstrated
and proven with the current knowledge and it is a question
if a Software System with dis-similar components may still
form a Complex Software System or if the system boundaries
would exclude such dis-similar components into system’s
environment rather than being part of the system itself. It also
remains to be defined what precisely similar means in the
context of software components, and similarity needs to be
inspected along with heterogeneity and homogeneity.

Property 4 - ”interaction-change” - Necessary

The strength of components interactions in a Complex
Software System is dynamic and changes over time.

”Most interactions are mediated through some sort of
exchange process between nodes (components). In that sense,
interaction strength is often related to the quantity of objects
exchanged.” [1]. The interactions among components have to
change over time for a Complex Software System to evolve
and create a self-organized clustered structure [1]. The result-
ing network topology contains information about the nodes’
and links’ dynamics and formation (Chapter 4.5) [1]. This is
a familiar property in software systems studies, for example,
in the field of dynamic or adaptive networks [27], [28]. This
property is necessary for a Complex Software System from
which self-organization and clustering emerge.

Property 5 - ”states” - Necessary

Components of a Complex Software System are char-
acterized by states.

Complex Software Systems are systems that evolve. An
algorithmic description of evolution (Chapter 5) [1] is based
on the fact that the system has states, and the evolution forms
a path through states from time t to time t+1. Therefore the
existence of states is necessary to create a Complex Software
System. The notion of states in software systems is among the
basic concepts of any information systems [29]. However, the
existence of states is not a sufficient condition for Complex
Software Systems.
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Property 6 - ”co-evolution” - Representative

The intercommunication and states of components in
a Complex Software System are not independent but
co-evolve.

As discussed in (Chapter 1.5) [2] ”Complex systems are
characterized by the fact that states and interactions are often
not independent but evolve together by mutually influencing
each other; states and interactions co-evolve.”. The Com-
plex Systems are characterized by co-evolutionary dynamics
(Chapter 4.8) [1]. From a software systems perspective, this
can be represented, for example, by adaptive network models
[28], which are known to exhibit such co-evolutionary dy-
namics [30], [31]. The co-evolutionary algorithms may also
be used to solve complex software problems [32].

Property 7 - ”context-awareness” - Representative

A Complex Software System is context-aware.

As shown by Thurner [1], the Complex Systems are often
represented by multi-layer networks and ”... for any dynamic
process happening on a given network layer, the other layers
represent the ’context’ ...”. In other words, such context defines
how components on different layers may be influenced. This
property is typical for Complex Systems to co-evolve through
context dependency and awareness.

Property 8 - ”algorithmicism” - Representative

A Complex Software System is algorithmic.

Based on Thurner [1], the ”... (Complex Systems) algorith-
mic nature is a direct consequence of the discrete interactions
between interaction networks and states.”. This fits software
systems that are naturally algorithmic [29].

The ”algorithmicism” may need to be replaced with ”intel-
ligence” or ”cognition” based on symbolic or sub-symbolic
approaches [33], which might be more appropriate from a
software systems perspective, when comparing this property
to general Complex Systems theory.

Property 9 - ”path-dependency” - Representative

Complex Software System processes are path-
dependent and non-ergodic.

”The Complex Systems are typically governed by path-
dependent processes.” (Section 2.5) [1]. The process, in a
general theory of complex systems, refers to stochastic pro-
cesses [34]. This further means that processes in complex
systems are inherently non-Markovian. It can also be shown
that Complex Systems are non-ergodic (for in-depth discus-
sion, see [1]). From the software systems perspective, this
means that software system to exhibit such Complex System

properties, they must change their boundary conditions as the
system evolves.

Property 10 - ”disorder” - Necessary

A Complex Software System is disordered and out-of-
equilibrium.

Ladyman [2] argues that ”...complex systems are precisely
those whose order emerges from a disorder rather than being
built into them.”. Also, it can be noted that Complex Systems
are generally out-of-equilibrium [1], which drives interesting
challenges to the concepts of entropy. Although it can be
shown [1], [2] that Complex Systems exhibit such properties,
it is not obvious how to apply those to software systems.

It must be noted that disorder doesn’t imply instability,
which might sometimes be associated with the term. In the
sense presented by the property, the disorder is related to
entropy. For example, the use of GA (Genetic Algorithms)
result is seemingly disordered systems when the system is
inspected.

Property 11 - ”robust-order” - Necessary

A Complex Software System exhibits robust order.

The concept of robust order is derived from system disorder.
As shown by Ladyman [2] ”... a system consisting of many
similar components (elements) which are communicating (in-
teracting) in a disordered way has the potential of forming
patterns or structures”. This refers to self-organization and
emergence property. From a software system perspective, this
indicates that a Complex Software System shall be composed
of similar and at least initially disordered components. This
might seem to contradict with P10-N ”disorder” but ”...
although the elements continue to interact in a disordered
way, the overall patterns and structures are preserved. A
macroscopic level arises out of microscopic interaction, and
it is stable” [2] which Ladyman defines it as a robust order
and continues that ”t(T)his kind of robust order is a further
necessary condition for a system to be complex”. Therefore
disorder and robust order may co-exist. One example of
software systems showing such a property are Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN), where initially, input weights of neurons
may be initialized with random values and, through learning,
such initial disorder forms patterns, structures, or clusters.
Also, when examined on a neuron level, ANN will still be
disordered.

From a software systems perspective, it will be interesting
to study also further run-time uncertainties concerning robust
order property.

Property 12 - ”memory” - Necessary

A Complex Software System has memory.
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From Holland [18]: ”A system remembers through the
persistence of internal structure”, Ladyman [2] infer that
”Memory is a straightforward corollary of robust order.”. And
Thurner [1] notes that the ”Complex systems often have mem-
ory. Information about the past can be stored in nodes (compo-
nents), if they have a memory, or in the network structure of the
various layers.” In such a sense, memory refers to the internal
self-organized structure of the system. The difference between
memory and states defined by P5-N ”states” is that states
represent the system at a specific point in time, but they do not
represent history-dependent dynamics stored in the systems
memory. This property might have various interpretations in
software systems, such as a path through imitation-learning
[35] or system audit trails. This interesting property might
also have yet unknown interpretations in software systems.

Property 13 - ”SoS sufficiency” - Sufficient

A System of Complex Software Systems is a Complex
Software System.

As an intuitive analogy to properties of a Complex Software
System – as in Ackoff [12] – it may be possible to show
that a system of Complex Software Systems forms a Complex
Software System.

This might have exciting implications in practice as once
a Complex Software System is created and exists, a new
Complex Software System may be formed by creating a
system of such systems (SoS).

As the software does not require any material or physi-
cal manipulation and software systems can be created rela-
tively quickly, this allows the possible rapid advancement of
software-based systems exhibiting Complex System behaviors.

VI. APPLICATION OF THE DEFINITION

A. Unambiguous communication within academia

”Complex Software System” is a widely used term in
academia and industry. It refers to a wide range of software
systems and viewpoints with a generic notion of a system’s
complexity. The definition presented in this paper attempts to
provide a concrete reference that can be utilized throughout
academic discussions to facilitate a common understanding of
the term and properties of such a system. Also, the proposed
definition framework is intended to extend and refine the
definition to support further Complex Software Systems theory
development.

The definition of a Complex Software System may be
referenced as a whole, or specific properties may be the focus
of empirical and other research when studying the properties of
software systems. Having a definition of a Complex Software
System will bring clarity through academic discussions.

B. Complex Software System categorization

Software systems are open systems [36] with external inter-
actions. The boundary of the system defines what belongs to
the system itself and what its surroundings are. The edge of the

system may be used for categorization. Many software systems
nowadays are socio-technical systems [37] where people are
part of the system rather than creating the surroundings and
interacting with the system only through the system boundary.

The software systems also interact with humans or are
part of machine-to-machine interactions. The software system
boundaries can be used as one of the aspects of categorizing
types of software systems. Most importantly, this categoriza-
tion has an essential perspective from Complex Software Sys-
tems theory. Most of the socio-technical systems are Complex
Systems [37], and the involvement of humans fulfills the
necessary conditions presented in Section V.

For example, if we consider the Internet as a Complex
Software System, it can be viewed as a socio-technical system.
In which case, it fulfills the P4-N ”interaction-change” prop-
erty. The changes are done by human developers, companies,
and communities, which interconnect services throughout the
Internet. If the boundary of the Internet as a system excludes
human actors, the P4-N ”interaction-change” might not hold.

The presented properties applied to different boundaries of
a software systems can, in this way, provide mechanisms to
create a categorization and demonstrate which boundary is
allowing the creation of a Complex System and which is not,
as they are not fulfilling the necessary conditions defined by
the presented properties.

C. Complex Software System modeling

To dive into understanding Complex Software Systems, it
will be required to have a model to analyze the properties’
effects, how the necessary and sufficient conditions may be
fulfilled or violated, and how representative properties may
help define a Complex Software System. This can be achieved,
for example, by studying existing Complex Systems, as it
is done in other fields. However, the challenge is that we
might not have access to such systems and, based on the
boundary categorization (Section VI-B), some categories of
Complex Software Systems might not even exist, for example,
pure technical Complex Software Systems, where humans are
outside the system boundary. The categorization based on
modeling may follow, for example, FTG+PM framework [38],
which aims at the categorization of complex cyber-physical
systems.

The model can be designed and developed to study Com-
plex Software Systems based on the presented definition and
specification of necessary conditions for such a system to exist.
Commonality and variability analysis will be required to create
such models.

The model will allow experiments to evaluate the assump-
tions placed by the properties of Complex Software Systems.
Understanding underlying principles might show how such
software systems may be constructed. The models may also be
utilized directly during the process of creation of a complex
software system, as, for example, suggested by [39] with SDD
(Simulation Driven Development) to tackle inherent system
complexity. Modeling ASA (Adaptive Software Architectures)
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[40] might be another way to direct the creation of Complex
Software Systems.

With models based on the defined Complex System proper-
ties, it may be, for example, demonstrated that P13-S ”SoS
sufficiency” is a sufficient condition.

Creating models of different categories of Complex Soft-
ware Systems is another research path we will follow.

VII. FUTURE RESEARCH

Creation of the definition of a Complex Software System
and a framework for describing the definition will open doors
for several research areas:

• Search for and refining Complex Software System prop-
erties;

• Exploring categories of Complex Software Systems;
• Creation of Complex Software System models;
• Search for underlying principles of Complex Software

Systems;
The framework discussed in Section IV provides means of

extending and refining the definition based on future research
in the field of Complex Software Systems. The properties
may be updated or expanded as new information becomes
available. This will require empirical validation of hypotheses
and possibly rejecting null hypotheses posed by the definition.
The validation is expected to trigger a refinement cycle for
the theory, as defined by theory-to-research strategy [10]. The
validation may be based on case studies of existing software
systems or experimental research based on simulations and
modeling.

The list of the initial 13 properties harvested from studies
of Complex Systems in other fields may not always have a
precise mapping to software systems. Some properties that
define necessary conditions will require further research to
understand what they can indicate in the context of soft-
ware systems. Especially P7-R ”context-awareness”, P9-R
”path-dependency”, P10-N ”disorder”, P12-N ”memory” or
P13-S ”SoS sufficiency”.

The categorization, discussed in Section VI-B, based on the
definition, might provide additional research topics while help-
ing to uncover new underlying general principles of Complex
Software Systems. Inspecting academic discussions, aided by
systematic literature reviews, surveys, or questionnaires, will
facilitate such categorization.

Our research aims at technical systems, excluding socio-
technical systems. This constraint, however, might prove to be
challenging to isolate, and it is clear that the cyber-physical
and socio-technical systems will be encountered during fur-
ther research where the discrete and continuous aspects of
Software Systems co-exist. This will require clearly defining
and distinguishing the system boundaries to tackle encountered
involvement of non-technical aspects.

System Complexity is viewed as beneficial property of
Software Systems exhibiting interesting properties, therefore
it is not in the scope of our research to suggest means of
easing or reducing the complexity.

Several Software Systems might be considered complex,
such as modern operating systems with their constant struggle
against cyber attacks. These systems might not fulfill the
criteria for complexity based on the proposed definition. In
future research, it will be required to categorize such systems
and avoid potential confusion on the term as there are different
perspectives through which complexity can be viewed.

The proposed definition suggests one sufficient condition
P13-S ”SoS sufficiency.” In future research, we will identify

other potential sufficient conditions to extend the definition.
However, this task will be challenging.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Complex Systems were identified and studied in different
fields, such as physics, biology, and economics. These sys-
tems exhibit properties such as self-organization, robust order,
and emergence. In recent years, software systems started to
display behaviors associated with Complex Systems, showing
previously unknown potential (e.g., GPT-based applications).
However, a commonly shared definition of a Complex Soft-
ware System is not yet available.

For this reason, in this paper, we have presented a definition
of a Complex Software System that can serve as a reference
for academia to support future research. The definition is a set
of 13 initial necessary, representative, and sufficient conditions
for a software system to exhibit Complex System behaviors.
The properties were selected from Complex Systems research
in other fields and mapped to software systems. We suggested
allowing for evolution and refinement of the properties, as the
definition can be refined by evaluating the studied properties
using empirical methods. We have also provided examples
of the use of the definition and discussed further research
directions in the area of Complex Software Systems.

An unambiguous definition of a Complex Software System
is a stepping stone toward understanding its underlying prin-
ciples.
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